Maricopa County Community College District
Governing Board Agenda
February 23, 2016
A Community of Colleges—Colleges for the Community—working collectively and responsibly to meet the life-long learning needs of
our diverse students and communities.
The Maricopa Community Colleges provide access to higher education for diverse students and communities. We focus on learning
through: University Transfer Education, General Education, Developmental Education, Workforce Development, Student Development
Services, Continuing Education, Community Education, Civic Responsibility, and Global Engagement.

vision
mission

EXECUTIVE SESSION
6:15 p.m.
District Support Services Center | 2411 West 14th Street | Tempe, AZ 85281 | Conference Room 237 (HR)
CALL TO ORDER
APPROVAL TO GO INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION
1. Discussion or consideration of employment of Interim Chancellor ARS §38-431.03.A.1 – Interim Chancellor Contract
EXECUTIVE SESSION
ADJOURNMENT
REGULAR MEETING
6:30 p.m.
District Support Services Center | 2411 West 14th Street | Tempe, AZ 85281 | Governing Board Room—Second Floor
GENERAL
Governing Board Members, the Chancellor, and representatives of various groups may each present a brief summary of current
events. The Governing Board will not propose, discuss, deliberate or take legal action on any matter presented in a summary.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Call to Order
Pledge of Allegiance
College Reports
Faculty Executive Council Report
Adjunct Faculty Association Report
Emeritus, Awards, and Recognition
6.1 Emeritus Distinction Award, District Office
6.2 Association of Governing Boards Nason Award—Mr. David Maxwell, Drake University
Citizens Interim

_____________________
The Maricopa County Community College District endeavors to make all public meetings accessible to persons with disabilities or individuals with Limited English Proficiency. To ensure the
provision of appropriate or reasonable accommodations, please submit your request within 24 hours of the posting of the agenda. A copy of all agenda materials will be available on the
Wednesday preceding the scheduled meeting. Without advance notice we are unable to guarantee the accommodations of choice. For a literal translation of this agenda, the web tool Google
Translate is located on the bottom of the menu bar to the left on the Governing Board web page located at https://administration.maricopa.edu/governing-board/agenda.php. For more
information, please contact the Board Assistant at (480) 731-8889.
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This is an opportunity for members of the public to address the Governing Board. In compliance with the Open Meeting Law, the
Governing Board will neither discuss nor take action on issues raised during this portion of the agenda. When necessary, issues will
be taken under advisement and placed on a subsequent agenda. Presenting concerns to the Board and the free expression of ideas
should be communicated with decorum and respect. Uncivil or disorderly conduct is not permitted. The use of derisive or insulting
language or the direction of remarks that defame, attack, or harass an individual may serve as cause for the Board’s President to
direct that the speaker immediately conclude his or her remarks.

8.
Chancellor’s Report
APPROVAL OF THE ORDER OF THE AGENDA
The order of agenda items is subject to change.

CONSIDERATION OF CONSENT AGENDA ACTION ITEMS
All items with an asterisk are consent matters unless they are removed from the Consent Agenda at this time. Any item may be removed from the
agenda by the Chancellor as a matter of administrative prerogative, or by the Governing Board upon motion duly made, seconded, and approved.
Consent Agenda items will be approved by one motion (Note: a second to the motion shall not be needed) and there will be no specific discussion of
these items. Items removed from the Consent Agenda will be approved during the consideration of the Non-Consent Agenda.

ACTION
9.

MINUTES
*9.1 Approve the minutes of the January 19, 2016 Special Session, January 25, 2016 Special
Session, January 26, 2016 Regular Board Meeting, and the February 2, 2016 Agenda
Review and Work Session
10. ACADEMIC AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
*10.1 Approve Curriculum
*10.2 Approve Proposition 301 Workforce Development and Job Training Plan for
FY2016-17
*10.3 Approve Ignite Tobacco Prevention Program
11. BUSINESS SERVICES
*11.1 Approve Lease of Suite D104 at Rio Southern to All 4 Paws Training, LLC
CONSIDERATION OF NON-CONSENT ACTION ITEMS
12. PRESIDENT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
12.1 Approve Chancellor Emeritus Distinction
13. BUSINESS SERVICES
13.1 Approve Proposed Fee Changes Fiscal Year 2016-17 Budget
13.2 Approve Proposed Tuition & Fees Fiscal Year 2016-17
13.3 Approve Job Order Contracting Purchase Order to Remodel Shop/Warehouse
Space at the Maricopa Skill Center
13.4 Approve Construction Contract Award for the T2 Building Remodel at Glendale
Community College
14. HUMAN RESOURCES
14.1 Approve Interim Chancellor’s Contract of Employment 2016
INFORMATION ITEMS
15. HUMAN RESOURCES
15.1 Review Employments (Regular, Short-Term, and Specially Funded) (January)
15.2 Review Separations (January)
16. BUSINESS SERVICES
16.1 Preliminary Proposed Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-17 Budget
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MONITORING REPORTS
17. BUSINESS SERVICES
17.1 Review Budget Analysis Report, Fund 1—General Unrestricted Fund, for the Seven
Months Ending January 31, 2016
COMMUNITY LINKAGE
18. Governing Board Reports
19. Vice Chancellor Reports
20. External Community Reports
20.1 Arizona Association of District Governing Boards (AADGB)
20.2 Arizona School Boards Association (ASBA)
20.3 Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT)
ESTABLISHMENT OF NEXT MEETING DATES, TIMES AND PLACES
21. March 8, 2016, 5:00 p.m., Policy Committee Meeting, Governing Board Room
22. March 8, 2016, 6:00 p.m., Agenda Review, Governing Board Room
23. March 8, 2016, 7:00 p.m., Work Session, Governing Board Room
24. March 22, 2016, 5:00 p.m., Budget and Finance Committee Meeting, Governing Board Room
25. March 22, 2016, 6:30 p.m., Regular Board Meeting, Governing Board Room
26. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE MAY 24 REGULAR BOARD MEETING HAS BEEN RESCHEDULED TO
MAY 17, 6:30 p.m. Governing Board Room
ADJOURNMENT
EXECUTIVE SESSION
Immediately Following Regular Board Meeting
District Support Services Center | 2411 West 14th Street | Tempe, AZ 85281 | Maricopa Room M103 – First Floor
CALL TO ORDER
APPROVAL TO GO INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION
1. Discussion or consultation for legal advice with attorneys for the Governing Board ARS §38-431.03.A.3—Investigation into the Award of a Contract for a Classification
and Compensation Study
EXECUTIVE SESSION
ADJOURNMENT

Maricopa County Community College District
Governing Board Minutes
January 19, 2016
Special Session of the Maricopa County Community College District Governing Board was scheduled to be held beginning at 5:30
p.m. at the District Support Services Center, 2411 West 14th Street, Tempe, Arizona, pursuant to ARS §38-431.02, notice having
been duly given.
GOVERNING BOARD
Alfredo Gutierrez, President
Johanna Haver, Secretary
Doyle Burke, Member
Tracy Livingston, Member
John Heep, Member
Jean McGrath, Member
Dana Saar, Member

ADMINISTRATION (SPECIAL SESSION)
Rufus Glasper
Maria Harper-Marinick
Debra Thompson
LaCoya Shelton-Johnson
Ed Kelty
Maggie McConnell for Lee Combs
CHANCELLOR’S EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Linda Lujan
Ernie Lara
Bill Guerriero (Interim)
Steven Gonzales

CALL TO ORDER

President Gutierrez called the Special Session/Chancellor Search Meeting to order
at 5:30 p.m.

DISCUSSION OF QUALIFICATIONS
AND JOB DESCRIPTION FOR CHANCELLOR

President Gutierrez explained that this evening’s meeting would cover the
following:


Discussion of Chancellor Qualifications and Job Description



Discussion of Search Committee Candidates



Discussion and Vote on Search Plan



Authorizing Vice Chancellor for Human Resources to Proceed with Search
Plan

Consideration for a subsequent meeting on Saturday or Monday was
discussed in the event the evening’s agenda was not completed. Board
members were reminded that an executive session would be required to
discuss potential Interim Chancellor candidates. It is important to appoint an
Interim Chancellor while the Chancellor is still at MCCCD. All board members
can submit names for consideration. The Interim Chancellor will have full
authorization to perform the office of Chancellor of this organization. The
Board will oversee the Interim to ensure that any actions will not be
detrimental to the organization.
The following metrics on the Chancellor job description and qualifications
were discussed: (Metrics are method of measuring Chancellor accountability.
Can he or she continue our outcomes. Question of how to hold Chancellor
accountable to those metrics.)


Directs the implementation of the Governing Board Outcomes,
Chancellor Limitations and Administrative Regulations that serve as the
foundation for the strategic operations of the MCCCD.
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Adding “success” to the job metrics is not measurable. Can be
part of job description.
If 60+% of student require developmental edu or other, it
should be a priority not an option. They cannot choose.
How do we measure these accountabilities? Response: This is
a job description, not a monitoring report. Perhaps a monthly
report could be added to the monitoring reports. It is thru
monitoring reports that you should hold them accountable.
Limitations should be worded positive rather than negative.



Prioritizes the implementation of the Board Outcomes Policies
[University Transfer Education and General Education; Workforce and
Economic Development, Developmental Education, Community
Development and Civic and Global Engagement] and ensures that they
are reflected in the budget.



Identifies and implements systemic strategic administrative initiatives
designed to position the MCCCD as an innovative higher educational
institution at the local and national levels.
o Do we have an evaluation at some point? Are we going to hold
Chancellor accountable? Up to Board to determine if individual
can do this. Do they have skill set? Individual needs to
maintain MCCCD as an innovative higher ed institution – not to
position us but to take us to a higher level. Metrics are ONE
Maricopa which have been measured. Leadership in terms of
innovative actions. There is no uniform set of measurements
among the 1400 community colleges across the nation.
MCCCD is at the top. We must insist on measuring innovations
on programs that allow this. The individual must be told that
this is what we want and expect. Also, they must be told that
this our vision and we expect better. Provide vision for moving
forward.



Establishes and maintains a systemic learning organization that
promotes conditions that are fair, dignified and safe for students.
o Limitations are written positively. Looking for someone that
can do these things.
Fosters a work environment that is in compliance with all federal and
state laws, and that is safe, secure and conducive to the retention of a
skilled and effective workforce. This includes continuity of operations
planning and emergency preparedness, addressing unsafe working
conditions or environmental concerns, and facilitating employee
awareness of the procedures to follow in the event of an emergency.
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Common sense. Individual must demonstrate experience that
they can do this.



Promotes an integrated effort with District and College executives.
o Shared governance is implied. Leadership perspective that
there is harmony between all college presidents and vice
chancellors. (REWRITE)



Maintains effective working relationships with faculty and staff,
external educational institutions and community leaders.
o This is pretty basic. Too broad. Expect great relationships and
partnerships with external groups. (REWRITE) Reflect
aggressive relationships with business community, university
leaders, K-12, and other community college district.
Establishes and maintains. Identify who these stakeholder
groups are.



Creates institutional mechanisms for public and constituent interactions
that are fair, dignified and responsive.
o It is our role through limitations to make that happen. Part of
limitations that people are treated fairly. If this is not
happening, then it is up to Board to correct or ensure it is
happening. Individual must know that this is necessary. They
must see that Board is a strong, committed Board.



Engages in sound financial activities that protect the district from fiscal
jeopardy while complying with local, state and federal laws. Ensures
that actual expenditures are parallel to the Board’s Outcome priorities.
o There are limitations that cover this. We cannot change this.
This is a very well run district. Need to include accreditation.



Maintains and protects institutional assets from unnecessary risk.
(COMBINE WITH PREVIOUS BULLET or leave as is.)



Conducts Financial Planning and Budgeting within a fiscal period that is
in alignment with the Board’s Outcome Priorities, and is derived from a
multi-year strategic operation plan.
o Long term planning. This is going to be a major and constant
issue. Revenue sources have changed dramatically. The
amount for technology is only going to increase. There must
be a return on technology. It is an investment. The way we
measure investment is different – how much benefit to the
county? We invest to get a return on GDP. We contribute to
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economic development, and industries such as refrigeration,
aviation, nuclear energy, healthcare, and machine tooling. We
want to make sure Arizona becomes larger. Growth
component can be added.









•

Implements an Employee Compensation and Benefits plan that
complies with local, state and federal laws and that establishes the
MCCCD as a competitive higher education employer.
Routinely communicates and provides counsel to the Board on
institutional practices, activities and conditions.
Operates with a succession plan to ensure the competent continuity of
executive operations.
Ensures that the institution operates with a Department of Public
Safety.
o Make sure individual has experience with public safety at a
college level. The individual must understand that he will be
Chancellor of a community college system, as well as a chief of
police. Previous board wanted to see a public safety division
and the Public Safety Division in place is recognized by cities,
police departments, and state universities.
Develops and recommends systemic long and short term goals,
objectives, organizational structure and staffing.
Serves on national, regional and local committees and councils that
serve to position the MCCCD as a higher education leader and enhance
the image of the district in the community.
Adopts the employee personnel manual and oversees the final
selection of personnel.
• Demonstrates systems-thinking when approaching issue resolution
and management of daily college operations.
o Looking at the whole. Big picture.
• Keeps up-to-date on technological developments, makes effective
use of technology to achieve results; ensures access to and security
of technology systems.
• Adopts the administrative regulations that guide the day to day
operations of the MCCCD.
• Acts as leader, manager and catalyst for organizational change.
• Takes a long-term view and builds a shared vision with others;
influences others to translate visions into action.
• Develops new insights into situations, questions conventional
approaches; encourages new ideas and innovations; designs and
implements new or cutting edge programs/processes.
o Innovation mentioned earlier. Initiative to discuss on single
accreditation/many accreditations.
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MISCELLANEOUS DISCUSSION









Taxpayers pay for all of this and we should be mindful of them and be
much more frugal. Legislature is not funding us because we have
broadened our activities.
Need to show our taxpayers that we are good stewards of money.
Vision too broad?
Too much money spent on student travel. This is a legitimate
educational activity.
Have obligation to take care of educational needs of our county. Does
not want to narrow mission. Wants community to see our value.
Chancellor needs to be mindful that we are operating on taxpayer
funds. We send students to DC to walk through Congress and inspire
students. Athletic teams all over have their set of skills. We ought to
recognize academic achievement in areas they are interested in.
Respond to taxpayer concerns. Things being said that rile people up. If
we explain it to them, they will understand.

GOVERNING BOARD MEMBER QUESTIONS


What are the challenges and opportunities facing the Chancellor
position? What might require the next Chancellor’s immediate
attention?
o If we are going to continue, we are going to have to loosen up
restraints and limitations, i.e., “expense control limits”. Both
short term and long term. This affects cities and towns – a real
challenge and an immediate concern. This needs to go to the
ballot to change constitution. Cities and towns are under same
expenditure limitations (population, FTSE, etc.)



What are the challenges and opportunities facing the system? What
might require the next Chancellor’s immediate attention?
o ONE Maricopa is a real challenge and an opportunity. Going
forward with a vision that we have adopted. We need to look
at revenues and maximize.
o One of the major activities is to develop relationships with
community and employee groups.
o There are disconnected youth that are unemployed. They
failed in K-12. Return on investment should be in our mission.
Discuss with potential candidate.
o Students are going to private schools instead of MCCCD
because they are offering solutions. Market is key.
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Note: consider what influence the current four outcomes has on the
above questions




DISCUSSION OF SEARCH COMMITTEE
CANDIDATES

What additional key issues are facing the District now and in the
future?
o Funding is included in this.
o Recruitment, Retention and Success for students and
employees.
What are the expectations of the community regarding the role of the
Chancellor and MCCCD?
o Current Chancellor has done this extremely well.
These are the expectations.
o Questionnaires to Presidents and public. Need
feedback from major groups. What do they want to
see. Hope that search committee will reflect on this.
o What has been put together regarding Chancellor
Search. MAT and PSA will be added, as well as
advisory councils and other employee groups.
o Would want new Chancellor to continue high approval
of MCCCD.
o Amount of time Chancellor spends fundraising. Is that
something the Board needs to see in the job
description. What is fair percent of time? Presidents’
time has increased to over 30% and Chancellor 50-60%
of time. Chancellor will be the face and make
presentation and be the closer.



What are the experiences and skills necessary for the position to lead
Maricopa at this moment in the institution’s history? (i.e., technical
background, education, environment)



What leadership traits and characteristics are desired in order to drive
workforce excellence and student success? Note: refer to Appendices D
and E of the Chancellor Search Packet for additional insight

President Gutierrez explained that the Search Committee would work with
the Search Firm and bring back the appropriate candidates. Search
committee should represent the community and vet applicants and bring
before the Board.
Candidates currently being considered by ASU President Dr. Michael Crow as
Chair, Selena Bendarek, Faculty Association President, as Co-Chair. Other
members being considered are the CEO of SRP, CEO or Senior Vice President
of APS, the Regional Manager of Wells Fargo, GPEC President Chris Camacho,
Rita Chang from NAU, Shannon-Ridgeway-Monaco, as well as faculty and
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major employee groups.
This will be a Board-appointed committee that will have to comply with open
meeting law. They will have legal counsel and will review the candidates in
executive session. Finalists will submitted to the Board. Taxpayers are
represented by varied members suggested. The attempt to have principals
versus lobbyists. It was suggested that the committee have a superintendent
from K-12. Dr. Denton Santarelli, Superintendent of the Peoria Unified School
District, was suggested. The committee should be gender-balanced and have
diversity of academic and business interest. They should be contacted
officially by the Vice Chancellor.
There are four precertified search firms.
o

Association of Community College Trustees

o

Cizek Associates, Inc.

o

Hockaday-Hartford

o

Isaacson, Miller

This RFP was done in 2012 and will expire June 30, 2017. A suggestion was
made to do a new RFP for the Chancellor Search. President Gutierrez
indicated he did not want to delay this any longer. The law has been follow
copiously. This is a major decision. Going for a new RFP will delay in that
firms will need to apply and show their credentials and then will be added to
the list.
DISCUSSION AND VOTE ON SEARCH FIRM

AUTHORIZATION FOR THE VICE CHANCELLOR
OF HUMAN RESOURCES TO PROCEED WITH
SEARCH PLAN

No action was taken on the search firm. Board members resistant to
approving one of the current search firms because some members felt a new
RFP should be done.
No action taken to authorize the Vice Chancellor of Human Resources to
proceed with search plan until the issue of the search firm was resolved.

ACTION

Board Members agreed to meet on January 25, 2016 at 5:30 p.m. to continue
discussion of search firm and search plan.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 8:07 p.m.

___________________________________

Johanna Haver
Governing Board Secretary

Maricopa County Community College District
Governing Board Minutes
January 25, 2016
An Executive Session and Special Session of the Maricopa County Community College District Governing Board were scheduled
to be held beginning at 5:30 p.m. at the District Support Services Center, 2411 West 14th Street, Tempe, Arizona, pursuant to
ARS §38-431.02, notice having been duly given.
GOVERNING BOARD
Alfredo Gutierrez, President
Johanna Haver, Secretary
Doyle Burke, Member
Tracy Livingston, Member
John Heep, Member
Jean McGrath, Member
Dana Saar, Member

ADMINISTRATION (SPECIAL SESSION)
Rufus Glasper
Debra Thompson
LaCoya Shelton-Johnson
Ed Kelty
CHANCELLOR’S EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Linda Lujan
Ernie Lara
Felicia Ganther for Maria Harper-Marinick
Jan Gehler
Paul Dale
Bill Guerriero (Interim)

EXECUTIVE SESSION
CALL TO ORDER

An Executive Session scheduled for the discussion with designated representatives for the
Board to discuss or consider the appointment of an Interim Chancellor - ARS §38-431.02 –
was called to order at 5:32 p.m.

MOTION

Board Member Haver moved to go into Executive Session. Board Member McGrath
seconded. Motion passed 7-0.

ADJOURNMENT

The Executive Session adjourned at 5:57 p.m.

CALL TO ORDER

President Gutierrez called the Special Session/Chancellor Search Meeting to order at 6:05
p.m.

DISCUSSION OF QUALIFICATIONS
AND JOB DESCRIPTION FOR
CHANCELLOR

President Gutierrez reviewed the meeting’s agenda which included the following:


Discussion of Chancellor Qualifications and Job Description



Discussion of Search Committee Candidates



Discussion and Vote on Search Plan



Authorizing Vice Chancellor for Human Resources to Proceed with Search Plan

President Gutierrez indicated that since modifications had been requested at the
meeting of January 19 to the Qualifications and Job Description, those modifications
would be reviewed this evening.
The following list of desired background, experience, and personal characteristics
were used in the positon profile for the previous Chancellor search:
 A record of excellence in previous professional experience, including strong
administrative experience in community colleges or other postsecondary
institutions. Teaching experience in higher education is desirable.
(Comparable experience in business, industry, or other public or private
sectors will be equally considered.)
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Appropriate educational preparation, preferably including an earned
doctorate from an accredited institution.
Comments: A doctorate preferably allows a candidate to quality, however,
it not an absolute. Current Chancellor has a CPA certification and Doctorate
of Philosophy degree in higher education finance.
We are an educational institution and a doctorate matters. EDD is an
important degree. A PhD commands respect.
A leadership and management philosophy and style that encourages
collaboration and that supports innovation and risk taking.
Comments: Candidates should provide examples of this. This is a way to
determine whether a person is a control person which would create a
problem with staff. Current college presidents have a lot of say and this is
due to Dr. Glasper’s management style. It is natural for people to compare
data as soon as it becomes available, thus creating “competition.”
Encourage collaborative decision making and this will cause competition to
enter picture.
A strong value system: personally and professionally ethical, intellectually
honest, and one who leads from a principle-centered core that
demonstrates compassion for all.
Comments: Since we have our own District Values, perhaps those should be
referenced. A candidate will show if they have a strong value system by
what they bring to the interview.
A superb communicator, who articulates the District’s mission and vision
with passion, who interprets the needs of the District effectively to the
communities, to state and national decision makers, and to business and
industry.
An educational visionary who is dedicated to providing the finest
educational programs and learning environments to meet the needs of an
ever-changing diverse population.
A technologically sophisticated administrator who understands the potential
for technology in learning and teaching, for administration and
management, for employee professional development and personal
enrichment, and for creating innovative educational delivery systems.
Comments: We have been technological since the 1980’s.
An individual with experience and sensitivity to the needs of multi-cultural
and diverse environments, who is able to motivate and inspire others, who
provides leadership and builds teams of internal and external constituents to
reach the District’s goals.
A community-oriented and personally visible individual with a demonstrated
ability to develop strong collaborations and partnerships with business,
industry, government, civic and social groups, and educational organizations
from K-12 through graduate institutions.
Comments: 50% of time is spent doing this. Will this be brought forward?
Identify as part of job – develop a simple sentence that reflects that one of
the Chancellor’s responsibilities is raising funds from the community. A
major component of the Chancellor’s responsibilities is the endowment of
the institution.
A skilled administrator who understands the complexities of a multi-college
environment, who will value the expertise of others, and who will support
decentralization except when centralization and integration of services to
more effectively serve students and communities.
A colleague who will assist the Governing Board in further integration of
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Policy Governance™ as its method of operation. A colleague who will work
collaboratively with other Arizona community college leaders.
 An individual who takes the challenges of the position seriously and who
measures success and achievement by assisting others in reaching their
individual and organizational goals.
Experience with Federal and State Regulations and local officials is very important.
DISCUSSION OF SEARCH
COMMITTEE CANDIDATES

Members of the Search Committee that have either confirmed or will be contacted
include:
ASU President Michael Crow and Maricopa Faculty Association President Salina
Bednarek will chair the committee. Other commitments include Roc Arnett, former
President of the East Valley Partnership; Chris Camacho, President of the Greater
Phoenix Economic Council; President Rita Cheng of Northern Arizona University; Art
Hamilton, a former state legislative leader and founder of the Art Hamilton Group;
Shannon Ridgeway-Monaco, a Mesa Community College employee representing the
Professional Services Association; Richard Boals, CEO of Blue Cross/Blue Shield; Pam
Conboy, Regional President of Wells Fargo; Michael Cowan, Superintendent of Mesa
Unified Schools; and Sharon Harper, CEO and President of the Plaza Companies.
Comments were made that the committee should be diverse – gender, multi-cultural,
academic presence, and include major constituent groups. Since this is a GoverningBoard appointed committee, meetings should adhere to open meeting law.

DISCUSSION AND VOTE ON
SEARCH FIRM

Board Members were reminded that the RFP (Request for Proposal) for the current
search firms is still in effect. The RFP was issued in 2012 and runs through June 30,
2017. Legal Counsel explained that the four firms that responded provided evidence
that they have conducted searches for executives. Using one of these firms would
erase any question that the Board might conduct its own solicitation for its own
purposes. It is standard in the way public institutions do RFPs that there are no
contracts signed. We are awarding according to what we expect and what the needs
are. When a company is engaged, a purchase order is requested for that firm along
with a desired scope of work. One board member objected to using current RFP as it
was felt it was too old and things might have changed. The list of firms needs to be
updated as favoritism was being shown. According to Legal Counsel there is no legal
issue. No newspaper headline can be seen coming from this. Going out for a new RFP
will delay the process by months. One company has done extensive searches. The
process has not changed over past four years. No reason to delay process.
If in the course of the search no candidate is selected, the firm will do another search.
The advertisement will appear in the Chronicle of Higher Ed and the search firms have
contacts in higher ed. The Vice Chancellor of HR will make the decision as to which
firm should be used. After authorization, it is hands off for Board. They will longer be
in the process until the committee makes recommendations.

MOTION

Motion 10367
Board Member Burke moved that Cizek and Associates be employed to conduct the
search for Chancellor. The motion was seconded by Board Member Haver.
Discussion: Board Member McGrath stated she did not want any actions that would
bring forth any bad publicity. Strongly disagreed with motion, as did Board Member
Saar and suggested a substitute motion.
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Motion withdrawn.
MOTION

Motion 10368
Board Member Saar suggested a substitute motion that the Board let the Vice
Chancellor of Human Resources and Search Committee determine which team they
wanted to work with. Mrs. Haver seconded.
Discussion: Board Member Livingston objected and suggested the search be narrowed
to Cizek & Associates since they have done other searches for us. Not acting as a
Board in this process.
Motion withdrawn.

MOTION

Motion 10369
Board Member Burke moved that Cizek and Associates be employed as the Search
Firm.
Roll Call Vote:
Livingston: Yes
Saar: Yes
Haver: Yes
Gutierrez: Yes
McGrath: No. Objected to firm from old contract being used.
Burke: Yes
Heep: No As a former vendor, felt other vendors should have an opportunity to bid.
Motion approved 5-2 (McGrath and Heep – No).

MOTION
AUTHORIZATION FOR THE VICE
CHANCELLOR OF HUMAN
RESOURCES TO PROCEED WITH
SEARCH PLAN

Motion 10370
Board Member Saar moved that the Vice Chancellor for Human Resources proceed
with the process of hiring a new Chancellor. Board Member Livingston seconded.
Roll Call Vote:
Livingston: Yes
Saar: Yes
Haver: Yes
Gutierrez: Yes
McGrath: No. Responsibility to taxpayers. Might get better fees from another firm.
Burke: Yes
Heep: No
Motion approved 5-2 (McGrath and Heep – No).

ADJOURNMENT

_______________________
Johanna Haver
Governing Board Secretary

The meeting adjourned at 7:15 p.m.

Maricopa County Community College District
Governing Board Minutes
January 26, 2016
An Executive Session and Regular Meeting of the Maricopa County Community College District Governing Board
were scheduled to be held beginning at 5:30 p.m. at the District Support Services Center, 2411 West 14th Street,
Tempe, Arizona, pursuant to ARS §38-431.07, notice having been duly given.
GOVERNING BOARD
Alfredo Gutierrez, President
Johanna Haver, Secretary
Doyle Burke, Member
Tracy Livingston, Member
John Heep, Member
Jane McGrath, Member
Dana Saar, Member

ADMINISTRATION
Rufus Glasper
Felicia Ganther for Maria Harper-Marinick
Debra Thompson
LaCoya Shelton-Johnson
Edward Kelty
Mary O’Connor (Interim)
Lee Combs
Bill Guerriero (Interim)
Ernie Lara
Steven Gonzales
Irene Kovala
Shouan Pan
Paul Dale
Chris Haines (Interim)
Chris Bustamante
Jan Gehler
Janet Ortega for Shari Olson
Gene Giovannini

CALL TO ORDER OF
EXECUTIVE
SESSION

The Executive Session was called to order at 5:30 p.m.

ADJOURNMENT

The Executive Session was adjourned at 5:58 p.m.

CALL TO ORDER OF
REGULAR BOARD
MEETING

The Regular Board Meeting of January 26, 2016 was called to order at 6:30 p.m.

SUBSTITUTIONS

There were two substitutions for members of the CEC.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

The assembly pledged allegiance to the United States of America led by Connor Leichtman,
Vice President of the Associated Student Government at Chandler-Gilbert Community
College.

CLASS

There were no classes present.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
STUDENT LIFE REPORTS

Mr. Mike Greene, Director of Student Life and Leadership at Chandler-Gilbert Community
College (PVCC), provided part one of the student group report by describing the events of
the Three Day Student Leadership Summit held September 18-20, 2015. The keynote
speaker was Randy Moore, a motivational speaker who is also a Director of Higher
Education Programs at Year Up Arizona. The theme for the retreat was Inspire a Shared
Vision and was intended to help students succeed districtwide. In addition, students had
the opportunity to listen to members of a Rotating Leadership Panel which included the
following people:
Stephani Fuji Dean of Instruction, Scottsdale Community College
Joni Grover Vice President Student Affairs, Gateway Community College
Chris Haines Interim President, Phoenix College
Eric Leshinskie Dean of Instruction, Academic Planning & Projects
Adrianna Coronel Dental Hygiene Faculty, Department Chair, Glendale Community College
Pamela Hall Art History Faculty, Department Chair, Glendale Community College
Mona Scott Sociology/American Indian Studies Faculty, Mesa Community College
Herschel Jackson Director of Student Life & Leadership/Athletics, Estrella Mountain
Community College
Alex Cannell Coordinator of Service Learning, Chandler-Gilbert Community College
Juan Mendez Former House of Representative, Arizona State Legislature
Julia R. Gusse Veteran and Former Councilwoman, Central Arizona College
Herschel Jackson, Director of Student Life and Leadership at Estrella Mountain Community
College followed with a report on the learning outcomes of the retreat.
Connor Leichtman, Vice President of the Associated Student Association, provided
comments regarding student activities sponsored since last semester. These included
family movie nights, holiday season fund raisers to help adopt five families, hot chocolate
during student appreciation week, as well school supplies and snacks for finals.

COLLEGE REPORTS

Beth Ellls and Pat Severance from Scottsdale Community College, as well as their canine
companions from the HOPE Service Dog Program, provided a presentation pertaining to the
mission, history, participation and partnerships of this all volunteer non-profit 501©(3)
organization. More information about HOPE can be obtained at 1-877-467-3597 (877
HOPE-K9s).

FACULTY EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL (FEC) REPORT

Salina Bednarek, President of the Faculty Association, spoke about the past few weeks
which had been busy ones for faculty due to the students coming back to campus. The
beginning of each new semester is something faculty always looks forward to, however,
with the impending departure of Dr. Glasper, this semester will be undeniably quite
different. She expressed that Maricopa is an exceptional community college district and
each faculty member shares a commitment to student learning and student success. The
strength of the District and the benefits of higher education which have been brought about
is not a lucky accident but the direct result of quality leadership and a solid understanding
of academia, higher education, and the role of the faculty in shared governance. She stated
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that in an effort to provide input on the essential qualifications for the next Chancellor, the
Faculty Association surveyed all Resident Faculty. Nearly 500 faculty participated in the
survey which was designed to ascertain the qualifications faculty believe to be most
important for the next Maricopa Community Colleges Chancellor. The top four
qualifications were:
1. Demonstrates knowledge of and a commitment to the role of faculty; values and is
committed to supporting faculty as professionals who are essential to higher education;
2. Committed to transparency and fairness in all aspects of the system, including allocation
of resources and treatment of students and employees;
3. Demonstrates knowledge of and a commitment to shared governance;
4. Exhibits strong communication, interpersonal, and relationship-building skills, especially
among employees, students, trustees, legislators, public regulatory agencies, business
leaders, public schools, and taxpayers.
These qualifications, when operationalized and practiced, directly impact students and
demonstrate a commitment to student success. The faculty of Maricopa believe an
individual with a strong academic background, a well-developed interpersonal
communication style, and demonstrated experience in shared governance with all
employees is what Maricopa needs to flourish. In order to ensure the stability of our District
and a continuation of the greatness it has achieved in the past, the faculty advocate for the
swift selection of a permanent Chancellor through a fair and open process. Ms. Bednarek
urged Board Members to consider their role as trustees of this District – trustees not only of
the fiduciary and administrative operations of the District, but of the District’s legacy as an
exemplary community college system.
ADJUNCT FACULTY
ASSOCIATION (AFA)
REPORT

Mr. Leo Valverde, President of Adjunct Faculty Association, came forward to announce the
election of a President Elect this semester. He urged the Board to consider having an
adjunct faculty member on the Chancellor Search Committee since it is the largest
employee group in the Maricopa organization.

EMERITUS, AWARDS,
AND RECOGNITION

Four Emeritus Distinction Awards were presented. The following individuals came forward
to introduce those being honored:
Daniel Corr, Vice President at Scottsdale Community College, introduced Dr. James Vicich,
who was retiring after 21 years of teaching mathematics at SCC. He ended his comments by
stating that Dr. Vicich had been a true mentor in every sense of the word. He served as a
gentle guide on the side and provided others with opportunities that have greatly impacted
them personally and professionally.
Dr. Bill Guerriero, Interim President of Chandler-Gilbert Community College, introduced
Gordon Jesse who was retiring after 31 years of teaching performing arts at this college. His
wife, Sally Jesse, was also retiring after 27 years. Dr. Guerriero highlighted work they
performed individually and collectively to advance the performing arts at the Maricopa
Community College District and Chandler-Gilbert Community College.
Dr. Shouan Pan, President of Mesa Community College, called forward Scott C. Russell to
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receive his Emeritus Distinction Award for work done at Mesa Community College in
assisting students as Chapter Advisor of Phi Theta Kappa, Honors Program Director,
International Education Committee, and Programs in African American Indian and
Chicano/Chicana Studies.
CITIZEN’S INTERIM

There were eight individuals who signed up to speak during Citizen’s Interim. Five
individuals spoke and the other three deferred their time to either Donna Winston or Jim
Parks. Those requesting to speak were:
Judith Clark
Sally Hervey (deferred to Jim Parks)
Jim Parks
Donna Winston
Terry Ariance,
Elizabeth Buckton
Donna Owens (deferred to Donna Winston)
Chris Hunt (deferred to Donna Winston)
Judith Clark’s remarks were as follows:
First, I’d like to comment on the proposed resolution to have conducted an investigation by
an external law firm for a confidential report to be prepared related to the signing of a
$400,000 contract prior to receiving GB approval. While I’m glad an impartial review will
take place, I’m curious why its results will be revealed in an executive session.
If, as President Gutierrez, indicated during a meeting earlier this month, the investigation is
to dispel the perception of a misdeed occurring, why shroud the outcome in secrecy?
We know the action item hasn’t been brought before the Governing Board until now. Let us
in on why the firm’s rep began work – in January 2015 - fully five months before a
requisition or purchase order was approved.
As we know, an audit, which generally is the tool used to look into money issues, can be
shared publicly. We saw this most recently with the audit conducted on accounts for
professional staff. That audit was sent to a wide audience within the district.
Also, while you seek clarification for how a $400,000 contract came to be approved by
district administration prior to GB approval, you may also want to question whether other
accounting irregularities exist. Perhaps blanket purchase orders for $100’s of thousands of
dollars of professional services which never are presented to the GB for information or
approval?
Second, thank you for the opportunity to speak regarding demonstrated employee
appreciation.
The Maricopa County Community College District governing board has sent a message loud
and clear to its community, to its constituents, and to its employees.
It’s a resounding, definite message. It’s a message which serves to emphatically remind
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employees, daily, that their contributions to student success are of no value as perceived by
the governing board and district administration.
This message was delivered at the December 9, 2014 governing board meeting where a
motion was passed 4 to 1 to delegate the governing board’s statutory powers and duties to
a non-elected entity.
This action has been indicated by the Arizona Attorney General’s office to be a violation of
state law.
This message has been delivered repeatedly by district administration, specifically human
resources and the chancellor, from October 2014 when a pattern of interfering in and
dominating employee representation began with the assertion that professional staff
association members no longer held the voting power to request resignation of its
leadership.
This message was delivered, again, in November 2014 when the lines of communication
among professional staff were diminished through a district email.
And, again in May 2015, this message was delivered when governing board approved policy
was ignored and a declaration was sent advising that professional staff no longer could use
district resources to communicate, to meet, or to conduct its business.
This message was delivered July 2015 during a recorded presentation at Phoenix College
when a conspiracy was revealed where district administration requested elected and
appointed employee group leaders to betray their responsibilities and to turn their backs on
their constituents and withhold from their constituents – the employees of this district – the
intent to consolidate employee groups by ignoring current Maricopa policy and the
framework provided by the constitutions and bylaws of the employee groups.
I implore each of you to demonstrate appreciation for your district employees through your
actions and votes..
Thank you for your time.
Jim Park’s Remarks were as follows:
Good Evening President Gutierrez, members of the Board, Dr Glasper, members of CEC.
My name is Jim Parks, Executive Director of AZCOPS – AZ Conference of Police & Sheriff’s.
We represent over 2000 public safety employees and public employees.
We are the lobbyist and legal plan for over 100 local affiliates across the state. We are here
tonight to address misinformation that has been disseminated by your administration via
an audit that was sent to College Presidents and HR Departments as it relates to Unions,
AZCOPS and the Maricopa Employees group.
Your administrators have been nothing but disingenuous when addressing the legalities of
unions in the state of Arizona, the status of AZCOPS and its relationship with the Maricopa
Employees Association and Donna Winston.
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The first thing that I would like to do is educate everyone on the notion that Unions are
illegal in AZ. Not only are unions legal in Arizona, they are in fact, recognized. As an
example, Public Employees are protected under Arizona Revised Statute 23- 1342
A person who coerces or compels any person to enter into an agreement, either written or
oral, NOT to join or become a member of a labor organization, as a condition of the other
person obtaining employment OR continuing in the employment of such person, is guilty of
a class 2 misdemeanor.
Not only are Maricopa employees covered under this state statute, they are also covered
under their 1st amendment rights - Freedom of Association. (That just about covers the
union issue)
It has also been brought to our attention that employees are being advised that AZCOPS is
for profit and that Donna Winston and The Maricopa Employees group gain financially as a
result of their relationship to and with AZCOPS. The individual putting out this information
is factually incorrect.
1 - AZCOPS is a not for profit 501 (C) organization.
2 – Neither Donna Winston, Maricopa Employees or for that matter, any AZCOPS affiliate,
are financially compensated for their participation/partnership with AZCOPS. 3 – AZCOPS is
not a vendor in the Maricopa College system nor were we a vendor at the 2014 PSA
Summer Conference as it has been portrayed. AZCOPS was invited to address PSA members
and the past PSA Executive Board with a legal plan option/replacement for the AZ Coalition,
a service that is desperately needed.
I want to thank PSA for allowing us to present them with this very valuable information.
AZCOPS is not here to be adversarial or create issues. In fact, over the last 19 years, we have
worked with many employers to help build relationships between employees and
administration. All we ask is that our members be treated fairly and with respect.
I would like to quote Chancellor Glasper. On September 10th, 2014, at the Big All MAT
Meeting (BAMM), he stated, "...so much of this conversation in the last year has been
about the ability to reach people in our organization, to say that there were problems. And I
empower every one of you and everyone in our district, that if there is a problem and you
find a wall, you figure out a way to go around it. Go under it, go over it or something, but
get to someone.”
However, when employees do just as you suggest, they are ignored, labeled malcontents,
met with retaliation and shunned. If we are not willing to stand behind our principles,
employees will shut down and then will seek legal recourse which in the long term creates
further divide.
As an example, I have been informed that the Due Process Rights for employees have been
significantly altered where the final determiner for all appeals for grievances and employee
terminations rests with the Vice Chancellor of HR. That in and of itself creates distrust and a
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perception that, employees will no longer be treated fairly when it comes to discipline.
Federal, State, Counties, Cities and Municipalities, utilize Merit Boards or a third party
arbiter. Why? B/C they recognize that these kinds of systems are engines of stability where
employees feel that they will indeed be treated fairly. We ask that you reevaluate you
current position on employee Due Process.
The reason Unions exist is because Organizations, Companies, Administrators and so called
leaders, lack integrity, character, a sense of fairness and a moral compass. Only when these
individuals are forced to be held to the same standard they hold their employees, will
employees become more trusting, cooperative, productive, happier and caring.

Donna Winston’s remarks were as follows:
Good Evening President Gutierrez, Members of the Board – CEC – Dr. Glasper As most of
you may know - my name is Donna Winston – I started off as a MCCCD student who was
raising 3 children on my own for many years. During this time I worked two jobs, was taking
anywhere from 15 to 21 credit hours a semester and still had to find time to do my
homework & take care of my children as well.
My first introduction to MCCCD was as an adult reentry student. Through my hard work &
good grades I joined Phi Theta Kappa @ EMCC. I overcame my fear but I did it with a
support system that was phenomenal. Through tenacity and determination I was able to
continue on my journey. My support system included my mom and my children, close
friends like Lynn and Marsha, and a higher education system that encouraged my success as
a student, again MCCCD. Gail Snyder, my psychology instructor and Dr. Anna Solley found
solutions where at one time I only saw roadblocks. I was encouraged to submit an essay to
USA Today, All Academic Scholarship. I was awarded the scholarship which enabled me to
transfer to ASU where I earned my baccalaureate.
The reason I share this with you is to tell you how much I love this organization and what it
has done for me. It gave me the strength to move forward in my life when my fears could
have silenced me. I was able to teach my children through hard work and perseverance you
can and will accomplish goals in your life. Today, I stand before you concerned about the
health and vitality of my Maricopa family.
I have been a Maricopa employee for about 20 years and 15 of those years have been
housed here at District Office in the same division. I started becoming more and more
involved with the employees and got involved with PSA. I went from a member - to District
office PSA President for many years – then was fortunate enough to become part of PSA /
CPD. I learned so much from Anita Dusek & from that experience I was nominated and was
elected as PSA Policy Chair. I found my niche, becoming an employee advocate and learning
about policies & law - and I haven’t stopped and no matter how much this administration
throws at me – I WILL NEVER STOP being an employee advocate. I was placed in a position
where false allegations were lodged against me by the then President of PSA, the very
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organization that strengthened my advocacy and gave it a voice. She made these
allegations early in her administration at a time when I was actively attempting to aid her in
her new position. She eventually published her abdication of the Presidency but her
allegations had been made and Administration continued to support them. I had to become
my own advocate. I had been convicted and forced to prove my innocence & VC HR along
with Eddie Genna - violated my due process. I did research, I located missing documents
that should have remained as part of PSA’s archive, I provided evidence, facts -- not
suppositions, not hearsay, not opinion, FACTS that proved my innocence from an event
from 1 ½ years ago
I faced many obstacles, cried many nights and days too. I continue to walk with, console,
support and advocate for employees that feel threatened or silenced. Employees who were
/ and are afraid to voice their concerns. Afraid of retaliation by an Administration that
shows signs of dictatorial tendencies rather than democratic values. An Administration that
prohibits the freedom of association, an Administration that continues to attempt to
dissolve or collapse an association that has a long and historied reputation for collaborating
and cooperating with both Administration and the Governing Board. I am speaking of the
employee groups, especially PSA.
Chancellor Glasper spoke at Scottsdale Community College, during the Big All MAT Meeting
(BAMM) on September 10th, 2014, and in this meeting he said, "...so much of this
conversation in the last year has been about the ability to reach people in our organization,
to say that there were problems. and I empower every one of you and everyone in our
district, that if there is a problem, and you find a wall, you figure out a way to go around it.
Go under it, go over it or something, but get to someone.”
We have more than just hit a wall – This is US getting to someone – to OUR Governing
Board members
Administration has announced its intent to dissolve or collapse five employee groups that
historically have been very effective as well as cost efficient. Employee groups that have
always shared and continue to share commonalities as well as a common interest for each
employee group’s success. Employee groups that advocate for their employees, employee
groups that encourage equity and parity, employee groups that always recognized happy,
healthy, productive, successful employees will also make the organization that employs
them happy, healthy productive, and successful. And yet Administration wants to dissolve
them and create One Maricopa Workforce. One Maricopa Workforce goes hand in hand
with the Compensation and Classification study currently on the Governing Board’s agenda,
Items 17A and 17B. If examined closely you will realize one cannot exist without the other.
Administration is attempting to create an administrative -driven employee group. WE ARE
PLEAING WITH YOU - PLEASE STOP THIS I have been given permission by many coworkers
and colleagues to say the following:
Employees are being faced with conviction without evidence, such as myself; bad
managers not held in check by employee groups that advocated for employees and held
management accountable for their actions and for adherence to policy; employees stressed
to the point of seeking medical attention to cope (creating an additional expense to the
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District through the use of prescription anti-depressants or FMLA); reliable, trained
employees being forced to resign rather than come in and face another day in a hostile
work environment. Scare tactics and bullying are becoming a hushed but common practice
& the topic of discussion among employees.
Administration is encouraging the practice of interpreting policy to fit their needs, all too
often and especially since the Governing Board voted to support transferring its power of
the employees to the Chancellor & ultimately CEC – VC Shelton-Johnson is part of the
beginning, middle and end of disciplinary actions & are now often based on personalities
instead of fact. This type of unacceptable behavior has started from the top has and
cascaded down. If you’re liked by this group you may get a raise, you may be awarded a
position without having to go through a competitive process or you may get to keep your
job for a little while longer. If you are not, your actions will lead to an immediate Corrective
Action, violating due process, and potentially culminating in the loss of your job.
Yes I am angry – not because of false allegations but because of the actual dollar value of
wasted resources. The PSA audit, published to all PSA, All colleges HR departments and the
CEC, addressed to “Former Professional Staff Executive Council Members”, alone cost the
District tens of thousands of dollars in labor alone. The allegations caused strife and chaos
which in hindsight could be interpreted as an intentional tactic by VC HR & Administration.
One Maricopa Workforce has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in time spent to
attend meetings which does not include the cost for transportation or the resources used to
conduct all of the meetings attended.
The escalating costs of One Maricopa Workforce and the cost of the Compensation and
Classification study currently being discussed, the District has spent well over $500,000, in
an unrestrained and unrestricted manner.
The contract regarding Gallagher Benefits “…$400,000 appears to have been due to a
misunderstanding on the part of MCCCD staff,…” really is concerning as employees. In our
financial management system – FMS – one has to physically get onto the computer – type in
your MEID # along with your password AND APPROVE IT – so to say this is a
“misunderstanding” or chalk it off to a “simple mistake” is disingenuous. VC HR knew she
had responsibilities that extended past her approving this contract – like writing up an
“action item” for this Governing Board to consider PRIO TO “NOTIFICATION OF AWARD” to
the company, She has attended numerous Governing Board Meetings this last year – we
are convinced she “knowingly – willingly - intentionally” kept this contract from you for
review.
Our questions for you to consider before voting are:
• Isn’t a year long enough to get an action item to you?
• Aren’t the payments to Gallagher Benefits this last year considered “gifting”?
• Is the process in which this PO is being issued considered “fragmenting”
• Why is the “legal investigation” happening after the ratification?
• Why is this being blamed on a MCCCD staff??
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In the video – Mr. Lawson stated he worked with her when she worked for the State of AZ –
this causes great concern.
I assure you, I am not here in front of you as a disgruntled employee – I am here in front of
you as a tax payer & a mother. As a taxpayer, Administration has wasted thousands of
dollars looking into false allegations that could have been explained in matter of minutes.
As a mother, because they named my children and grandchildren in their attack, which is
shocking in and of itself. I allowed you to silence me and to take my power away – but
today, I am taking it back, I have once again found my voice. My voice as an employee
advocate. I learned a valuable lesson and I won’t let anyone treat me the way you have
treated me. Most of all, nobody messes with my family and that includes my Maricopa
family.
Remember those days Rufus – when we referred to each other as our “Maricopa family?
When did you lose sight of us? When did you stop walking the halls to see if we were ok?
Most important - When did you stop caring about us?
Facing my fears is no stranger to me with this organization – and I am coming before you
with incredible fear – fear of retaliation, fear of abuse from management / administration,
fear of being fired for voicing OUR concerns with you – My support system is fully intact, I
have an AMAZING husband, an equally amazing boss Alberto Olivas who DID NOT agree
with this attack on me from the beginning & put it in writing three separate times (whom
the District has lost to ASU and he is indeed a loss), a strong and enduring family as well as
great friends and coworkers who continue to stand side by side with me. These people have
remained by my side throughout this whole ordeal.
Comments Finished by Terry Ariance:
It is unprofessional to conduct business at MCCCD without transparency, to work in the
dark and to keep things very secretive. It goes against the very core of our Mission, Vision
and Values One Maricopa Workforce Committee members have shared they were
instructed by the VC Shelton-Johnson & Eddie Genna to keep any discussions private and
confidential. Why? We did not give up our rights to you, we did not to turn over our power
& our voice to you – and for you employee group leaders who have aligned yourselves with
this type of behavior – shame on you – shame on you for not reporting out to the employee
groups you have been elected to represent - shame on you for not allowing us to ratify
changes made to OUR employee policy manual. It is an interesting phenomenon that VCHR
has published the following statement, “Representation requires a certain skill set.” I am
not sure secrecy should be included in that skill set. And then we have the latest question of
the day – “As an employee, what is your greatest interest in the consolidation of five
employee group appendices as it related to the abandonment policy category topics?
“Abandonment Policy Category” What is this in reference to and why have you not
provided a better analysis along with specific detail. Please publish the results of this survey
in its ENTIRETY with all responses so everyone in the District can review. As employee
groups we overcame a lot but the one thing we were most proud of was our policy
manuals. When I became ALL CPD policy chair – we were given the task to create a “staff
common policy” I would like to mention that when I was All CPD policy chair we
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accomplished moving common policies over together as a group of employees overcoming our differences of opinions, we made things happen, we had control of our
employee policies, we were transparent , we reported out to our constituents, we ratified
new and amended policies together as employees, oh and by the way it was also the last
time we received raises. I – WE are begging you to follow the law and take your power back
as MCCCD’s Governing Board, as the overseers of YOUR employees and to honor the
contract that your predecessors honored us with by endorsing the formation of our
employee groups. Our employee groups were identified & became official by the Governing
Board in May 1990, sanctioned by your predecessors who approved the employee group
associations– a legal – binding contract, by the past board who recognized the need for
these groups. We are asking you take your power back and allow YOUR employees to have
a fair due process at every level of employment. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION OF MAY,
1990 I know I have helped many employees over the years, employees I am happy to now
call my friends. I am asking them to stand together – beside ME – We have been instructed
to not converse with our Governing Board – we are asking for MCCCD employees to start
sharing their stories and concerns with this Governing Board that WE have elected. Dr
Glasper is starting a new job at LEAGUE FOR INNOVATION and we truly wish him well – he
has sat on many boards. As a board member of any organization – nonprofit or not– it is the
board’s responsibility to build membership – create a revenue source for these
organizations to continue its mission, vision etc… please don’t get me wrong Dr. Glasper, I
feel these boards you sit on are a very important part of your mission & vision with MCCCD
and our community, What I am confused about is, why is VC Shelton-Johnson & Eddie
Genna can be upset with other MCCCD employees who sit on boards - Again, the
employees don’t begrudge this – we just think it’s a little UNFAIR / BIASED on why would
anyone feel the need to attack me because I sit on the ME / AZCOPS – board, ON MY OWN
TIME & the membership fee is our own personal money, not Maricopa’s. This is a prime
example of bullying and unfair treatment because of personalities, not fact. In conclusion –
like Jim said IF JIM GOES FIRST We encourage ALL MCCD employees to join ME / AZCOPS –
visit us @ www.2014JoinME.org and request your membership packet now – before our
administration starts attacking you based on personality – NOT FACT
Elizabeth Buckton: Came forward as a concerned citizen and stated she was angry with this
Board over the relinquishing of rights for PSA. Stated that at the State of Arizona, the Vice
Chancellor for HR made a mess and called the Vice Chancellor a bully. President Gutierrez
demanded she cease the behavior and proceed in a civil fashion. Ms. Buckton indicated too
many closed door discussions on this investigation. As a former employee, she was proud
to have worked here during those years.
Chancellor Report

Chancellor Glasper requested that Ryan DeMenna with DeMenna & Associates come
forward to provide a Legislative Update. Mr. DeMenna reported that January 26 had
marked the 16th day of the 52nd Legislature, 2nd Regular Session. The deadline for Senate
bills to be introduced would be Monday, February 1, while the deadline for House bills to be
introduced would be Monday, February 8. To date, Arizona lawmakers had introduced 860
bills and there are presently 1,702 bill folders open at Legislative Council. Historically there
have been roughly 1,200 to 1,400 bills introduced every legislative session. Of those
introduced, around 300 are eventually signed into law. The District’s 2016 Legislative
Agenda consists of five Primary components: State Aid, Enterprise Model, Expenditure
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Limitation Relief, Red Tape Reduction, and Defense (bills that would harm the District). The
Chairwoman of the Senate Sylvia Allen, will be sponsoring the expenditure limitation
legislation, while the Chairman of the House Government and Higher Education Committee,
Bob Torpe, will be sponsoring the Red Tape Reduction Measure. Their firm is tracking
approximately 50 bills and researching their potential impact on the District. They are also
working closely with the other districts to coordinate lobbying efforts.
EMPLOYEE GROUP
REPORTS

There were no reports.

APPROVAL OF THE
ORDER OF THE AGENDA
MOTION

Board President Gutierrez then requested a motion to approve the Order of the Agenda.

APPROVAL OF
CONSENT AGENDA

Motion 10371
Board Member Burke made a motion to approve the Order of the Agenda. Board Member
Saar seconded. Motion passed 7-0.
President Gutierrez asked if anyone wanted to remove any items from the Consent Agenda.
No items were removed.
The following items were included in the Consent Agenda:
11.1 APPROVE the minutes of the December 8, 2015 Regular Board Meeting, December 11,
2015 Special Session, and the January 12, 2016 Election of Officers, Special session, agenda
review, and retreat
12.1 APPROVE FACULTY EMERITUS DISTINCTION GLENDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE (GCC)—
recommend that the Governing Board award Faculty Emeritus Distinction to Gay
Garesche, Faculty, Economics
12.2 APPROVE FACULTY EMERITUS DISTINCTION GLENDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE (GCC)—
recommend that the Governing Board award Faculty Emeritus Distinction to Eileen
Johnston, Faculty, Sociology
12.3 APPROVE FACULTY EMERITUS DISTINCTION SCOTTSDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
(SCC)—recommend that the Governing Board award Faculty Emeritus Distinction to Dr.
James Vicich, Faculty, Mathematics
12.4 APPROVE FACULTY EMERITUS DISTINCTION CHANDLER-GILBERT COMMUNITY
COLLEGE (CGCC)—recommend that the Governing Board award Faculty Emeritus
Distinction to Gordon Jesse, Faculty, Theater
12.5 APPROVE FACULTY EMERITUS DISTINCTION CHANDLER-GILBERT COMMUNITY
COLLEGE (CGCC)—recommend that the Governing Board award Faculty Emeritus
Distinction to Sally Jesse, Faculty, Dance
12.6 APPROVE EMERITUS DISTINCTION MESA COMMUNITY COLLEGE (MCC)—recommend
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that the Governing Board award Emeritus Distinction to Scott C. Russell for his meritorious
contributions to the students of the Maricopa County Community College District
13.1 APPROVE CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING COMMUNITY SERVICE GRANT
(KJZZ) — accept a grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting totaling $599,981.
Approval of the two-year allowable expenditure period is requested for October 1, 2015
through September 30, 2017.
13.2 APPROVE CORPORTATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING COMMUNITY SERVICE GRANT
(KBAQ) - accept a grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting totaling $599,981.
Approval of the two-year allowable expenditure period is requested for October 1, 2015
through September 30, 2017.
13.3 APPROVE INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN MARICOPA COUNTY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT ON BEHALF OF MARICOPA CORPORATE COLLEGE AND
MARICOPA COUNTY ADMINISTERED BY ITS HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT — approve
an Intergovernmental Agreement in the amount of $102,630.00 to provide and
perform Custom Work Solutions training to Maricopa County Department and Program
staff which includes workshops and training events that supports the Departments Mission,
Vision and Values. This intergovernmental agreement is between Maricopa
Corporate College, and Maricopa County The agreement period is from February 1,
2016 through September 30, 2017.
13.4 APPROVE MARLEY FOUNDATION GRANT — accept the grant of $1,000,000.00 (one
million) from the Maricopa Community Colleges Foundation. This grant was made to the
Maricopa Community Colleges Foundation by The Kemper and Ethel Marley Foundation.
$700,000 is for expansion of the networking lab at Scottsdale Community College and
$300,000 is for STEM training in rural Arizona in partnership with Yavapai Community
College.
13.5 APPROVE INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT MARICOPA COUNTY COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT/ESTRELLA MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND CITY OF AVONDALE
— approve the Intergovernmental Agreement Between Maricopa County Community
College District/Estrella Mountain Community College and City of Avondale to create and
facilitate an educational playgroup for their CareFirst facility. City of Avondale will pay
Estrella Mountain Community College $6,000 for these services between February 1 - June
30, 2016.
14.1 APPROVE NAMING RIGHTS AGREEMENT FOR THE COURTYARD WITHIN THE
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER AT MESA COMMUNITY COLLEGE – approve a Naming Rights
Agreement between Thomas F. Gardner, donor, the Maricopa County Community College
District, a political subdivision of the State of Arizona, and the Maricopa Community
Colleges Foundation, an Arizona non-profit corporation for the courtyard within the
Performing Arts Center at Mesa Community College in honor of the Thomas F. Gardner
Family.
14.2 APPROVE UTILITY EASEMENT FOR ELECTRICAL SERVICE TO THE SALT RIVER PROJECT
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FOR A NEW VERIZON CELL PHONE TOWER SITE SOUTHERN AVENUE AND PRICE ROAD – RIO
SALADO COLLEGE - grant an easement to Salt River Project to provide and maintain new
electrical service and related facilities at the Southern Avenue and Price Road site for Rio
Salado College.
MOTION

Motion 10372
Board Member Burke moved for approval of the Consent Agenda. Board Member Haver
seconded. Motion passed 6-0.
15.1 APPROVE DESIGNATION OF INTERIM CHANCELLOR — authorize the appointment of
Dr. Maria Harper-Marinick as Interim Chancellor of the Maricopa County Community
College District effective March 1, 2016 through June 30, 2016 or until a permanent
candidate is named to the position.

MOTION

Motion 10373
Board Secretary Haver motioned for approval of Dr. Maria Harper-Marinick as Interim
Chancellor beginning March 1, 2016. Board Member Burke moved for approval of Item
15.1. Board Secretary Haver seconded. Motion passed 5-2 (McGrath & Heep – No)
16.1 APPROVE RESOLUTION OF TAYLOR V. MCCCD — authorize the Chancellor or his
designee to prepare and execute documents necessary to resolve Taylor v. MCCCD in
accordance with the terms provided to the Governing Board and to make the
disbursements required by the terms of the agreement.

MOTION

Motion 10374
Board Member Burke moved for approval of Item 16.1. Board Member Haver seconded.
Motion passed 6-1 (McGrath – no)
16.2 APPROVE RESOLUTION OF AL-ALAWI DISPUTE - authorize the Chancellor or his
designee to prepare and execute documents necessary to resolve the Al-Alawi dispute in
accordance with the terms provided to the Governing Board and to make the
disbursements required by the terms of the agreement.

MOTION

Motion 10375
Board Member Burke moved for approval of Item 16.2. Board Member Livingston
seconded. Motion passed 7-0. Legal Counsel Lee Combs commented that similar to Item
16.1, details were provided to Board Members and no executive session was requested.
Once agreement is signed, it will be a public document.
16.3 APPROVE CHANCELLOR’S EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (CEC) LEADERSHIP STATEMENT –
recommend the Governing Board entertain and endorse the signed CEC Leadership
Statement, which will be ready by President Ernie Lara. This statement affirms CEC’s
commitment to business continuity, sustaining ONE Maricopa activities, and maintaining
our focus on student success.

MOTION

Motion 10376
Board Member Saar moved for approval of Item 16.3. Board Member Burke seconded.
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Motion passed 7-0.
17.1 APPROVE RATIFICATION OF GALLAGHER BENEFIT SERVICES CONTRACT - ratify a

contract with Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc. in the amount of $400,000 for the purpose of
completing a comprehensive district-wide classification and compensation study; this includes
ratification of incurred paid and as yet unpaid expenses as well as future invoiced amounts within
the contract terms and total.

MOTION

Motion 10377
Board Member Burke moved for approval of Item 17.1. Board Member Haver seconded.
Motion passed 4-1-2 (Mrs. Livingston abstained and Mr. Heep and Mrs. McGrath voted
no).
17.1A APPROVE RESOLUTION DIRECTING INVESTIGATION BY EXTERNAL LAW FIRM - adopt
the attached resolution directing the hiring of an external law firm to investigate the
circumstances surrounding the award of a contract to Gallagher Benefit Services without
prior approval of the Governing Board as required by Governing Board Policy 4.1.14-G-iii.

MOTION

Motion 10378
Board Member Burke moved for approval of Item 17.1A. Board Member Saar seconded.
Motion passed 7-0. It was explained that an expert in this area would be hired and the firm
would thoroughly investigate this incident. The selection would be made and a full
investigation would take place. If there is reason to believe that inappropriate actions were
taken by staff, it will be turned over to the Attorney General and be made public. If no
reason that a violation of law has taken place, no action will be taken.
17.2 APPROVE CONCEPTUAL APPROVAL FOR REMODEL OF SHOP/WAREHOUSE SPACE IN
BUILDING A AT THE MARICOPA SKILL CENTER (MSC) - provide Conceptual Approval to
remodel existing Shop/Warehouse space in Building A of Gateway Community College’s
Maricopa Skill Center.

MOTION

Motion 10379
Board Member Burke moved for approval of Item 17.2. Board Member Haver seconded.
Motion passed 7-0.
17.3 APPROVE CONSTRUCTION MANAGER AT RISK SELECTION FOR THE NEW COULD
SONG CENTER AT SCOTTSDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE – provide Construction Manager at
Risk (CMAR) constructin services for the Cloud Song Center Project at the Scottsdale
Community College campus. The pre-construction phase services fee is $87,820 including
reimbursable expenses.

MOTION

Motion 10380
Board Member Saar moved for approval of Item 17.3. Board Member Livingston seconded.
Motion passed 7-0.
17.4 APPROVAL PARTIAL GMB CONTRACT AWARD FOR REMODELING AND EXPANSION OF
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THE SOCIAL BEHAVIORAL & NURSING BUILDINGS AT SCOTTSDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE approve a partial construction contract award for a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) in
the amount of Three Hundred Twenty-Eight Thousand Four Hundred Forty-Eight and
62/100ths Dollars ($328,448.62) to Caliente Construction, Inc. to remodel and renovate the
Social Behavioral-Nursing (SB-NU) Project at Scottsdale Community College. This is the first
of two anticipated GMP awards to Caliente Construction for this project.
MOTION

Motion 10381
Board Member Saar moved for approval of Item 17.4. Board Member Livingston seconded.
Motion passed 7-0.
17.5 APPROVE SALE OF PROPERTY AT NORTHEAST CORNER OF 40TH STREET AND
COTTONWOOD LANE, PHOENIX SOUTH MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE - approve the
sale of the District undeveloped land located in Ahwatukee, at the northeast corner of 40th
Street and Cottonwood Lane, Phoenix AZ, to Wentworth Storage LLC, for the sum of
$3,500,000.-

MOTION

Motion 10382
Board Member Burke moved for approval of Item 17.5. Board Member Livingston
seconded. Motion passed 7-0.
18. APPROVE FY-17 HEALTHCARE Funding - approve EBAC’s recommendation for the
implementation of the Flex Credit Benefit Proposal to be effective July 1, 2016.

MOTION

Motion 10383
Board Member Saar moved for approval of Item 18.0. Board Member Burke seconded.
Motion passed 7-0.

INFORMATION ITEMS

19.1 REVIEW OF EMPLOYMENTS (NEW HIRES, SPECIALLY FUNDED, AND SHORT-TERM)—
in accordance with employee group policies, the listed personnel actions were approved
December 1-31, 2015. Budget approvals have been granted and are on file for the
recommended personnel actions in this item.
19.2 REVIEW OF SEPARATIONS—in accordance with employee group policies, the listed
personnel actions were approved December 1-31, 2015. Budget approvals have been
granted and are on file for the recommended personnel actions in this item.
20.1 REVIEW PROPOSED FEE CHANGES FISCAL YEAR 2016-17 BUDGET - review the varied
fee changes detailed on the attached submitted as an information item. Course Fee
changes will be submitted for final approval at the February 23 Governing Board meeting.
These changes relate to course fees at several colleges across the district, detailed by
college. 20.2 REVIEW PROPOSED TUITION & FEES FISCAL YEAR 2016-17 – After several months of

reviewing potential resources and budget needs, recommendations were made to the Chancellor
through the District’s budget development process. The Chancellor has considered the potential
impact on Maricopa Community College and therefore recommends $2.00 increase in the current
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county resident tuition rate from $84.00 to $86.00 per credit hour. Student taking 30 credit hours
will pay $2,580 annually, for total increase of $60 for full time student. Also, although not part of the
requested action in February, a recommendation on the 2% tax levy increase permitted by the
Constitution will be part of the budget proposed by the Chancellor.
Attached is the Proposed FY 2016-17 Tuition and Fee schedule, submitted as information to the
Governing Board. Action on the proposal is requested at the February Governing Board meeting in
order to ensure that any approved changes are implemented in the Student Information System
prior to the start of registration for the Fall 2016 semester.
Graphs 2 and 3 show Maricopa scholarship and Federal financial aid funding. These funds assist
students with paying for their education. Institutional Scholarships totaling about $16 million are
made available annually for eligible students; this includes both need-based and merit-based
scholarships.

MONITORING REPORTS

21. BUDGET ANALYSIS REPORT, FUND 1—GENERAL UNRESTRICTED FUND FOR THE FOUR
MONTHS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2015—Expenditure analysis indicates 41.6% of the
budget has been expended this year as compared to 38.9% expended at this same point
last year. 25.3% of the budget remained unexpended or unencumbered compared to 33.1%
in the prior year. Revenue analysis indicated that 60.5% of the budget has been recognized
as compared to 61.2% in the prior year. The projected fund balance will increase by ~$4.4M
this fiscal year and the projected ending fund balance for June 2016 is $173.3M. The District
should meet its financial stability requirements.

COMMUNITY LINKAGE
BOARD MEMBERS

22. Governing Board Reports:
Mr. Burke reported he and Board Member Saar attended an event at the Chandler
Chamber which provided information about the upcoming year.
Mrs. Haver reported attending the Phil Randolph Automotive Event and also visited the
temporary Veterans Center that was approved two month ago. She also spent time with
the Hope College Readiness Academy that will be built at SMC. She reported that there
were many excellent applicants for this academy.
Mr. Heep also attended the Randolph Automotive Event and it was particularly meaningful
as he used to be a supplier to Ford Motor Company at this location.
Mr. Saar reported he has been able to visit many of the campuses and spend time with staff
and students which is always an enjoyable experience.

VICE CHANCELLORS

23. Vice Chancellor Reports – There were no reports

EXTERNAL COMMUNITY
AADGB

24. External Community Reports
Mr. Burke reported he had no report for AADGB.

ASBA

Mr. Saar reported he had no report for ASBA.

ACCT

Mr. Saar reported reported several board members would be attending the upcoming ACCT
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National Legislative Summit which would provide an opportunity to meet with legislators in
Washington D.C.
President Gutierrez then announced the following future meetings.
February 2, 2016, 6:00 p.m., Work Session, Rio Conference Center
February 2, 2016, 7:00 p.m., Agenda Review, Rio Conference Center
February 23, 2016, 5:00 p.m., Budget and Finance Committee Mtg, Governing Board Room
February 23, 2016, 6:30 p.m., Regular Board Meeting, Governing Board Room
President Gutierrez adjourned the regular board meeting at 9:00 p.m.

Maricopa County Community College District
Governing Board Minutes
February 2, 2016
Agenda Review of the Maricopa County Community College District Governing Board was scheduled to be held beginning at
4:30 p.m. at the District Support Services Center, 2411 West 14th Street, Tempe, Arizona, pursuant to ARS §38-431.02, notice
having been duly given.
GOVERNING BOARD
Alfredo Gutierrez, President)
Johanna Haver, Secretary
Doyle Burke, Member
Tracy Livingston, Member
John Heep, Member
Jean McGrath, Member
Dana Saar, Member

ADMINISTRATION
Rufus Glasper
Maria Harper-Marinick
Debra Thompson
LaCoya Shelton-Johnson
Ed Kelty
Margaret McConnell for Lee Combs
Bill Guerriero
Steven Gonzales
Shouan Pan
Paul Dale
o

AGENDA REVIEW
ADJOURNMENT

Agenda Review was adjourned at 5:11 p.m.

___________________________________
Johanna Haver
Governing Board Secretary

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.1

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Responsible Agents
Dr. Maria Harper-Marinick

Item Title
Curriculum

Recommendation
The curriculum proposals attached have been processed through all procedures established
by the Maricopa County Community Colleges.
It is recommended that the proposals be approved as submitted.
AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS: Please refer to the curriculum summary starting on page 2 for a complete
listing of all program and course proposals.

Justification

Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor _____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs_______________
Business Services________________________
Human Resources__________ ITS __________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations_________________
College President________________________

GBA February 23, 2016 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items
Curriculum Summary
COURSE PROPOSALS:
Course Modifications………………………………………………………………………………………………………page 5
GC

ART140

GW

HVA101, HVA103, MET291AE, MET292AE, RES142, RES226, RES232

New Courses…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………page 8
GW

HCS100, HCS102, HCS152, HCS154, ICE268, RES131, RES144, RES224

MC

BIO149AI

RS

GBS157, UTP110, UTP111, UTP112, UTP113, UTP114, UTP115, UTP150, UTP151, UTP152,
UTP155, UTP156, UTP157, UTP210, UTP211, UTP212, UTP215, UTP216, UTP217, UTP250,
UTP251, UTP255, UTP258

PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
New Occupational Programs (NOP)…………………………………….……………..……………….……….………page 15
RS

AAS/3171
CCL/5864
CCL/5866
CCL/5868
CCL/5870

Applied Electrical Technologies
Lineman Technology Level I
Lineman Technology Level II
Lineman Technology Level III
Lineman Technology Level IV

15
15
16
16
16

Occupational Program Modifications (OPM)…………………………………………..……………….……….………page 17
GW

AAS/3587
CCL/5380
CCL/5542

Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/Facilities
Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/Facilities
Residential and Light Commercial Air Conditioning

17
17
17

AAS/3480
CCL/5480

Automotive Technology
Automotive Technology

18
18

CCL/5311

Hospital Central Service Technology

19

AAS/3116
CCL/5642

Industrial Design Technology
Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist: SolidWorks

19
20

CCL/5626

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

20

AAS/3255
CCL/5440

Production Technology
Production Technology: CNC Technology

21
21

AAS/3284

Respiratory Care

22

Note: *Indicates addition of an Occupational Program through the Occupational Program Modification process
2

GBA February 23, 2016 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items
Curriculum Summary
PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
Occupational Program Modifications (OPM) - continued
RS

AAS/3111
CCL/5814

Clinical Dental Assisting
Dental Assisting Technology

23
23

SC

AAS/3794
CCL/5200

Network Administration
Network Administration

24
24

Academic Program Deletions (OPD)……………………………………………..……..……………….……….………page 25
PV

AC/6219
Communication Competence in the Workplace
Shared by: GC, MC, PV

25

Note: *Indicates addition of an Occupational Program through the Occupational Program Modification process
3

CURRICULUM ACTIVITY: COURSES FOR February 23, 2016

Total Course Proposals Submitted (41 with 0 X-refs added and 0 X-refs deleted)
Proposal Type/Outcomes

CGCC

EMCC

GWCC

GCC

MCC

PVCC

PC

RSC

SCC

SMCC

Dist

Totals

0

Course Deletions (CD)
New Course (NC)

8

1

Course Modification (CM)

7

1

15

1

32

23

8

New Courses from CM
(Cross-References, Modules
or Suffixed Courses)
Total Courses
College Columns

0

*Exp = Experimental Courses

0

1

0

0

23

0

0

0

40

# = AES or MIR (Aerospace Studies or Military Science)

CURRICULUM ACTIVITY: PROGRAMS FOR February 23, 2016
Total Program Proposals Submitted (22 with 0 Program Addition(s))
Proposal Type/Outcomes

CGCC

EMCC

GWCC

GCC

MCC

PVCC

PC

RSC

SCC

SMCC

Dist

Totals

Occupational Program
Deletions (OPD)

0

New Occupational Program
(NOP)

5

5

Occupational Program
Modification (OPM)

12

2

16

2

OPM-Program Additions
New Programs Created

0

OPM-Change in Availability
New Programs Created

0

Academic Program Deletions
(APD)

1

1

New Academic Program (NAP)

0

Academic Program
Modification (APM)

0

APM-Program Additions
New Programs Created

0

APM-Change in Availability
New Programs Created

0

Total New Program

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

5

Total Modified Programs

0

0

12

0

0

1

0

2

2

0

0

17

Total Programs
College Columns

0

0

12

0

0

1

0

7

2

0

0

22

Shared Programs include programs offered by two or more colleges and District Wide Programs are offered by all 10 colleges.

4

ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
ART140

Portrait Photography

L+L

3.0

6.0

5.1

Proposed Changes: Credits, Periods, Load, Description, Requisite, Course Notes, Competencies, Outline
Fundamentals of portrait photography. Basic techniques of lighting, posing, design, and digital workflows applicable
to the industry. Theory and practices of a portrait photography business.
Prerequisites: ART131 or ART142 or permission of Instructor.
Course Notes: Digital camera with manual settings required.
Type: O
College: GC
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

HVA101
X FAC101

Refrigeration Applications and Components I

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Proposed Changes: Credits, Periods, Load, Competencies, Outline
Major components of refrigeration systems. Properties of refrigerants and piping practices. Principles of pressure,
work, energy, power, matter, internal energy, heat, temperature and the ideal gas processes. Saturated and
superheated vapors. Pressure-enthalpy chart and its component parts, vapor compression system, cycle analysis
of a single saturated cycle.
Prerequisites: None. Corequisites: FAC/HVA101LL or permission of Instructor.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

HVA103

Refrigeration Applications and Components II

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Proposed Changes: Credits, Periods, Load, Outline
Actual refrigerating cycles and pressure-enthalpy analysis of chloroflurocarbon (CFC) and hydroflurocarbon
(HCFC) replacements. Selection of refrigeration components, sizing, and layouts of refrigerant piping, supermarket
refrigeration system operation.
Prerequisites: HVA/FAC101. Corequisites: HVA103LL.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

MET291AE

Solid Design: Certified SolidWorks Associate / Certified
SolidWorks Professional Test Preparation

L+L

1.0

2.0

1.7

Proposed Changes: Title, Description, Outline
Preparation for latest Certified SolidWorks Associate (CSWA) or Certified SolidWorks Professional (CSWP) exam.
Exam objectives, and Solid Design, Assemblies, COSMOSXpress and Technical Documentation in current version;
Core SolidWorks.
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

5

ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
MET292AE

Solid Design 3D Printing: Techniques in Additive Manufacturing

L+L

3.0

5.0

4.4

Proposed Changes: Title, Description, Competencies, Outline
Assembly modeling of mechanical design. Use of top-down and bottom-up technique for product development.
Creation of engineering drawings for parts and assemblies using associative mechanical design software. Motion
study and fitment analysis of assembly model applying techniques of additive manufacturing. Application of
kinematics; linear and rotary motors, springs gravity and contact mechanisms to validate 3D print Model. 3D
printing using various additive manufacturing materials including Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), Polylactic
Acid (PLA) and Nylon.
Prerequisites: MET113 and MET288AE, or permission of Instructor.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

RES142

Respiratory Care Clinical I

LAB

4.0

27.0

0.0

Proposed Changes: Credits, Periods
Clinical application of concurrent respiratory care course work with emphasis on professionalism, medical record
evaluation and performance of oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, chest physiotherapy techniques, hyperinflation
therapy, airway management devices and techniques, and observation of mechanical ventilation.
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

6

ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
RES226

Respiratory Care Clinical II

LAB

4.0

27.0

0.0

Proposed Changes: Credits, Periods, Outline
Clinical application of all prerequisite respiratory care course work with emphasis on adult critical care and
neonatal/pediatric. Performance of general floor and critical care procedures. Advanced patient assessment and
monitoring.
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

RES232

Respiratory Care Clinical III

LAB

4.0

27.0

0.0

Proposed Changes: Credits, Periods, Outline
Clinical application of all prerequisite respiratory care course work with emphasis on adult critical care and
neonatal/pediatric care. Basic and critical care therapeutics, advanced patient assessment and monitoring.
Assisting physician during special procedures. Increased responsibility for total patient care, work organization and
time management.
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

7

ATTACHMENT: NC
NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
BIO149AI

Biology: Tropical Biology/ Costa Rica

LAB

2.0

14.0

1.0

A 14-day study of different tropical life zones, including hot wet jungle, hot dry jungle, and cloud forest. Emphasis
on unusual plant and animal interactions, tropical ecology, and adaptations. Topics include diversity, competition,
epiphytes, parasites, pollinators, reproductive strategies, and zonation. Field sites located in national parks of Costa
Rica. Living conditions not developed but comfortable. Daily hikes required.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: A
College: MC
Effective: 2016 Summer
___________________________________________________________________________________________

GBS157

Insurance Industry Profession

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Introduction to the insurance industry profession and environment. Includes identification of personal career goals,
effective workplace behaviors and professionalism in the workplace in addition to strategies for problem solving and
conflict management. Also covers the importance of integrity and ethical behavior in the insurance industry.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

HCS100
X SGT100

Fundamentals of Surgical Services

LEC
LAB

4.0
2.0

4.0
6.0

4.0
4.8

Central Service functions, medical terminology, decontamination, isolation techniques, quality assurance, product
transport, and billing methods. Duties and responsibilities of central service technicians. Instrument identification
and care, assembling hospital prepared supplies, safety procedures, asepsis principles, monitoring procedures,
sterilizer operations, portable equipment, sterile goods, rotation and storage inventory and distribution systems.
Prerequisites: None. Corequisites: HCS/SGT102.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Summer
___________________________________________________________________________________________

HCS102
X SGT102

Basic Surgical Instrumentation for Surgical Services

LEC
LAB

1.0
1.0

1.0
3.0

1.0
2.4

History, construction and assembly of surgical instrumentation, categories, instrument set assembly, soft tissue
foundation sets, general surgery instrumentation sets.
Prerequisites: None. Corequisites: HCS/SGT100.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Summer
___________________________________________________________________________________________

8

ATTACHMENT: NC
NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
HCS152
X SGT152

Advanced Surgical Instruments for Surgical Services

LEC
LAB

1
1.0

1
3.0

1.0
2.4

Surgical specialty instrumentation care and assembly of instruments to include plastic, gynecologic, urologic, basic
bone and joint, head and neck, neurosurgery, cardiovascular and thoracic, microscopic, endoscopes, stapling guns,
and robotics procedures.
Prerequisites: HCS/SGT102.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Summer
___________________________________________________________________________________________

HCS154

Hospital Central Service Practicum

LAB

7.0

36.0

0.0

Direct supervision of students applying knowledge of Hospital Central Service to include communication, policy and
procedures, aseptic and sterile technique, instrument trays and packs, sterilization equipment and documentation
performed in the clinical environment.
Prerequisites: HCS/SGT100 or permission of Instructor. Corequisites: HCS/SGT152.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Summer
___________________________________________________________________________________________

ICE268

MRI Advanced Imaging Practicum

LAB

2.0

12.0

0.0

Advanced Magnetic Resonance imaging (MRI) clinical practicum is for those certified by the American Registry of
Radiologic Technologists (ARRT) in Radiography, Radiation Therapy, or Sonography, or certified by ARRT of the
Nuclear Medicine Technology Certification Board (NMTCB) in Nuclear Medicine. Use of correct magnetic
resonance imaging instrumentation, protocol implementation and positioning techniques. Apply MRI safety, quality
control procedures and effective patient care and communication skills.
Prerequisites: Currently enrolled in the Magnetic Resonance Imaging Program.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

RES131

Infection Control for Respiratory Care

LEC

1.0

1.0

1.0

Techniques and procedures used by Respiratory Therapist to clean and sterilize equipment and environments, and
prevent the transmission of nosocomial and other healthcare related infections.
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program or admission into the Polysomnographic Technology
program.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

9

ATTACHMENT: NC
NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
RES144

Introduction to Mechanical Ventilation

LEC

1.0

1.0

1.0

Introduction to mechanical ventilation, including technology, impact of the use of technology on patient physiology,
and how it affects the oxygenation and ventilation ability of the patient.
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program or admission into the Polysomnographic Technology
program.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

RES224

Pathophysiology for Respiratory Care

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Causes of disease and their impact on the human body. Common physiologic effects of disease on body systems.
Role of the Respiratory Therapist and the members of a multidisciplinary health care team in the diagnosis and
treatment of disease. Cultural implications in prevention and treatment of disease.
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program or admission into the Polysomnographic Technology
program.
Type: O
College: GW
Effective: 2016 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP110

Hand and Power Tools for Linemen

LEC

1.0

1.0

1.0

Use, maintenance, and safety procedures for common hand and power tools used in the electric power industry.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP111

Line Work Equipment and Safety

LEC

4.0

4.0

4.0

Overview of the line work industry including its history, technological developments, and current practices. Covers
an introduction to industry equipment and tools with a focus on safety practices and procedures. Inspection and
maintenance of equipment and tools used in pole climbing and cover-up procedures. Emphasis on safety
operations.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP112

Line Construction

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Introduction to line construction equipment and procedures. Includes personal protective equipment, climbing
equipment, and basic line materials. Also covers procedures for handling wood poles, de-energized lines, and oneman pole-top rescues, in addition to equipment and procedures for grounding and creating a safe zone.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: NC
NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
UTP113

Rigging Fundamentals

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Fundamentals of rigging for linemen. Includes safe use of rigging components including ropes, knots, handlines,
and block and tackle. Covers rigging calculations and approaches to basic rigging tasks, in addition to hazards.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP114

Line Construction Procedures

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Line construction procedures including pole change out, horizontal line construction, and taking lines out of service.
Covers distribution line symbols, compatible units, and second point of contact, in addition to calculating pulling
tension and procedures for stringing overhead service and approaching hot circuits.
Prerequisites: UTP112.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP115

Underground Line Construction

LEC

2.0

2.0

2.0

Introduction to underground line construction. Includes a comparison of duct and vault underground systems. Also
covers Blue Stake laws and markings, procedures for pulling and maintaining underground cable, and safety
considerations for trenching and excavating.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP150

Introduction to Transformer Theory

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Introduction to transformers and transformer theory. Covers the basic structure, components and applications of
single-phase and three phase transformers. Includes interpretation of transformer nameplates, in addition to
characteristics and functions of distribution transformers.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP151

Transformer Theory Design and Function

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Comparison of function of various types of transformers. Includes design of single-phase and three-phase
transformers, as well as safety procedures and precautions for energizing transformers. Also covers wiring
transformers in parallel and three-phase connection diagrams.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: NC
NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
UTP152

Transformer Diagramming and Calculations

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Diagramming and calculations in transformer theory. Includes use of the Pythagorean Theorem and sine and
cosine waves and functions to complete calculations. Also covers secondary and primary voltage, voltage ratio and
loss calculations, in addition to blueprint reading.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP155

Introduction to Hot Stick

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Introduction to hot stick terminology, tools, and procedures. Includes procedures for cleaning, storage, and handling
in addition to inspection and testing. Also covers tie-wires, preform ties, hold tags, and live line tailboard
development.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP156

Hot Stick Theory and Calculations

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Rigging theory and calculations for hot stick application, including Working Load Limit (WLL). Also covers slings,
personal protective grounding, and protective cover, in addition to energized conductors and lines.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP157

Hot Stick Work Site and Equipment

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Hot stick work site, materials, and equipment procedures. Covers fault location, meter load, tower erection, and
phasing sequences in addition to procedures for managing safety in confined spaces. Also includes cable
preparation and pulling procedures as well as equipment and site operations and safety.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP210

Personal Protective Grounding

LEC

2.0

2.0

2.0

Considerations and procedures for personal protective grounding with a review of basic electrical circuits. Covers
function, sizing, and installation of protective grounding sets on trucks, underground distribution systems, and
construction projects. Also covers resistance testing, equipotential zones, lightning protection, and live line tools.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: NC
NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
UTP211

Overhead Distribution Line Design

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Introduction to overhead distribution line construction design. Includes overhead construction standards, distribution
pole standards, and primary construction units as well as controls and installation standards for various types of
capacitors. Also covers clearances, calculations, drawings, and design criteria for overhead distribution line design.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP212

Underground Distribution Line Design

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Introduction to underground distribution line construction design. Includes construction assembly units, capacitor
banks, switching, and fusing as well as applications for conduit and feeder riser compatible units. Also covers
clearances, calculations, drawings, and design criteria for underground distribution line design.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP215

Emerging Technologies

LEC

2.0

2.0

2.0

Overview of emerging technologies in electrical energy production. Includes applications, limitations, and
advantages of various types of alternative energy. Also covers characteristics of and advantages to the use of fiber
optics. Design and function of Extra High Voltage (EHV) lines also examined.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP216

Transformer Operations and Troubleshooting

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Advanced transformer operation and troubleshooting procedures. Includes characteristics of three-phase systems,
distribution capacitors, and fusing. Covers transformer calculation including voltage regulation, fault current, and
load. Procedures for isolating and testing transformers and system change-out also covered.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP217

Electrical Substations

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

A comparison of operation and design of various types of substations. Includes construction planning, design,
diagrams, and blueprints, in addition to hazards and safety issues. Also covers substation stresses,
superstructures, and equipment function and maintenance.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: NC
NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
UTP250

Maps and Schematics for Linemen

LEC

1.0

1.0

1.0

Components, coordinates, and symbols for maps and schematics used by linemen. Also includes procedures for
access and navigation of mobile Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP251

Metering Theory for Linemen

LEC

2.0

2.0

2.0

Concepts of energy measurement and metering theory for linemen. Includes the power triangle and various
metering types, ratings, and strategies for troubleshooting metering problems.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP255

Power Distribution Operations

LEC

2.0

2.0

2.0

Transmission and Generation Operations (TGO), Distribution Operations Center (DOC), and Power Distribution
Operations (PDO) organization and responsibilities.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________

UTP258

Applied Line Topics

L+L

3.0

4.0

3.7

Applied line topics for linemen. Includes rigging calculations and derating factors as well as diagramming of threephase vectors and wiring. Also covers procedures, documentation, and restrictions for receiving, modifying, and
releasing clearances.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: O
College: RS
Effective: 2016 Spring
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: NOP
NEW OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: AAS/3171
Initiating College: RS
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Applied Electrical Technologies
Effective Term: 2016 Spring

Total Credits: 80-85
CIPs code: 46.0399
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Jo Jorgenson/Rich Cuprak
Instructional Council: Occupational Administrators (53)
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Applied Electrical Technologies program is designed to
provide students with the training needed for employment in the electrical utility industry. Topics covered in the
certificates include equipment and procedures for overhead and underground distribution line design in addition to
considerations and procedures for personal protective grounding. Also covers transformer theory, structure,
operations and troubleshooting, and equipment, procedures and calculations for hot stick application. Design and
operations of various types of substations, and an overview of emerging technologies in electrical energy
production is also covered in addition to maps, schematics and metering theory for linemen and applied line topics.
The program includes a Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level I, Certificate of Completion in
Lineman Technology Level II, Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level III and Certificate of
Completion in Lineman Technology Level IV.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5864
Initiating College: RS
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Lineman Technology Level I
Effective Term: 2016 Spring

Total Credits: 16
CIPs code: 46.0399
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Jo Jorgenson/Rich Cuprak
Instructional Council: Occupational Administrators (53)
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Lineman Technology Level I program is designed to provide
students with the training needed for employment in the electrical utility industry. Topics covered in the courses
include an introduction to line work equipment, tools and safety. An emphasis is placed on equipment and
procedures for overhead line construction including climbing, grounding and creating a safe zone in addition to
taking lines out of service. Also covers underground line construction equipment and procedures as well as
trenching, excavating and handling Blue Stake laws and markings. The program also includes a Certificate of
Completion in Lineman Technology Level II, Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level III, Certificate
of Completion in Lineman Technology Level IV, and an Associate in Applied Science in Applied Electrical
Technologies.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: NOP
NEW OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: CCL/5866
Initiating College: RS
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Lineman Technology Level II
Effective Term: 2016 Spring

Total Credits: 34
CIPs code: 46.0399
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Jo Jorgenson/Rich Cuprak
Instructional Council: Occupational Administrators (53)
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Lineman Technology Level II program is designed to provide
students with the training needed for employment in the electrical utility industry. Topics covered in the courses
include an introduction to transformer theory including basic structure and functions of single and three phasetransformers, blueprint reading and calculations in addition to safety procedures for energizing transformers. Also
covers hot stick terminology, equipment, and procedures in addition to rigging theory and calculations for hot stick
application, as well as site operations and safety. The program also includes a Certificate of Completion in Lineman
Technology Level I, Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level III, Certificate of Completion in Lineman
Technology Level IV, and an Associate in Applied Science in Applied Electrical Technologies.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5868
Initiating College: RS
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Lineman Technology Level III
Effective Term: 2016 Spring

Total Credits: 50
CIPs code: 46.0399
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Jo Jorgenson/Rich Cuprak
Instructional Council: Occupational Administrators (53)
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Lineman Technology Level III program is designed to provide
students with the training needed for employment in the electrical utility industry. Topics covered in the courses
include overhead and underground distribution line design in addition to considerations and procedures for
personal protective grounding. Also covers transformer operations and troubleshooting, design and operations of
various types of substations, and an overview of emerging technologies in electrical energy production. The
program also includes a Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level I, Certificate of Completion in
Lineman Technology Level II, Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level IV, and an Associate in
Applied Science in Applied Electrical Technologies.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5870
Initiating College: RS
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Lineman Technology Level IV
Effective Term: 2016 Spring

Total Credits: 58
CIPs code: 46.0399
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Jo Jorgenson/Rich Cuprak
Instructional Council: Occupational Administrators (53)
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Lineman Technology Level IV program is designed to provide
students with the training needed for employment in the electrical utility industry. Topics covered in the courses
include maps, schematics and metering theory for linemen in addition to power distribution and operations and
applied line topics. The program also includes a Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level I,
Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level II, Certificate of Completion in Lineman Technology Level
III, and an Associate in Applied Science in Applied Electrical Technologies.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: AAS/3587
Program Title: Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/Facilities
Initiating College: GW
Effective Term: 2016 Fall
Program Availability: College-Specific
Total Credits: 66-74.5
CIPs code: 47.0201
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: James Staples
Instructional Council: Applied Technology (57)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Required Course Credits,
Required Courses
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/Facilities program is
designed to provide training in the areas of Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration (HVAC/R)
systems, electricity, electronic controls and instrumentation, hydronics, electro-mechanical devices, and general
repair. Students will have an opportunity to learn skills necessary to assess and solve problems quickly in
emergency situations, based upon an understanding of regulatory guidelines. The program provides students an
opportunity to develop written and verbal communication skills through general education courses.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5380
Program Title: Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/Facilities
Initiating College: GW
Effective Term: 2016 Fall
Program Availability: College-Specific
Total Credits: 44-47.5
CIPs code: 47.0201
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: James Staples
Instructional Council: Applied Technology (57)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Required Course Credits,
Required Courses
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/Facilities program is designed to
provide training in the areas of Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration (HVAC/R) systems,
electricity, electronic controls and instrumentation, hydronics, electro-mechanical devices, and general repair.
Students will have an opportunity to learn skills necessary to assess and solve problems quickly in emergency
situations, based upon an understanding of regulatory guidelines.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5542
Program Title: Residential and Light Commercial Air Conditioning
Initiating College: GW
Effective Term: 2016 Fall
Program Availability: College-Specific
Total Credits: 22-25.5
CIPs code: 47.0201
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: James Staples
Instructional Council: Applied Technology (57)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Required Course Credits
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Residential and Light Commercial Air Conditioning program is
designed to provide training in the areas of Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration (HVAC/R)
systems, electricity, electronic controls and general repair. Students will have the opportunity to learn skills
necessary to assess and solve problems quickly in emergency situations.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16

Award/Major Code: AAS/3480
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Automotive Technology
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 68-72
CIPs code: 47.0604
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Steve Folks
Instructional Council: Automotive/Diesel-Heavy Equipment Technology (18)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Restricted Electives, Gen Ed Total Credits,
Gen Ed Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Credits
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Automotive Technology program is designed to prepare
students for employment as automotive technicians (mechanics). Instruction is given in both the theoretical and
practical aspects of automotive operation, maintenance and service. Instruction includes directed systems (both
conventional and electronic), brakes, air conditioning, automotive electricity, tune-up and emission control,
suspension, and steering systems. Modern laboratory facilities, fully equipped with the latest equipment, provide
students with excellent opportunities for pre-employment experience.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5480
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Automotive Technology
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 51
CIPs code: 47.0604
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Steve Folks
Instructional Council: Automotive/Diesel-Heavy Equipment Technology (18)
Proposed Changes: Restricted Electives
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Automotive Technology program is designed to prepare
students for employment as automotive technicians (mechanics). Instruction is given in both the theoretical and
practical aspects of automotive operation, maintenance and service. Instruction includes directed systems (both
conventional and electronic), brakes, air conditioning, automotive electricity, tune-up and emission control,
suspension, and steering systems. Modern laboratory facilities, fully equipped with the latest equipment, provide
students with excellent opportunities for pre-employment experience.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: CCL/5311
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Hospital Central Service Technology
Effective Term: 2017 Spring

Total Credits: 18-24.5
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Instructional Council: Allied Health (51)

CIPs code: 51.0799
Faculty Initiator: Susan Wallen

Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Admission Criteria, Required Course Credits,
Required Courses, Program Competencies
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Hospital Central Service Technology program focuses on the
types and names of instrumentation and equipment, decontamination of instrumentation, processing of instruments,
a firm foundation in the process of sterilization of instrumentation, storage, quality assurance, instrument tracking
systems and methods of delivery. Students will have hands-on skill labs to learn techniques used for building
instrument trays, wrapping surgical supplies and familiarizing themselves with care and handling of instrumentation,
operating sterilization machines, customer service, and communication techniques. Clinical experience is arranged
to give the student working experience in all of the practical areas of this department and delivery to hospital floors,
intensive care units, the emergency room, specialty clinics, labs and operating rooms. Graduate students with a
certificate of completion are eligible to complete the Certified Registered Central Service Technician (CRCST)
certification of International Association of Healthcare Central Service Material Management (IAHCSMM) that
prepares them for employment in a hospital, clinics, veterinary hospitals, out-patient hospital settings, endoscopy,
manufacturing companies of surgical supplies or bone and tissue banks.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: AAS/3116
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Industrial Design Technology
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 61-70
CIPs code: 50.0404
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: David Zamora
Instructional Council: Applied Technology (57)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Admission Criteria,
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives, First-Year Composition Requirements,
Oral Communication Requirements, Program Competencies
Description: The Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Industrial Design Technology prepares students for
careers as technical assistants, engineering technicians or hands-on product manufacturers. This expertise will
allow employment in a variety of hi-tech product development and manufacturing companies. The program includes
courses designed to provide students with a working knowledge in the field of product design, product development
and rapid part production. Competency and technical expertise will be learned on industry specific threedimensional (3D) Solid Design software, Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software, and 3D printers. The
core specialty of the program is hands-on experience with Computer Aided Design (CAD), CAM, and 3D printing.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: CCL/5642
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Industrial Design Technology: Design
Specialist: SolidWorks
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 22
CIPs code: 50.0404
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: David Zamora - Chris Bridgeman
Instructional Council: Applied Technology (57)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Admission Criteria,
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives, Program Competencies
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist: SolidWorks
prepares students for careers as technical assistants, engineering technicians or hands on product designers. This
expertise will allow employment in a variety of hi-tech product development and manufacturing companies. The
program includes courses designed to provide students with a working knowledge in the field of product design,
product development and rapid part manufacturing. Competency and technical expertise will be learned on industry
specific three-dimensional 3D Solid Design software, 3D printers, and mechanical design simulation software. The
core specialty of the program is hands-on experience with solid design.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5626
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 18
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Instructional Council: Allied Health (51)

CIPs code: 51.0911
Faculty Initiator: Malka Stromer

Proposed Changes: Admission Criteria, Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites,
Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Magnetic Resonance Imaging program offers graduate
Radiologic Technologists, Radiation Therapists, Nuclear Medicine Technologists, and Diagnostic Medical
Sonographers the opportunity to complete both didactic coursework and clinical skills experience necessary to
prepare to meet eligibility for the professional certification in this field. The program focuses on specific skills and
knowledge necessary to become proficient in this field.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: AAS/3255
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Production Technology
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 61-79
CIPs code: 15.0613
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Chris Bridgeman
Instructional Council: Applied Technology (57)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Program Prerequisite Credits,
Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits,
Restricted Electives, First-Year Composition Requirements, Oral Communication Requirements,
Program Competencies
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Production Technology program prepares students for
employment in various engineering, manufacturing and quality disciplines related to productivity improvement, in a
variety of manufacturing industries. Students develop skills with a specialization emphasis in Computer Numerical
Control (CNC), Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) Programming Technician.
The program of study includes quality practices and leadership principles with an emphasis on skills and knowledge
essential for technicians who will be working in the related disciplines. Upon completion of the Associate in
Applied Science Degree, a student will have acquired a working knowledge of how to function as a technician and
perform duties typically associated in Production Technology as a CNC technician.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5440
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Production Technology: CNC Technology
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 27-30
CIPs code: 48.0510
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Chris Bridgeman
Instructional Council: Applied Technology (57)
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Program Prerequisite Credits,
Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Production Technology: CNC Technology program is designed
for students to obtain the skills required to be considered as a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) technician in a
manufacturing environment. Students develop skills with a specialization emphasis in Computer Numerical Control
(CNC), Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) Programming Technician.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16

Award/Major Code: AAS/3284
Initiating College: GW
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Respiratory Care
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 82.5-99.5
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Instructional Council: Allied Health (51)

CIPs code: 51.0908
Faculty Initiator: Edward Hoskins

Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, Program Notes, Admission Criteria,
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,
First-Year Composition Requirements, Oral Communication Requirements, Mathematics Requirements,
Natural Sciences Requirements, Program Competencies
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) Degree in Respiratory Care provides education in patient
services to assess, provide treatment, perform diagnostic procedures, and teach patients that have cardiovascular
and pulmonary problems. Curriculum includes experiences in the hospital critical care, trauma, emergency
departments, and operating rooms, patient's home, physicians' offices, and out-patient clinics in preparation for
employment. The program focuses on principles for Respiratory therapists to utilize advance technology in life
support systems, administer medications, and perform many techniques to assist patients in the healing process.
Successful completion of the AAS Degree Respiratory Care Program enables the graduate of the program to take
the National Board of Respiratory Care Entry (NBRC) Level examination and the NBRC Advanced Practitioner
Examination. Passing of these examinations would then make the graduate eligible to obtain their license to
practice professionally.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16

Award/Major Code: AAS/3111
Initiating College: RS
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Clinical Dental Assisting
Effective Term: 2016 Spring

Total Credits: 60
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Instructional Council: Allied Health (51)

CIPs code: 51.0601
Faculty Initiator: Holly Harper

Proposed Changes: Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits,
Restricted Electives, Program Competencies
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Clinical Dental Assisting program is designed to provide
an opportunity for students to practice advanced expanded functions in clinical dental assisting. The distance
education format and frequent enrollment opportunities allow for flexibility in program completion. The program is a
blend of academic and clinical coursework that requires attention to detail and motivation to complete tasks on a
timeline. Courses must be taken in specific chronological order with clinical experience completed in partnership
with a practicing dentist who is a member of the state Dental Association. In addition to the AAS in Clinical Dental
Assisting, a Certificate of Completion in Clinical Dental Assisting and a Certificate of Completion in Dental Assisting
Technology are also available.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5814
Initiating College: RS
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Dental Assisting Technology
Effective Term: 2016 Spring

Total Credits: 26
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Instructional Council: Allied Health (51)

CIPs code: 51.0601
Faculty Initiator: Holly Harper

Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,
Program Competencies
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Dental Assisting Technology program is designed to prepare
students to practice entry-level clinical dental assisting. The program is a blend of academic and clinical
coursework that requires attention to detail and motivation to complete tasks on a timeline. Courses must be taken
in specific chronological order with clinical experience completed in partnership with a practicing dentist who is a
member of the state Dental Association.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: AAS/3794
Initiating College: SC
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Network Administration
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 62-67
CIPs code: 11.0901
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Sheila Brandt
Instructional Council: Computer Information Systems (12)
Proposed Changes: Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives,
Program Competencies
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Network Administration program is designed to provide
the student with training for a variety of positions related to computer systems. Career opportunities include Local
Area Network (LAN) administrator, systems analyst and technical support. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) is also
available.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Award/Major Code: CCL/5200
Initiating College: SC
Program Availability: College-Specific

Program Title: Network Administration
Effective Term: 2016 Fall

Total Credits: 40
CIPs code: 11.0901
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Sheila Brandt
Instructional Council: Computer Information Systems (12)
Proposed Changes: Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives,
Program Competencies
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Network Administration program is designed to provide the
student with training for a variety of entry-level positions related to computer networks, including technical support.
An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) is also available. Career opportunities include Local Area Network (LAN)
administrator, systems analyst and technical support.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: APD
ACADEMIC PROGRAM DELETIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/23/16
Award/Major Code: AC/6219
Program Title: Communication Competence in the Workplace
Initiating College: PV
Effective Last Term: 2016 Spring
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PV
CIPs code: 09.9999
Instructional Council: Communication (55)

Faculty Initiator: Marilyn Cristiano

Proposed Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC
Rationale for Change: Based on a division review of the student completion rate for the AC/6219: Communication
Competence in the Workplace, and with VPAA approval, PV wishes to be removed from sharing the certificate.
Thank you.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.2

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016

Item Title
Proposition 301 Workforce Development
and Job Training Plan for FY 2016-17

Responsible Agents
Dr. Maria Harper-Marinick

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve the Proposition 301 Workforce
Development and Job Training Plan for Fiscal Year 2016-17 (FY17). The plan was completed in
accordance with the amended Arizona Revised Statutes, section 15-1472.

Justification
In 2000, voters approved Proposition 301 allowing the State to increase sales tax by 6/10 of a
cent for 20 years. Proceeds are directed to education, including Arizona school districts,
community colleges, and public universities. Allocations are based on actual sales tax collections
and are transmitted monthly by the State Treasurer.
Funds received by community colleges must be used for capital and/or operating expenses
related to workforce development and job training purposes. The attached document outlines
Maricopa’s plan for expenditures in a prescribed format that has been adopted by all Arizona
community colleges.
Expenditures in FY17 will support existing and new initiatives. This includes funding current
occupational faculty, purchase of occupational capital items, responding to identified needs of
the employer community, as well as maintaining and expanding programs and services,
including those of the Maricopa Small Business Development Center.

Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs______________
Business Services_______________________
Human Resources________ ITS____________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations_______________
College President_______________________

MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
FY17 Projected Proposition 301 Revenue and Expenditures
Final- Colleges Allocation Stays at $3 million
Projected Revenue Available for Alloc.

$

9,604,425 $

ALLOCATIONS
FY 2016
Faculty - Salary & Benefits………………… $
2,885,511
SBDC……………………………………… $
315,000
42,000
GPEC Dues………………………………… $
Workforce Development Initiatives
$
211,000
FY 2016/FY2017 Allocations to Colleges… $
3,000,000
Contingency Reserve……………………… $
3,150,914
TOTAL EXPENDITURES……………… $
9,604,425

Colleges/Skill Centers
Chandler Gilbert Community College

FY15 Occ Ed
FTSE
1,802.1

Base
Allocation
50,000
7%

Prorata Share

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,964,866
FY 2017
2,846,554
315,000
50,000
212,100
3,000,000
3,541,212
9,964,866

New College
Per FTSE
Allocation
Allocation
50,000 $
161,184

FY 2017
Allocation
261,184

Estrella Mountain

1,378.4

6%

50,000

50,000 $

123,288

223,288

Southwest Skill Center
Gateway Community College

296.0
1,977.9

1%

$
$

26,475
176,908

76,475
226,908

Maricopa Skill Center
Glendale College
Mesa Community College
Paradise Valley Community College
Phoenix College
Rio Salado College
Scottsdale Community College
South Mountain Community College
TOTAL

Colleges/Skill Centers
Chandler Gilbert Community College
Estrella Mountain
Southwest Skill Center
Gateway Community College
Maricopa Skill Center
Glendale College
Mesa Community College
Paradise Valley Community College
Phoenix College
Rio Salado College
Scottsdale Community College
South Mountain Community College
TOTAL

8%

50,000
50,000

841.0

3%

50,000

$

75,221

125,221

2,887.6
3,950.6

12%

50,000
50,000

$
$

258,274
353,352

308,274
403,352

1,327.4
2,498.7
5,370.5
1,738.0
528.6
24,596.8
24,596.80
FY14 Occ Ed
FTSE
1,758.5
1,352.8
354.0
2,140.0
866.0
3,102.5
4,165.5
1,420.9
2,646.6
5,422.9
1,833.1
607.6
25,670.4

16%
5%
10%
22%
7%
2%

100%

Prorata Share
7%
5%
1%
8%
3%
12%
16%
6%
10%
21%
7%
2%

100%

50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
600,000

Base
Allocation
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
600,000

50,000 $
$
$
$
50,000 $
200,000 $

118,726
223,490
480,351
155,451
47,280
2,200,000 $

218,726
273,490
530,351
205,451
147,280
3,000,000

FY 2016 Prop 301 Allocation
New College
Per FTSE
Allocation
Allocation
Total Allocation
50,000 $
150,707
250,707
50,000 $
115,937
215,937
$
30,338
80,338
$
183,402
233,402
$
74,218
124,218
$
265,890
315,890
$
356,991
406,991
50,000 $
121,774
221,774
$
226,818
276,818
$
464,752
514,752
$
157,100
207,100
50,000 $
52,073
152,073
200,000 $
2,200,000 $
3,000,000

MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Proposition 301
Fiscal Year 2016-2017 Annual Plan
Overview
ARS 15-1472 requires Arizona’s 10 community college districts to submit an annual document
that lays out each district’s strategic plan for utilizing Proposition 301 workforce development
funds in the upcoming fiscal year.
Funds for community college districts are broadly targeted at opportunities to assist in workforce
development. ARS 15-1472 provides for wide discretion in deploying funds:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Partnerships with businesses and educational institutions.
Additional faculty for improved and expanded classroom instruction and course
offerings.
Technology, equipment and technology infrastructure for advanced teaching and
learning in classrooms or laboratories.
Student services such as assessment, advisement and counseling for new and
expanded job opportunities.
The purchase, lease or lease-purchase of real property, for new construction,
remodeling or repair of buildings or facilities on real property.

Effective July 1, 2001, each district in Arizona established a separate workforce development
account to receive tax revenues authorized under Proposition 301. Each district receives
$200,000 base revenue annually, and any additional funds received during the fiscal year are
apportioned based on full time student equivalents (FTSE).
Section I: Introduction
Workforce development can be defined as the process of creating and improving the local talent
pool to serve the present and future needs of business. Modern workforce development
practices take a holistic approach to developing talent pools, taking into account the training
needs and desired outcomes of workers, employers, and the community. It can be said that
workforce development is where education, economic development, and employment come
together.
To meet the local and regional needs of the employer community, our colleges can develop
workforce education, training, and services in the following five categories of activity:
o
o
o
o
o

Pipeline – Public/private schools, colleges, and universities (the P-20 “pipeline”)
Renewal – Those who face skills and employment challenges for any reason
Incumbent – Current employees
Retraining – Those who need or want to upgrade skills or change careers
Entrepreneurial – To support of business formation and growth
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Section II: Strategic Positioning for Workforce Development
A. MCCCD Workforce Development Vision
The Maricopa Community Colleges are committed to the workforce development and job
training needs of its many constituents. We exist in a dynamic global economy where workforce
demands of the public and private sector evolve and change at a rapid pace and shifts in
population demographics of the workforce present enormous challenges. We must align our
strategies to ensure partnership development, resource leveraging and tailored workforce
development and training:
o Students and other community residents will have access to support services,
courses, programs, career services, job placement assistance, and workforce
training that prepares them for careers.
o Students seeking career and workforce training will attain skills and complete
credentials that are market-driven and meet the needs of business and industry.
B. Industry Priorities and Emerging Trends
In response to the rapidly changing economy in Arizona and being sensitive to the changing
complexion of the job market, the Maricopa Community Colleges, through the Occupational
Administrators Council, established the following set of Industry Priorities for its workforce
development programs and services:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

Aerospace and Aviation
Biosciences
High Technology/Manufacturing
Advanced Business and Financial Services
Healthcare
Teacher Education
Public Safety/Homeland Security
Career Pathway Development
Sustainability and Green Technologies
Apprenticeships/Internships and Re-training
Response to Local Workforce Needs

In addition, the colleges are encouraged to give consideration the following Workforce Trends
in the expenditure of their allocation:
Changing Demographics in the Workplace (intergenerational workplace)
Soft Skills/Job Readiness Development
Systems Thinking as it Applies to the Workplace
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics) Skill
Development
o Globalization
o Entrepreneurial Activities
o Special Populations (e.g. veterans, disabled, underperforming, underrepresented)
o
o
o
o
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Section III: MCCCD Initiatives and Budget
The Maricopa Occupational Administrators Council has reviewed the funding priorities for the
Maricopa Community Colleges for Fiscal Year 2016-17. Projected revenues for Proposition 301
are anticipated to increase throughout the next funding cycle, at $9,964,866. Therefore, the
following priorities have been established for the expenditure of funds:
A. Quality Instruction: $2,846,554 for 23 full-time occupational faculty positions. The
faculty positions are in the following occupational/workforce development areas:
o Administration of Justice Studies
o Automotive Services Technology
o Aviation
o Business
o Computer Information Systems
o Education
o Emergency Medical Technology
o Engineering
o Health/PE/Recreation
o Music Studio Recording
o Nursing
o Veterinary Technician/Animal Science
B. Maricopa Small Business Development Center: $315,000 to be allocated to continue
services to small businesses in Maricopa County. Included in these services is outreach
to Hispanics, veterans, women, and other minorities in the development of small
businesses. Also, SBDC continues to collaborate with our colleges, communities,
institutions of higher education, economic development, business incubators, to enhance
entrepreneurial capital formation, creation and retention of Arizona jobs, and increased
sales.
C. Greater Phoenix Economic Council (GPEC) Dues: $50,000 for annual dues to GPEC,
the regional economic development organization that works closely with all communities
in Maricopa County to attract new companies and jobs to the Valley. The Maricopa
Community Colleges are actively involved in business attraction and expansion efforts to
ensure that we are providing the trained workforce to meet the current and emerging
workforce needs.
D. Workforce Information Systems: $212,100 will be allocated to data systems for
MCCCD workforce development initiatives such as the Maricopa Career Planning
System (MCPS); subscriptions to Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI)
and Burning Glass labor market analytic tools used for college occupational program
planning; and funding for a regional needs assessment report in a high-growth, highwage industry sector. The allocation will also fund MCCCD participation in the Arizona
SciTech Festival and membership in the Arizona Technology Council.
E. Allocations to Colleges: $3,000,000 will be allocated to the ten colleges and two skill
centers based on an agreed upon formula based on occupational enrollment (FTSE).
The industry priorities (listed in Section II B) have been established in the recommended
areas for the expenditures towards programs and services. The FY 2016-17 Annual
Report will reflect the College allocations collectively in each of the priority industry areas.
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F. Contingency Reserve: $3,541,212 will be set aside in reserve should the revenues
come in lower than forecasted and to support district-wide workforce development efforts.
Section IV: Accountability Measures
The elected Governing Board of the Maricopa Community College District will approve the
Proposition 301 Workforce Development and Job Training Plan on an annual basis. In addition,
the Governing Board will approve expenditures according to the plan and will provide biennial
reports to the Governor, Legislature, and the Arizona Commerce Authority.
All funded projects will be reviewed by the colleges to assess if they are meeting the approved
criteria. The following criteria have been established as guidelines for the review and evaluation
of all projects:
A. Project Evaluation
o Industry Response
o Cost Effectiveness
o Project Outcomes
o Program/Project Sustainability
B. Faculty Evaluation: All faculty funded by Proposition 301 dollars are evaluated in
accordance with the Residential Faculty Policies as agreed to for all Maricopa faculty.
C. Business Partnerships/Private Sector Contributions: The colleges will be asked to
report any private sector contributions that assisted in meeting the workforce
development project or program outcomes supported by Proposition 301 funds. The
information will include, but not be limited to, expected contributions such as buildings,
equipment, supplies, faculty (e.g. nursing), fundraising, marketing, outreach, matching
funds, and in-kind contributions. These contributions will be reported in the Fiscal Year
2016-17 Annual Report.
Section V: Demographic Profile of District
In 2015, estimates for the population of Maricopa County stood at slightly over 4 million, or
approximately 60% of the population of the State of Arizona. By 2020, it is projected that
Maricopa County will number 4.5 million persons, with the State of Arizona reaching 7.4 million.
Nearly 70% of Arizona’s growth is projected to occur in Maricopa County, with the remaining
spread across the balance of the state. Between 2001 and 2006, Maricopa County’s population
grew at an annual rate of 2.8%, but this figure slowed to 1.0 % between 2007 and 2011 due to
the effects of the Great Recession. Since then annual growth rates has averaged 1.7%, with
1.9% projected for 2016 – a rate well below historical averages.
Gloomy projections aside, the long-term growth forecasts for Maricopa County and the State of
Arizona remain strong. The state is expected to grow 58% by 2050, adding nearly 4 million new
residents. By 2050, 71% of Arizona’s population will reside in the Phoenix metro area, which
includes Maricopa and Pinal counties.
Despite its reputation as a haven for retirees, Maricopa County’s population is actually younger
than the nation as a whole, with a median age of 35.3 years compared to 37.4 years for the U.S.
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This is due in part to the county’s large Hispanic population, which has grown 55% between
2000 and 2014, and which presents a unique training challenge to the region due to the
population’s lower levels of educational attainment.
Section VI: Labor Force, Unemployment, and Job Growth
Arizona was among the states hardest-hit by the Great Recession. The downturn in Arizona
began earlier than that of the nation as a whole, and lasted longer. From peak (October 2007) to
trough (September 2010), the State of Arizona lost 313,500 (or 11.7%) of nonfarm jobs. Industry
sectors hardest hit included construction (peak-to-trough employment -54.9%), mining (-26.4%),
manufacturing (-21.4%), information (-20.5%), and professional and business services (-16.6%).
Arizona’s recovery has been slow. In the spring of 2014 the U.S. regained all jobs lost during the
Great Recession. At the end of 2015 Arizona had yet to recover all the jobs it lost. This is
because the state lost twice as many jobs, in percentage terms, than did the U.S. (11.7%
compared to 6.3%). In the winter of 2015/2016, the state’s unemployment rate stands at around
6%, or about one full percentage point higher than the national rate. The unemployment rate in
the Greater Phoenix metro area is closer to the national rate.
Moving forward, the state outlook calls for a mild acceleration in employment growth in 2016,
but at rates still below 30-year averages before the recession. The state is expected to regain all
the jobs it lost during the Great Recession in 2016. Job gains have been seen in several
industry sectors, including leisure and hospitality, financial activities, professional and business
services, information, as well as education and healthcare (which never lost jobs during the
recession).
Section VII: Budget Overview
See Attachment A for budget overview.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.3

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016

Item Title
IGNITE Tobacco Prevention Program

Responsible Agents
Dr. Maria Harper-Marinick

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve the renewal of the
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between the Maricopa County Community College
District (MCCCD) and the Maricopa County Department of Public Health, Maricopa
County Tobacco Use Prevention Program (MACTUPP). The renewal includes a $8,000
budget to continue the program for March 1, 2016, through May 30, 2016.
Justification
The Intergovernmental Agreement provides grant funding from the Maricopa County
Department of Public Health to provide a tobacco prevention program that includes activities
on four MCCCD college campuses. Activities will include three projects focused on
promoting tobacco prevention and/or cessation and three projects designed to raise awareness
about or promote adoption, implementation, or enforcement of strong tobacco-free policy on
campus, the development of campus Student Promotion Teams and College Tobacco
Taskforces, and attendance at MACTUPP program meetings.
Participating MCCCD colleges: CGCC, GCC, MCC, and, PC.

Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs______________
Business Services_______________________
Human Resources________ ITS____________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations_______________
College President_______________________

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
11.1

Meeting Date: _February 23, 2016_

Item Title
Lease of Suite D104 at Rio Southern to
All 4 Paws Training, LLC

Responsible Agents
Ms. Debra Thompson
Dr. Chris Bustamante

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Maricopa County Community College District Governing Board
authorize the lease of the Suite D104 (880 SF) located at Rio Salado College - Southern, 3330
South Price Rd., Tempe, AZ 85282 to All 4 Paws Training, LLC (A4PT). The lease term
begins the later of when tenant improvements are complete or April 1, 2016 and is for 36
months with an option to extend the lease for another 36 months. The monthly rate will be
$586.67 or $8.00 per SF, triple net, for the first 12 months with annual 2.5% increases. The
rate for the extension period will be market rate at that time. Additionally, an amount of
$183.00 per month will be charged for maintenance of common areas.
A standard reimbursement of $1.50 per SF per year will be allowed for tenant to complete
tenant improvements prior to occupying the premises.
Justification
Per the District’s approved broker, CBRE, these rates approximate full market rate for triple net
leases in the east Tempe area for this type of facility.
When the college purchased the facility in 2010, Building D had three existing tenants. These
leases were renewed in 2013 when the previous leases expired. A4PT will be the fifth tenant in
the building. Only one suite will remain unleased.
A4PT operates an owner-trained service dog program for mobility, wheelchair assist, PTSD and
medical alert.

Funding
Source:
Revenue deposited into Fund 2
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs ______________
Business Services _______________________
Human Resources _________ ITS __________
Res. Dev. & Community Relations__________
College President _______________________

ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
12.1

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title
Chancellor Emeritus Distinction
Maricopa County Community
College District

Responsible Agents
Mr. Alfredo Gutierrez, Board Chair

Recommendation
In accordance with Governing Board Policy it is recommended that the Governing Board award Chancellor Emeritus
Distinction to Dr. Rufus Glasper for his meritorious contribution to students and employees of the Maricopa County
Community College District, as well the larger community it serves.
Justification
Rufus Glasper, Ph.D., a leader in Arizona higher education, has been Chancellor of the Maricopa Community Colleges,
one of the nation’s largest multi-college community college systems since 2003. Previous to this he served in District
leadership positions for more than two decades. As Chancellor, Dr. Glasper has been the Chief Executive Officer of
the Maricopa Community Colleges and has overseen all educational and administrative operations.
On a statewide level, Dr. Glasper served as the Committee co-chair for the Lumina Foundation on Education's "Getting
AHEAD" Initiative, a comprehensive and collaborative initiative by Arizona's education institutions, business
community, and state government to reshape Arizona's post-secondary education system and enable more residents to
successfully attain a college degree. In addition, Dr. Glasper served with (then) Governor Janet Napolitano as co-chair
of the P-20 (Pre-kindergarten through graduate school) Council.
Nationally, Dr. Glasper previously served as a member of the American Council on Education Commission on Higher
Education Attainment, convened by the six presidential level higher education national associations to assess the need
for improved college retention and attainment and to chart a course for improvement. In 2012, he was appointed to the
Homeland Security Academic Advisory Council, comprised of prominent university presidents and academic leaders
charged with advising the Secretary and senior leadership at the Department on several key issues. Additionally, Dr.
Glasper serves on the Air University Board of Visitors, the intellectual and leadership center of the Air Force that
provides dynamic comprehensive education to prepare graduates to develop, employ, command, research, and
champion air, space, and cyberspace power at all levels. He also serves on the Board for the League for Innovation in
the Community College and RC-2020, a not-for-profit association of community college CEOs serving major
metropolitan areas. Regionally, Dr. Glasper serves as a board member on the Higher Learning Commission.
Dr. Glasper is an active community member, serving as a member of the Greater Phoenix Leadership and on the boards
of the Arizona Community Foundation, Greater Phoenix Economic Council, The Valley of the Sun United Way,
Southwest College of Naturopathic Medicine and Health Sciences, Arizona Commerce Authority, and The O’Connor
House.
Dr. Glasper earned a Bachelor’s degree in business administration from Luther College (Decorah, Iowa) and a Master’s
and advanced degrees in school business administration from Northern Illinois University. He received his Doctorate
of Philosophy degree in higher education finance from the University of Arizona.
Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs______________
Business Services_______________________
Human Resources________ ITS____________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations_______________
College President______________________

ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
13.1

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016

Item Title
Proposed Fee Changes Fiscal Year 2016-17
Budget

Responsible Agents
Ms. Debra Thompson
Ms. Gaye Murphy

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve the varied fee changes detailed on
the attached submitted as an action item. These changes relate to course fees at several
colleges across the district, detailed by college.

Justification
Justifications are included next to each proposed course fee on the attached detailed forms.
In general, the proposed course fee increases include such items as increasing costs of
supplies and materials, increased costs for technology items such as hardware, software,
CDs, printer cartridges, wildlife management field supplies, justice studies handouts and
supplementary materials, shooting range fees and targets, photography, digital media,
painting, sculpture and jewelry specialized equipment, supplies and materials, learning
coaches and tutors, educational videos and e-subscriptions, K-12 Mentor stipends, high end
equipment, virtual lab access and lab kits, phlebotomy supplies; specialized equipment,
materials and supplies for metal working, aviation maintenance, energy industry and forensic
programs, and accompanists and guest artists for dance classes.
Changes submitted to the Board include 150 new fees, 450 increased and 209 reduced or
eliminated fees. New and increased fees are projected to provide $801,781 in additional
revenue less $575,429 in reduced/eliminated fees for a net revenue impact of $226,352.
These changes are detailed by college in the following table:

Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs______________
Business Services_______________________
Human Resources___________________
Res Dev. & Com. Relations ______________
College President _______________________

Collection Period:
2016-17 Fall

Report:
RunDate:

Course Fees

Projected Revenues

Count
College

New

Incr

Reduced/

Fees

Fees

Eliminated/Fees Fees

Chandler/Gilbert
District -Wide

6
-

17
-

Estrella Mountain

8

28

GateWay

9

1

Glendale

76

Maricopa Skill Center

New

-

$

-

$

Reduced/

Fees

Eliminated Fees Change

16,200 $
-

$

15,500 $
-

$

3,300 $

$

8,975 $

2,500 $

353

14 $

25,032 $

25

11

6 $

6

15

13 $

-

2

-

Total

-

$

31,700

-

$

-

(3,600) $
$

11,475

394,424 $

(401,438) $

18,018

125,130 $

24,160 $

(26,100) $

123,190

11,650 $

5,260 $

(34,225) $

(17,315)

-

$

-

$

-

$

300 $

3,080 $

$

3,080

-

$

300

Rio Salado College

7

7

39 $

111,000 $

36,875 $

(11,417) $

136,458

Scottsdale

5

2

118 $

4,650 $

10,125 $

(98,649) $

(83,874)

South Mountain

7

14

-

$

1,050 $

1,120 $

-

$

Totals

150

-

450

209

-

305,437

$

-

496,344

$

-

1

-

-

-

1,150

Phoenix College

Southwest Skill Center

-

19 $

Incr

1,450 $

Mesa
Paradise Valley

MB_815
1/9/2016

$

-

$

2,170
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Legend
New Fees:

A fee for a new course or a fee for an existing course that did not have a fee

Increased:

An increase in the fee for an existing course that already charged a course

Reduced/Eliminated Fees:

Fees that were reduced or dropped. Fees for dropped courses have no
Revenue impact
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

BIO274

ALL

Introduction to Wildlife Management

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$30.00

10

$300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Phoenix College will begin delivering this course in the near future and the proposed new course fee is needed to support teaching and learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will help students advance their learning objectives by providing them with the equipment and supplies used in today's work
environment to meet the learning objectives of the course and skills applied in wildlife biology and research.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will be used to purchase equipment and supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The equipment and supplies used directly by students are clipboards, calipers, diameter at base height (DBH) measuring tapes, scales, track
casting supplies, owl pellets, and other field or lab supplies needed.

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

AHU245

ONLINE

Arabic Culture and Islam

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$1.00

48

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials, presently limited or insufficient.
philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring for students in

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and for students in
philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

AJS101

ALL

Introduction to Criminal Justice

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

460

$920.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS107

ALL

Patrol Procedures

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AJS109

ALL

Substantive Criminal Law

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

144

$288.00

$15.00

$30.00

100

$1,500.00

$15.00

$30.00

75

$1,125.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS110

ALL

Law & Legal Review 1

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS111

ALL

Law & Legal Review II

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

AJS113

ALL

Criminal Justice Crime Control Policies and Practices

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

48

$192.00

$0.00

$4.00

48

$192.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS116

ALL

Crime Prevention

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS119

ALL

Computer Applications in Justice Studies

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AJS123

ALL

Applications in Justice Studies

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

192

$384.00

$0.00

$4.00

49

$196.00

$25.00

$5.00

20

$-400.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS139

ALL

Emergency Response to Terrorism

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS151

ALL

Concealed Weapon Permit

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Since GCC was reclassified by Ben Avery Shooting Facility as a commercial business (profit), the range fees have increased from $7/student to
$15/student. To help defray the increased costs to the college for range fees and supplies, this increase is necessary.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides students with the most up-to-date printed course materials and use of range to obtain their Concealed Weapon Permit.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Range fees, printed materials, supplies, safety officer.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Concealed Weapon Permit handbook; range supplies; targets; weapons /holsters. Students may borrow a firearm (9mm) and holster from the
college for AJS151AA (Concealed Weapon Permit) if they do not have their own firearm /holster. The college does not provide ammunition for
the firearm; this is the student's responsibility. Students sign an "Acknowledgment of Risk, Waiver and Indemnity of Risk" document whether
they are borrowing a firearm or using their own.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AJS151AA

ALL

Concealed Weapon Permit

Increased Costs

$25.00

$30.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Since GCC was reclassified by Ben Avery Shooting Facility as a commercial business (profit), the range fees have increased from $7/student to
$15/student. To help defray the increased costs to the college for range fees and supplies, this increase is necessary.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides students with the most up-to-date printed course materials and use of range to obtain their Concealed Weapon Permit.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Range fees, printed materials, supplies, safety officer.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Concealed Weapon Permit handbook; range supplies; targets; weapons /holsters. Students may borrow a firearm (9mm) and holster from the
college for AJS151AA (Concealed Weapon Permit) if they do not have their own firearm /holster. The college does not provide ammunition for
the firearm; this is the student's responsibility. Students sign an "Acknowledgment of Risk, Waiver and Indemnity of Risk" document whether
they are borrowing a firearm or using their own.
AJS162

ALL

Domestic Violence

New Fees

$0.00

$4.00

72

$288.00

$2.00

$4.00

144

$288.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS192

ALL

Seriel Killers and Mass Murders

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

AJS195

ALL

International & Domestic Terrorism

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$2.00

$4.00

120

$240.00

$2.00

$4.00

48

$96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS200

ALL

Current Issues in Criminal Justice

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Need for new course materials and updates.

AJS201

ALL

Rules of Evidence

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AJS205

ALL

Criminal Justice Report Writing

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

72

$144.00

$2.00

$4.00

72

$144.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS210

ALL

Constitutional Law

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS211

ALL

Police Planning

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AJS213

ALL

Evidence Tech/Fingerprinting

Increased Costs

$15.00

$30.00

48

$720.00

$0.00

$4.00

48

$192.00

$2.00

$4.00

72

$144.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS215

ALL

Criminalistics; Physical Evidence

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS218

ALL

Special Investigations; Drugs

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AJS225

ALL

Criminology

Increased Costs

$4.00

$8.00

168

$672.00

$0.00

$4.00

48

$192.00

$0.00

$4.00

48

$192.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS230

ALL

The Police Function

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS240

ALL

The Correction Function

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

AJS249

ALL

Community Policing

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

48

$192.00

$0.00

$4.00

96

$384.00

$22.00

$44.00

72

$1,584.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS255

ALL

Forensic Psychology

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS258

ALL

Victimology & Crisis Management

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AJS260

ALL

Procedural Criminal Law

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

72

$144.00

$2.00

$4.00

120

$240.00

$2.00

$4.00

96

$192.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS270

ALL

Ethics and the Admin. of Justice

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.

AJS275

ALL

Criminal Investigation I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Need for new course materials and updates.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Updated resources will be increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To update course content and student resources and provide access to highly specialized instructional support services.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Current event articles, copies, practice handouts and supplementary materials will be updated.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

ARH100

ALL

Intro to Art

Increased Costs

$2.00

$5.00

250

$750.00

$2.00

$5.00

200

$600.00

$2.00

$5.00

200

$600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fees have been static since 2005.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplementary handouts will allow students to more completely engage with the instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to offset increased copy cost and periodic technology updates.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
copy cost and periodic technology updates.

ARH101

ALL

Prehistoric through Gothic Art

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fees have been static since 2005.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplementary handouts will allow students to more completely engage with the instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to offset increased copy cost and periodic technology updates.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Copied materials and ancillaries; varies by instructor.

ARH102

ALL

Renaissance through Contemporary Art

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fees have been static since 2005.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplementary handouts will allow students to more completely engage with the instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to offset increased copy cost and periodic technology updates.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Copied materials and ancillaries; varies by instructor.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

ART100

ALL

Intro to Computer Art

Increased Costs

$30.00

$40.00

280

$2,800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1. Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2. We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4. We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the
computers including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
ART111

ALL

Drawing I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2010; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, paper, pencils, charcoal, pens.

$10.00

$15.00

230

$1,150.00
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ART112

ALL

2-Dimensional Design

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

110

$1,100.00

$10.00

$25.00

30

$450.00

$10.00

$15.00

57

$285.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2006; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, paper, pencils, charcoal, pens, ink.

ART115

ALL

Three Dimensional Design

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a core course needed by students; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Nails, screws, sandpaper, drill bits, sanding disks, assorted wire/ different gauges, clamps misc. supplies.

ART122

ALL

Drawing II

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2010; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, paper, pencils, charcoal, pens.
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ART131

ALL

Photography I

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

150

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This hybrid beginning course covers both film and digital photographic applications. This places demands on both the darkroom and digital
supply budget. A 31-credit Photography Certificate has been introduced into this program in the last year.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of both film and digital -based aspects of the medium. This dynamic learning environment
provides students with an environment to develop skill sets needed to continue with more advanced course work.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photographic lab. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Photographic Chemicals, Film, Print Finishing Supplies, Lynda.com, Digital Photography supplies.

ART132

ALL

Photography II

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a film-based course that requires a number of different chemicals and supplies to teach the students carious photographic processes.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of darkroom -based photography. This dynamic learning environment provides students with an
environment to execute the demands of film photography. These fees also contribute to the required materials needed to meet the course
competencies of the class.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photographic lab. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Photographic Chemicals, Film, Print Finishing Supplies, Lynda.com, Photographic Paper, Film.

$240.00
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ART133

ALL

Photography III

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

5

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a film-based course that requires a number of different chemicals and supplies to teach various photographic processes.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of darkroom -based photography. This dynamic learning environment provides students with an
environment to execute the demands of film photography. These fees also contribute to the required materials needed to meet the course
competencies of the class.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photographic lab. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Photographic Chemicals, Film, Print Finishing Supplies, Lynda.com, Photographic Paper, Film.

ART134

ALL

Photography IV

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

2

$20.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a film-based course that requires a number of different chemicals and supplies to teach various photographic processes.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of darkroom -based photography. This dynamic learning environment provides students with an
environment to execute the demands of film photography. These fees also contribute to the required materials needed to meet the course
competencies of the class.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photographic lab. The fees applied directly to materials consumed by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Photographic Chemicals, Film, Print Finishing Supplies, Lynda.com, Photographic Paper, Film.

ART138

ALL

Commercial Photography

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

15

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a core course for the 31-credit Photography Certificate.
from either a film or digital based approach.

It places high demand on the studio area.

Students can complete the course

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This fee covers costs essential to operating a photographic studio. Students work with various lighting techniques to achieve course objectives
and skill sets. It is critical to maintain the supplies and functionality of the equipment used daily by the students.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photography studio. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Consumable studio supplies, lighting equipment, props, ink, chemicals, Lynda.com, paper.

$150.00
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ART140

ALL

Portrait Photography

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

15

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a core course for the 31-credit Photography Certificate.
complete this course from either a film or digital based approach.

It places high demand on the studio equipment and environment.

Students can

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This fee covers costs essential to operating a photographic studio. Students work with various lighting techniques to achieve course objectives
and skill sets. It is critical to maintain the supplies and functionality of the equipment used daily by the students.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photography studio. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Consumable studio supplies, lighting equipment, props, ink, chemicals, Lynda.com, paper.

ART142

ALL

Intro to Digital Photography

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

150

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This introductory digital photography class lays the foundation for students moving forward in a number of digital media arts courses.
the core courses to the 31-credit Photography Certificate. Students learn the printing process that absorbs a large ink cost.

It is one of

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of digital photography.
This dynamic learning environment provides students a setting to
develop the skills needed to continue on with more advanced courses work.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a digital photography lab. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lynda.com, printer ink, print finishing supplies, photographic paper.

$1,500.00
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ART143

ALL

Intermediate Digital Photography

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

34

$340.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This intermediate digital photography class is the continuation of foundation skills learned in ART 142.
students present their work in a simulated gallery setting.

This course relies heavily on printing as

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of digital photography. Students continue to perfect their skills in printing photographs. The fees
maintain our ink supply resulting in students meeting the objectives of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a digital photography lab. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lynda.com, printer ink, print finishing supplies, photographic paper.

ART151

ALL

Sculpture I

Increased Costs

$10.00

$25.00

10

$150.00

$10.00

$25.00

10

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of required materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Nails, screws, sandpaper, drill bits, sanding disks, assorted wire/ different gauges, clamps misc. supplies.

ART152

ALL

Sculpture II

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of required materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Nails, screws, sandpaper, drill bits, sanding disks, assorted wire/ different gauges, clamps misc. supplies.
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ART155

ALL

Glass Fusing and Slumping I

Increased Costs

$15.00

$40.00

45

$1,125.00

$15.00

$40.00

11

$275.00

$25.00

$45.00

30

$600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Glass, glass frits, glass stringers, kiln wash, grinder bits, molds, drill bits, dichroic glass, etc.

ART156

ALL

Glass Fusing and Slumping II

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Glass, glass frits, glass stringers, kiln wash, grinder bits, molds, drill bits, dichroic glass, etc.

ART161

ALL

Ceramics I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Clay, glaze materials/chemicals, underglazes, raku gloves, kiln shelves, and other materials used in ceramic art making.
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ART162

ALL

Ceramics II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$45.00

30

$600.00

$5.00

$25.00

25

$500.00

$5.00

$25.00

25

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Clay, glaze materials/chemicals, underglazes, raku gloves, kiln shelves, and other materials used in ceramic art making.

ART165

ALL

Watercolor Painting I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee has been static since 2004; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Better equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, watercolor paper, paint, brushes.

ART166

ALL

Watercolor Painting II

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee has been static since 2004; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Better equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, watercolor paper, paint, brushes.
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ART167

ALL

Painting I

Increased Costs

$10.00

$35.00

30

$750.00

30

$750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2011; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Maintenance for easels and tabourets, purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, solvent and hazardous material disposal containers, paint, brushes.

ART168

ALL

Painting II

Increased Costs

$10.00

$35.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2011; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Maintenance for easels and tabourets, purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, solvent and hazardous material disposal containers, paint, brushes.
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ART169

ALL

2D Computer Design

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

120

$3,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4.We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the computers
including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
ART171

ALL

Jewelry I

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

60

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course, and students love it; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Copper, sandpaper, gas for soldering, pickle for cleaning metal, mold making rubber, wax for casting, polishing compounds, investment for
casting, fuel for lamps, etc.

$900.00
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ART172

ALL

Jewelry II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

60

$900.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course, and students love it; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Copper, sandpaper, gas for soldering, pickle for cleaning metal, mold making rubber, wax for casting, polishing compounds, investment for
casting, fuel for lamps, etc.
ART181

ALL

Graphic Design I

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

50

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4.We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the computers
including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.

$1,250.00
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ART182

ALL

Graphic Design II

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

50

$1,250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and 2 student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in our
program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4.We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the computers
including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
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ART184

ALL

Computer Animation

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

50

$1,250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4.We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the computers
including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
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ART185

ALL

3d Modeling for Computer Animation

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4.We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the computers
including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
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ART190

ALL

Art of Web Design

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4. We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the
computers including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
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ART192

ALL

Advanced Web Presentation Design

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4. We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the
computers including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
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ART200

ALL

Animation and Interactivity

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1. Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2. We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3. We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and 2 student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in our
program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4. We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the
computers including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
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ART210

ALL

Design Tools

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4.We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the computers
including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
ART211

ALL

Drawing III

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2010; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, paper, pencils, charcoal, pens.

$10.00

$15.00

57

$285.00
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ART222

ALL

Drawing IV

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

57

$285.00

$40.00

$50.00

3

$30.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2010; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, paper, pencils, charcoal, pens.

ART234

ALL

Color Photography I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a color film-based course that requires a number of different chemicals and supplies to teach the students various photographic
processes.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of color darkroom -based photography. This dynamic learning environment provides students the
setting to develop a skill set to execute the demands of color film photography. These fees also contribute to the required materials needed to
meet the course competencies of the class.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photographic lab. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Color Photographic Chemicals, Color Film, Print Finishing Supplies, Lynda.com, Color Photographic Paper.
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ART240

ALL

Cinematography and Directing for Animation

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1.Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2.We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3.We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4.We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the computers
including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
ART251

ALL

Sculpture III

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of required materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Nails, screws, sandpaper, drill bits, sanding disks, assorted wire/ different gauges, clamps misc. supplies.

$10.00

$25.00

10

$150.00
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ART252

ALL

Sculpture IV

Increased Costs

$10.00

$25.00

10

$150.00

$15.00

$40.00

11

$275.00

$15.00

$40.00

11

$275.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of required materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Nails, screws, sandpaper, drill bits, sanding disks, assorted wire/ different gauges, clamps misc. supplies.

ART256

ALL

Glass Fusing and Slumping III

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Glass, glass frits, glass stringers, kiln wash, grinder bits, molds, drill bits, dichroic glass, etc.

ART257

ALL

Glass Fusing and Slumping IV

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Glass, glass frits, glass stringers, kiln wash, grinder bits, molds, drill bits, dichroic glass, etc.
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ART261

ALL

Ceramics III

Increased Costs

$25.00

$45.00

30

$600.00

$25.00

$45.00

30

$600.00

$5.00

$25.00

25

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Clay, glaze materials/chemicals, underglazes, raku gloves, kiln shelves, and other materials used in ceramic art making.

ART262

ALL

Ceramics IV

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course which fills quickly; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Clay, glaze materials/chemicals, underglazes, raku gloves, kiln shelves, and other materials used in ceramic art making.

ART265

ALL

Watercolor Painting III

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee has been static since 2004; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Better equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, watercolor paper, paint, brushes.
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ART266

ALL

Watercolor Painting IV

Increased Costs

$5.00

$25.00

25

$500.00

$10.00

$35.00

30

$750.00

30

$750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee has been static since 2004; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Better equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, watercolor paper, paint, brushes.

ART267

ALL

Painting III

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2011; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Maintenance for easels and tabourets, purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, solvent and hazardous material disposal containers, paint, brushes.

ART268

ALL

Painting IV

Increased Costs

$10.00

$35.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This fee last changed in 2011; cost of materials has increased significantly since then.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Adequate equipment and ability to have some supplies on hand for student experimentation and faculty demonstration.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Maintenance for easels and tabourets, purchase materials for use in classroom demonstrations as well as unique materials shared by students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaning supplies, solvent and hazardous material disposal containers, paint, brushes.
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ART271

ALL

Jewelry III

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

60

$900.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course, and students love it; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Copper, sandpaper, gas for soldering, pickle for cleaning metal, mold making rubber, wax for casting, polishing compounds, investment for
casting, fuel for lamps, etc.
ART272

ALL

Jewelry IV

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

60

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a popular course, and students love it; cost of materials has increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The materials and tools used by students are necessary for the mastery of the course competencies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to defray the cost of the materials and tools used by the students in this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Copper, sandpaper, gas for soldering, pickle for cleaning metal, mold making rubber, wax for casting, polishing compounds, investment for
casting, fuel for lamps, etc.

$900.00
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ART280

ALL

Graphic Design Studio

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Digital Media Arts program maintains computer classrooms and a main lab for all Art students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Digital Media Arts Program strives to utilize industry standard software and hardware. Students learn in the classroom as well as
specialized labs and studios and are able to access software and hardware during extended hours. We offer online learning resources also
purchased departmentally at a discount.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
1. Hardware and software for our computer labs.
2. We have a license agreement with Lynda.com and industry standard tutorial library where we get access to the entire library (over 100,000
training videos) through our department agreement. It is a greatly reduced rate and our students do not have to pay out of pocket for this
valuable resource.
3. We offer a specialized lab for students to access computers and our specialized software which is open late and on weekends. There is one
75% employee and two student workers available to assist students with the software, computers and they are familiar with the coursework in
our program. This is paid for partially with student fees as we have a very limited staffing budget line.
4. We have a limited amount of specialized equipment available for checkout or for our students to access in our lab in addition to the
computers including digital video cameras, electronic drawing tablets, scanners, color printers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The above stated labs with assistants, software and online resources. Some other items like paper for the color printers and traditional graphic
arts materials.
ART290AC

ALL

Studio Art

Increased Costs

$40.00

$50.00

8

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is one of the final courses in the photography curriculum. Students dictate their own approach regarding film or digital based media.
projects generally place significant demand on department resources due to the nature of the work.

These

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of both film and digital -based aspects of the medium. This dynamic learning environment
provides students with the resources needed to complete an advanced body of work.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in running a photographic lab. The fees are applied directly to materials consumed by
students.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Photographic Chemicals, Print Finishing Supplies, Lynda.com, Photographic Paper, Film, Ink.

$80.00
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BIO101

ALL

Introduction to Human Genetics

Increased Costs

$20.00

$40.00

100

$2,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on experience is critical for understanding of abstract concepts and providing first hand experience with the process of science; today ¿s
students learn best using up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, interactive media).
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes and prepared slides, centrifuges, electrophoresis apparatus, spectrophotometers, digital balances, water
baths, incubator and refrigerator
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components.
BIO102

ALL

Cells to Systems: Introduction to General Biology for
Non-majors

Increased Costs

$15.00

$35.00

75

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on experience is critical for understanding of abstract concepts and providing first hand experience with the process of science; today ¿s
students learn best using up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, interactive media)
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes and prepared slides, centrifuges, electrophoresis apparatus, spectrophotometers, digital balances, water
baths, incubator and refrigerator
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components

$1,500.00
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BIO105

ALL

Environmental Biology

Increased Costs

$20.00

$40.00

50

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on experience is critical for understanding of abstract concepts and providing first hand experience with the process of science; today ¿s
students learn best using up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, interactive media).
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes, centrifuges, spectrophotometers, salt water aquarium pumps,
grow-lights and other greenhouse equipment, replacement specimens to maintain a teaching collection.
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components
BIO156

ALL

Introductory Biology for Allied Health

Increased Costs

filters

and

other

$25.00

related

$50.00

hardware,

50

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on experience is critical for understanding of abstract concepts and providing first hand experience with the process of science; today ¿s
students learn best using up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, interactive media). This course is considered a high -risk
¿gateway¿ course (required entry-level course in allied health program sequences that tends to have high attrition rate). Increased fees will
allow department to enhance availability of tutors with goal of improving retention and success and enabling students¿ continued academic
progress without need to repeat the course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity. Hire more content-area specific tutors who will be available for individual and/or group tutoring sessions.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes and prepared slides, digital camera mount for projection
apparatus, digital balances, water baths, spectrophotometers, refrigerator
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components.

microscope,

centrifuges,

electrophoresis

$1,250.00
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BIO160

ALL

Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology

Increased Costs

$20.00

$40.00

250

$5,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Concrete hands-on experience is critical for understanding of abstract concepts, particularly for non -major students; today¿s students learn
best using up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, interactive media).
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes and prepared slides, water baths, refrigerator, anatomical models, digital sensors, monitors and related
software for physiological measurements
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components.
BIO181

ALL

General Biology (Majors) I

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

550

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on activities is critical for understanding of abstract concepts and providing first hand experience with the process of science; todays
students learn best using up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, interactive media)
This course is considered a high-risk gateway course (required entry-level course in in STEM curriculum that tends to have high attrition rate ).
Increased fees will allow department to enhance availability of tutors with goal of improving retention and success and enabling students ¿
continued academic progress without need to repeat the course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity. Hire more content-area specific tutors who will be available for individual and/or group tutoring sessions.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes and prepared slides, digital camera mount for projection
apparatus, digital balances, spectrophotometers, constant temperature water baths, refrigerator
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components.

microscope,

centrifuges,

electrophoresis

$13,750.00
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BIO182

ALL

General Biology (Majors) II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

215

$5,375.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on activities is critical for understanding of abstract concepts and providing first hand experience with the process of science; todays
students learn best using up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, interactive media).
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes, centrifuges, spectrophotometers, salt water aquarium pumps, filters and other related hardware,
grow-lights and other greenhouse equipment, equipment related to field experiments, preserved specimens to maintain existing teaching
collection and expand holdings to GCC North campus
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components.
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BIO201

ALL

Human Anatomy and Physiology I

Increased Costs

$35.00

$70.00

650

$22,750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on experience with human specimens and models establishes concrete foundation essential to the continued academic and professional
development of these future nurses;
up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, physio-probes and other interactive media) critical to understanding complex
physiological phenomena and integration of case study-based applications into course.
This course is considered a high-risk gateway course (required foundational course in allied health program sequences that tends to have high
attrition rate). Increased fees will allow department to enhance availability of tutors with goal of improving retention and success and enabling
students continued academic progress without need to repeat the course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Gradual expansion of collection (on both campuses) of human specimens/models to enable their simultaneous use in multiple
sections/courses/activities without compromising student access.
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment, specimens and instructional
technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated longevity.
Hire more content-area specific tutors who will be available for individual and/or group tutoring sessions.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: anatomical models, plastinated human specimens, skeletons, digital sensors, monitors and related software for
physiological measurements
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components.
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BIO202

ALL

Human Anatomy and Physiology II

Increased Costs

$35.00

$70.00

550

$19,250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Hands-on experience with human specimens and models establishes concrete foundation essential to the continued academic and professional
development of these future nurses;
Up-to-date instructional media (e.g., animations, videos, physio-probes and other interactive media) critical to understanding complex
physiological phenomena and integration of case study-based applications into course.
This course is considered a high-risk gateway course (required foundational course in allied health program sequences that tends to have high
attrition rate). Increased fees will allow department to enhance availability of tutors with goal of improving retention and success and enabling
students¿ continued academic progress without need to repeat the course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Gradual expansion of collection (on both campuses) of human specimens/models (at both main campus and GCC North) to enable their
simultaneous use in multiple sections/courses/activities without compromising student access.
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment,
specimens and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated longevity.
Hire more content-area specific tutors who will be available for individual and/or group tutoring sessions.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: anatomical models, plastinated human specimens, digital sensors, monitors and related software for physiological
measurements
Instructional technology: classroom computers, projection systems and other related electronic components.
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BIO205

ALL

Microbiology

Increased Costs

$35.00

$70.00

500

$17,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

To be representative of contemporary science, it is essential that department purchase new and replacement laboratory equipment on a routine
basis for courses.
Such a revolving schedule of upgrades will also help insure that electronic components both in lab equipment and
instructional technology remain functional and able to interface with changes to software /other hardware. These expenses are on top of the
consumable supplies and chemicals that are covered by existing course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Visualizing microbes is important to students gaining a better understanding of these seemingly invisible organisms; this activity demands
equipment with highest resolution. Hands-on activities is critical for understanding of abstract concepts and providing first hand experience with
the differential diagnostic techniques; since microbes are difficult to observe in living state, illustration of their structure and function is highly
reliant on animations, videos and interactive media. Also some lab techniques cannot be safely or affordably done in person so realistic
computer-based virtual laboratories are next best thing.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: microscopes with oil immersion lenses corrected for curvature and color aberrations, digital camera mount for projection
microscope, centrifuges, electrophoresis apparatus, spectrophotometers, digital balances, constant temperature water baths, refrigerators,
incubators, -80°C freezer
Instructional technology: classroom computers, color -corrected projection systems, high resolution monitor and other related electronic
components.
BIO208

ALL

Nucleic Acid Methods

Increased Costs

$75.00

$125.00

15

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is part of our Biotechnology and Molecular Bioscience degree program prepares student for very technically -based laboratory
research positions (at universities, pharmaceutical companies, independent research institutions). To be competitive in the job market, these
students must be trained in protocols using current techniques and equipment. Biotechnology is rapidly evolving field so keep our equipment
current is a never-ending process.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Enables students to an introduction and practice with current techniques and technology such that they are as workforce-ready as possible.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: inverted microscope, -80°C freezer, incubators, refrigerators, constant temperature and shaking water baths, UV
spectrophotometers, micro- and desktop centrifuges, electrophoresis equipment and high voltage power supplies, thermocyler, pipetters,
vortexes, gel imager, digital and analytical balances, instructional technology: classroom computers, and other related electronic components.

$750.00
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BIO209

ALL

Biomolecular Separation

Increased Costs

$75.00

$125.00

15

$750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is part of our Biotechnology and Molecular Bioscience degree program that prepares student for very technically -based laboratory
research positions (at universities, pharmaceutical companies, independent research institutions). To be competitive in the job market, these
students must be trained in protocols using current techniques and equipment. Biotechnology is rapidly evolving field so keep our equipment
current is a never-ending process.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Enables students to an introduction and practice with current techniques and technology such that they are as workforce-ready as possible.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Regular cycle of laboratory equipment and instructional technology replacement and upgrades will be planned align with their anticipated
longevity.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: inverted microscope, -80°C freezer, incubators, refrigerators, constant temperature and shaking water baths, micro- and
desktop centrifuges, UV spectrophotometers, electrophoresis equipment and high voltage power supplies, pipetters, HPLC systems and /or
components, stir plates, digital and analytical balances, instructional technology: classroom computers, and other related electronic
components.
BIO210

ALL

Advanced Lab Instrumentation

Increased Costs

$75.00

$125.00

10

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is part of our Biotechnology and Molecular Bioscience degree program that prepares student for very technically -based laboratory
research positions (at universities, pharmaceutical companies, independent research institutions). To be competitive in the job market, these
students must be trained in protocols using current techniques and equipment. Biotechnology is rapidly evolving field so keep our equipment
current is a never-ending process.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Enables students to an introduction and practice with current techniques and technology such that they are as workforce-ready as possible.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Enables students to an introduction and practice with current techniques and technology such that they are as workforce-ready as possible.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Laboratory equipment: -80°C freezer, refrigerators, constant temperature and shaking water baths, UV spectrophotometers, micro- and desktop
centrifuges, digital and analytical balances, electrophoresis equipment and high voltage power supplies, pipetters, HPLC systems and /or
components, gas chromatograph, instructional technology: classroom computers, and other related electronic components.

$500.00
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BIO283

ALL

Bioinformatics and Scientific Computing

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$25.00

10

$250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is part of our Biotechnology and Molecular Bioscience degree program that prepares student for very technically -based laboratory
research positions (at universities, pharmaceutical companies, independent research institutions).
This course prepares students in
industry-standard computer programming and advanced computer -based data analysis of genetic information and molecular models. Volume of
information analyzed is enormous and requires student use of computers with advanced software and hardware infrastructure such as multicore
processor, sophisticated operating system and high RAM memory.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Will allow us to stay current with technology such that students are able to perform sophisticated data analysis for their own research projects
as well as be work-force ready.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Applied to IT upgrades as technology evolves.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Computer hardware and software upgrades to align with industry-standards.

BPC110

ALL

Computer Usage and Applications

Other

$124.00

$0.00

360

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
We are requesting ACTUAL COST for in class materials, printed materials and specialized instruction are provided to students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Actual Cost for the course fee. Students will receive their printed textbook as well as access to all online assessment software and resources
form day 1. Many of our students cannot get their materials until 2 or 3 weeks into the class due to financial aid, grants, loans, etc. This would
all students to have materials on the first day of class. This procedure has been in place in the Nutrition department and they have shown great
success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase their printed materials and all required software.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Microsoft Office 365 180-day trial, custom lab book 1st edition, Discovering Computers 2014 1st edition, SAM2013 Assessment, Training and
Projects.

$-44,640.00
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BPC170

FACE

Microcomputer Maintenance I: A+ Exam Prep Level I

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

30

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students work on the most current equipment that they will find in the workplace. Students build, tear -down, and troubleshoot computers, and
explore technical aspects of personal computers, including system components, installation, system configuration, peripheral devices, and
notebooks. Emphasis placed on proper usage of tools, safety procedures, and professionalism. Helps prepare students for the CompTIA A +
examinations. Additional lab times offered students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, maintenance, and replacement of equipment and components used in course, including all parts of a CPU and its housing, cabling,
memory, processors, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
All parts of a CPU and its housing and peripherals, etc.

BPC170

HYBRID

Microcomputer Maintenance I: A+ Exam Prep Level I

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students work on the most current equipment that they will find in the workplace. Students build, tear -down, and troubleshoot computers, and
explore technical aspects of personal computers, including system components, installation, system configuration, peripheral devices, and
notebooks. Emphasis placed on proper usage of tools, safety procedures, and professionalism. Helps prepare students for the CompTIA A +
examinations. Additional lab times offered students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, maintenance, and replacement of equipment and components used in course, including all parts of a CPU and its housing, cabling,
memory, processors, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
All parts of a CPU and its housing and peripherals, etc.

$1,500.00
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CAD167

ALL

Architectural Drawings I (Revit): Residential CAD

Increased Costs

$35.00

$40.00

24

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Software Licensing for multiple products, 2D and 3D printers and consumable, and miscellaneous equipment is provided for students to utilize
AutoCad product in real-life applications, as well as the printing of prints/designs. Additionally, out of class labs with tutors are offered where
students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing for software (AutoCad, SolidWorks), plotter paper and ink, 3D printer materials, as well as maintenance agreements on plotter and
printer. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software, upgraded computers to handle the multiple software applications, 2D and 3D printers, plotter paper, 3D consumables, miscellaneous
tools/equipment.
CAD201

ALL

Three-Dimensional (3D) Modeling and Advanced CAD
Techniques

Increased Costs

$35.00

$40.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Software Licensing for multiple products, 2D and 3D printers and consumable, and miscellaneous equipment is provided for students to utilize
AutoCad product in real-life applications, as well as the printing of prints/designs. Additionally, out of class labs with tutors are offered where
students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing for software (AutoCad, SolidWorks), plotter paper and ink, 3D printer materials, as well as maintenance agreements on plotter and
printer. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software, upgraded computers to handle the multiple software applications, 2D and 3D printers, plotter paper, 3D consumables, miscellaneous
tools/equipment.

$120.00
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CAD235

ALL

Modeling, Rendering, and Animation for Technical
Presentations

Increased Costs

$35.00

$40.00

24

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Software Licensing for multiple products, 2D and 3D printers and consumable, and miscellaneous equipment is provided for students to utilize
AutoCad product in real-life applications, as well as the printing of prints/designs. Additionally, out of class labs with tutors are offered where
students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing for software (AutoCad, SolidWorks), plotter paper and ink, 3D printer materials, as well as maintenance agreements on plotter and
printer. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software, upgraded computers to handle the multiple software applications, 2D and 3D printers, plotter paper, 3D consumables, miscellaneous
tools/equipment.
CAD267

ALL

Architectural Drawings II (Revit): Commercial CAD

Increased Costs

$35.00

$40.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Software Licensing for multiple products, 2D and 3D printers and consumable, and miscellaneous equipment is provided for students to utilize
AutoCad product in real-life applications, as well as the printing of prints/designs. Additionally, out of class labs with tutors are offered where
students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing for software (AutoCad, SolidWorks), plotter paper and ink, 3D printer materials, as well as maintenance agreements on plotter and
printer. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software, upgraded computers to handle the multiple software applications, 2D and 3D printers, plotter paper, 3D consumables, miscellaneous
tools/equipment.

$120.00
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CAD292

ALL

Current Developments in CAD Technology

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$15.00

40

$600.00

$35.00

$40.00

24

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New Course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will gain additional employment skills demanded of them to enter the CAD industry.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary software and supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, 3D printed parts, hands-on project kits, supplementary materials.

CAD295

ALL

Design Geometry

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Software Licensing for multiple products, 2D and 3D printers and consumable, and miscellaneous equipment is provided for students to utilize
AutoCad product in real-life applications, as well as the printing of prints/designs. Additionally, out of class labs with tutors are offered where
students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing for software (AutoCad, SolidWorks), plotter paper and ink, 3D printer materials, as well as maintenance agreements on plotter and
printer. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software, upgraded computers to handle the multiple software applications, 2D and 3D printers, plotter paper, 3D consumables, miscellaneous
tools/equipment.
CET211

ALL

Strength of Materials

Decreased Costs

$35.00

$25.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show a decrease is possible and still maintain an adequate supply of
materials, and provide real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Software Licensing for multiple products and miscellaneous equipment is provided for students to utilize AutoCad and testing equipment in
real-life applications. Additionally, out of class labs with tutors are offered where students can work on their assignments and receive
instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing for software (AutoCad, SolidWorks), as well as maintenance agreements on plotter and printer. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, upgraded computers to handle the multiple software applications, miscellaneous tools/equipment.

$-240.00
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CFS240

ALL

Human Behavior In Context

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

20

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students are provided with materials directly related to their course of study to enhance curriculum and learning environment, as well as
hands-on experience with materials that will be found in the work environment. Out of class labs where students can work on their assignments
and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of current research based educational videos and related educational materials. Purchase of e -subscriptions and membership fees for
journals directly related to studies. Purchase of materials used in class projects to allow for hands -on activities that demonstrate techniques
that will be used in employment/careers. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Educational videos, development kits, assessment tools, toys, e-subscriptions, journals, craft/project supplies.

CFS247

ALL

Family Ties and Aging

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students are provided with materials directly related to their course of study to enhance curriculum and learning environment, as well as
hands-on experience with materials that will be found in the work environment. Out of class labs where students can work on their assignments
and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of current research based educational videos and related educational materials. Purchase of e -subscriptions and membership fees for
journals directly related to studies. Purchase of materials used in class projects to allow for hands -on activities that demonstrate techniques
that will be used in employment/careers. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Educational videos, development kits, assessment tools, toys, e-subscriptions, journals, craft/project supplies.

$200.00
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CHI101

ONLINE

Elementary Chinese I

Increased Costs

$0.00

$3.00

24

$72.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Availability of activities and technology
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students attend cultural activities and speakers funded by course fees, Fees are also used for technology based equipment to offer online
classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To pay for cultural festivals, speakers and technology to improve access and enhance online learning experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
cultural festivals, speakers and technology

CHI102

ONLINE

Elementary Chinese II

Increased Costs

$0.00

$3.00

24

$72.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Availability of activities and technology
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students attend cultural activities and speakers funded by course fees, Fees are also used for technology based equipment to offer online
classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To pay for cultural festivals, speakers and technology to improve access and enhance online learning experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
cultural festivals, speakers and technology

CHI115

ONLINE

Beginning Chinese Conversation I

Increased Costs

$0.00

$3.00

27

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Availability of activities and technology
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students attend cultural activities and speakers funded by course fees, Fees are also used for technology based equipment to offer online
classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To pay for cultural festivals, speakers and technology to improve access and enhance online learning experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cultural festivals, speakers and technology

$81.00
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CHI116

ONLINE

Beginning Chinese Conversation II

Increased Costs

$0.00

$3.00

27

$81.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Availability of activities and technology.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students attend cultural activities and speakers funded by course fees, Fees are also used for technology based equipment to offer online
classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To pay for cultural festivals, speakers and technology to improve access and enhance online learning experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cultural festivals, speakers and technology.

CHM107LL

ALL

Chemistry and Lab Society

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

48

$240.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The cost of chemicals and equipment is increasing. The increased course fee will allow us to continue to offer our current labs for students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will continue to be able to complete the critical hands-on curriculum required for a lab science.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase chemicals and equipment that need to be replaced each semester.
need to be replaced on a regular basis.

Balances and hot plates are breaking and

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Chemicals, balances, hot plates, glassware.

CHM130LL

ALL

Introductory Chemistry Lab

Increased Costs

$20.00

$25.00

1,512

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The cost of chemicals and equipment is increasing. The increased course fee will allow us to continue to offer our current labs for students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will continue to be able to complete the critical hands-on curriculum required for a lab science.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase chemicals and equipment that need to be replaced each semester.
need to be replaced on a regular basis now.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Chemicals, balances, hot plates, glassware

Balances and hot plates are breaking and

$7,560.00
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CHM151LL

ALL

General Chemistry Lab

Increased Costs

$20.00

$25.00

720

$3,600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The cost of chemicals and equipment is increasing. The increased course fee will allow us to continue to offer our current labs for students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will continue to be able to complete the critical hands-on curriculum required for a lab science.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase chemicals and equipment that needs to be replaced each semester.
need to be replaced on a regular basis now.

Balances and hot plates are breaking and

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Chemicals, balances, hot plates, glassware

CHM152LL

ALL

General Chemistry II Lab

Increased Costs

$20.00

$25.00

332

$1,660.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The cost of chemicals and equipment in increasing. The increased course fee will allow us to continue to offer our current labs for students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will continue to be able to complete the critical hands-on curriculum required for a lab science.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase chemicals and equipment that need to be replaced each semester.
need to be replaced on a regular basis.

Balances and hot plates are breaking and

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Chemicals, balances, hot plates, glassware

CHM236LL

ALL

General Organic Chemistry II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$30.00

120

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The cost of chemicals and equipment is increasing. The increased course fee will allow us to continue to offer our current lab for students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will continue to be able to complete the critical hands-on curriculum required for a lab science.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase chemicals and equipment that need to be replaced each semester.
need to be replaced on a regular basis.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Chemicals, balances, hot plates, glassware, instrumentation (GCMS, NMR, IR)

Balances and hot plates are breaking and

$600.00
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CHM253LL

ALL

General Organic Chemistry I Lab

Increased Costs

$25.00

$30.00

180

$900.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The cost of chemicals and equipment is increasing. The increased course fee will allow us to continue to offer our current labs for students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will continue to be able to complete the critical hands-on curriculum required for a lab science.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase chemicals and equipment that need to be replaced each semester.
need to be replaced on a regular basis.

Balances and hot plates are breaking and

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Chemicals, balances, hot plates, glassware, instrumentation (GCMS, NMR, IR)

CIS105

ALL

Survey of Computer information systems

Other

$117.00

$0.00

2,322 $-271,674.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
We are requesting ACTUAL COST for in class materials, printed materials and specialized instruction are provided to students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Actual Cost for the course fee. Students will receive their printed textbook as well as access to all online assessment software and resources
form day 1. Many of our students cannot get their materials until 2 or 3 weeks into the class due to financial aid, grants, loans, etc. This would
all students to have materials on the first day of class. This procedure has been in place in the Nutrition department and they have shown great
success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase their printed materials and all required software.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Microsoft Office 365 180-day trial, custom lab book ¿ 1st edition, Discovering Computers 2014 1st edition, SAM2013 Assessment, Training
and Projects
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CIS113

ALL

MS Word: Word Processing

Other

$128.00

$0.00

120

$-15,360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
We are requesting ACTUAL COST for in class materials, printed materials and specialized instruction are provided to students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Actual Cost for the course fee. Students will receive their printed textbook as well as access to all online assessment software and resources
form day 1. Many of our students cannot get their materials until 2 or 3 weeks into the class due to financial aid, grants, loans, etc. This would
all students to have materials on the first day of class. This procedure has been in place in the Nutrition department and they have shown great
success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase their printed materials and all required software.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Microsoft Office 365 180-day trial, custom lab book
Projects
CIS114

ALL

1st edition, Discovering Computers 2014 1st edition, SAM2013 Assessment, Training and

Excel Spreadsheet

Other

$123.00

$0.00

360

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
We are requesting ACTUAL COST for in class materials, printed materials and specialized instruction are provided to students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Actual Cost for the course fee. Students will receive their printed textbook as well as access to all online assessment software and resources
form day 1. Many of our students cannot get their materials until 2 or 3 weeks into the class due to financial aid, grants, loans, etc. This would
all students to have materials on the first day of class. This procedure has been in place in the Nutrition department and they have shown great
success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase their printed materials and all required software.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Microsoft Office 365 180-day trial, custom lab book ¿ 1st edition, Discovering Computers 2014 1st edition, SAM2013 Assessment, Training
and Projects

$-44,280.00
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CIS117

ALL

Database Management: Microsoft Access

Other

$126.00

$0.00

107

$-13,482.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
We are requesting ACTUAL COST for in class materials, printed materials and specialized instruction are provided to students
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Actual Cost for the course fee. Students will receive their printed textbook as well as access to all online assessment software and resources
form day 1. Many of our students cannot get their materials until 2 or 3 weeks into the class due to financial aid, grants, loans, etc. This would
all students to have materials on the first day of class. This procedure has been in place in the Nutrition department and they have shown great
success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase their printed materials and all required software.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Microsoft Office 365 180-day trial, custom lab book ¿ 1st edition, Discovering Computers 2014 ¿ 1st edition, SAM2013 Assessment, Training
and Projects
CIS118

ALL

Desktop Presentation: PowerPoint

Other

$126.00

$0.00

72

$-9,072.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
We are requesting ACTUAL COST for in class materials, printed materials and specialized instruction are provided to students.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Actual Cost for the course fee. Students will receive their printed textbook as well as access to all online assessment software and resources
form day 1. Many of our students cannot get their materials until 2 or 3 weeks into the class due to financial aid, grants, loans, etc. This would
all students to have materials on the first day of class. This procedure has been in place in the Nutrition department and they have shown great
success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase their printed materials and all required software.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Microsoft Office 365 180-day trial, custom lab book
and Projects
CIS120DC

ALL

1st edition, Discovering Computers 2014 ¿ 1st edition, SAM2013 Assessment, Training

Flash

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course has not had fees due to increased cost they are needed.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of C#.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
paper, toner and software.

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00
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CIS120DO

ALL

Digital Editing

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction and office and copying support.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of Adobe Flash.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instructional support and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

CIS138DA

ALL

Adv. C#

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of Java.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

CIS156

ALL

Python I

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
N/A
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of Phyton.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction and support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.
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CIS162AD

ALL

C# I

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction and copy cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of C#.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instructional support and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Printing, toner, paper, and software.

CIS163AA

ALL

Java I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instructional support and copies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

specialized instructional support will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of JavaScript.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
paper, toner, printing and software.

CIS166AA

ALL

Java Script I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instructional support and copies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of JavaScript.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Printer, toner, paper and software.
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CIS238DL

ALL

Advanced Linux

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of Linux.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will pay for specialized instruction.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.

CIS240DL

ALL

Linux Adm.

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees will find specialized instruction.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of Linux.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.

CIS250

ALL

Mgmt. Info. Systems

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees will fund specialized instruction.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MIS.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will pay for specialized instruction.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.
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CIS259

ALL

Advanced Visual Basic

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instructional support.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of Visual Basic.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Fees will be used for paper, toner, and software

CIS262AD

ALL

Advanced C#

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class are to help fund specialized instruction and copy cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized Instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of C#.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instructional support and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

CIS263AA

ALL

Advanced Java

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction and copy costs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of Java.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.
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CIS270

ALL

Net. Security I

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$75.00

$100.00

60

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of network security.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.

CNT140AA

FACE

Introduction to Networks

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc

CNT140AA

HYBRID

Introduction to Networks

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

60

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc

$1,500.00
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CNT150AA

FACE

Cisco - Routing and Switching Essentials

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

60

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

CNT150AA

HYBRID

Cisco - Routing and Switching Essentials

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

60

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

$1,500.00
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CNT160AA

FACE

Scaling Networks

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

40

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

CNT160AA

HYBRID

Scaling Networks

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

$1,000.00
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CNT170AA

FACE

Cisco - Connecting Networks

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

40

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

CNT170AA

HYBRID

Cisco - Connecting Networks

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

$1,000.00
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CNT200

FACE

CCNP Route: Implementing Cisco IP Routing

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

20

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

CNT200

HYBRID

CCNP Route: Implementing Cisco IP Routing

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

$1,000.00
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CNT205

FACE

Cisco Certified Network Associate Security

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

20

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

CNT205

HYBRID

Cisco Certified Network Associate Security

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

$1,000.00
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CNT206

FACE

Cisco Certified Network Associate Wireless

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

CNT206

HYBRID

Cisco Certified Network Associate Wireless

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

$500.00
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CNT220

FACE

CCNP SWITCH: Implementing Cisco IP Switching

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

20

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

CNT220

HYBRID

CCNP SWITCH: Implementing Cisco IP Switching

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment that will be found once they are in the workforce. Since this is a hands -on course
where student work with/on the actual equipment, components break or wear out quickly. Availability of out of class labs where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintain equipment, such as routers, memory, monitors, switches, cables, racks, etc. Purchase of licensing and
maintenance agreements with CISCO Academy, Ohlone, NetLab, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.
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COM110

ONLINE

Interpersonal Communication

Increased Costs

$0.00

$3.00

27

$81.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Availability of activities and technology
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students attend cultural activities and speakers funded by course fees. Fees are also used for technology based equipment to offer online
classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Cultural festivals, speaker and technology also to improve access and enhance online learning experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cultural festivals, speakers and technology

CRE101

ALL

College Critical Reading

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

1,394

$2,788.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do no exist.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities.)
CRW150

ALL

Introduction to Creative Writing

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

107

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$107.00
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CRW160

ALL

Introduction to Writing Poetry

Increased Costs

$4.00

$5.00

28

$28.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW170

ALL

Introduction to Writing Fiction

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

58

$58.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW180

ALL

Introduction to Writing Nonfiction

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

6

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$6.00
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CRW190

ALL

Introduction to Screenwirting

Increased Costs

$4.00

$5.00

10

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW200

ALL

Readings for Writers

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

1

$1.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW203

ALL

Dialogue

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

10

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$10.00
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CRW220

ALL

Intermediate Writing Children's Literature

Increased Costs

$4.00

$5.00

10

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW260

ALL

Intermediate Poetry Writing

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

6

$6.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW270

ALL

Intermediate Fiction Writing

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

17

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$17.00
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CRW272

ALL

Planning and Structuring the Novel

Increased Costs

$4.00

$5.00

29

$29.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW273

ALL

Writing the Novel

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

7

$7.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CRW274

ALL

Revising the Novel

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

1

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$1.00
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CRW290

ALL

Intermediate Screenwriting

Increased Costs

$4.00

$5.00

10

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
CSC100AB

ALL

Intro to Computer Science (C++)

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$20.00

210

$4,200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

CSC110AB

ALL

Intro to Computer Science (Java)

New Fees

$0.00

$20.00

270

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$5,400.00
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CSC180AA

ALL

Computer Literacy

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$20.00

120

$2,400.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

CSC205AB

ALL

OPP Data and Structures

New Fees

$0.00

$20.00

120

$2,400.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

CSC220

ALL

Programming for Computer Engineering

New Fees

$0.00

$20.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$600.00
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CSC240

ALL

Intro to Programming Languages

Increased Costs

$11.00

$20.00

30

$270.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

DFT115

ALL

Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing

New Fees

$0.00

$10.00

18

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

New Course Offering at GCC: Estimate of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course to adequately supply materials and
provide real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Software Licensing for multiple products, 2D and 3D printers and consumable, and miscellaneous equipment is provided for students to utilize
AutoCad product in real-life applications, as well as the printing of prints/designs. Additionally, out of class labs with tutors are offered where
students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing for software (AutoCad, SolidWorks, etc.), plotter paper and ink, 3D printer materials, as well as maintenance agreements on plotter
and printer. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software, upgraded computers to handle the multiple software applications, 2D and 3D printers, plotter paper, 3D consumables, miscellaneous
tools/equipment.

$180.00
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ECE215

ALL

Mechanics of Materials

Increased Costs

$25.00

$30.00

24

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students utilize software and equipment to determine mechanic principles of engineering. Access to additional lab times where students can
work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing of MatLab and SolidWorks software, material measuring devices, tools, and other consumables in the Design Lab. $5 for TCS
Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
MatLab and SolidWorks software. Tools and devices in the Design Lab.

ECE216

FACE

Computer Aided Engineering

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

24

$600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students utilize software and equipment to perform electrical engineering problems. Additional lab times where students can work on their
assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing of AutoCad and Solidworks, tools, electronic equipment, and other consumables for projects. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, tools, electronic equipment, and other consumables

ECE216

HYBRID

Computer Aided Engineering

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students utilize software and equipment to perform electrical engineering problems. Additional lab times where students can work on their
assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Licensing of AutoCad and Solidworks, tools, electronic equipment, and other consumables for projects. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, tools, electronic equipment, and other consumables

$600.00
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EED250

ALL

Early Literacy Development

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

20

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students are provided with materials directly related to their course of study to enhance curriculum and learning environment, as well as
hands-on experience with materials that will be found in the work environment. Out of class labs where students can work on their assignments
and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of current research based educational videos and related educational materials. Purchase of e -subscriptions and membership fees for
journals directly related to studies. Purchase of materials used in class projects to allow for hands -on activities that demonstrate techniques
that will be used in employment/careers. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Educational videos, development kits, assessment tools, toys, e-subscriptions, journals, craft/project supplies.

EED255

ALL

Portfolio Development and Writing for the Profession

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students are provided with materials directly related to their course of study to enhance curriculum and learning environment, as well as
hands-on experience with materials that will be found in the work environment. Out of class labs where students can work on their assignments
and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of current research based educational videos and related educational materials. Purchase of e -subscriptions and membership fees for
journals directly related to studies. Purchase of materials used in class projects to allow for hands -on activities that demonstrate techniques
that will be used in employment/careers. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Educational videos, development kits, assessment tools, toys, e-subscriptions, journals, project supplies to create professional portfolio.

$200.00
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EED278

ALL

Early Learning: Curriculum and Instruction

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

20

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students are provided with materials directly related to their course of study to enhance curriculum and learning environment, as well as
hands-on experience with materials that will be found in the work environment. Out of class labs where students can work on their assignments
and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of current research based educational videos and related educational materials. Purchase of e -subscriptions and membership fees for
journals directly related to studies. Purchase of materials used in class projects to allow for hands -on activities that demonstrate techniques
that will be used in employment/careers. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Educational videos, development kits, assessment tools, toys, e-subscriptions, journals, craft/project supplies.

EED280

ALL

Standards, Observation, & Assessment of
Typical/Atypical Behaviors of Young Children: Birth to
Age E

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of Equipment and Consumables used by students for this course show increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students are provided with materials directly related to their course of study to enhance curriculum and learning environment, as well as
hands-on experience with materials that will be found in the work environment. Out of class labs where students can work on their assignments
and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of current research based educational videos and related educational materials. Purchase of e -subscriptions and membership fees for
journals directly related to studies. Purchase of materials used in class projects to allow for hands -on activities that demonstrate techniques
that will be used in employment/careers. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Educational videos, development kits, assessment tools, toys, e-subscriptions, journals, craft/project supplies.

$200.00
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EMT240

ALL

Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS)

Increased Costs

$10.00

$25.00

50

$750.00

$90.00

$100.00

25

$250.00

$3.00

$5.00

53

$106.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Lab components are integral to application of the didactic instruction and skills testing.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Application of the skills taught.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To help pay adjunct lab evaluators required by accrediting body, and to cover the cost of supplies for the labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
ET tubes, IV solutions and tubing, medications, monitor paper and electrodes, adjunct lab evaluators

EMT273

ALL

Advanced Cardiac Life Support Refresher

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Lab components are integral to application of the didactic instruction and skills testing.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Gaining hands-on application of the didactic component
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To help pay adjunct lab evaluators required by accrediting body, and to cover the cost of supplies for the labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
ET tubes, IV solutions and tubing, medications, monitor paper and electrodes, adjunct lab evaluators

ENG071

ALL

Prepatory Academic Writing I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
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ENG081

ALL

Preparatory Academic Writing II

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

181

$362.00

$3.00

$5.00

1,411

$2,822.00

$3.00

$5.00

10

$20.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist

ENG091

ALL

Preparatory Academic Writing III

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist

ENG100AA

ALL

American-English Spelling System

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
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ENG100AB

ALL

Vocabulary Development

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$5.00

10

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG100AC

ALL

The Mechanics of Written English

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$5.00

10

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG100AD

ALL

Grammar and Usage

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$5.00

10

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$50.00
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ENG101

ALL

First-Year Composition

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

4,999

$9,998.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG102

ALL

First-Year Composition

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

3,835

$7,670.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG107

ALL

First-Year Composition for ESL

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

32

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$64.00
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ENG108

ALL

First-Year Composition for ESL

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

13

$26.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG111

ALL

Technical and Professional Writing

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

21

$42.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG200

ALL

Reading and Writing About Literature

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

43

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$86.00
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ENG213

ALL

Introduction to the Study of Language

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

16

$32.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG216

ALL

Persuasive Writing on Public Issues

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$5.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENG217

ALL

Personal and Exploratory Writing

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$4.00

$5.00

36

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$36.00
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ENH110

ALL

Introduction to Literature

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

285

$570.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH112

ALL

Chicano Literature

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

40

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH114

ALL

African-American Literature

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

23

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$46.00
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ENH221

ALL

Survey of English Literature Before 1800

Increased Costs

$2.00

$5.00

16

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH222

ALL

Survey of English Literature After 1800

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

15

$30.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH241

ALL

American Literature Before 1860

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$5.00

31

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$155.00
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ENH242

ALL

American Literature After 1860

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

70

$140.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH251

ALL

Mythology

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$2.00

$5.00

325

$975.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH254

ALL

Literature and Film

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

37

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$74.00
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ENH275

ALL

Modern Fiction

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

19

$38.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH280

ALL

Topics in American Literature

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

13

$26.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH285

ALL

Contemporary Women Writers

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

53

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$106.00
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ENH291

ALL

Children's Literature

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

124

$248.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ENH295

ALL

Banned Books and Censorship

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

84

$168.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL010

ALL

English as a Second Language I: Grammar

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

129

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$258.00
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ESL011

ALL

English as a Second Language I

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

123

$246.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL012

ALL

ESL I-Writing With Oral Practive

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

94

$188.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL016

ALL

Reading English as a Second Language I

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

117

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$234.00
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ESL020

ALL

English as a Second Language II: Grammar

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

203

$406.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL021

ALL

English as a Second Language II:

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

163

$326.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL022

ALL

ESL II - Writing with Oral Practice

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

132

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$264.00
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ESL026

ALL

Reading English as a Second Language II

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

134

$268.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL030

ALL

English as a Second Language III: Grammar

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

156

$312.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL031

ALL

English as a Second Language III

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

124

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$248.00
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ESL032

ALL

ESL III - Writing with Oral Practice

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

130

$260.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL036

ALL

Reading English as a Second Language III

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

99

$198.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL040

ALL

ESL VI: Grammar

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

141

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$282.00
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ESL041

ALL

English as a Second Language IV

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

129

$258.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL042

ALL

ESL IV - Writing with Oral Practice

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

78

$156.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL046

ALL

Reading English as a Second Language IV

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

99

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$198.00
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ESL051

ALL

Pronunciation Improvement

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

67

$134.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL071

ALL

Advanced Pronunciation and Oral Reading

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

47

$94.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL077

ALL

Speaking and Writing Standard English

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

15

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$30.00
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ESL087

ALL

Preparatory Academic Writing II

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

23

$46.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
ESL097

ALL

Fundamentals of Writing for ELL

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

33

$66.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
EXS125

ALL

Intro to Ex Sci

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$10.00

$15.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment and anatomy models will allow students to more completely engage with their instructor and increase hands-on participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase classroom models and equipment necessary to basic coursework.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Anatomy models; BP cuffs, tape measures.

75

$375.00
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EXS130

ALL

Strength Fitness

Increased Costs

$10.00

$20.00

75

$750.00

20

$100.00

15

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment and anatomy models will allow students to more completely engage with their instructor and increase hands-on participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase classroom models and equipment necessary to basic coursework.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Anatomy models, mats, towels, tubing, dum-bells.

EXS132

ALL

Cardiovascular Fitness

Increased Costs

$15.00

$20.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment and heart rate monitors will allow students to more completely engage with the instructor and increase hands-on participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of individual equipment for students hands-on experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Individual HR monitor straps and HR monitors for class.

EXS145

ALL

Ex Testing & Prescription

Increased Costs

$25.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each student allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hands-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of lab equipment
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Blood pressure cuffs, stethoscopes, tape measures, clips boards, skin-fold calipers.

$30.00
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EXS214

ALL

Flexibility Lab

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

35

$175.00

$15.00

35

$175.00

$15.00

35

$175.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hand-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of lab equipment.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mats, stretch straps, towels.

EXS216

ALL

Strength Lab

Increased Costs

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hands-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of lab equipment.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mats, dumb bells, misc weight equipment.

EXS218

ALL

Cardiovascular Lab

Increased Costs

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hands-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of lab equipment.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Heart rate straps; HR monitors; towels; BP cuffs/stethoscopes.
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EXS239

ALL

Practical Applications

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$10.00

10

$100.00

$10.00

10

$100.00

$10.00

14

$140.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hands-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment/uniforms.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Program t-shirts and identification badges for student interns (required for off-site internship rotations).

EXS239AA

ALL

Practical Applications

New Fees

$0.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hands-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment/uniforms.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Program t-shirts and identification badges for student interns (required for off-site internship rotations).

EXS290

ALL

Evidence Based Practice

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New class offered in 2016-2017
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplies for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hands-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of classroom handouts.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Handouts, graph paper, misc. classroom supplies.

$0.00
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FON105

ALL

Nutrition Principles for Fitness Professionals

Increased Costs

$5.00

$25.00

40

$800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Access to online and in-person handouts and teaching aids to enhance learning and curriculum.
their assignments and receive instructional assistance
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Online and in-person handouts and teaching aids. $5 towards TCS Open/Tutor Labs.

Out of class labs where students can work on

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Handouts. Access to online resources. Access to nutrition models, fitness equipment, nutrition & fitness testing equipment.

FON142AB

FACE

Applied Food Principles

Increased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

24

$600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The rise in food costs over the past several years necessitates an increase in course fee to allow for adequate and diverse supply of food items
for the students to prepare.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a hands-on cooking class to teach the scientific principles involved in food preparation and to give experience with basic cooking
methods. Emphasis is on the rationale of cooking techniques.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of staples and perishable food items for students to use weekly during the course, as well as equipment that is required in a kitchen.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Items used range from flour, sugar, meats, vegetables, spices, fruits, dairy, eggs and any other food items that are ingredients for the items that
are being prepared by the students Cooking tools and equipment.
FON142AB

HYBRID

Applied Food Principles

Decreased Costs

$75.00

$100.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The rise in food costs over the past several years necessitates an increase in course fee to allow for an adequate and diverse supply of food
items for the students to prepare.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a hands-on cooking class to teach the scientific principles involved in food preparation and to give experience with basic cooking
methods. Emphasis is on the rationale of cooking techniques.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of staples and perishable food items for students to use weekly during the course, as well as equipment that is required in a kitchen.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Items used range from flour, sugar, meats, vegetables, spices, fruits, dairy, eggs, and any other food items that are ingredients for the items
that are being prepared by the students. Cooking tools and equipment.

$600.00
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FON241LL

FACE

Principles of Human Nutrition Laboratory

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

160

$4,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students conduct tests on themselves (blood glucose, hemoglobin A1c, hemoglobin, iron, total cholesterol, LDL, HDL, and triglycerides) and
then use the results to apply to coursework as if it was a real -life / work application. Students also use consumables /perishables to perform
research and report the results.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of tests, consumables, and equipment for wet labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Tests, consumables, and equipment for wet labs.

FON241LL

HYBRID

Principles of Human Nutrition Laboratory

Increased Costs

$50.00

$75.00

160

$4,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students conduct tests on themselves (blood glucose, hemoglobin A1c, hemoglobin, iron, total cholesterol, LDL, HDL, and triglycerides) and
then use the results to apply to coursework as if it was a real -life / work application. Students also use consumables /perishables to perform
research and report the results.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of tests, consumables, and equipment for wet labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Tests, consumables, and equipment for wet labs.

GTC107

ALL

Technical Mathematics

New Fees

$0.00

$5.00

40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed fee needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides resources to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables, such as markers, handout, etc
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Markers, handouts, etc.

$200.00
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GTC127

FACE

Beginning Woodworking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

8

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc

GTC127

HYBRID

Beginning Woodworking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

8

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc

$120.00
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GTC128

FACE

Intermediate Woodworking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

16

$240.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc.

GTC128

HYBRID

Intermediate Woodworking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

16

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hand-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc.

$240.00
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GTC144

FACE

Introduction to Cabinetmaking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

8

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc.

GTC144

HYBRID

Introduction to Cabinetmaking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

8

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc.

$120.00
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GTC145

FACE

Advanced Cabinetmaking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

8

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc.

GTC145

HYBRID

Advanced Cabinetmaking

Increased Costs

$25.00

$40.00

8

$120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide real -life applications for students to gain
experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides supplies to help in hands-on learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase consumables necessary for woodworking projects
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Lacquer, stain, nails, screws, sandpaper, drills, files, brushes, clamps, etc.

HES 217

ALL

Prevention/Tx of Injuries

Increased Costs

$15.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplies for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased hands-on experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Athletic tape, ace wraps, tape scissors, tape sharks, first aid supplies

$20.00

18

$90.00
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HUM205

ALL

Introduction to Cinema

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$2.00

$0.00

25

$-50.00

$2.00

$0.00

80

$-160.00

$3.00

$5.00

75

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
N/A
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

N/A
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
N/A
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
N/A

HUM210

ALL

Contemporary Cinema

Decreased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
N/A
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

N/A
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
N/A
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
N/A

HUM250

ALL

Ideas and Values in the Humanities

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fee has been static since 2007
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplementary handouts will allow students to more completely engage with the instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to offset increased copy cost and periodic technology updates.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Copied materials and ancillaries; varies by instructor.
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IBS101

ALL

Intro. International Bus.

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$2.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
N/A

ITS110

ALL

Info Security I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.

ITS130

ALL

Legal Ethical Issues

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.
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ITS140

ALL

Network Security I

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.

ITS233

ALL

Wireless Net Security

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.

ITS240

ALL

Ethical Hacking

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner, copy cost, computer up-keep and software.
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ITS291

ALL

Computer Forensics

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$3.00

$5.00

5

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copy cost and class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

ITS292

ALL

Advanced Computer Forensics

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copy cost and class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

JRN133

ALL

Development of Small Publications

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
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JRN201

ALL

News Writing

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

54

$108.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
JRN203

ALL

Writing for Online Media

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$5.00

10

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
JRN215

ALL

News Production

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

11

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$22.00
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JRN234

ALL

Feature Writing

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

5

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
JRN235

ALL

Practicum: Public Relations

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$5.00

3

$15.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
LAT101

ONLINE

Elementary Latin I

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$3.00

27

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Availability of activities and technology.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students attend cultural activities and speakers funded by course fees, Fees are also used for technology based equipment to offer online
classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To pay for cultural festivals, speakers and technology to improve access and enhance online learning experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cultural festivals, speakers and technology.

$81.00
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LAT102

ONLINE

Elementary Latin II

Increased Costs

$0.00

$3.00

27

$81.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Availability of activities and technology
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students attend cultural activities and speakers funded by course fees, Fees are also used for technology based equipment to offer online
classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To pay for cultural festivals, speakers and technology to improve access and enhance online learning experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cultural festivals, speakers and technology.

MAT 227

ALL

Discrete Mathematical Structures

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

60

$420.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT081

ALL

Basic Arithmetic

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

120

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$840.00
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MAT082

ALL

Basic Arithmetic

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

2,280

$15,960.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT090

ALL

Developmental Algebra

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

510

$3,570.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT092

ALL

Developmental Algebra

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

2,520

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$17,640.00
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MAT112

ALL

Mathematical Concepts and Applications

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$10.00

120

$1,200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT120

ALL

Intermediate Algebra

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

1,140

$7,980.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT121

ALL

Intermediate Algebra

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

1,860

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$13,020.00
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MAT141

ALL

College Mathematics

Increased Costs

$1.00

$10.00

570

$5,130.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT142

ALL

College Mathematics

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

2,340

$16,380.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT150

ALL

College Algebra/Functions

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

690

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$4,830.00
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MAT151

ALL

College Algebra/Functions

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

1,980

$13,860.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT172

ALL

Finite Mathematics

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

30

$210.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT182

ALL

Plane Trigonometry

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

1,170

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$8,190.00
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MAT187

ALL

Pre-Calculus

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

840

$5,880.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT206

ALL

Elements of Statistics

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

300

$2,100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT212

ALL

Brief Calculus

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

690

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$4,830.00
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MAT213

ALL

Brief Calculus

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

90

$630.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT218

ALL

Mathematical Analysis for Business

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

240

$1,680.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT220

ALL

Calculus with Analytical Geometry I

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

1,020

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$7,140.00
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MAT225

ALL

Elementary Linear Algebra

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

60

$420.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT230

ALL

Calculus with Analytical Geometry II

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

540

$3,780.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist. The fees support technology and tutoring for
students in math classes.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT240

ALL

Calculus with Analytical Geometry III

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

180

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$1,260.00
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MAT256

ALL

Investigating Quantity: Number, Operations, &
Numeration Systems

Increased Costs

$5.00

$15.00

180

$1,800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT257

ALL

Investigating Geometry, Probability, and Statistics

Increased Costs

$5.00

$15.00

90

$900.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

MAT276

ALL

Modern Differential Equations

Increased Costs

$3.00

$10.00

180

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdated, limited, or do not exist.
students in math classes.

The fees support technology and tutoring for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary materials, equipment, resources, and tutoring that promote student success.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Mobile technology, software, databases, document cameras, cameras for security writing materials, program equipment and materials.

$1,260.00
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MCO120

ALL

Media and Society

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

52

$104.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
MCO220

ALL

Cultural Diversity and the Media

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

44

$88.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
MST140

ALL

MS Net

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction and office and copying support.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00
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MST150

ALL

MS Windows

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction and office and copying support.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST150DA

ALL

Windows Server Network InfractructureConfiguration

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copy cost and class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST150DB

ALL

MS Windows

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.
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MST150EI

ALL

Microsoft Windows 8

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction and office and copying support.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST150SV

ALL

MS Windows 7 Configuration

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST150XP

ALL

Microsoft Windows XP Professional

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund specialized instruction and office and copy cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instructional support, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.
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MST157

ALL

Implement Windows Directory Services

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this house will help fund specialized instruction, office and copy cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Specialized instruction will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instructional support, copy cost, and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
paper, toner and software

MST157DA

ALL

MS Windows Active Directory

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
paper, toner and software.

MST157DB

ALL

MS Window Server

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.
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MST158DA

ALL

MS Window Admin

Increased Costs

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$2.00

$4.00

24

$48.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class will fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST158DB

ALL

Installing & Configuring Window Server

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fees for this class are to help fund copying class management expenses.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Class management expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Class management expenses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software

MST232

ALL

Managing MS Windows

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Fees will be used to pay for tutor support in CFL and copying and classroom management.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction and copy cost.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.
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MST240

ALL

MS Windows TCP/IP

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software

MST241

ALL

MS Windows IIS

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for tutor support in CFL and copying and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software

MST242

ALL

MS Exchange Server

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.
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MST244

ALL

MS Windows SQL Server

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST253

ALL

MS Windows 2000 Directory Server

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST254

ALL

MS Windows SQL Server

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.
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MST255

ALL

MS Windows Networking

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$0.00

$4.00

24

$96.00

$25.00

$50.00

40

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used for specialized instruction, copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MST259

ALL

MS Windows Security

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tutoring will help students understand and complete the more complicated aspects of MS Windows.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to pay for specialized instruction copy cost and classroom management.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, toner and software.

MTC180

ALL

Computer Literacy for Musicians

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
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MTC191

ALL

Electronic Music I

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

100

$2,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MTC192

ALL

Electronic Music II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

40

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MTC193

ALL

Computer Based Sound Synthesis

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.

$500.00
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MTC291

ALL

Electronic Music III

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

10

$250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC111

ALL

Digital Audio Workstation I

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

60

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC112

ALL

Digital Audio Workstation II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.

$500.00
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MUC122

ALL

Sound Design I

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC135

ALL

Introduction to Disc Jockey Techniques

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC145

ALL

Recording Studio Business Operations

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

15

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.

$375.00
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MUC194

ALL

Intro to Audio Mixing Techniques

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

15

$375.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC195

ALL

Studio Music Recording I

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

50

$1,250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC196

ALL

Studio Music Recording II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

22

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.

$550.00
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MUC197

ALL

LIve Sound Reinforcement I

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

22

$550.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC198

ALL

Live Sound Reinforcement II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

15

$375.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC222

ALL

Sound Design II

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.

$500.00
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MUC292

ALL

Sound Design III

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
MUC295

ALL

Studio Music Recording III

Increased Costs

$25.00

$50.00

15

$375.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course uses hardware and software that changes or needs to be upgraded.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These fees will keep the software and hardware current.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase software and the upgrades related to electronic music, sound design, live sound reinforcement and audio recording.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Software (e.g., Sibelius, Protools, Unity, Abelton, Garageband, etc...) and hardware (e.g., computers, interfaces, keyboards, microphones,
microphone Stands, microphone cables, synthesizers, amplifiers, monitors, mixing boards, DJ equipment), miscellaneous recording equipment.
NET183AA

ALL

Operating Systems/PC

Increased Costs

$35.00

$40.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Ensures students are learning on the most current equipment and software that will be found once they are in the workforce. Availability of out of
class labs where students can receive additional instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, replace, and maintenance of equipment - PC operating systems, such as the current version of Microsoft Windows, system
management; files, commands, and usage; output redirection and piping, editors, batch and configuration files; file folders and directories;
operating systems installation; networking capabilities; disaster recovery. Shortcuts to folders and directories. . Purchase of licensing software
and maintenance agreements. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Routers, memory, adaptors, cables, monitors, etc.

$100.00
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NET271

FACE

Microcomputer Maintenance I: A+ Exam Prep Level 1

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

30

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students work on the most current equipment that they will find in the workplace. Students build, tear -down, and troubleshoot computers, and
explore technical aspects of personal computers, including system components, installation, system configuration, peripheral devices, and
notebooks. Emphasis placed on proper usage of tools, safety procedures, and professionalism. Helps prepare students for the CompTIA A +
examinations. Additional lab times offered students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, maintenance, and replacement of equipment and components used in course, including all parts of a CPU and its housing, cabling,
memory, processors, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
All parts of a CPU and its housing and peripherals, etc

NET271

HYBRID

Microcomputer Maintenance I: A+ Exam Prep Level I

Increased Costs

$50.00

$100.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Review of licensing, maintenance agreements, and student consumables showed increase needed to adequately supply materials and provide
real-life applications for students to gain experience for employment/career success.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students work on the most current equipment that they will find in the workplace. Students build, tear -down, and troubleshoot computers, and
explore technical aspects of personal computers, including system components, installation, system configuration, peripheral devices, and
notebooks. Emphasis placed on proper usage of tools, safety procedures, and professionalism. Helps prepare students for the CompTIA A +
examinations. Additional lab times offered students can work on their assignments and receive instructional assistance.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase, maintenance, and replacement of equipment and components used in course, including all parts of a CPU and its housing, cabling,
memory, processors, etc. $5 for TCS Open/Tutor Labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
All parts of a CPU and its housing and peripherals, etc

$1,500.00
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PED101BS

ALL

Body Sculpting

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment mats, bands, weights, towels.

PED101DF

ALL

Self Defense

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment ¿ mats, bands, weights, blocks and pads, towels.

PED101GF

ALL

Group Fitness

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment mats, bands, weights, steps and risers, music, towels.
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PED101KB

ALL

KIck Boxing

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$10.00

$20.00

50

$500.00

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment mats, bands, weights, blocks and pads, sparing equipment, towels.

PED101PC

ALL

Physical Conditioning

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Fitness center classroom equipment towels, dumb bells, stretch straps, mats, TRX suspension equipment, plyo balls

PED101PS

ALL

Pilates

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment mats, bands, weights, Pilates rings, towels
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PED101SR

ALL

Stretch and Relax

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment mats, bands, stretching straps, towels

PED101ST

ALL

Strength Training

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Weight room equipment mats, bands, dumb bells, benches, clip boards, dynamometers, calipers, towels

PED101TC

ALL

Tai Chi

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment mats, bands, pads, towels
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PED101TE

ALL

Tennis

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Tennis racquets, balls, auto-ball machine, towels.

PED101TT

ALL

Triathlon

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Guest speakers, stop watches, lap counters, class handouts, towels.

PED101TX

ALL

Suspension Training

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Activity room equipment TRX Suspension trainers, mats, bands, weights, towels
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PED101VB

ALL

Volleyball

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Volley balls, volley ball nets, stands and score board.

PED101WE

ALL

Water Exercise

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Stop watches, lifeguard, swim props

PED101WT

ALL

Weight Training

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Weight room equipment mats, bands, dumb bells, benches, clip boards, dynamometers, calipers, towels.
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PED101WW

ALL

Women and Weights

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Weight room equipment mats, bands, dumb bells, benches, clip boards, dynamometers, calipers, towels

PED101YG

ALL

Gentle Yoga

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Yoga mats, yoga blocks, stretch straps, music, towels

PED101YH

ALL

Hatha Yoga

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Yoga mats, yoga blocks, stretch straps, music, towels
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PED101YO

ALL

Yoga

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

$5.00

$10.00

40

$200.00

$10.00

$15.00

40

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Yoga mats, yoga blocks, stretch straps, music, towels

PED101ZU

ALL

Zumba

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Zumba equipment

PED102PC

ALL

Physical Conditioning

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Fitness center classroom equipment towels, dumb bells, stretch straps, mats, TRX suspension equipment, plyo balls.
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PED102ST

ALL

Strength Training

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Weight room equipment mats, bands, dumb bells, benches, clip boards, dynamometers, calipers, towels

PED102TE

ALL

Tennis

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Tennis racquets, balls, auto-ball machine, towels.

PED102TT

ALL

Triathlon

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Guest speakers, stop watches, lap counters, class handouts, towels.
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PED102VB

ALL

Volleyball

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

35

$175.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

$3.00

$5.00

40

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Volley balls, volley ball nets, stands and score board.

PED102WT

ALL

Weight Training

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Weight room equipment mats, bands, dumb bells, benches, clip boards, dynamometers, calipers, towels

PED103SM

ALL

Swimming

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Swim boards, goggles, lifeguard
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PED115

ALL

Lifetime Fitness

Increased Costs

$20.00

$25.00

100

$500.00

$20.00

$25.00

100

$500.00

$5.00

$10.00

15

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Fitness center classroom equipment towels, dumb bells, stretch straps, mats, TRX suspension equipment, plyo balls

PED117

ALL

Wt Training for Wellness

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Fitness center classroom equipment towels, dumb bells, stretch straps, mats, TRX suspension equipment, plyo balls.

PED201WT

ALL

Advanced Weight Training

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost increase of basic classroom supplies
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Equipment for each students allows for more complete engagement with the instructor and increased participation.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment both new and replacement.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Weight room equipment mats, bands, dumb bells, benches, clip boards, dynamometers, calipers, towels.
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PHI101

FACE

Introduction to Philosophy

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

580

$580.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI101

ONLINE

Introduction to Philosophy

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

170

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$170.00
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PHI103

FACE

Introduction to Logic

Increased Costs

$2.00

$5.00

150

$450.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI103

ONLINE

Introduction to Logic

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

85

$85.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI104

FACE

World Philosphy

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

45

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$45.00
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PHI105

FACE

Introduction to Ethics

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

50

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI105

ONLINE

Introduction to Ethics

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

40

$40.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI212

ONLINE

Contemporary Moral Issuese

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

48

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$48.00
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PHI213

FACE

Medical and Bio-Ethics

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

85

$85.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI216

FACE

Environmental Ethics

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

50

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI216

ONLINE

Environmental Ethics

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

48

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$48.00
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PHI218

ONLINE

Philosophy of Sexuality

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$1.00

48

$48.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI244

FACE

Philosophy of Religion

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

30

$30.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

PHI244

ONLINE

Philosophy of Religion

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$24.00
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PHY101

FACE

Introduction to Physics

Increased Costs

$17.00

$20.00

150

$450.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of laboratory supplies produced by vendors continues to rise. This will allow course fees for this laboratory to alignment with current cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will experience a full semester of pertinent, up to date experiments in physics using modern equipment and supplies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to buy laboratory equipment and supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Nuclear half life samples, photo gates, spark tape, ballistic pendulums, springs pulleys, carts, tracks, friction blocks, density samples, tuning
forks, centripetal force apparatus, charge to mass ratio apparatus, etc..
PHY111

FACE

General Physics I

Increased Costs

$16.00

$20.00

250

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of laboratory supplies produced by vendors continues to rise. This will allow course fees for this laboratory to alignment with current cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will experience a full semester of pertinent, up to date experiments in physics using modern equipment and supplies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to buy laboratory equipment and supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Nuclear half life samples, photo gates, spark tape, ballistic pendulums, springs pulleys, carts, tracks, friction blocks, density samples, tuning
forks, centripetal force apparatus, etc..
PHY112

FACE

General Physics II

Increased Costs

$16.00

$20.00

75

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of laboratory supplies produced by vendors continues to rise. This will allow course fees for this laboratory to alignment with current costs.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will experience a full semester of pertinent, up to date experiments in physics using modern equipment and supplies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to buy laboratory equipment and supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Nuclear half life samples, photo gates, spark tape, ballistic pendulums, springs pulleys, carts, tracks, friction blocks, density samples, tuning
forks, centripetal force apparatus, etc..

$300.00
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PHY115

FACE

University Physics

Increased Costs

$12.00

$20.00

125

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of laboratory supplies produced by vendors continues to rise. This will allow course fees for this laboratory to alignment with current cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will experience a full semester of pertinent, up to date experiments in physics using modern equipment and supplies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to buy laboratory equipment and supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Nuclear half life samples, photo gates, spark tape, ballistic pendulums, springs pulleys, carts, tracks, friction blocks, density samples, tuning
forks, centripetal force apparatus, charge to mass ratio apparatus, etc..
PHY116

FACE

University Physics II

Increased Costs

$12.00

$20.00

75

$600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Cost of laboratory supplies produced by vendors continues to rise. This will allow course fees for this laboratory to alignment with current cost.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will experience a full semester of pertinent, up to date experiments in physics using modern equipment and supplies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to buy laboratory equipment and supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Nuclear half life samples, photo gates, spark tape, ballistic pendulums, springs pulleys, carts, tracks, friction blocks, density samples, tuning
forks, centripetal force apparatus, charge to mass ratio apparatus, etc..
PSY123

ALL

Psychology of Parenting

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New Fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This fee will allow us to provide in class written materials to students which will increase lecture experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Printing materials for students use in lecture.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Printed materials for in class discussion.

$0.00

$5.00

24

$120.00
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PSY215

ALL

Introduction to Sports Psychology

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$5.00

24

$120.00

$6.00

$8.00

240

$480.00

$12.00

240

$720.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New Fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This fee will allow us to provide in class written materials to students which will increase their lecture experience.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Printing material for students use in lecture.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Printing material for in class discussion.

PSY230

ALL

Introduction to Statistics

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Faculty have developed more supplemental material for students in an effort to aid learning and thus printing costs have increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Faculty have developed more supplemental material for students in an effort to aid learning and thus printing costs have increased.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Supplemental materials
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplemental material, PowerPoints, articles, handouts, and exams

PSY231

ALL

Lab for Introduction to Statistics

Increased Costs

$9.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The lab room is equipped with a printer to allow students to print their lab projects, analyses, and course material.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The instructor creates many of the materials so that the students do not need to buy supplemental material. Instead, students can print in the
lab rooms.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
copies, exams, PowerPoint slides, toner for printers and paper and regular maintenance of the lab printer.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplemental materials, PowerPoint, article handouts, exams and printer.
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PSY241

ONLINE

Understanding and Changing Behavior

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$5.00

$0.00

24

$-120.00

$10.00

$20.00

24

$240.00

$15.00

$20.00

48

$240.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
N/A
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

N/A
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
N/A
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
N/A

PSY275

ALL

Biopsychology

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Lab costs have increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will be provided with handouts and materials including sheep brains.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
copies of materials, exams, PowerPoint slides, copy services, and sheep brains
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Sheep brains, dissection kits, PowerPoint slides, article handouts and other supplemental materials.

PSY290AB

ALL

Research Methods

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Costs have increased. The lab room is equipped with a printer to allow students to print their lab projects, analyses and course material .
Students run psychology experiments with human subjects that require large amounts of copies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students run psychology experiments with human subjects that require large amounts of copies.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
supplemental material, copies exams, PowerPoint slides, copies that will be used to the facilitation of running experiments.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
PowerPoint slides, article handouts and other supplemental materials.
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RDG071

ALL

Basic Reading

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

152

$304.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
RDG081

ALL

Reading Improvement

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

552

$1,104.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
RDG091

ALL

College Preparatory Reading

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

1,180

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$2,360.00
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RDG095

ALL

Intensive Foundations for College

Increased Costs

$3.00

$5.00

37

$74.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
RDG100

ALL

Successful College Reading

New Fees

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$0.00

$5.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).
RDG112

ALL

Successful College Reading for LS, MAT

Increased Costs

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,
$3.00

$5.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Technology, digital resources, materials, and equipment are outdates, limited, or do not exist
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Additional resources will allow students to become more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase supplementary equipment and resources that promote student success
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Mobile technology, databases, document cameras, writing materials, program equipment and materials
reading, and the humanities).

(e.g. journalism, creative writing,

$40.00
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REL100

FACE

World Religions

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

1,000

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL100

ONLINE

World Religions

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

300

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$300.00

Collection Period:
Report: MB_810

2016-17 Fall
Unit:

150

Governing Board Date: 2/23/2016
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REL203

FACE

American Indian Religions

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

100

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL203

ONLINE

American Indian Religions

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

90

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$90.00
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REL205

FACE

Religion and the Modern World

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

45

$45.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL205

ONLINE

Religion and the Modern World

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

40

$40.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL206

ONLINE

Religion in America

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$30.00
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REL207

FACE

Ritual, Symbol, And Myth

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

50

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL207

ONLINE

Ritual, Symbol, and Myth

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

24

$24.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL212

ONLINE

Introduction to Islam

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

24

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$24.00
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REL244

FACE

Philosophy of Religion

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

30

$30.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL244

ONLINE

Philosophy of Religion

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

24

$24.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL270

ONLINE

Introduction to Christianity

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

65

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$65.00
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REL271

FACE

Introduction to the New Testament

Increased Costs

$2.00

$3.00

40

$40.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL290

FACE

Women in World Religions

Increased Costs

$2.00

$5.00

35

$105.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

REL290

ONLINE

Women and World Religions

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

65

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

$65.00
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REL291

FACE

Religion and Sexuality

Increased Costs

$4.00

$5.00

90

$90.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

TCM111

ALL

Screenwriting I

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

40

$200.00

$0.00

$50.00

20

$1,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Required course for AA. Fee has not been raised in many years
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplementary handouts and running of computer lab and software.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Copying, software, hardware, maintenance costs
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Computer, software, facility.

TCM151

ALL

Broadcast Production

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee covers materials essential to the study of video production. This dynamic learning environment provides students with an environment to
execute the demands of video production. These fees also contribute to the required materials needed to meet the course competencies of the
class.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are currently used to cover expenses incurred in maintaining a video production studio, editing suites, and a post-production facility.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cameras, audio equipment, computers, software, lighting, facilities, and other peripherals associated with video production.
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TCM211

ALL

Screenwriting II

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

40

$200.00

$50.00

$10.00

40

$-1,600.00

$10.00

$0.00

18

$-180.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Required course for AA. Fee has not been raised in many years
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplementary handouts and running of computer lab and software.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Supplementary handouts and running of computer lab and software.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Computer, software, facility.

TCM260

ALL

Film/Video Financing

Decreased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Required course for AA. Current analysis fee is higher than needed to deliver content.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplementary handouts and running of computer lab and software.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
N/A
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Computer, software, facility.

WED181

ALL

Essential Oil Properties

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Cost increase of basic classroom supplies.
We are requesting actual cost this this course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

A set fee does not work for this type of class. Fee needs to be adjusted to reflect current market and vendor expenses.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment and individual classroom supplies
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Handouts, DVD¿s, individual Oil kits for each student
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WED182

ALL

Health Conditions

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$0.00

18

$-180.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

A set fee does not work for this type of class. Fee needs to be adjusted to reflect current market and vendor expenses.
We are requesting actual cost for this course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Supplies unique to this class provide students with access to course supplies that they will retain as well as utilize during the class time in
order to be successful.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase of equipment and individual classroom supplies
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Handouts, DVDs, herbs

WST290

FACE

Women in World Religions

Increased Costs

$4.00

$5.00

35

$35.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

WST290

ONLINE

Women in World Religions

New Fees

$0.00

$1.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Technology, equipment, digital resources, and materials are limited or insufficient.
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.

To continue quality support to tutoring and supplemental

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The additional and improved resources will allow students to be more engaged in the learning process and with instruction.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to update, provide, and/or improve classroom technology, equipment, digital resources, materials, tutoring, and supplemental
instruction for students in philosophy and religious studies classes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Software, research and video databases, videos, classroom equipment, and materials.

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval

$30.00
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DMI102LL

ALL

Radiographic Positioing I
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Increased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$0.00

0

$0.00

$100.00

$150.00

50

$2,500.00

*

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In order to be in compliance with policies due to our permission of re -entry students, this course had to be changed from the way it was set up
in prior years. Due to increase in costs of repairs of digital lab equipment, an increase of 50.00 was requested
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The clinical environment is increasingly becoming a digital environment rather than an analog system. Digital components are more expensive to
maintain and to repair. To maintain our equipment so it is always working the way we need it to and to stay current with our clinical partners, it
is important to have the necessary funds to have equipment fixed when needed.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
There are specialized digital phantoms needed to better visualize the anatomy as the students will experience it in the clinical environment .
Many of our current lab phantoms are out dated and in bad shape over 16+ years of use.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Elbow, knee, wrist, lower leg, skull phantoms Positioning sponges Antibacterial cleaning supplies Anatomical markers for digital imaging
Positioning tape
DMS161

ALL

Clinical Practicum II-AA

New Fees

$0.00

$150.00

25

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

We have been instructed by District IT that our student clinical tracking system (Allied Health Clinicals) website is no longer considered safe for
storage of student data. We must stop using this system. Commercial alternatives have been evaluated and the professional standard for
sonography is Trajecsys. This will cost the students $150 for the duration of the program
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Tracking clinical competencies and providing a means of student evaluation and assessment for our clinical partners. Perform imaging
procedures to include various imaging media, processing films, and storage of completed examinations with frequent assistance, as needed.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
This fee will be directly applied to allowing students access to the online clinical tracking system.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

$3,750.00
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MAT112

ALL

Mathematical Concepts and Applications

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$10.00

20

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
District approved course added to GateWay schedule.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Classes provide for program completion, university transfer, and /or degree completion. Classes support either occupational or academic
programs or both.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used for mathematics classes supplies, math tutoring, math lab assistants, and classroom support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard marker refills, whiteboard erasers, and math specific special orders.

MAT141

ALL

College Mathematics

New Course

$0.00

$10.00

60

$600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
District approved course added to GateWay schedule.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Classes provide for program completion, university transfer, and /or degree completion. Classes support either occupational or academic
programs or both.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used for mathematics classes supplies, math tutoring, math lab assistants, and classroom support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard marker refills, whiteboard erasers, and math specific special orders.

MAT231

ALL

Calculus with Analytic Geometry II

New Course

$0.00

$10.00

25

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
District approved course added to GateWay schedule.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Classes provide for program completion, university transfer, and /or degree completion. Classes support either occupational or academic
programs or both.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used for mathematics classes supplies, math tutoring, math lab assistants, and classroom support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard marker refills, whiteboard erasers, and math specific special orders.

$250.00
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MAT241

ALL

Calculus with Analytic Geometry III

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$10.00

25

$250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
District approved course added to GateWay schedule.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Classes provide for program completion, university transfer, and /or degree completion. Classes support either occupational or academic
programs or both.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used for mathematics classes supplies, math tutoring, math lab assistants, and classroom support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard marker refills, whiteboard erasers, and math specific special orders.

MAT256

ALL

Investigating Quantity: Number, Operations and
Numeration Systems

New Course

$0.00

$10.00

25

$250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
District approved course added to GateWay schedule.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Classes provide for program completion, university transfer, and /or degree completion. Classes support either occupational or academic
programs or both.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used for mathematics classes supplies, math tutoring, math lab assistants, and classroom support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard marker refills, whiteboard erasers, and math specific special orders.

MAT257

ALL

Investigating Geometry, Probability and Statistics

New Course

$0.00

$10.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
District approved course added to GateWay schedule.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Classes provide for program completion, university transfer, and /or degree completion. Classes support either occupational or academic
programs or both.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used for mathematics classes supplies, math tutoring, math lab assistants, and classroom support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard marker refills, whiteboard erasers, and math specific special orders.

$300.00
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MAT276

ALL

Modern Differential Equations

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$10.00

25

$250.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
District approved course added to GateWay schedule.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Classes provide for program completion, university transfer, and /or degree completion. Classes support either occupational or academic
programs or both.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used for mathematics classes supplies, math tutoring, math lab assistants, and classroom support.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard marker refills, whiteboard erasers, and math specific special orders.

RES133

ALL

Respiratory Care Clinical Seminar

Increased Costs

$0.00

$125.00

*

25

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This addition to course fees for the Respiratory Care program is intended to cover cost of new added expenses. The new expenses included
cost for the new clinical tracking system My Clinical Exchange. Each student has to pay $ 36 twice while in the program total of ($72), the
second expense is cover the increased cost associated with printing of clinical documents for each student and a closed clip board to carry the
clinical documents students need have ready at hand in clinical, total cost ($53).
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The clinical agencies have mandated all students must comply with the new requirement of My clinical Exchange and carry the necessary
documentation with them as they participate clinical experiences. The clinical education experience is an important part of the teaching and
learning process for all students. This vital to all Respiratory Care students¿ success in completion of the program, and becoming work ready
upon graduation. Additionally clinical education is mandated by CoARC the accrediting agency of the program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To pay for the clinical fees for the students and supplies needed for clinical.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
My Clinical Exchange fees $36.00 time 2 total $72 Notebook and bound documents $53 Go into acct# 250-200 -262070

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval
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ABO125

ALL

Introduction to Metal Repair Fundamentals

Increased Costs

$491.00

$690.00

30

$5,970.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course due to combining course lab fees from OSHA105 and ABO125.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal--welding consumable, welding gasses,consumable ,welding wire, consumable, bondo , plastic welding rods, epoxy fillers,
sandpaper- consumable, hammer and dolly set , welding helmet, mixing board, plastic spreaders, safety glasses, splash goggles, body man's
respirator, welding Jacket 1, welding gloves, 5 inch sanding block, 8 inch sanding block, notebook, pencil, sharpie, roll of paper towels, I -CAR
( Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair) registration fee for certification exam for tool repair.
ABO129

ALL

Introduction to Paint Refinishing Fundamentals

Decreased Costs

$600.00

$420.00

25

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Decrease due to donation of course supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The donation will still provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sandpaper, clear coats, primers, sealers, wax and grease removers, base coats, enamels reducers, lacquer thinner, buffing compounds, buffing
pads, soap, splash goggles, paint respirator, apron and spray socks.

$-4,500.00
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COR100

ALL

Core: Introduction to Craft Skills

Increased Costs

$0.00

$65.00

20

$1,300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies and the administrative charge to process NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and
Research) certifications paid to the American Builder's Association.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) registration and online testing fee, OSHA 10 hour card, binder with
performance profile sheets.
CPT103

ALL

Carpentry 1

Increased Costs

$320.00

$345.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course and to cover the cost of the Core Curriculum certification exam for the Carpentry Level 1
certification exam from The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, Hardware-nails, tool repairs and the fee for the Core Curriculum certification exam and Carpentry Level 1 certification exam
National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).

from The

$500.00
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CPT203

ALL

Carpentry 2

Increased Costs

$270.00

$295.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course and to cover the cost of the registration for the Carpentry Level 1certification exam and
Carpentry Level 2 certification exam from The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, Hardware-nails, tool repairs and the registration fee for the Carpentry Level 1 certification exam and Carpentry Level 2 certification exam
from The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).
CSS099

ALL

Introduction to Call Centers

Increased Costs

$0.00

$125.00

20

$2,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Call Center capability headset and USB jump drive.

ELR101

ALL

Electrical level 1

Increased Costs

$330.00

$355.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course and to cover the cost of registration for the Core Curriculum certification exam and the
Electrical Level 1 certification exam from The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Copper wire, Device boxes, Switches, Conduit, Tool and equipment repair.
Registration for the Core Curriculum certification exam and
Electrical Level 1 certification exam from The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).

$500.00
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ESP118

ALL

Career Readiness

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$26.00

$0.00

30

$-780.00

$0.00

$15.00

20

$300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Decrease course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

No course fee
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
No fee to utilize
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
No supplies

ISP105

ALL

Computer Information Systems

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Headset and USB jump drive.

LBA154

ALL

Test Prep for Clinical Lab Asst.

New Course

$0.00

$120.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Lab course fee for new course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fee is for the Certified Medical Laboratory Assistant certification exam.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cost for CMLA (Certified Medical Laboratory Assistant) certification exam.

$2,400.00
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MCP150

ALL

Meat Department Helper

Increased Costs

$127.00

$364.00

30

$7,110.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course and the maintenance of the lab (commercial kitchen and butcher shop).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

6" Boning Knife, Chain and Clasp, Knife Holder, Butcher Coats, Aprons, Towels; Consumables Class supplies, Markers, Pencils, Performance
Sheets, First Aid (various band aids, antibiotic ointment and antiseptic cleaner ), Meat Packaging supplies, Meat Lab Cleaning Supplies, Meat
Byproduct services, and Equipment Maintenance. The maintenance is for the processing the meat by -products and cleaning of the FOG (a
FOG trap removes more than 80% ¿ 95% of the Fats, Oils and Grease from a commercial kitchen sink wastewater) traps.
MCP155

ALL

Apprentice Meat Cutter

Increased Costs

$114.00

$272.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course and the maintenance of the lab (commercial kitchen and butcher shop).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Butcher Coats, Aprons, Towels; Consumables Class supplies, Markers, Pencils, Performance Sheets, FirstAid
(various band aids, antibiotic
ointment and antiseptic cleaner), Meat Packaging supplies, Meat Lab Cleaning Supplies, Meat Bi -product services, Equipment Maintenance.
The maintenance is for the processing the meat by -products and cleaning of the FOG (a FOG trap removes more than 80% ¿ 95% of the Fats,
Oils and Grease from a commercial kitchen sink

$4,740.00
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Fee
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Fee
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Enrollment

Projected
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HealthCare Core

Increased Costs

$20.00

$57.00

20

$740.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course and with access code to MCE (My Clinical Exchange) software program.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Needles, bandages, and other healthcare supplies and access to MCE (My Clinical Exchange) software program.

MSC_HCC221 ALL

Study Skills and Test Review

New Course

$0.00

$40.00

20

$800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the HESI (Health Education System Inc.) exam.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cost is for the Health Education Systems Inc.) HESI exam

MSC_HCE109 ALL

Patient Care Tech Procedures

Increased Costs

$150.00

$200.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
IV kit, Trach kit and sterile field kit. The other supplies and needles, IV supplies, bandages, alcohol wipes.

$1,000.00
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Fee
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Enrollment
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Revenue

Nursing Assistant

Increased Costs

$70.00

$190.00

20

$2,400.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used for the Certified Nurse Assistant exam (Arizona State Board of Nursing) necessary for successful completion of the course
and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Toothpaste, tooth brush, denture cleaners, bandages and the cost of the Certified Nursing Assistant exam (Arizona State Board of Nursing) .

MSC_PLB109 ALL

Phlebotomy Basic Skills

New Course

$0.00

$60.00

20

$1,200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Needles and specimen collection containers.

MSC_PLB111 ALL

Phlebotomy

Decreased Costs

$150.00

$110.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Decrease course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Needles, bandages and scrub tops.

$-800.00
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Enrollment
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Phlebotomy Practicum

Increased Costs

$0.00

$37.00

20

$740.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fee will cover the cost of access to MCE (My Clinical Exchange) software program.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
(My Clinical Exchange) software program.

MTO201C

ALL

NIMS Certification- Measurement, Materials and Safety

New Fees

$0.00

$8.00

20

$160.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills machining and metalforming) certification
exam necessary for successful completion of the course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam cost administered at GateWay testing center.

MTO202C

ALL

NIMS Certification- Planning, Benchwork and Layout

New Course

$0.00

$21.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Materials (six pieces of steel) for project.

cost administered at GateWay testing center .

$420.00
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Course Title
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MTO203C

ALL

NIMS Certification: Manual Mill

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$25.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Materials (six pieces of steel) for project.
MTO204C

ALL

NIMS Certification-Manual Lathe Turning Between
Centers

New Course

cost administered at GateWay testing center .
$0.00

$40.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Materials (six pieces of steel) for manual lathe (chucking)

cost administered at GateWay testing center .

$800.00
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MTO205C

ALL

NIMS Certification-Manual Lathe Turning With Chuck

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$44.00

20

$880.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Supplies for manual lathe (turning between centers) course project
MTO206C

ALL

NIMS Certification-Surface Grinder

New Course

cost administered at GateWay testing center .
$0.00

$15.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Materials (six pieces of steel) for project.

cost administered at GateWay testing center .

$300.00
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MTO207C

ALL

NIMS Certification- Manual Drill Press

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$20.00

20

$400.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Materials (six pieces of steel) for project.
MTO208C

ALL

NIMS Certification- CNC Turning

New Course

cost administered at GateWay testing center .
$0.00

$40.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course and for supplies
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Materials (six pieces of aluminum) for project.

cost administered at GateWay testing center .

$800.00
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MTO209C

ALL

NIMS Certification- CNC Milling

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$40.00

20

$800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) certification exam necessary for
successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

NIMS (National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and metalforming) exam
Materials (six pieces of aluminum) for project.
OPH100

ALL

Electronic Medical Records

New Course

cost administered at GateWay testing center .
$0.00

$99.00

20

$1,980.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee covers the cost of access to IMedicWare Electronic Medical Record System software program.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Access to IMedicWare Electronic Medical Record System software program.

OPH190

ALL

Opthalmic Assisting Externship

Increased Costs

$27.00

$37.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with access to the MCE (My Clinical Exchange) software program.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Access to MCE (My Clinical Exchange) software program.

$200.00
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PMP109

ALL

Massage Therapy Basics

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$1,170.00

$279.00

20

$-17,820.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Decrease course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

1 - Earthlite Inner Strength Element Table, including adjustable face rest and carry case
1 - Earthlite Table Cart
1 - Fleece Table Warmer
1 - 2pc Fleece Set (table and face rest cover)
1 - 9" Jumbo Full Round Bolster
5 - 3pc Flannel Sheet Set (top, bottom, face rest)
5 - Bath Towels roughly 27" x 56"
1 - Rolling Stool with pneumatic-lift
1 - Soothing Touch Basics Massage Oil, Gallon Unscented or similar oil
1 - Soothing Touch Basics Massage Lotion, Gallon or similar lotion
2 - One Gallon Pumps for Gallon bottles
2 - Eight Ounce Empty Bottle with Pump
1 - Bottle Holster with Belt
1 - Earthlite Element Massage Chair with Carry Case
20 - Fitted Flannel Face Rest Covers
1 - 8oz Citrus II Antibacterial Soap
1 - 32oz Citrus II Antibacterial Soap
1 - 125pc Citrus II Germical Wipes
1 - ESS Aromatherapy Trial Kit or similar kit
2 ¿ Scrub tops
Massage Oils and Lotions, Sanitizer and Plastic Bottles
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PMP209

ALL

Massage Therapy Advanced

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$95.00

$50.00

20

$-900.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Decrease course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Oils, Lotions, Sanitizer and Plastic Bottles.

PMP309

ALL

Massage Therapy Mastery

Decreased Costs

$115.00

$50.00

20

$-1,300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Decrease course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Massage Oils, Massage lotions, Sanitizer, and plastic bottles.

SLR002

ALL

Solar Photovoltqaic System Installer

Increased Costs

$330.00

$355.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increase course lab fee for existing course
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course and to cover the cost of the Core Curriculum certification test and Solar Installer
certification test from The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Copper wire, Device boxes, Switches, Conduit, Tool and equipment repair. Core Curriculum certification test and Solar Installer certification test
from The National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).

$500.00
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WTO091

ALL

Welding SMAW Specifics

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$200.00

20

$4,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Hoses Oxy-Fuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair, electrodes (SMAW, GMAW, FCAW, GTAW),
power source maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, contact tips, liners, nozzles, electrode holders, ground clamps, booth clamps,
welding filler materials, oxygen, argon, acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc.
WTO092

ALL

Welding GMAW & FCAW Specifics

New Course

$0.00

$200.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Hoses Oxy-Fuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair, electrodes (SMAW, GMAW, FCAW, GTAW),
power source maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, contact tips, liners, nozzles, electrode holders, ground clamps, booth clamps,
welding filler materials, oxygen, argon, acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc.

$6,000.00
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WTO093

ALL

Welding Pipe Specifics

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$200.00

30

$6,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Hoses Oxy-Fuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair, electrodes (SMAW, GTAW), power source
maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, electrode holders, ground clamps, booth clamps, welding filler materials, oxygen, argon,
acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc.
WTO094

ALL

Welding GTAW Specifics

New Course

$0.00

$200.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee provides students with supplies for this course.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Hoses Oxy-Fuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair, electrodes (SMAW, GMAW, FCAW, GTAW),
power source maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, contact tips, liners, nozzles, electrode holders, ground clamps, booth clamps,
welding filler materials, oxygen, argon, acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc.

$6,000.00
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WTO101

ALL

Welding 1 - Cutting and SMAW processes

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$951.00

30

$28,530.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) certification exam
necessary for successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Student PPE (Personal Protection Equipment) Supplies-Welding Helmet, Cape Sleeves leather, Bib leather , Gloves leather gauntlet, Welders
Cap , Safety Glasses , Cutting Goggles , Single flint Striker , Tip cleaner standard pack , Gloves leather Tig, Chipping Hammer , Stainless Wire
Brush long , Stainless Wire Brush short , Welder Pliers, Vise Clamp locking , Soapstone and holder , Measuring tape , Half round file and Tool
Tote Bag. Consumables, Gases, Maintenance-Hoses, OxyFuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair,
electrodes (SMAW), power source maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, contact tips, liners, nozzles, electrode holders, ground
clamps, booth clamps, welding filler materials, oxygen, argon, acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc. Lab Supply Materials; carbon
steel and Lab Maintenance. Hand cleaner, paper towels, house cleaning supplies Welding Certification fee for SMAW 3G and 4G D1.1 and
online testing fee from NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research).
WTO102

ALL

Welding 2 - GMAW, FCAWand GTAW carbon

New Course

$0.00

$673.50

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) certification exam
necessary for successful completion of the course and for supplies
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumables, Gases, Maintenance-Hoses Oxy-Fuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair, electrodes
( GMAW, FCAW, GTAW), power source maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, contact tips, liners, nozzles, electrode holders,
ground clamps, booth clamps, welding filler materials, oxygen, argon, acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc. Welding Certification
online testing fees from NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) for GMAW 3G and 4G D1.1 and FCAW 3G and
4G D1.1

$20,205.00
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WTO103

ALL

Welding 3 - Pipe Welding

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$654.50

30

$19,635.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) certification exam
necessary for successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumables, Gases, Maintenance-Hoses Oxy-Fuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair, electrodes
(SMAW, GTAW weld processes for Pipe ), power source maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, contact tips, liners, nozzles,
electrode holders, ground clamps, booth clamps, welding filler materials, oxygen, argon, acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc. Lab
Supply Pipe Material.Est. 6 ft. of Carbon Steel Pipe material for welding and pipe fittings to include but not limited to 90's, Tee's, couplers, Y's
and flanges. Welding Certification online testing fees from NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) for SMAW
5G or 6G pipe Qualification singular,GTAW 5G or 6G pipe Qualification singular.
WTO104

ALL

Welding 4 - GTAW Aluminum and Stainless Steel

New Course

$0.00

$616.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New course lab fee
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab fee is used to provide supplies that will enable the learner to demonstrate fundamental practical applications necessary for the
successful completion of course competencies throughout the course and program.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to cover the cost of taking the NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) certification exam
necessary for successful completion of the course and for supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumables, Gases, Maintenance-Hoses Oxy-Fuel, cutting tips, regulators and repair, torches and repair, track torches and repair, electrodes
(SMAW, GMAW, FCAW, GTAW), power source maintenance and repair, cables and cable hoses, contact tips, liners, nozzles, electrode
holders, ground clamps, booth clamps, welding filler materials, oxygen, argon, acetylene, carbon dioxide, shielding gases, etc. Welding
Certification online testing fees from NCCER (The National Center for Construction Education and Research) for GTAW aluminum 1G D17.1
singular, GTAW 1G and 2G D17.1 as a pair together.

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval

$18,480.00
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AGB144

ALL

Agriculture Processing

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$50.00

20

$1,000.00

$25.00

$50.00

20

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
AGB144 is a new course that was offered last semester but needs course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

By providing hands-on lab activities replicating a real world work environment.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase knives, sharpening services, cutting boards, beef, chicken, lamb for meat processing labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Knives, meat, cutting boards, sharpeners.

AGL181

ALL

Landscape Construction Techniques

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Costs for construction materials exceed $25.00 per student.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

By providing hands-on lab activities replicating a real world landscape construction environment while building projects to beautify the MCC
campus.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase tools, plants, irrigation supplies and building materials.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Expendable hand tools, power tools, saw blades, lumber, pavers, bricks, mortar, gravel, paint, stucco, hardware, plants, irrigation.

AGS164

ALL

Plant Growth and Development

Increased Costs

$25.00

$30.00

60

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Costs have increased for lab supplies.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

By providing up to date lab equipment and fresh plant materials to enrich students' investigation of plant anatomy and physiology.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Replace broken or outdated lab equipment and maintain inventory of expendable lab supplies.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Prepared and blank microscope slides, microscope repairs, plant materials, lab chemicals, safety supplies, pH meters, oxygen and CO 2
probes, buffer solutions, scalpels.

$300.00
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Enrollment
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AGS166

ALL

Aquaponics

Increased Costs

$20.00

$30.00

20

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In addition to needing new fish and plants each semester, the aquaponic tanks and heaters require maintenance and pump replacement on a
regular basis.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

By providing hands-on lab activities replicating a real world work environment.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Purchase lab supplies and equipment repair and updating.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Live fish, plants, air pumps, heaters, water pumps, planting containers and gravel, fertilizer, fish food, fish health supplies, fish nets, fish
processing equipment, water testing supplies, pvc pipe, tools, glue, lumber.
AGS182AA

ALL

Gardening Practices And Techniques

Increased Costs

$20.00

$30.00

20

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Costs of tools and lab materials have increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

By providing hands-on lab activities replicating a real world work environment.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Replace expendable hand tools, purchase soil amendments, plants, seeds, hydroponic garden materials, mulch, pH meters, fertilizers.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Expendable hand tools (rakes, shovels, etc), fertilizers, seeds, plants, plant containers, potting soil, minor greenhouse maintenance, soil
probes, pH meters, compost, hydroponic tanks and chemicals.
AGS262

ALL

Irrigation Design, Installation, Operation, And Trouble
Shooting

Increased Costs

$10.00

$30.00

20

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Costs for lab materials have increased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

By providing hands-on lab activities replicating a real world work environment while installing and repairing irrigation systems on the MCC
campus.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Replace expendable hand tools, purchase irrigation supplies, purchase irrigation controllers and soil probes.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

PVC pipe and fittings, tools, glue, filters, maintenance on the power trencher, sand, sprinkler heads, drip irrigation fittings, backflow preventers,
pumps, drafting supplies.

$400.00
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APT131

ALL

Automotive Power Trains

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

30

$300.00

45

$450.00

45

$450.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Solvent tanks, hand tools, U-joints, axles, cleaners, lubricants.

APT141

ALL

Alignment, Steering, And Suspension

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Alignment equipment that requires maintenance and software updates, grease, oil, tire weights, specialty tools.

APT151

ALL

Automotive Brake Systems

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Brake washers, cleaners, special lubrication, hardware, specialty tools, brake lathe on-car/stationary bits, service/maintenance, cotter pins.
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APT161

ALL

Auto Electrical/Electronic Systems I

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

45

$450.00

45

$450.00

36

$360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Wire, connectors, shrink tubing, rivets, fuses, fusible links, solder, flux, bulbs, batteries.

APT171

ALL

Automotive Air Conditioning

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Refrigerant, coolant, o-rings, vacuum pump/refrigerant oil, schrader valve, machine filters.

APT181

ALL

Engine Performance And Diagnosis I

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Cleaner, adhesives, fluids, oil, dye, specialty hand tools, coolant, anti seize, gasket maker, hardware, helicoils, drills.
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APT262

ALL

Auto Electrical/Electronic Systems II

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

36

$360.00

24

$240.00

120

$-4,800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Wire, connectors, shrink tubing, rivets, fuses, fusible links, solder, flux, bulbs, batteries.

APT282

ALL

Engine Performance And Diagnosis II

Increased Costs

$65.00

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Increasing costs make it necessary to raise lab fees in order to maintain the level of instruction as dictated by our national accreditation.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fee allows students to perform hands-on competencies as outlined in the course description.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Scan tools with updated software, smoke machine, specialty hand tools, adhesives, cleaners.

FON100

ALL

Introductory Nutrition

Decreased Costs

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab.

$10.00
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FON104

ALL

Certification in Food Service Safety and Sanitation

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$30.00

$10.00

60

$-1,200.00

$10.00

120

$-2,400.00

$10.00

60

$-3,900.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

FON125

ALL

Introduction To Professions In Nutrition And Dietetics

Decreased Costs

$30.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

FON143

ALL

Food and Culture

Decreased Costs

$75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Food no longer exists for class demonstrations; course is solely online. Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee
excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

FON161

ALL

Sustainable Food Production Systems

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$50.00

$10.00

30

$-1,200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Food no longer exists for class demonstrations; course is solely online. Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee
excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

FON165

ALL

Food Entrepreneurship

Decreased Costs

$25.00

$10.00

30

$-450.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Food no longer exists for class demonstrations; course is solely online. Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee
excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

FON210

ALL

Sports Nutrition and Supplements for Physical Activity

Decreased Costs

$50.00

$10.00

60

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Food no longer exists for class demonstrations; course is solely online. Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee
excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

$-2,400.00
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Course Title

Change Reason

FON230

ALL

Nutrition For Special Populations

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$50.00

$10.00

60

$-2,400.00

$10.00

300

$-12,000.00

$10.00

60

$-2,400.00

$20.00

15

$-525.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

FON241

ALL

Principles of Human Nutrition

Decreased Costs

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

FON247

ALL

Weight Management Theory

Decreased Costs

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Course fee reduction due to change in course modality; current fee excessive for online course format.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides learning tools for students in the online environment and permits on campus computer access in a private campus lab.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
$10 used to fund on-campus computer lab for online students, purchase digital learning materials for online courses.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Digital files for online courses, printing and materials for on campus computer lab (free to students).

MUC137

ALL

Digital DJ Performance Techniques

Decreased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The course has decreased operating costs, so we would like to propose lowering the existing fee.

$55.00
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Course Title

Change Reason

MUC138

ALL

Disc Jockey Laboratory

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$55.00

$10.00

10

$-450.00

$35.00

$25.00

10

$-100.00

$0.00

$20.00

24

$480.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The course has decreased operating costs, so we would like to propose lowering the existing fee.

MUC210

ALL

Advanced Industry Topics: Concert Promotion and
Touring

Decreased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Fee Correction: The course fee for this course has been incorrect in the system. It should be $25.00.

PHY241

ALL

University Physics III: Thermodynamics, Optics, and
Wave Phenomena

New Fees

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
MCC will teach this course for the first time in Spring 2016 ¿ if approved, the fee would go into effect in the Fall 2016 term.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

We teach our physics students using a combined lecture /lab or "studio" approach. Incorporating hands-on experience with the phenomena of
thermodynamics, optics and acoustics helps build a concrete and intuitive understanding that supports the abstract intellectual concepts that
serve as the written learning objectives of the PHY241 course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The proposed fee will cover the purchase, upkeep and eventual replacement of student lab equipment.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

To run this course, each team of 3 students will need to use this specialized equipment: Pasco Model TD -8572 Heat Engine/Gas Law
Apparatus, Vernier Model VDS Dynamics System with 2.2-m track/optics bench, Vernier Model OEK Optics Expansion Kit, Vernier Model
DAK Diffraction Analysis Kit, Pasco Model OS-8516A Ray Optics Kit, and Vernier Model RMV-BTD Rotary Motion Sensor. To outfit one
24-student lab will require $12,272 before taxes and shipping, based on the current catalog prices for this equipment. Other needed lab
instruments and supplies are already on hand in the department stockroom.
THF115

ALL

Makeup for Stage and Screen

Increased Costs

$20.00

$30.00

15

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The supplies utilized in the classroom, primarily for Application Demonstration and exercises have increased in cost steadily over the past 5
years and now exceed the existing fee structure.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fees allow for the students to learn the fundamental techniques of using theatrical make-up, as specified in the course objectives.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to purchase crème and cake make-ups that are used in class labs and demonstrations.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Crème and cake make-up palettes.

$150.00
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Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

THF215

ALL

Advncd MakupTech/Stage/Screen

Increased Costs

$20.00

$50.00

15

$450.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The course previously did not have a fee structure, then one was added, based on the beginning course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will allow students to have access to materials not readily available to nonprofessionals, in order to complete professional
training.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to maintain existing lab equipment (airbrush guns and casting supplies) and used to purchase make -up application
materials.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Airbrush guns, airbrush paints, alginate and casting supplies.

THP226

ALL

Theatrical Design: Costuming

New Fees

$0.00

$25.00

18

$450.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
The course has an existing fee slot, but needs amount to be allocated, as it is now being offered regularly.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will give student access to materials during the lab component, which explores costume construction and hands -on learning in
the costume shop.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee will be used to purchase laboratory supplies for sewing lessons.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Muslin, thread, scissors and other sewing notions.

WLD106AA

ALL

Arc Welding I

New Fees

$0.00

$270.00

12

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

WLD106 has been offered for years; now the course is being specialized into WLD 106AA, WLD106AB, WLD106AC, and WLD106AD. Each of
these courses have been offered in Fall 2015 and Spring 2016.These courses are in process for new CCLs approval.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will be taught with materials needed for industry level certifications.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
This fee pays for consumables students use during lab (metals, electrodes, gases).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Welding lab consumables (gases, metals, electrodes) and small lab support machinery.

$3,240.00
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Course Title

Change Reason

WLD206AA

ALL

GMAW and GTAW Welding

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$270.00

12

$3,240.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

WLD206 has been offered for years; now the course is being specialized into WLD 206AA, WLD206AB, WLD206AC, and WLD206AD. Each of
these courses have been offered in Fall 2015 and Spring 2016.These courses are in process for new CCLs appoval.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will be taught with materials needed for industry level certifications.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
This fee pays for consumables students use during lab (metals, electrodes, gases).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Welding lab consumables (gases, metals, electrodes) and small lab support machinery.

WLD208AA

ALL

Advanced Arc Welding - 3G Certification

New Fees

$0.00

$270.00

12

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

WLD208 has been offered for years; now the course is being specialized into WLD 208AA, WLD208AB, WLD208AC, and WLD208AD. Each of
these courses have been offered in Fall 2015 and Spring 2016.These courses are in process for new CCLs appoval.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will be taught with materials needed for industry level certifications.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
This fee pays for consumables students use during lab (metals, electrodes, gases).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Welding lab consumables (gases, metals, electrodes) and small lab support machinery.

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval

$3,240.00
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Section

Course Title

Change Reason

ADA 105

ALL

Typography and Lettering

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$50.00

$0.00

1

$-50.00

$25.00

$0.00

14

$-350.00

$0.00

7

$-175.00

$25.00

$0.00

1

$-25.00

$50.00

$0.00

1

$-50.00

$50.00

$0.00

10

$-500.00

$50.00

$0.00

2

$-100.00

$25.00

$0.00

1

$-25.00

$2.00

$0.00

9

$-18.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AET 101

ALL

Private Pilot Ground School, FAR Part 61

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AET 201

ALL

Instrument Rating Ground School, FAR Part 61

Other

$25.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AIS 103

ALL

Introduction to Indigenous Cultures

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AIS 282AC

ALL

Volunteerism for Indigenous Studies

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AJS 158AA

ALL

Concealed Weapon Recertification

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AJS 158AB

ALL

Concealed Weapon Recertification

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AJS 161AA

ALL

Basic Track Evidence Collection

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

AJS 290BC

ALL

Law Enforcement Supervision

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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Course Title
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ART 136

ALL

Photojournalism II

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$25.00

$0.00

1

$-25.00

$50.00

$0.00

1

$-50.00

$50.00

$0.00

1

$-50.00

$25.00

$0.00

8

$-200.00

$25.00

$0.00

11

$-275.00

$10.00

$0.00

10

$-100.00

$50.00

$0.00

1

$-50.00

$50.00

$0.00

1

$-50.00

$15.00

$0.00

29

$-435.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ART 186

ALL

Modeling for Digital Media

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ART 194

ALL

3-D Modeling for Animation

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ART 199SA

ALL

Digital Storytelling

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ART 199SB

ALL

Digital Storytelling

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ART 205

ALL

Visual Communication

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ART 273

ALL

Intermediate Computer Photographic Imaging

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ART 282

ALL

Graphic Design IV

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BIO 110

ALL

Laboratory for Natural History of the Southwest

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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BIO 183

ALL

Marine Biology

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$20.00

$0.00

52

$-1,040.00

$2.00

$0.00

5

$-10.00

$2.00

$0.00

2

$-4.00

$6.00

$0.00

7

$-42.00

$6.00

$0.00

5

$-30.00

$6.00

$0.00

5

$-30.00

$6.00

$0.00

8

$-48.00

$2.00

$0.00

8

$-16.00

$2.00

$0.00

3

$-6.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 114AE

ALL

Excel: Level I

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 114BE

ALL

Excel: Level II

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 117AM

ALL

Database Management: Microsoft Access - Level I

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 117BM

ALL

Database Management: Microsoft Access - Level II

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 117CM

ALL

Database Management: Microsoft Access - Level III

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 117DM

ALL

Microsoft Access: Database Management

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 118AB

ALL

PowerPoint: Level I

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 118BB

ALL

PowerPoint: Level II

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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BPC 121AB

ALL

Microsoft Command Line Operations

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$2.00

$0.00

12

$-24.00

$2.00

$0.00

5

$-10.00

$6.00

$0.00

7

$-42.00

$6.00

$0.00

3

$-18.00

$6.00

$0.00

5

$-30.00

$6.00

$0.00

7

$-42.00

$24.00

$0.00

6

$-144.00

$6.00

$0.00

10

$-60.00

$4.00

$0.00

2

$-8.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 121AE

ALL

Windows Operating System: Level I

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 133AA

ALL

Internet/Web Development Level I-A

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 133BA

ALL

Internet/Web Development Level I-B

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 133CA

ALL

Internet/Web Development Level I-C

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 133DA

ALL

Internet/Web Development Level I

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 138DA

ALL

Desktop Design and Publishing Using Adobe InDesign

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 224

ALL

Project Management Microsoft Project for Windows

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

BPC 235DK

ALL

Word: Level II

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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CIS 197

ALL

VMware ESXI Server Enterprise

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$30.00

50

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

There are currently no course fees for this course and yet this course has specific hardware & software supplies that need to be purchased
and/or licensed to offer this course. This new fee will also cover networking labs for this course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

VMware is software specifically taught in the course. It is needed to accomplish all of the learning objectives and course competencies in CIS
197.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fees will be used for any additional hardware, the software license fees associated with using this software, and for the networking
labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Hardware, software, and labs for this course will be used by all students enrolled in the course.

COM 199SA

ALL

Digital Storytelling

Other

$25.00

$0.00

5

$-125.00

$525.00

$600.00

75

$5,625.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

CUL 140

ALL

Culinary Principles and Kitchen Management I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The culinary arts block program uses course fees in a multiplicity of ways to provide the optimum student learning objectives.
commodities and repair of equipment have increased dramatically since the last fee change.

Costs of food

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This increase will allow program ability to continue to purchase foods that provide the wide variety of items that we utilize to teach our student
competencies that enable them to be prepared for industry success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee is utilized to provide food products directly related to course objectives. The fee is utilized to pay for costs incurred to ensure that all
equipment in the facility is appropriately maintained. This fee is also utilized to purchase all new equipment, small wares and dining room
china, glass and silverware to maintain the ability to remain current with industry standards and trends.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Food products, new equipment, small wares, dining room china, glass, silverware, and equipment maintenance.
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Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

CUL 240

ALL

Culinary Principles and Kitchen Management II

Increased Costs

$525.00

$600.00

60

$4,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The culinary arts block program uses course fees in a multiplicity of ways to provide the optimum student learning objectives.
commodities and repair of equipment have increased dramatically since the last fee change.

Costs of food

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This increase will allow program ability to continue to purchase foods that provide the wide variety of items that we utilize to teach our student
competencies that enable them to be prepared for industry success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fee is utilized to provide food products directly related to course objectives. The fee is utilized to pay for costs incurred to ensure that all
equipment in the facility is appropriately maintained. This fee is also utilized to purchase all new equipment, small wares and dining room
china, glass and silverware to maintain the ability to remain current with industry standards and trends.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Food products, new equipment, small wares, dining room china, glass, silverware, and equipment maintenance.

DFT 105

ALL

Computer Aided Drafting I

Other

$12.00

$0.00

34

$-408.00

$12.00

$0.00

22

$-264.00

$0.00

22

$-550.00

$12.00

$0.00

23

$-276.00

$12.00

$0.00

19

$-228.00

$12.00

$0.00

20

$-240.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

DFT 121

ALL

Introduction To Architectural Drafting

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

DFT 126

ALL

Building Trades Blueprint Reading

Other

$25.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

DFT 150

ALL

Architectural CAD I: Floor Plans and Elevations

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

DFT 151

ALL

Architectural CAD II: Site Plans and Sections

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

DFT 200

ALL

Architectural CAD III: Structural Systems

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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DFT 201

ALL

Architectural CAD III: Structural Systems

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$12.00

$0.00

12

$-144.00

$12.00

$0.00

3

$-36.00

$12.00

$0.00

8

$-96.00

$30.00

$0.00

1

$-30.00

$24.00

$0.00

9

$-216.00

$10.00

$0.00

8

$-80.00

$6.00

$6.00

12

$0.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

DFT 225

ALL

Architectural Cad V: Construction Details

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

DFT 254AA

ALL

Computer Aided Drafting II: AutoCAD

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ECH 126AD

ALL

Play Lab-Primary

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ECH 127

ALL

Play and Creative Expression

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

EQS 275

ALL

Principles of Equine Massage

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

ESL 097

ALL

Preparatory Academic Writing III for ESL

Other

*

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

* There is no proposed change in course fee. However, the title for this course was officially changed from "Fundamentals of Writing for English
Language Learners" to "Preparatory Academic Writing III for ESL". This change is effective for Spring 2016. The course fee will remain at $6.
FCS 250

ALL

Portfolio Development and Professional Writing

Other

$10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

$0.00

1

$-10.00
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HUM 209

ALL

Women and Films

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$5.00

182

$910.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

All Film Humanities classes are taught in one classroom, so the equipment is in constant use and needs repair and replacement frequently. The
increase will cover the costs for this along with covering costs of student classroom presentation materials that include using DVD /Blu-Ray/3-D
or streaming video.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Fees enable films to be screened in class on functioning equipment and enable students to give classroom presentations using
DVD/Blu-Ray/3D or streaming video.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to purchase and replace DVDs & Blu-Rays, to replace projectors, bulbs, classroom computers for student presentations, DVD
players, screen and etc.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
DVD/Blu-Rays, 3-D equipment, Computer, Projectors, Router, Sound System, Screen

HUM 210

ALL

Contemporary Cinema

New Fees

$0.00

$5.00

104

$520.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

All Film Humanities classes are taught in one classroom, so the equipment is in constant use and needs repair and replacement frequently. The
increase will cover the costs for this along with covering costs of student classroom presentation materials that include using DVD /Blu-Ray/3-D
or streaming video.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Fees enable films to be screened in class on functioning equipment and enable students to give classroom presentations using
DVD/Blu-Ray/3D or streaming video.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to purchase and replace DVDs & Blu-Rays, to replace projectors, bulbs, classroom computers for student presentations, DVD
players, screen and etc.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
DVD/Blu-Rays, 3-D equipment, Computer, Projectors, Router, Sound System, Screen

INT 210

ALL

Interior Sales and Marketing

Other

$10.00

$0.00

27

$-270.00

$10.00

$0.00

15

$-150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

INT 260AB

ALL

ADA Compliance

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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INT 260AC

ALL

Interior Building Codes

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$0.00

15

$-150.00

$10.00

$0.00

29

$-290.00

$25.00

$0.00

1

$-25.00

$25.00

$0.00

2

$-50.00

$25.00

$0.00

10

$-250.00

$25.00

$0.00

4

$-100.00

$25.00

$0.00

1

$-25.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

INT 280

ALL

Design Business Procedures

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MAE 201AB

ALL

Special Topics: Media Arts and Entertainment

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MAE 220AA

ALL

Media Arts Ensemble I

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MAE 220AB

ALL

Media Arts Ensemble II

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MAE 220AC

ALL

Media Arts Ensemble III

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MAE 220AD

ALL

Media Arts Ensemble IV

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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MST 158DB

ALL

Installing and Configuring Windows Server

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$40.00

30

$1,200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

There are currently no course fees for this course and yet this course has specific hardware & software supplies that need to be purchased
and/or licensed to offer this course. This new fee will also cover networking labs for this course.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Microsoft Windows Server is the software specifically taught in the course. It is needed to accomplish all of the learning objectives and course
competencies in MST 158DB.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The course fees will be used for any additional hardware, the software license fees associated with using this software, and for the networking
labs.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Hardware, software, and labs for this course will be used by all students enrolled in the course.

MST 230

ALL

Supporting a Microsoft Windows New Technology (NT)
4.0 Network

Other

$9.00

$0.00

1

$-9.00

$9.00

$0.00

11

$-99.00

$9.00

$0.00

5

$-45.00

$9.00

$0.00

1

$-9.00

$5.00

$0.00

93

$-465.00

$30.00

$0.00

17

$-510.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MST 232

ALL

Managing a Windows Network Environment

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MST 253

ALL

Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services
Infrastructure

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

MST 255

ALL

Designing Windows Network Infrastructure

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

NUR 163

ALL

Health Assessment/Health Promotion I

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

NUR 180

ALL

Nursing Process and Critical Thinking II

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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NUR 280

ALL

Nursing Process and Critical Thinking IV

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$30.00

$0.00

11

$-330.00

$25.00

$0.00

11

$-275.00

$5.00

$0.00

1

$-5.00

$10.00

$0.00

14

$-140.00

$5.00

$0.00

10

$-50.00

$5.00

$0.00

13

$-65.00

$5.00

$0.00

227

$-1,135.00

$5.00

$0.00

1

$-5.00

$70.00

$0.00

26

$-1,820.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

NUR 288

ALL

Nursing Science IV

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 101AF

ALL

Physical Activities: Aerobics

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 101HR

ALL

Physical Activities: Fencing

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 101LK

ALL

Hiking

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 101PT

ALL

Mountain Biking the Southwest

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 101XP

ALL

Physical Activities: Weight Training

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 102AF

ALL

Physical Activities: Aerobics

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 102DX

ALL

Physical Activities: Rock Climbing

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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PED 102IH

ALL

Physical Activities: Fitness for Life

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$0.00

23

$-230.00

$120.00

$0.00

6

$-720.00

$5.00

$0.00

17

$-85.00

$5.00

$0.00

13

$-65.00

$5.00

$0.00

86

$-430.00

$5.00

$0.00

102

$-510.00

$73.00

$0.00

1

$-73.00

$5.00

$0.00

30

$-150.00

$5.00

$0.00

15

$-75.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 102KC

ALL

Physical Activities: Golf-Intermediate

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 102LK

ALL

Physical Activities: Hiking

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 102PT

ALL

Mountain Biking the Southwest

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 102QR

ALL

Physical Activities: Physical Conditioning

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 102XP

ALL

Physical Activities: Weight Training

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 103RL

ALL

Physical Activities: Recreational Sports

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 201AF

ALL

Physical Activities: Aerobics

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 201LK

ALL

Hiking

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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PED 201PT

ALL

Mountain Biking the Southwest

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$5.00

$0.00

7

$-35.00

$5.00

$0.00

262

$-1,310.00

$5.00

$0.00

2

$-10.00

$15.00

$0.00

16

$-240.00

$5.00

$0.00

9

$-45.00

$5.00

$0.00

5

$-25.00

$5.00

$0.00

321

$-1,605.00

$10.00

$0.00

7

$-70.00

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 201XP

ALL

Physical Activities: Weight Training

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 202AF

ALL

Physical Activities: Aerobics

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 202HR

ALL

Physical Activities: Fencing

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 202LK

ALL

Hiking

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 202PT

ALL

Mountain Biking the Southwest

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 202XP

ALL

Physical Activities: Weight Training

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 275

ALL

Methods of Enhancing Physical Performance

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

PED 285

ALL

Exercise Program Design and Instruction

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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SBS 202

ALL

Small Business Bookkeeping and Tax Preparation

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$1.00

$0.00

9

$-9.00

$0.00

6

$-6.00

$0.00

5

$-10.00

$1.00

$0.00

8

$-8.00

$1.00

$0.00

15

$-15.00

$1.00

$0.00

7

$-7.00

$1.00

$0.00

4

$-4.00

$0.00

3

$-3.00

$0.00

5

$-5.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 203

ALL

Financing and Cash Management For a Small Business

Other

$1.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 204

ALL

Small Business Marketing and Advertising

Other

$2.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 205

ALL

Evaluating Advertising Options

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 206

ALL

Producing and Buying Advertising

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 207

ALL

Producing Sales for a Small Business

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 210

ALL

Tax Planning and Preparation

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 213

ALL

Hiring and Managing Employees

Other

$1.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 214

ALL

Small Business Customer Relations

Other

$1.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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SBS 215

ALL

Managing Stress in Small Business

Other

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$1.00

$0.00

5

$-5.00

$0.00

9

$-27.00

$0.00

5

$-5.00

$0.00

1

$-25.00

$105.00

$0.00

24

$-2,520.00

$320.00

$0.00

35

$-11,200.00

$240.00

$0.00

45

$-10,800.00

$240.00

$0.00

29

$-6,960.00

$240.00

$0.00

38

$-9,120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 217

ALL

Starting/Managing a Home Business

Other

$3.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

SBS 218

ALL

Establishing an Import/Export Business

Other

$1.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

STO 145

ALL

Digital Storybook

Other

$25.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course is no longer being offered at Scottsdale Community College. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 104

ALL

Scriptwriting

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 213

ALL

Motion Picture Workshop

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 215

ALL

Cinematography

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 215AA

ALL

Cinematography: 16mm Film

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 215AB

ALL

Cinematography: High-Definition Video

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

TCM 221

ALL

The Completed Screenplay

Other

$140.00

$0.00

9

$-1,260.00

$320.00

$0.00

1

$-320.00

$240.00

$0.00

7

$-1,680.00

$320.00

$0.00

49

$-15,680.00

$320.00

$0.00

22

$-7,040.00

$320.00

$0.00

40

$-12,800.00

$240.00

$0.00

1

$-240.00

$105.00

$0.00

1

$-105.00

$15.00

$15.00

13

$0.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 222

ALL

DVD Authoring

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 235

ALL

Producing the News

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 241AA

ALL

Introduction to Non-linear Editing: AVID

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 241AB

ALL

Introduction to Non-linear Editing: Final Cut Pro

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 245

ALL

Advanced Motion Picture Production

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 246

ALL

New Media Production

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

TCM 255

ALL

Filmmaking: Fusing Art and Technology

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course was officially deleted from MCCCD's course bank. Therefore, the course fee is no longer necessary.

THF 130

ALL

Combat for Stage and Screen

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

*The Course Prefix and Course Title was changed from THP 130 (Stage Combat)
to THF 130 (Combat for Stage and Screen). The course fee will remain at $15.

Other

*
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

THF 210

ALL

Contemporary Cinema

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$5.00

104

$520.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

All Film Humanities classes are taught in one classroom, so the equipment is in constant use and needs repair and replacement frequently. The
increase will cover the costs for this along with covering costs of student classroom presentation materials that include using DVD /Blu-Ray/3-D
or streaming video.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Fees enable films to be screened in class on functioning equipment and enable students to give classroom presentations using
DVD/Blu-Ray/3D or streaming video.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to purchase and replace DVDs & Blu-Rays, to replace projectors, bulbs, classroom computers for student presentations, DVD
players, screen and etc.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
DVD/Blu-Rays, 3-D equipment, Computer, Projectors, Router, Sound System, Screen

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval
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Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

Decreased Costs

$64.00

$0.00

4

$-256.00

Microbiology Concepts for Allied Health

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

ALL

Environmental Biology Lab

Decreased Costs

$51.00

$0.00

2

$-102.00

BIO145

ALL

Marine Biology Lab

Decreased Costs

$79.00

$0.00

1

$-79.00

BIO156

ALL

Human Biology for Allied Health Lab

Decreased Costs

$65.00

$0.00

6

$-390.00

BIO205

ALL

Microbiology Lab

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

3

$-30.00

CFS 123A

ALL

Health in Early Childhood Settings

Decreased Costs

$15.00

$0.00

1

$-15.00

CFS 125 A

ALL

Safety in Early Childhood Settings

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

CHM 130LL

ALL

Fundamental Chemistry Lab (online)

Decreased Costs

$71.00

$0.00

5

$-355.00

CHM 138LL

ALL

Chemistry for Allied Health Lab

Decreased Costs

$140.00

$0.00

1

$-140.00

CHM107LL

ALL

Chemistry and Society Lab

Decreased Costs

$104.00

$0.00

1

$-104.00

CHM151LL

ALL

General Chemistry I Lab (online)

Decreased Costs

$104.00

$0.00

3

$-312.00

CHM152LL

ALL

General Chemistry II Lab

Decreased Costs

$156.00

$0.00

1

$-156.00

EDU228AB

ALL

Reading and Decoding: Secondary

Decreased Costs

$108.00

$0.00

1

$-108.00

EDU228ACM

ALL

Reading and Decoding: Phonics Based

Decreased Costs

$91.00

$0.00

1

$-91.00

EDU270AB

ALL

Secondary Reading and Decoding

Decreased Costs

$108.00

$0.00

1

$-108.00

EDU271

ALL

Phonics Based Reading and Decoding

Decreased Costs

$116.00

$25.00

1

$-91.00

Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

BIO 100

ALL

Biology Concepts Lab

BIO 162

ALL

BIO105
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

EEC 297

ALL

Early Learning: Student Teaching Lab

Increased Costs

$450.00

$525.00

25

$1,875.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EEC200

ALL

Early Learning Foundations

Decreased Costs

$40.00

$25.00

1

$-15.00

EEC201

ALL

Early Learning Guidance and Management

Decreased Costs

$40.00

$0.00

1

$-40.00

EEC203

ALL

Early Learning Culture, Community, Family and the Child

Decreased Costs

$40.00

$0.00

1

$-40.00

EEC205

ALL

Early Learning: Instructional Methodologies of Language,
Math, Science, Social Studies and the Arts

Decreased Costs

$40.00

$25.00

1

$-15.00

EEC222

ALL

Early Learning: The Developing Child Prenatal to 8

Decreased Costs

$40.00

$25.00

1

$-15.00

EEC295

ALL

Internship: Early learning infoant/Toddler/Preschool

Decreased Costs

$325.00

$0.00

25

$-8,125.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Faculty of record will being paid for entire course. - decrease fee to student
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Faculty of record will being paid for entire course.

EED270

ALL

Early Learning Development

Decreased Costs

$40.00

$10.00

1

$-30.00

EEP 289

ALL

Internship: Early Childhood infant, Toddler, Preschool

Decreased Costs

$400.00

$0.00

1

$-400.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Faculty of record will being paid for entire course. - decrease fee to student

EEP218

ALL

Early Learning Health and Nutrition

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

EEP224

ALL

The Developing Child: Parental to Age Eight

Decreased Costs

$45.00

$20.00

1

$-25.00

EEP240

ALL

Early Childhood Foundation

Decreased Costs

$35.00

$25.00

1

$-10.00

EEP242

ALL

Early Childhood Guidance and Management

Decreased Costs

$45.00

$25.00

1

$-20.00
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Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

Early Childhood Curriculum and Methods of Social
Studies - Birth to Age Eight

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

ALL

Early Childhood Curriculum and Methods of Language
Arts - Birth to Age Eight

Decreased Costs

$55.00

$25.00

1

$-30.00

EEP290

ALL

Early Learning Environment: Foundations, Guidance and
Management

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

EEP291

ALL

Early Learning: Development and the Exceptional Young
Child

Decreased Costs

$30.00

$0.00

1

$-30.00

EFE232

ALL

Mild-Moderate Disabilities Student Teaching

New Course

$0.00

$525.00

25

$13,125.00

$0.00

$525.00

25

$13,125.00

$0.00

$400.00

25

$10,000.00

Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

EEP246

ALL

Early Childhood Introduction to the Exceptional Young
Child

EEP282M

ALL

EEP283

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE291

ALL

Special Education:Mild-Moderate Student Teaching

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE291AC

ALL

Special Education: Mild-Moderate Student Teaching I

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

EFE291AD

ALL

Special Education: Mild-Moderate Student Teaching II

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$400.00

25

$10,000.00

$0.00

$375.00

25

$9,375.00

$0.00

$375.00

25

$9,375.00

$400.00

$725.00

25

$8,125.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE291AE

ALL

Special Education: Mild-Moderate Student Teaching III

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE291AF

ALL

Special Education: Mild-Moderate Student Teaching IV

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE297AA

ALL

Intern Certificate Student Teaching Lab - K-3 Part A

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

EFE297AB

ALL

Intern Certificate Student Teaching Lab - K-3 Part B

Increased Costs

$400.00

$725.00

25

$8,125.00

$200.00

$400.00

25

$5,000.00

$200.00

$400.00

25

$5,000.00

$200.00

$375.00

25

$4,375.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE297AC

ALL

Intern Certificate Student Teaching Lab - K-3 Level I

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE297AD

ALL

Intern Certificate Student Teaching Lab - K-3 Level II

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

EFE297AE

ALL

Intern Certificate Student Teaching Lab - K-3 Level III

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

EFE297AF

ALL

Intern Certificate Student Teaching Lab - K-3 Level IV

Increased Costs

$200.00

$375.00

25

$4,375.00

$0.00

$115.00

400

$46,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Stipend for K-12 mentor teacher required for ADE approved programs
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

K-12 mentor teacher provides guidance in the classroom environment
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Stipend is a pass through wth the $ collected and paid to onsite K-12 classroom teacher

FON241

ALL

Introduction to Human Nutrition

Other

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
Redevelopment of current FON241 course to go all digital
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This change will replace the need for a textbook in the course so students will no longer have to purchase a hard cover textbook.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees are paid to Cengage for student access to MindTap.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

MindTap platform including all course materials and activities.
course will be conducted through MindTap.

The access also includes the eBook needed for the course.

All lessons for the

PHS 110

ALL

Fundamentals of Physcial Science

Decreased Costs

$59.00

$0.00

1

$-59.00

PHS 120

ALL

Introduction to Physical Science

Decreased Costs

$39.00

$0.00

1

$-39.00

PHY 101

ALL

Introduction to Physics

Decreased Costs

$81.00

$0.00

1

$-81.00

PHY 111

ALL

General Physics I Lab

Decreased Costs

$36.00

$0.00

1

$-36.00

RDG 030

ALL

Reading English as a Second Language

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$0.00

1

$-10.00

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

ESL010

ALL

Grammar I

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next leve
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL011

ALL

Listening and Speaking I

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL012

ALL

Writing with Oral Practice I

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

$80.00
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

ESL020

ALL

Grammar II

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL021

ALL

Listening and Speaking II

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL022

ALL

Writing with Oral Practice II

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

$80.00
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

ESL030

ALL

Grammar III

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL031

ALL

Listening and Speaking III

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next leve
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL032

ALL

Writing with Oral Practice III

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

$80.00

Collection Period:
Report: MB_810
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Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

ESL040

ALL

Grammar IV

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL041

ALL

Listening and Speaking IV

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL042

ALL

Writing with Oral Practice IV

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

$80.00
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

ESL051

ALL

Pronunciation Improvement

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

ESL061

ALL

Informal Conversation for Non-Native Speakers

Increased Costs

$10.00

$15.00

*

16

$80.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course fees to date have not kept up with paying personnel for enough hours to meet the demands of the activities described under "Reason for
Change"
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Advancement of the students' understanding of the English language.
on to the next level.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Paying part-time personnel

Supplement of instruction to enhance the skills needed for them to move

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

EXS112

ALL

Professional Applications of Fitness Principles

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course offering to SMCC and does not have a course fee established.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students need equipment/technology maintained and upgraded as they prepare to go into the workforce.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to maintain and upgrade supplies/equipment/technology within the learning based lab areas
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

$0.00

$10.00

15

$150.00
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

EXS130

ALL

Strength Fitness-Physiological Principles and Training
Techniques

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$10.00

15

$150.00

$0.00

$10.00

15

$150.00

$0.00

$10.00

15

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This course did not have a course fee associated with it.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students need equipment/technology maintained and upgraded as they prepare to go into the workforce.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to maintain and upgrade supplies/equipment/technology within the learning based lab areas
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

EXS132

ALL

Cardiovascular Fitness: Physiological Principles and
Training Techniques

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course offering to SMCC and does not have a course fee established.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students need equipment/technology maintained and upgraded as they prepare to go into the workforce
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to maintain and upgrade supplies/equipment/technology within the learning based lab areas.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

EXS145

ALL

Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course offering to SMCC and does not have a course fee established.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students need equipment/technology maintained and upgraded as they prepare to go into the workforce.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to maintain and upgrade supplies/equipment/technology within the learning based lab areas.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

EXS214

ALL

Instructional Competency: Flexibility and Mind-Body
Exercises

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$10.00

15

$150.00

$0.00

$10.00

15

$150.00

$0.00

$10.00

15

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course offering to SMCC and does not have a course fee established.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students need equipment/technology maintained and upgraded as they prepare to go into the workforce
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to maintain and upgrade supplies/equipment/technology within the learning based lab areas.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

EXS216

ALL

Instructional Competency: Muscular Strength and
Conditioning

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course offering to SMCC and does not have a course fee established.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students need equipment/technology maintained and upgraded as they prepare to go into the workforce.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to maintain and upgrade supplies/equipment/technology within the learning based lab areas.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

EXS218

ALL

Instructional Competency: Cardiorespiratory Exercises
and Activites

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
This is a new course offering to SMCC and does not have a course fee established.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students need equipment/technology maintained and upgraded as they prepare to go into the workforce.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees are used to maintain and upgrade supplies/equipment/technology within the learning based lab areas.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval
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Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee
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Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AMT124

ALL

Aircraft Forms and Regulations, Weight and Balance,
Drawings, and Ground Operations

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Examples of competencies students learn in this course pertain to aircraft forms and regulations, weight/and balance, and ground operations.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
AMT126

ALL

Fundamentals of Mathematics and Electricity

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students learn mathematical computation of fundamental electrical circuit parameters in this course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.

$500.00
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Course Title
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Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AMT128

ALL

Fundamentals of Aviation Physics, Corrosion Control,
Materials and Processes, Fluid Lines and Fittin

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Examples of competencies students learn in this course pertain to basic concepts of motion, fluid dynamics, and aerodynamics.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
AMT220

ALL

Fundamentals of Aircraft Wood Structures, Covering and
Finishing, and Bonded Structures

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Examples of competencies students learn in this course pertain to inspection, test and repair of aircraft fabric and wood structures, structural
design, and characteristics of composites.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.

$500.00
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AMT222

ALL

Atmosphere Control, Fire Detection, Ice and Rain
Protection Systems

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students learn the operation and maintenance of aircraft auxiliary systems in this course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
AMT224

ALL

Aircraft Sheet Metal

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Examples of competencies students learn in this course pertain to the inspection, fabrication, and repair techniques of aircraft structural and
non-structural components.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.

$500.00
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AMT226

ALL

Aircraft Landing Gear, Hydraulic, Pneumatic, Fuel,
Position and Warning Systems

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students learn how to identify, inspect, repair and troubleshoot landing gear.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
AMT228

ALL

Aircraft Electrical Systems, Instruments, Fuel Indicating,
Communication and Navigation Systems

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in identifying, servicing, and troubleshooting direct current and alternating current systems.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.

$500.00
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AMT230

ALL

Airframe Assembly, Inspection and Welding

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in inspection techniques, reporting procedures and aircraft jacking.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
AMT263

ALL

Aircraft Turbine Engines

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in inspection techniques, servicing, repairing and overhauling turbine engines.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.

$500.00
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AMT264

ALL

Aircraft Reciprocating Engines

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in inspection techniques, servicing, repairing and overhauling opposed and radial engines.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
AMT266

ALL

Engine Fuel Systems, Fuel Metering and Induction
System

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in fuel systems and devices, injection systems, turbochargers and superchargers.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.

$500.00
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AMT268

ALL

Engine Electrical, Ignition and Starter Systems

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in electrical, ignitions, starter systems and components.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
AMT270

ALL

Engine Instruments, Fire Protection and Lubrication,
Cooling and Exhaust Systems

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in the inspection, repair, and troubleshooting of engine and exhaust systems.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.

$500.00
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Course Title

Change Reason

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

AMT272

ALL

Propeller Systems and Engine Inspections

Increased Costs

$90.00

$95.00

100

$500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Course is part of a Certificate of Completion in Aviation Maintenance Technology (AMT). The increase in fees partially offsets the cost to
maintain aircraft, as well as parts and consumable supplies. Course fees have not been increased in AMT for at least 18 years.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The students will perform labs to the required levels as stipulated in the approved curriculum and in the FAA regulatory document CFR part 14.
Students will have hands-on experience in propellers, and reciprocating and turbine engines.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of aviation supplies and equipment that are used by students in the program.
The practical portion of the
Federal Aviation Administration certification test requires that the aircraft and lab equipment be in operational and airworthy condition.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Sheet metal, hydraulic hose and line, aluminum and steel stock for projects, drill bits, fluids and solvents, paints, composite materials,
adhesives, fabric, wood, aircraft hardware, safety wire, "O" rings, gaskets, brakes, aviation gasoline, turbine fuel, light bulbs, wiring.
ART290DC

ALL

Studio Art: Life Drawing

New Fees

$0.00

$15.00

12

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This studio art course allows students to continue in their field of study. This new fee will partially offset the cost of consumable supplies,
equipment and models. It matches the fees currently in place for ART116 and ART117: Life Drawing I & II.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The proposed fee allows students to complete course competencies, such as practicing techniques or media of a student ¿s choice, describing
the creative act as an evolutionary process, and preparing/presenting work for evaluation and analysis. It also provides models for students.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will partially offset the costs of supplies, e .g., paper and chalk, projection equipment used for demonstrations, and life drawing
modeling fees.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Paper, chalk, tape fixative, charcoal pencils, drawing boards, etc.

$180.00
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BIO220

ALL

Biology of Microorganisms

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$55.00

24

$1,320.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The proposed fees will partially offset the cost of consumables (agar, broths, sterile swabs, disposable loops, petrifilms, oxystrips, API strips,
reagents, autoclave bags, disposable pipets, bleach, gram stain dyes, transformation kit materials, conjugation kit materials).
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Microbiology is driven by changes in technology. In order to prepare students transferring to one of the three Arizona colleges and universities, it
is CGCC¿s responsibility to ensure students are adequately familiar with the latest microbiology laboratory techniques and technologies.
The
hands-on laboratory work helps meet the course objectives that include genetics and molecular microbiology.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The fees will support a robust laboratory component that sees a tremendous need for consumables (e.g., different types of agars and broths;
API identification strips, biochemical testing, and petrifilm use for quality control ), and non-consumables (glassware, autoclave, HDMI teaching
light microscope and macroscope, biohazard containers).
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Agar, Petri plates, API strips, Petrifilms, Winogradsky columns, transformation kits, conjugation kits, transduction kits, disposable pipettes and
loops, anaerobic chambers, incubator, colony counters, digital scales.
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CHM130AA

ALL

Fundamental Chemistry with Lab

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$25.00

240

$6,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

CHM 130AA: Fundamental Chemistry with Lab is a new course at CGCC. The CHM 130AA combines the CHM 130 lecture with the CHM 130
lab course. The proposed fee of $25 is the same as CGCC's current fee for CHM 130LL: Fundamental Chemistry Lab course.
This new fee will partially offset the cost of replacing glassware & equipment, purchasing chemical reagents, and maintaining computers and
instrumentation used by students for performing experiments in the chemistry lab.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The proposed fee will provide the equipment and chemicals required for students to have a hands -on learning experience in the chemistry
laboratory to fulfill the required CHM 130AA course learning objectives listed below:
(1) Identify and evaluate chemical hazards and hazard warning signs (such as the 4-bar Hazardous Material Information System, the 4- diamond
National Fire Protection Association System, and Material Safety Data Sheets).
(2) Record observations accurately, using appropriate chemical terminology.
(3) Prepare written reports, present data in a logical format, analyze data, and report conclusions.
(4) Use scientific measuring devices to obtain chemical data and report these measurements with the proper number of digits.
(5) Apply principles, concepts, and procedures of chemistry to lab experiments.
(6) Use the scientific method in interpreting chemical data to arrive at rational conclusions.
(7) Use lab equipment properly and safely to perform a variety of chemical procedures and techniques.
(8) Cite the location and operation of common laboratory safety equipment.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will partially offset the cost of replacing glassware & equipment, purchasing chemical reagents, and maintaining the computers and
instrumentation used by students performing experiments in the chemistry lab.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

All of the glassware, equipment, chemical reagents, computers and instrumentation fund will be used by students performing experiments in the
chemistry lab.
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CHM151AA

ALL

General Chemistry I

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$25.00

144

$3,600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

CHM 151AA: General Chemistry I with Lab is a new course at CGCC. The CHM 151AA combines the CHM 151 lecture with the CHM 151LL
lab course. The proposed course fee of $25 is the same as the fee CGCC currently has for CHM 151LL: General Chemistry I Lab course. A
course fee is requested to partially offset the cost of replacing glassware & equipment, purchasing chemical reagents, and maintaining the
computers and instrumentation used by students performing experiments in the chemistry lab.
This new fee will partially offset the cost of replacing glassware & equipment, purchasing chemical reagents, and maintaining computers and
instrumentation used by students for performing experiments in the chemistry lab.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The proposed fee will provide the equipment and chemicals required for students to have a hands -on learning experience in the chemistry
laboratory to fulfill the required CHM 151AA course learning objectives. These include:
(1) Identify and evaluate chemical hazards and hazard warning signs (such as the 4-bar Hazardous Material Information System, the 4- diamond
National Fire Protection Association System, and Material Safety Data Sheets).
(2) Cite the location and operation of common laboratory safety equipment.
(3) Given a written experimental procedure, plan and complete a series of steps to safely and successfully complete the experiment within the
allotted time.
(4) Measure and dispense reagents.
(5) Set up and perform routine physical and chemical changes safely and effectively, including heating substances, mixing chemicals, filtering,
and diluting solutions.
(6) Use measured values to calculate physical properties (e.g., density) to the correct number of significant figures.
(7) Construct and interpret a standard graph.
(8) Use scientific measuring devices to obtain chemical data.
(9) Apply principles, concepts, and procedures of chemistry to lab experiments.
(10) Use the scientific method in interpreting chemical data to arrive at rational conclusions.
(11) Prepare written reports, present data in a logical format, analyze data, and report conclusions.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to partially offset the cost of replacing glassware & equipment, purchasing chemical reagents, and maintaining the computers
and instrumentation used by students performing experiments in the chemistry lab.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

All of the glassware, equipment, chemical reagents, computers and instrumentation fund will be used by students performing experiments in the
chemistry lab.
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CHM152AA

ALL

General Chemistry I

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$25.00

144

$3,600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

CHM 152AA General Chemistry II with Lab is a new course at CGCC. The CHM 152AA combines the CHM 152 lecture with the CHM 152LL lab
course. The proposed course fee of $25 is the same as the fee CGCC currently has for the CHM 152LL: General Chemistry II Lab course.
This new fee will partially offset the cost of replacing glassware & equipment, purchasing chemical reagents, and maintaining computers and
instrumentation used by students for performing experiments in the chemistry lab.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The proposed fee will provide the equipment and chemicals required for students to have a hands -on learning experience in the chemistry
laboratory to fulfill the required CHM 152AA course learning objectives listed below:
(1) Identify and evaluate chemical hazards and hazard warning signs (such as the 4-bar Hazardous Material Information System, the 4- diamond
National Fire Protection Association System, and Material Safety Data Sheets).
(2) Cite the location and operation of common laboratory safety equipment.
(3) Measure and dispense reagents.
(4) Determine the mass of a given substance using an electronic balance.
(5) Use pH meters or sensors to measure the pH of solutions.
(6) Record quantitative and qualitative data, using the proper number of significant figures where appropriate.
(7) Perform dilutions to prepare solutions using volumetric glassware.
(8) Standardize solutions and analyze samples by performing titration experiments.
(9) Analyze collected data using graphical techniques.
(10) Prepare written reports, present data in a logical format, analyze data, and report conclusions.
(11) Use scientific measuring devices to obtain chemical data.
(12) Apply principles, concepts, and procedures of chemistry to lab experiments.
(13) Interpret chemical data generated by application of the scientific method.
(14) Use lab equipment properly and safely to perform a variety of chemical procedures and techniques.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will partially offset the cost of replacing glassware & equipment, purchasing chemical reagents, and maintaining the computers and
instrumentation used by students performing experiments in the chemistry lab.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

All of the glassware, equipment, chemical reagents, computers and instrumentation fund will be used by students performing experiments in the
chemistry lab.
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CIS126DL

ALL

Linux Operating System

Increased Costs

$25.00

$125.00

40

$4,000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Red Hat Academy curriculum access, which includes course eBooks, labs, and a Red Hat Certification exam voucher. The students would not
have to purchase any books for this course, as the eBooks are provided as part of the Red Hat Academy curriculum. The current book for this
class costs $223, which would no longer be required. This proposed fee is the same fee being charged at Estrella Mountain Community College
(EMCC) for this course. EMCC is the only other college in MCCCD that is a Red Hat Academy.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Red Hat Linux certifications are the most sought after skills for employers hiring Linux system administrators. Red Hat Linux is the largest
Linux network operating system in the United States. The Red Hat Academy curriculum was developed to help students gain the knowledge
and skills needed to pass this coveted industry certification. Students will be given a voucher to take the Red Hat Certified System
Administrator exam.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Pay for the annual Red Hat Academy fee to Red Hat, Inc.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Red Hat curriculum, which includes eBooks and labs. They will also be given a Red Hat Certification exam voucher.

CIS238DL

ALL

Linux System Administration

Increased Costs

$25.00

$125.00

40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Red Hat Academy curriculum access, which includes course eBooks, labs, and a Red Hat Certification exam voucher. The students would not
have to purchase any books for this course, as the eBooks are provided as part of the Red Hat Academy curriculum. The current book for this
class costs $59.99, which would no longer be required. This proposed fee is the same fee being charged at Estrella Mountain Community
College (EMCC) for this course. EMCC is the only other college in MCCCD that is a Red Hat Academy.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Red Hat Linux certifications are the most sought after skills for employers hiring Linux system administrators. Red Hat Linux is the largest
Linux network operating system in the United States. The Red Hat Academy curriculum was developed to help students gain the knowledge
and skills needed to pass this coveted industry certification. Students will be given a voucher to take the Red Hat Certified System
Administrator exam.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Pay for the annual Red Hat Academy fee to Red Hat, Inc.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Red Hat curriculum, which includes eBooks and labs. They will also be given a Red Hat Certification exam voucher.

$4,000.00
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PPT120

ALL

Energy Industry Fundamentals

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$30.00

50

$1,500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The Energy Industry Fundamentals (EIF) course and exam were developed by CEWD (the Center for Energy Workforce Development), a
national organization which partners with energy industry employers and educational institutions. As part of the Get Into Energy TAACCCT grant
that CGCC is a part of, this curriculum was adopted by the Arizona Get Into Energy Consortium and implemented through PPT120.
CEWD and the AZ GIE Consortium have a formal agreement for services with Kuder, an online career development site. The EIF exam was
delivered via the Kuder website for the Spring and Fall 2015 semesters, and the cost of the exam has been covered as part of the Kuder
contract. However, the consortium's Kuder contract, as well as the grant, will end March 31, 2016, and CEWD will move the exam to another
host site yet to be determined. Therefore, the exam fee of $30 will need to be paid for by students, via course fees going forward.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Career development and workforce development
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Pay for the Energy Industry Fundamentals exam
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
None

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval
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FOR 105

ALL

Forensic Science: Physical Evidence

Increased Costs

$50.00

$79.00

40

$1,160.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New Course Fee of $50 was requested for Spring 2015 and approved.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Several of the Forensic labs require costly disposable kits and materials in order to provide the student with real world hands -on learning
experience. This facilitates student engagement and fosters a sense of community that leads to student success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The laboratory fees will cover the general cost of laboratory materials and supplies. Supplies and materials follow the lab curriculum, are
reasonably allocatable to each student, and consumed through the experiments performed during lab sessions.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Chromatography paper, hemastix, glass and soil analysis kit, paint evidence collection kit, substance identification kit, ballistic residue testin,
hydro carbon detection kit, and fingerprint kits.
FOR106

ALL

Forensic Science: Biological Evidence

Decreased Costs

$50.00

$90.00

48

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
New Course Fee of $50 to start up the labs was requested for Fall 2015 and approved.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Several of the Forensic labs require costly DNA supply kits, disposable material supporting all labs, and attrition replacrement of materials in
order to provide the student with real world hands-on learning experience. The materials have drastically increased in cost for the DNA
component. These labs are required component and facilitates student engagement and fosters a sense of community that leads to student
success.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
The laboratory fees will cover the general cost of laboratory materials and supplies. Supplies and materials follow the lab curriculum, are
reasonably allocatable to each student, and consumed through the experiments performed during lab sessions.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

DNA Electrophoresis station disposable supplies, chromatography paper, fingerprinting kits, biological evidence kits, blood samples, body
fluids, unknown substances, etc.

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval
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: DAN 104A

ALL

Ballroom 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

: DAN 106A

ALL

: Latin 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.
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: DAN 131

ALL

Ballet 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

: DAN 136

ALL

Jazz Dance 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things
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DAN 102AA

ALL

Hip Hop 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

DAN 102AB

ALL

Hip Hop 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things
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DAN 104AA

ALL

Latin 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

DAN 104AB

ALL

: Ballroom 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things
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DAN 132

ALL

Modern Dance 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.

DAN 133

ALL

: Jazz Dance 1

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things
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Course Title

Change Reason
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Fee
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Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

DAN 134

ALL

Ballet 2

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.

DAN 135

ALL

: Modern Dance 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things
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DAN 140

ALL

Tap Dance 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

DAN 145

ALL

Tap Dance 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things
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DAN 150

ALL

Dance Performance 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.

DAN 155

ALL

: Dance Performance 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.
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DAN 201

ALL

Special Topics: Career Skills Preparation

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.

DAN 221

ALL

: Rhythmic Awareness

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.
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DAN 231AA

ALL

Ballet Dance Intensive Level 3

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

$5.00

$10.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

DAN 232AA

ALL

: Modern Dance 3

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.
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DAN 234AA

ALL

Ballet Dance Intensive Level 4

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

10

$50.00

$5.00

$10.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.

DAN 235AA

ALL

Modern Dance 4

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.
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DAN 250

ALL

Dance Performance 3

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

10

$50.00

$5.00

$10.00

10

$50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.

DAN 255

ALL

: Dance Performance 4

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things
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DAN 264

ALL

Choreography 1

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

$5.00

$10.00

*

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

30

$150.00

20

$100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

DAN 265

ALL

Choreography 2

Increased Costs

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things.
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DAN 280

ALL

PRACTICUM

Increased Costs

$5.00

$10.00

10

$50.00

$0.00

$5.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This change will bring this class in line with MCCCD dance programs average course fee and allow us to build
financial resources to assist with student learning.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Dance technique courses involve active group-based learning in a specific dance style. Course fees allow
faculty to enhance this learning through the involvement of accompanists (musicians), guest artists and other
content specific resources to enhance learning
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Supplies will take the form of people (accompanists, guest artists, etc.) vs. things

EED111

ALL

Multimedia and the Early Childhood Education Classroom

New Course

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is an new Early Childhood course, and the course fee will be used for instructional materials that the students can use to aid in their
in-class presentations and field experience.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course fee will enable students learn research -based, best practices in early childhood because they can use the purchased manipulatives,
children's literature, and technology tools in their everyday practices, presenentations, and field experience.
The course fee will allow for the
purchase of materials that the students will later encounter in the workplace in early childhood centers.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase items such as manipulatives, children's books, technology, and the like that students can use as a part of their
in-class presentations, in-class lesson planning, and field experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
children's books, manipulatives, technology
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Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

EED200

ALL

Foundations of Early Childhood

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$5.00

60

$300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is an new Early Childhood course, and the course fee will be used for instructional materials that the students can use to aid in their
in-class presentations and field experience.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course fee will enable students learn research -based, best practices in early childhood because they can use the purchased manipulatives,
children's literature, and technology tools in their everyday practices, presenentations, and field experience.
The course fee will allow for the
purchase of materials that the students will later encounter in the workplace in early childhood centers.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase items such as manipulatives, children's books, technology, and the like that students can use as a part of their
in-class presentations, in-class lesson planning, and field experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
children's books, manipulatives, technology

EED212

ALL

Guidance, Management, and Environment

New Course

$0.00

$5.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is an new Early Childhood course, and the course fee will be used for instructional materials that the students can use to aid in their
in-class presentations and field experience.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course fee will enable students learn research -based, best practices in early childhood because they can use the purchased manipulatives,
children's literature, and technology tools in their everyday practices, presenentations, and field experience.
The course fee will allow for the
purchase of materials that the students will later encounter in the workplace in early childhood centers.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase items such as manipulatives, children's books, technology, and the like that students can use as a part of their
in-class presentations, in-class lesson planning, and field experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
children's books, manipulatives, technology

$150.00
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Course Title
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EED215

ALL

Health, Safety, Nutrition, and Fitness

New Course

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$5.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is an new Early Childhood course, and the course fee will be used for instructional materials that the students can use to aid in their
in-class presentations and field experience.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course fee will enable students learn research -based, best practices in early childhood because they can use the purchased manipulatives,
children's literature, and technology tools in their everyday practices, presenentations, and field experience.
The course fee will allow for the
purchase of materials that the students will later encounter in the workplace in early childhood centers.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase items such as manipulatives, children's books, technology, and the like that students can use as a part of their
in-class presentations, in-class lesson planning, and field experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
children's books, manipulatives, technology

EED255

ALL

Portfolio Development and Writing for the Professional

New Course

$0.00

$5.00

30

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is an new Early Childhood course, and the course fee will be used for instructional materials that the students can use to aid in their
in-class presentations and field experience.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course fee will enable students learn research -based, best practices in early childhood because they can use the purchased manipulatives,
children's literature, and technology tools in their everyday practices, presenentations, and field experience.
The course fee will allow for the
purchase of materials that the students will later encounter in the workplace in early childhood centers.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase items such as manipulatives, children's books, technology, and the like that students can use as a part of their
in-class presentations, in-class lesson planning, and field experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
children's books, manipulatives, technology

$150.00
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Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

EED278

ALL

Early Learning: Curriculum and
Instruction-Birth/Preschool

Increased Costs

$0.00

$5.00

30

$150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is an new Early Childhood course, and the course fee will be used for instructional materials that the students can use to aid in their
in-class presentations and field experience.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course fee will enable students learn research -based, best practices in early childhood because they can use the purchased manipulatives,
children's literature, and technology tools in their everyday practices, presenentations, and field experience.
The course fee will allow for the
purchase of materials that the students will later encounter in the workplace in early childhood centers.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Fees will be used to purchase items such as manipulatives, children's books, technology, and the like that students can use as a part of their
in-class presentations, in-class lesson planning, and field experience.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
children's books, manipulatives, technology

ESL010

ALL

ESL I: Grammar

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry

$-200.00
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ESL011

ALL

ESL I: Listening & Speaking

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL012

ALL

ESL I: Writing with Oral Practice

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL016

ALL

Reading ESL I

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL020

ALL

ESL II: Grammar

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL021

ALL

ESL II: Listening & Speaking

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL022

ALL

ESL II: Writing with Oral Practice

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL026

ALL

Reading ESL II

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL030

ALL

ESL III: Grammar

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL031

ALL

ESL III: Listening & Speaking

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL032

ALL

ESL III: Writing with Oral Practice

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL036

ALL

Reading ESL III

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL040

ALL

ESL IV: Grammar

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL041

ALL

ESL IV: Listening & Speaking

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL042

ALL

ESL IV: Writing with Oral Practice

Decreased Costs

$10.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL046

ALL

Reading ESL IV

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL049

ALL

General Vocational ESL

New Fees

$0.00

$5.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Other existing/current language courses in the division already have course fees. Adding course fees to all language courses (other existing
courses that were previously missed or new courses that are being offered for the first time at EMCC) will provide consistency and funds to
purchase student consummables needed in language courses that currently don't have course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry
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ESL050

ALL

Review Grammar for ESL

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
ESL051

ALL

Pronunciation Improvement for ESL Speakers

Course Dropped

$10.00

$0.00

dry
0

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access

dry

$0.00

Collection Period:
Report: MB_810

2016-17 Fall
Unit:

550

Governing Board Date: 2/23/2016
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Maricopa Community Colleges Course Fees
Estrella Mountain Comm College
Effective FALL 2016

Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

ESL061

ALL

Informal Conversational & Written English for Non-native
Speakers

Decreased Costs

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$10.00

$5.00

40

$-200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The amount of consummables needed (e.g. printing, language learning resource material, language learning equipment such as headphones &
microphones) has decreased.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Successful language acquistion requires input from a variety of audio, visual, & kinesthetic study aids, practice, & interaction. The materials
created or provided for students with these course fees will significantly enhance the students second/foreign language skill development.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase colored paper & cardstock for flashcards, study cards, language acquisition activity cards; to pay to laminate cards; to purchase
headphones, microphones, & earbuds for student use; to purchase small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, & ereaders for student use; to
purchase dry erase lapboards, markers, & erasers for individual student use; to pay for copying services to make language acquisition study
materials for students to take away; to pay for video & audio material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library,
computer commons, & Academic Success Center;to purchase software & pay for website/software access or licensing fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

colored paper, cardstock (plain & laminated), headphones, microphones, earbuds, small video cameras, mp 3/mp4 players, ereaders,
erase lapboards, markers, erasers, video & audio material on various software , website & podcast access
PED101SM

ALL

Swimming

Increased Costs

$40.00

$45.00

dry
40

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

EMCC has offered PED101SM at the YMCA on and off for several years.
YMCA contract. The new contract resulted in a slight fee increase per student.

The current course fee was established in 2010 under the previous

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will learn efficient swimming stroke techniques to use for general exercise.
They will also learn appropriate guidelines for
cardiovascular exercise and how to apply them to swimming for health and wellness. This supports both the long term health of students as
well as enhances their learning potential.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
Requested fees will be used to pay the facility access costs to the YMCA.
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
Exercise equipment and supplies are provided by the YMCA for student use.

$200.00

Collection Period:
Report: MB_810

2016-17 Fall
Unit:

550

Governing Board Date: 2/23/2016
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Maricopa Community Colleges Course Fees
Estrella Mountain Comm College
Effective FALL 2016

Course

Section

Course Title

Change Reason

SPH245

ALL

Hispanic Heritage in the Southwest

New Fees

Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected
Enrollment

Projected
Revenue

$0.00

$5.00

40

$200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Other existing/current language courses in the division already have course fees. Adding course fees to all language courses (other existing
courses that were previously missed or new courses that are being offered for the first time at EMCC) will provide consistency and funds to
purchase student consummables needed in language courses that currently don't have course fees.
Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The films, excursions, & guest speakers that can be provided for students with course fees will significantly enhance the students' experience
and develop a richer appreciation and understanding of the cultural & historical content explained in this course.
Fee Usage - How will the fees be used?
To purchase video material to be used by students as supplemental study aids in the library, computer commons, & Academic Success
Center; to pay fees for films to be shown at a student Spanish language film festival; to pay for guest speakers; to purchase videos & pay for
video access or streaming-service fees
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
videos, films, guest speakers, field trips/excursions

*

Effective immediately upon Governing Board approval

ACTION ITEM
(Revised)
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
13.2

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title
Proposed Tuition & Fees
Fiscal Year 2016-17

Responsible Agents
Ms. Debra Thompson

Recommendation
After several months of reviewing potential resources and budget needs, recommendations were made to
the Chancellor through the District’s budget development process. The Chancellor has considered the
potential impact on Maricopa Community College and therefore recommends $2.00 increase in the
current county resident tuition rate from $84.00 to $86.00 per credit hour. Student taking 30 credit hours
will pay $2,580 annually, for total increase of $60 for full time student. Also, although not part of the
requested action in February, a recommendation on the 2% tax levy increase permitted by the
Constitution will be part of the budget proposed by the Chancellor.
Attached is the Proposed FY 2016-17 Tuition and Fee schedule, submitted as an action to the Governing
Board. Action on the proposal is requested at the February Governing Board meeting in order to ensure
that any approved changes are implemented in the Student Information System prior to the start of
registration for the Fall 2016 semester.
Graphs 2 and 3 show Maricopa scholarship and Federal financial aid funding. These funds assist students
with paying for their education. Institutional Scholarships totaling about $16 million are made available
annually for eligible students; this includes both need-based and merit-based scholarships.

Justification
Current District revenue projections for Fiscal Year 2017 show a small increase available for allocation to
institutional priorities identified during the current budget development process and over recent years.
The increase primarily comes from new construction. In other words, some properties in the County have
been developed since the last tax year such as raw land developed for commercial or residential use. The
developed property is now valued at a higher level and property taxes will reflect this change. This does
not involve a 2% tax increase as allowed under the Constitutional tax levy limit. It is instead, tax
payments that are higher because of new construction. We will have a final Property Tax revenue
estimate on February 10th, when the County Assessor, pursuant to State law, provides us with a final
amount for new construction and the maximum levy. The final property tax revenue number will be
included in the FY 2016-17 District Budget when presented for the Board’s information at the February
meeting. Note that the District’s tax levy is (since FY09-10) and will continue to be below the maximum
levy permitted.
Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs______________
Business Services_______________________
Human Resources___________________
Res. Dev. & Com. Relations_____________
College President _______________________
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Institutional Priorities
Maricopa has re-committed itself to improving student success in recent years. Key initiatives to achieve
this overarching goal include the Seamless Student Experience (SSE) for Loan Default Management, the
Student Success Initiative (SSI) the Integrated Marketing, Outreach, Recruitment and Retention Initiative
(IMOR2) and Strategic Enrollment Management (SEM). Achieving a 60/40 ratio of credits taught by
residential faculty versus adjunct faculty also is important over the next 7-9 years. It is vital to the
educational success of our students and community to continue advancing these efforts by financially
supporting their development. Taken to scale, these initiatives can powerfully help transform our
students’ learning experiences and success, and allow them to transition to their next goal of a new career,
a baccalaureate degree or other pursuit.
In addition, there are several on-going business needs that exist including expected increases in salaries
for employee policy manual requirements the anniversaries and education payment, health insurance cost
increase, Arizona State Retirement System (ASRS) rate increase from 11.47% to 11.48%, an increase in
self-insurance requirements, technology and bond operating costs.
These are the programmatic student success and business institutional priorities (non-compensation)
priorities that exist; compensation adjustments also may be an institutional priority.
Supplemental information is provided in the Appendix to detail historical and comparative information
about resources.
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APPENDIX
Table 1 – Tuition Comparison Local, National, Western States
MCCCD Historic Tuition & Fees
Tuition/
Credit

Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
FY 2011-12
FY 2012-13
FY 2013-14
FY 2014-15
FY 2015-16
FY 2016-17 Proposed

$65.00
$71.00
$71.00
$71.00
$76.00
$76.00
$81.00
$84.00
$84.00
$86.00

Annual
Cost
$1,950
$2,130
$2,130
$2,130
$2,280
$2,280
$2,430
$2,520
$2,520
$2,580

Increase/Decrease
Dollars
Percent
$0
$180
$0
$0
$150
$0
$150
$90
$0
$60

0.0%
9.2%
0.0%
0.0%
7.0%
0.0%
6.6%
3.7%
0.0%
2.4%

Tuition Comparison for Local, National, and WICHE
MARICOPA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT

Fiscal Year

NATL. AVG.
PUBLIC 2YR INST.

WICHE AVG.
PUBLIC 2YR INST.

AZ STATE
UNIVERSITY

Annual

Percent

Annual

Percent

Annual

Percent

Annual

Percent

Cost

Change

Cost

Change

Cost

Change

Cost

Change

FY 2007-08

$1,950

0.0%

$2,361

4.2%

$2,395

4.1%

$4,969

6.0%

FY 2008-09

$2,130

9.2%

$2,372

0.5%

$2,488

3.9%

$5,659

13.9%

FY 2009-10

$2,130

0.0%

$2,558

7.8%

$2,648

6.4%

$6,840

20.9%

FY 2010-11

$2,130

0.0%

$2,727

6.6%

$2,847

7.5%

$8,844

29.3%

FY 2011-12

$2,280

7.0%

$2,959

8.5%

$3,119

9.6%

$9,716

9.9%

FY 2012-13

$2,280

0.0%

$3,131

5.8%

$3,319

6.4%

$9,720

0.0%

FY 2013-14

$2,430

6.6%

$3,280

4.8%

$3,424

3.2%

$10,002

2.9%

FY2014-15

$2,520

3.7%

$3,342

1.9%

$3,495

2.1%

$10,157

1.5%

FY2015-16
FY2016-17 Proposed

$2,520

0.0%

$3,435

2.8%

$3,559

1.8%

$10,478

3.2%

$2,580

2.4%

$3,543

3.1%

$3,643

2.4%

$10,744

2.5%

NOTE: FY14-15 and FY15-16 National Avg from "Trends in College Pricing 2015"; FY14-15 and FY15-16 AS U and WICHE from WICHE 2015-16 Tuition
&Fees report
FY16-17- National Avg, WICHE and AS U ES T based on 3-yr average incr

MCCCD Tuition - as Percent of National Average,
WICHE, and AZ State University

Fiscal Year

Compared
to National
Average

FY 2007-08

82.6%

81.4%

39.2%

FY 2008-09

89.8%

85.6%

37.6%

FY 2009-10

83.3%

80.4%

31.1%

FY 2010-11

78.1%

74.8%

24.1%

FY 2011-12

77.1%

73.1%

23.5%

FY 2012-13

72.8%

68.7%

23.5%

FY 2013-14

74.1%

71.0%

24.3%

FY 2014-15

75.4%

72.1%

24.8%

FY 2015-16

73.4%

70.8%

24.1%

FY 2016-17

72.8%

70.8%

24.0%

Compared
to WICHE

Compared
to ASU
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APPENDIX
Table 2 – Tuition Comparison with other Arizona Community Colleges

Arizona Community Colleges
Resident Tuition
FY 2015-16
DISTRICT

Annual Resident
Tuition
(30 SCH) *

Calculated
per SCH *
(rounded)

Coconino County Community College District
Coconino Community College

$

2,970

$

99

Mohave County Community College District
Mohave Community College

$

2,640

$

88

Maricopa County Community College District
Maricopa Community Colleges

$

2,520

$

84

Pinal County Community College District
Central Arizona College

$

2,460

$

82

Pima County Community College District
Pima Community College

$

2,450

$

82

Yuma/La Paz Counties Community College District
Arizona Western College

$

2,340

$

78

Cochise County Community College District
Cochise College

$

2,310

$

77

Santa Cruz Provisional Community College District

$

2,250

$

75

Yavapai County Community College District
Yavapai College

$

2,250

$

75

Gila County Provisional Community College District
Gila Community College

$

2,000

$

67

Graham County Community College District
Eastern Arizona College

$

2,080

$

69

Navajo County Community College District
Northland Pioneer College

$

2,120

$

71

* SCH = Student credit hours
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APPENDIX
Graph 1 – Resident Tuition Trends
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Graph 2 – Historic Actual and Budgeted Institutional Scholarships
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APPENDIX

Millions

Graph 3 – Historic Federal Financial Aid Awarded
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Graph 4 – Historic State Aid Allocation
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APPENDIX
Graph 5 – Tax Levy from New Constructions
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Maricopa Community College District
Proposed Tuition & Fee Schedule
FY 2016-17
Adopted
Fiscal Year
2015-16

Description/Category

Proposed
Fiscal Year
2016-17

Notes

I. TUITION & FEES (Per Credit Hour)
County Resident - Resident Rate
Total - General Tuition

$

84.00

$

86.00

County Resident - Audit Rate
Audit Fee Surcharge
General Tuition
Total - Audit Student

$
$
$

25.00
84.00
109.00

$
$
$

25.00
86.00
111.00

$

43.00

County Resident - Senior Rate (Audit or Credit)
Total - Senior Rate (Audit or Credit)

Out-of-County Resident
Hours System-wide
Out-of-County Surcharge
General Tuition
Total - Out-of-County Student

$
$
$

282.00
84.00
366.00

$

TBD
86.00
TBD

$
$
$

241.00
84.00
325.00

$
$
$

241.00
86.00
327.00

Increase $2.00

This rate applies to County Residents age 65 or over taking
courses for credit or audit. Senior students may enroll in any
course(s) having availability as of the second class day. They
are responsible for all other fees and charges; registration and
payment requirements apply as well. The rate currently is set
at 50% of the County resident rate in effect in a fiscal year.

Rates are set according to Arizona Revised Statute. Applies
only to counties with no community colleges.

Out-of-State Resident
Hours System-wide
Out-of-State Surcharge
General Tuition
Total - Out-of-State Student
Out-of-State students participating in Western Undergraduate
Exchange Program
Any number of credits
Out-of-State Surcharge (1/2 of regular Resident Tuition Rate)
General Tuition
Total - Out-of-State Student

$
$
$

42.00
84.00
126.00

$
$
$

43.00
86.00
129.00

Courses offered out of Arizona including distance learning, to non
resident out-of-state students
Total Tuition per credit hour

The educational consortium sponsored by Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) allows out-of-state
students to take courses offered by MCCCD and pay tuition of
150% of in-state tuition in accordance with state statute.
Likewise, Maricopa County residents may attend institutions in
other states and pay 150% of the resident tuition rate. This rate
also applies to distance learning classes taken by eligible nonresident out of state students.
This rate applies to out-of-state students who are taking
distance learning courses or students who are taking classroombased credit courses through a contract agreement between
MCCCD and the company they work for. This rate does not
apply to Study Abroad Programs as there is a separately
calculated rate for those students. The nonresident tuition rate of
$215 per credit hour for distance learning courses applies to
students who both reside in the state and do not reside here.
Students not qualifying for resident tuition would pay the
nonresident rate whether taking the course in Arizona or in their
state of residence. If the distance learning non-resident out of
state student is a resident of a WICHE state, the lower Western
Undergraduate Exchange Program Rate will be charged.

$

215.00

$

215.00

Out-of-State Students in Study Abroad Programs
Study Abroad Surcharge
General Tuition
Total - Out-of-State Student in Study Abroad Programs

$
$
$

120.00
84.00
204.00

$
$
$

120.00
86.00
206.00

Skill Center Tuition Rates
Hourly Tuition
Hourly Tuition - Nursing Assistant and Practical Nursing programs

$
$

5.00
6.00

$
$

5.00
6.00

Credit by Examination & Credit by Evaluation (per credit hour)-excludes HCIES Courses
Regular Rate

$

84.00

$

86.00

Students taking HCIES courses through credit by exam will be
charged the regular tuition rate; however students taking
HCIES courses throughcredit by evaluation are charged the
actual cost.

$

42.00

$

43.00

Only Educational Service Partnership & Eucational Service
Agreements are charged the 50% rate. All other programs use
the regular Board approved rate.

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Contract Testing Rate (1/2 the regular Rate)

HCIES Skills Demonstration Assessment

Proposed FY2016-17 TF Feb-2016 - with Senior Rate - Page 1 of 4

For advanced placement skills assessment test -- charged is to
conduct assessment tests for Health Care courses

Maricopa Community College District
Proposed Tuition & Fee Schedule
FY 2016-17
Adopted
Fiscal Year
2015-16

Description/Category

Proposed
Fiscal Year
2016-17

Notes

II. SPECIAL FEES
Registration Processing Fee

$

15.00

$

15.00

Rate is Per student/semester/college. Rate is refundable only if
student qualifies for 100% refund - see refund schedule

Commencement Participation
Commencement Participation - One-time fee refundable up to 2 weeks
prior to graduation

$

25.00

$

25.00

For participation in graduation ceremony; includes cap, gown,
honor cords, diploma cover, and participation in commencement
ceremony. Maricopa does not charge a graduation fee

Transcript Fee

$

5.00

$

5.00

Check Returned from Bank

$

15.00

$

15.00

GED Test
First Test

Repeat Test (per section)

Administration Fee

Library Fines - Lost Materials
(Item List price + $10.00)
Parking Fines
Displaying an altered or substituted permit.
Failure to register a vehicle and display a parking permit.
Falsifying information on registration application
Parking in a Fire Lane
Violating disabled parking stall or access
Improperly displaying a parking permit.
Obstructing a properly parked/moving vehicle.
Parking beyond posted time limit.
Parking by a college employee or student in a visitor area.
Parking on or blocking a pedestrian path.
Parking outside stall lines.
Parking in an unauthorized parking area
Removing barricade or failure to obey vehicle control device
(All fines are doubled if not paid within 15 working days.)
Child Care Fee (per clock hour or per Noted)
GC-Students
Drop-in
Registration - students
For each 15 minutes of late pick-up
GWC - Students
Staff & Faculty
Registration
For each minute of late pick-up
MCC - Students
Staff & Faculty
Drop-in
Registration - students
Registration - staff & faculty
For each 15 minutes of late pick-up
For every week payment is late

Effective July 1, 2013 MCCCD implemented a new official
transcript report for credit coursework completed at all
MCCCD colleges. This would include all coursework grouped
by either institution or term. There will be a single charge for
transcript requests instead of a per-transcript, per-institution
charge.

Based on State
D.O.E

Based on State
D.O.E

Since July 1, 2003, each testing center pays their own GED
supplies cost.

Based on State
D.O.E

Based on State
D.O.E

The cost of staff has also increased due to increased
requirements to become a certified GED Examiner. All colleges
will charge the same rate, based on D.O.E parameters.

$

15.00

$

15.00

$

10.00

$

10.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50.00
30.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
25.00
25.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50.00
30.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
25.00
25.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.25
2.50
15.00
6.00
2.00
3.00
10.00
1.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
30.00
40.00
5.00
5.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.25
2.50
15.00
6.00
2.00
3.00
10.00
1.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
30.00
40.00
5.00
5.00
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Beginning January 1, 2007, the State D.O.E started charging
students an administration fee before they could take the GED
test.

Per semester

Per semester

Per semester
Per semester

Maricopa Community College District
Proposed Tuition & Fee Schedule
FY 2016-17
Adopted
Fiscal Year
2015-16

Description/Category
II. SPECIAL FEES (cont.)
Custom Workforce Training

Proposed
Fiscal Year
2016-17

$

5.00

$

5.00

Excessive Laboratory Breakage

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Fitness Center Fee

$

20.00

$

20.00

Incarcerated Student Material Fee

$

15.00

$

15.00

Interpreter Preparation Program Application Fee

$100.00

$100.00

Notes

Per Program Hour

This fee will be used to provide class materials for our
incarcerated students who are unable to access electronic
materials online due to prison restrictions. The materials
include course work, learning materials and
correspondence supplies. The fee is assessed for each
course enrollment.
This fee is used to support the hiring of certified interpreters to
assist with the Program Admission process. The certified
interpreter reviews student videos submitted to ensure that
students have the American Sign Language competencies
required to meet the standards to pursue the demands of an
Interpreter.

Music Lessons
Music Majors
1st 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem.

To maintain excellence in Music at the Maricopa Community
Colleges, a common practice throughout higher education
requires all Music students to enroll in private instruction in
order to complete their course of study. To accomplish this, all
Music students are eligible to receive a private instruction
course fee scholarship.

$

-

$

-

Addtl 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem.

$

115.00

$

115.00

Non-Music Majors
1st 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem.
Addtl 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem.

$
$

360.00
360.00

$
$

360.00
360.00

Emergency Medical Technology (EMT)
(Not to exceed $400.00)
EMT 104 Practicum Assessment Fee (NREMT Skill)

$
$

400.00
50.00

$
$

400.00
50.00

PED Special Course Charge

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Identification Card Replacement Fee
Basic Card Replacement

$

5.00

$

5.00

Magstripe/Smart Card Replacement

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Charge will cover the actual cost of replacing more
technologically sophisticated identification cards that could
contain a magnetic strip or programmable microchip; the
original will still be provided at no additional cost.

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

This charge supports specialized opportunities for study outside
the traditional classroom. As such, Field Studies charges
generally are not refundable as plans and travel must be made in
advance. Students enrolled in credit courses will pay the
requisite tuition and fees in accordance with their residency
status in addition to the Field Study Fee.

$20.00 or as
established by
test publisher

Fees in question are College Level Examination Program
(CLEP), proctoring for industry licensure examinations, and
fees for tests from other institutions. There has been an
increase in the number of proctored tests administered. MCCD
Colleges have incurred a greater number of long distance calls
due to faxing completed tests to the institutions requesting the
tests, increase its purchase of printer toner cartridges, longer
hours of availability which have lead to an increase in utilities
and staffing costs.

Field Studies

$20.00 or as
established by
test publisher

Proctored Exams

Charge to cover cost to couduct assessment of Basic EMT skills
required for AZ NREMT testing

Charge will cover the cost of replacing simple identification
cards; original card will still be provided at no additional cost

Dental Hygiene Skills Enhancement - 4 hrs block (RS)

$

200.00

$

200.00

This is an adjunctive course for students enrolled in the dental
hygiene program. The fees have not changed since the
beginning of the program (1999). This course provides one-onone instruction to dental hygiene students to improve their
technical skills. The fees are used for adjunct dental hygiene
instructors, administrative time, clinic use and all disposable
supplies in the clinic. (plastic, chair covers, saliva
ejectors,sterilzation, etc.)

Dental Hygiene Licensing Skills Update - 8 hrs block (RS)

$

600.00

$

600.00

A clinical session offered to licensed hygienists wanting to
reenter, work on advanced skills, or for those needing guidance
and a clinical facility to practice after moving into the state of
Arizona to take the WREB examination. The additional fees
will cover required administration time, additional disposables
and supplies, and instrument kit rental costs.
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Maricopa Community College District
Proposed Tuition & Fee Schedule
FY 2016-17
Adopted
Fiscal Year
2015-16

Description/Category

Proposed
Fiscal Year
2016-17

Notes

II. SPECIAL FEES (cont.)

Hazardous Materials Certification (EMC) First Responder

$

100.00

$

100.00

Hazardous Materials Certification (EMC) Firefighter I & II

$

500.00

$

500.00

Health Education Systems, Inc. for Admission Assessment Exam (HESIA2)
$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Health Education Systems, Inc. Practical Nurse (HESI-PN) for
advanced placement

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Electronic Health Record Student Access Fee

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Noyce Scholar Forfeited Stipend Repayment Fee

5% of Forfeited
Stipend

5% of Forfeited
Stipend

Spanish for Industry

$

50.00

$

50.00

Student Teaching Lab Schedule Change/Cancellation (RS)

$

100.00

$

100.00

Skill Centers Materials Fee, Standard

See Schedule

Fees associated with industry certification taken as part of
FSC105 Hazardous Materials/First Responder.
Fees associated with required assessments taken as part of
FSC102 Fire Department Operations.

Actual cost equals cost of unit plus the $5.00 operational cost.

NOYCE Fellowship Scholars are awarded a scholarship
stipend. Upon their acceptance of the stipend they acknowledge
that they are responsible to repay the stipend if they withdraw
from the program at any time. Once a student withdraws, Rio
Salado creates a repayment amortization which includes a
repayment administration fee. On average, the typical NOYCE
Scholar pays $10 per month for a 60 month period; $600 over
the life of the payment plan.

Per course for industry specific instructional materials

See Schedule

Skill Centers Cosmetology Application Fee

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

Skill Centers Cosmetology Licensing Exam Fee

$

Actual Cost

$

Actual Cost

$
$
$
$

25.00
40.00
55.00
70.00

$
$
$
$

25.00
40.00
55.00
70.00

College Bridge Pathways Fee

As set by Arizona State Board of
Cosmetology
As set by Arizona State Board of
Cosmetology
Student Success registration fee for ABE, ASE, & ELAA
classes. Sliding fee scale per trimester based on income.
Semester length increased from 12 to 16 weeks in FY15.
(0-100% Poverty)
(101-150% Poverty)
(151-200% Poverty)
(Over 200% Poverty)

Requests for Public Records
All official reports and documents that are not exempt from disclosure will be made available for public access for inspection and copying upon a written request that reasonably describes an identifiable
record or records. An appropriate fee may be charged for copying records, including a reasonable amount for the cost of equipment and personnel used in producing copies, but not for the cost of searching
for records.

Paper Format - per page
Fax Copies - per page
Electronic Format - per USB Flash Drive

$
$
$

0.25
1.00
15.00

$
$
$

0.25
1.00
15.00

Electronic Reproduction of Records to alternative formats - per page

$

-

$

0.25

per page
per page
Documents that are readily available in electronic format are copied to
USB Flash drive

This fee is for the conversion of records to electronic format
pursuant to a public records request. This fee will be charged in
addtition to $15.00 fee to produce records electronically.
However, requests that require staff time and resources to
convert from paper to alternative format (such as PDF) in order
to place the documents on a flash drive, will be charged at the
current per page rate for paper production; $0.25 per page.

III. Tuition Waivers
The Maricopa Community College District waives County Resident tuition & student activity fees for employees and their
dependents and for legislatively mandated groups. Special fees and fees for Non-credit/Special Interest Community Services
courses are not waived.
* According to Arizona Revised Statute, 15-1802 F, "A person who is a member of an Indian tribe recognized by the US Department
of the Interior whose reservation land lies in this state and extends into another state and who is a resident of the reservation is
entitled to classification as an in-state student." Therefore, unclassified and out of state surcharges do not apply to such students.
Admission criteria to attend a college within the Maricopa County Community College District (MCCCD) is determined in accordance with
state law (ARS §§15-1805.01 and 15-1821) and regulations of the Maricopa Community Colleges Governing Board and the Chancellor. As
such, participants enrolled in courses as part of third party agreements are also subject to the same admissions criteria. This includes the
participant resolving any current enrollment or administrative holds that are unrelated to the third party in existing student account, but that
otherwise impact his/her eligibility to enroll in courses or participate in programs delivered by MCCCD faculty or staff.
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ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
13.3

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title

Responsible Agents

Job Order Contracting Purchase Order
to Remodel Shop/Warehouse Space
at the Maricopa Skill Center

Ms. Debra Thompson
Dr. Steven R. Gonzales

Recommendation
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a Job Order Contract (JOC) purchase order in the
amount of Six Hundred Ten Thousand, Two Hundred Twenty-Six and 41/100ths Dollars ($610,226.41) to
Caliente Construction, Inc.
to remodel shop/warehouse space in Building A of the Maricopa Skill Center at Gateway Community
College.

Justification
The Capital Development Advisory Council (CDAC) reviewed this item at its Feb 16, 2016 meeting and
recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action.
Conceptual Approval was provided at the January 2016 CDAC and Governing Board meetings to
remodel +/-5,800 gross square feet in Building A of the Maricopa Skill Center (MSC). This project will
support the MSC to attain outcomes committed to under a grant from the Department of Labor for Trade
Adjustment Assistant Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT). Relocation of the Precision
Machining/Manufacturing programs from GWCC’s 40th St campus will enable both the MSC and GateWay
programs to increase capacity in the number of students served by day and evening programs at their
respective locations. This program will utilize existing space, without adding to the building size, and
include an equipment lab, inspection room, tool crib, locker area, and a shared office.
The scope of construction includes minor wall modifications, and upgrades to power, air conditioning,
exhaust, fire alarm and fire sprinkler systems. Lighting will be brought up to current standards for
functionality and energy use, and the cooling system will be converted from space heaters and
evaporative coolers to air conditioning to prevent rusting of tools and equipment.
Caliente has submitted a cost proposal in the amount of $610,226.41 under their existing Job Order
Contracting (JOC) agreement with the District for this work. Funding will be provided from the previously
approved multi-funded Total Project Budget of $1,667,546.
The anticipated completion of construction is the end of summer, 2016.

Funding

Approvals/Certifications

Source:
GWCC G.O. Bond Construction $610,226.41

Account Identification:
730-MSMAINCA-801985…

$610,226.41

Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs______________
Business Services_______________________
Human Resources________ITS_ __________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations_______________
College President_______________________

(fpdexternal$\CDAC & Gov Board\Gov Board Items\msc.Precision Mfg Remodel JOC Awd)

ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
13.4

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title

Responsible Agents

Construction Contract Award for
the T2 Building Remodel at
Glendale Community College

Ms. Debra Thompson
Dr. Irene Kovala

Recommendation
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a contract award in the amount of One Million Three Hundred
Thousand and 00/100ths Dollars ($1,300,000.00) to
TSG Constructors, LLC
To remodel the existing T2 building at the Glendale Community College.

Justification
The Capital Development Advisory Council (CDAC) reviewed this item at its February 16, 2016 meeting and
recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action.
At its August 2015 meeting, the Governing Board provided Conceptual Approval for the design and remodeling of
existing 11,107 square foot classroom building at Glendale Community College. The remodeling of this facility will
provide students with a modern facility for instruction, training, and experience in their study of Food & Nutrition, and
Fitness & Wellness through lectures, active discussion, in-class interactions, hands-on lab experience, and
experiential internships. The remodeled facility will contain lecture classrooms, nutrition and sports performance labs
with prep rooms.
The scope of the remodeling work includes the complete interior renovation of the existing building including a new
mechanical system, electrical upgrades and lighting systems. The existing restrooms also will be updated to make
them ADA compliant. The anticipated completion of construction is August 2016.
Purchasing publicly advertised the bid and received a total of thirteen (13) responses on Tuesday, February 2, 2016.
TSG Constructors, LLC submitted the low, responsive, responsible bid proposal of $1,300,000.00 that includes
base bid, and one alternate for exterior lighting changes and minor maintenance.
Company

Amount

TSG Constructors, LLC
Danson Construction, LLC
FCI Constructors
Bayley Construction
DL Withers Construction
Adolfson & Peterson Const

$1,300,000.00
$1,304,300.00
$1,340,000.00
$1,362,000.00
$1,373,000.00
$1,383,000.00

Company

Amount

DNG Construction
$1,491,287.00
Caliente Construction
$1,507,000.00
Stratton Builders
$1,598,000.00
Canyon Building and Design $1,671,037.00
JE Bowen Construction
$1,678,000.00

In addition, the following two (2) firms were determined unresponsive for failure to submit pricing for Alternate #1:
WE O’Neil Construction

Kautaq Construction Services

Funding will be provided from Plant Funds, from the previously approved multi-funded Total Project Budget of
$3,265,000.

Funding

Approvals/Certifications

Source:
GCC G.O. Bond Const
GCC Capital

$374,400
$925,600

Account Identification:
GCC02-730-802400-16.0475-BLDG1-CONST
GCC02-710-802400-16.0475-BLDG1-CONST

$374,400
$925,600

Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs______________
Business Services_______________________
Human Resources________ITS_ __________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations_______________
College President_______________________

(fpdexternal$\CDAC & Gov Board\Gov Board Items\gcc.T2.Remodel Const Awd)

ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
14.1

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title
Interim Chancellor’s
Contract of Employment

Responsible Agents
Mr. Alfredo Gutierrez
Ms. LaCoya Shelton-Johnson

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve the Interim Chancellor’s Contract of
Employment. The Contract is dated March 1, 2016 and provides that it will end on the start
date for a new chancellor.

Justification
The Governing Board has discussed this matter in Executive Session. The effect of this action
will be to approve a contract of employment for the Interim Chancellor until the Governing
Board employs a new Chancellor.

Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor _____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs ______________
Business Services _______________________
Human Resources________ ITS ___________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations _______________
College President _______________________

EMPLOYMENTS

INFORMATION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item
Number
15.1

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title

Responsible Agents

EMPLOYMENTS
(New Hires, Specially Funded, and Short-Term)

Ms. LaCoya Shelton-Johnson

Recommendation
In accordance with employee group policies, the following personnel actions were approved. Budget
approvals have been granted and are on file for the recommended personnel actions in this item
(January 1-31, 2016).

Justification
Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs ______________
Human Resources ________ ITS __________
Business Services ______________________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations _______________
College President ______________________

* SALARY PLACEMENT FOR NEW SUPPORT/FACULTY/MANAGEMENT/ADMINISTRATIVE/TECHNOLOGY
PENDING RECEIPT OF OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPTS AND/OR VERIFICATION OF EMPLOYMENT
** CONTINGENT ON RENEWAL OF THE FUNDING SOURCE
Salaries under $30,000 are due to less than 1 FTE and/or less than a 12 month position

Section I Employments
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MCCCD January 2016 Hires
Employee Class: Regular, Classified
Location

Name

Employee Class

Job Title

CGCC - Williams Campus

Thompson,Ashanti J.

College Safety

Public Safety Aide

FTE Calendar ID
1.0 12 Months

Annual Salary
$34,782.00

Start Date

1/4/2016 Replacement

Chandler-Gilbert Comm College
Chandler-Gilbert Comm College

Mulloy,George F.
Johnson,Mark C.

Professional Staff
Professional Staff

Admin Secretary III
Science Lab Tech

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$36,791.00
$34,951.00

1/4/2016 Replacement
1/11/2016 Replacement

Chandler-Gilbert Comm College
District Support Services Cntr

Binkley,Meisha
Gardner,Ralph

Professional Staff
Mgmt, Admin, Tech

Science Lab Tech
Sr Database Admin

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$36,791.00
$74,535.00

1/13/2016 Replacement
1/4/2016 Replacement

District Support Services Cntr
District Support Services Cntr

Teo,Adrian
Tinney,Dennis

Mgmt, Admin, Tech
Mgmt, Admin, Tech

Asst Dir Strategic Info Tech
Accountant II

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$112,730.00
$54,755.00

1/4/2016 Replacement
1/4/2016 Replacement

District Support Services Cntr
District Support Services Cntr

Mendoza,Sean
Han,SangJin

Mgmt, Admin, Tech
Mgmt, Admin, Tech

Coord Strategic Systems
Accountant II

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$82,381.00
$54,755.00

1/5/2016 Replacement
1/11/2016 Replacement

GateWay Community College
GateWay Community College
GateWay Community College

Voit,Victoria E.
Woods,Kristen Kay
Acosta,Deborah Apolonia

Instructional Resid Faculty
Instructional Resid Faculty
Professional Staff

Clinical Nursing
Clinical Nursing
Admin Secretary III

1.0 9/12 Mnths
1.0 9/12 Mnths
1.0 12 Months

$60,012.00
$44,452.00
$33,112.00

1/8/2016 Replacement
1/8/2016 Replacement
1/26/2016 Replacement

Glendale Community College
Glendale Community College

Zhang,Yi
Moore,Julie Christine

Professional Staff
Professional Staff

Student Svcs Tech
Student Svcs Spec

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$30,390.95
$40,278.05

1/11/2016 Replacement
1/25/2016 Replacement

Mesa Community College

Hunt,Jennifer L

Mgmt, Admin, Tech

Supv Library Access Svcs

1.0 12 Months

$54,755.00

1/4/2016 Replacement

Mesa Community College
Mesa Community College

Gonzales,Melinda
Logue,Mary Griffin

Professional Staff
Professional Staff

Admin Asst I
Science Lab Tech

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$44,229.00
$34,951.00

1/4/2016 Replacement
1/4/2016 Replacement

Mesa Community College
Mesa Community College
Mesa Community College
Paradise Valley Community Coll
Phoenix College
Rio Salado Community College
Scottsdale Community College
Scottsdale Community College

Ramchandra,Sanjeev
Hughes,Michael J
Parris,William Eugene
Stemm,Sarah Elizabeth
Soza,Mandaline A.
Farmer,Richard D.
Rogers,Denice R.
Walker,Michelle Christine

Professional Staff
Instructional Resid Faculty
Instructional Resid Faculty
Professional Staff
Professional Staff
Mgmt, Admin, Tech
Professional Staff
Professional Staff

Student Svcs Spec
Clinical Nursing
Clinical Nursing
Coord Student Athlete Supp Svc
Accounting Asst
Programmer Analyst III
Admin Secretary I
Fiscal Tech I

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

12 Months
9 Months
9 Months
12 Months
12 Months
12 Months
12 Months
12 Months

$40,278.00
$44,452.00
$60,012.00
$42,018.00
$31,272.00
$67,035.00
$30,000.05
$32,080.00

Scottsdale Community College
Scottsdale Community College
Scottsdale Community College

Weston,Candace
Brown,Lewis D.
Dow,Mark D.

Professional Staff
Instructional Resid Faculty
Instructional Resid Faculty

Accounting Asst
Culinary Arts
Culinary Arts

1.0 12 Months
1.0 9 Months
1.0 9 Months

$36,791.00
$60,012.00
$80,381.00

1/4/2016
1/8/2016
1/8/2016
1/4/2016
1/25/2016
1/4/2016
1/4/2016
1/4/2016

New/Replacement

Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

1/4/2016 Replacement
1/8/2016 Replacement
1/8/2016 Replacement

28 Regular, Classified hires January 2016

Employee Class: Short Term
Location

Name

Employee Class

Job Title

Chandler-Gilbert Comm College
Estrella Mountain Comm College
Estrella Mountain Comm College

Reynolds-Garza,Anne Lynette
Huffman,David Patrick
Sandhu,Muhammad K. H.

Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO

Mathematics
Biology
Biology

FTE Calendar ID
1.0 9 Months
1.0 9 Months
1.0 9 Months

$56,416.04
$60,944.91
$69,024.93

GateWay Community College
GateWay Community College
GateWay Community College
GateWay Community College
Mesa Community College
Mesa Community College
Paradise Valley Community Coll
Phoenix College
Phoenix College
Phoenix College
Phoenix College

Adame Jr,Norberto
Brown,Theresa M.
Chang,Tsuhen M
Di Maggio,Linda J.
Casey,Curtis Cleve
Marquez,Juan J.
Sherry,William Henry
Franz,Stephanie Marin
McGraw,Maggie
Perez,Crystal R,
Warders,William E

Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO

Biology
Nursing
Chemistry Biology
Clinical Nursing
Welding
CIS BPC
Astronomy
Clinical Nursing
Biology
Clinical Nursing
Business

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months

$69,024.93
$69,024.93
$67,004.93
$69,024.93
$56,416.00
$56,416.04
$50,083.02
$69,024.93
$60,944.91
$69,024.93
$56,416.04

1/8/2016
1/8/2016
1/8/2016
1/4/2016
1/8/2016
1/8/2016
1/14/2016
1/11/2016
1/8/2016
1/11/2016
1/8/2016

Scottsdale Community College
Scottsdale Community College

Fulton,April L.
Kieras,Carrie L.

Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO

Clinical Nursing
Nursing

1.0 9 Months
1.0 9 Months

$69,024.93
$69,024.93

1/11/2016 Replacement
1/11/2016 Replacement

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Annual Salary

Start Date

New/Replacement

1/8/2016 Replacement
1/8/2016 Replacement
1/8/2016 Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement

MCCCD January 2016 Hires
Scottsdale Community College
South Mountain Comm College

Schwendiman,Angela
Ketcham,James F.

Instructional Faculty OSO
Instructional Faculty OSO

Biology
English

1.0 9 Months
1.0 9 Months

$69,025.00
$56,416.04

1/8/2016 Replacement
1/8/2016 Replacement

Chandler-Gilbert Comm College

Owens,Jenae

Non-Faculty 6 >= 6 Months

Science Lab Tech

1.0 12 Months

$33,112.00

1/19/2016 Replacement

District Support Services Cntr
Chandler-Gilbert Comm College

Smith,Gloria J.
Vazquez Jr.,Rolando

Non-Faculty 6 >= 6 Months
Non-Faculty < 6 Months

Asst to Gov Board Legal Office
Student Svcs Spec

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$65,604.00
$36,250.00

1/11/2016 Replacement
1/4/2016 Replacement

GateWay Community College

Marabella,Gary D.

Non-Faculty < 6 Months

Veterans Records Tech

1.0 12 Months

$36,250.00

1/26/2016 New

Mesa Community College
Rio Salado Community College

Campbell,Jennifer
Tangavelu,Nantha K.

Non-Faculty < 6 Months
Non-Faculty < 6 Months

Coord Perform Arts Facilities
Project Coord

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$39,806.00
$50,958.00

1/11/2016 New
1/4/2016 Replacement

24 Short Term hires January 2016

Employee Class: Specially Funded
Location

Name

Employee Class

Job Title

Estrella Mountain Comm College

Maihofer,Debra Ann

Specially Funded

Office Coord III

1.0 12 Months

$44,229.00

1/4/2016 Replacement

Estrella Mountain Comm College

Rodriguez,Rene J.

Specially Funded

Manufacturing Tech

1.0 9 Months

$72,460.00

1/11/2016 Replacement

GateWay Community College
Maricopa Corporate College

McPherron,Barry A.
Bell,Greg

Specially Funded
Specially Funded

High School Teacher
Sales Mgr Mar Corp College

1.0 12 Months
1.0 12 Months

$43,959.00
$67,035.00

1/4/2016 Replacement
1/4/2016 Replacement

Rio Salado Community College

Avanzado,Ivy Jane

Specially Funded

Office Coord II

1.0 12 Months

$33,112.00

1/25/2016 Replacement

Scottsdale Community College
South Mountain Comm College

Poledna,Mari Christina
Amparan,Lynnette

Specially Funded
Specially Funded

Clinical Nursing
Admin Secretary III

1.0 9 Months
1.0 12 Months

$69,024.93
$34,951.00

1/11/2016 Replacement
1/4/2016 Replacement

Southwest Skill Center

Cazares,Monica A

Specially Funded

Instructor

1.0 12 Months

$44,313.89

1/4/2016 Replacement

8 Specially Funded hires January 2016

FTE Calendar ID

Annual Salary

Start Date

New/Replacement

SEPARATIONS

INFORMATION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item
Number
15.2

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title
SEPARATIONS

Responsible Agents
Ms. LaCoya Shelton-Johnson

Recommendation
In accordance with employee group policies, the following personnel actions were approved. Budget
approvals have been granted and are on file for the recommended personnel actions in this item
(January 1-31, 2016).

Justification
Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Section II Separations

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor ____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs ______________
Human Resources ________ ITS __________
Business Services ______________________
Res Dev & Cmty Relations _______________
College President ______________________
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MCCCD Separations January 2016
Location

Employee Name

Job Title

Effective Date

Action

Action Reason

Glendale Community College
Rio Salado Community College

Torres,Charity R. D.
Faver,Ellen V.

Program Advisor
Admin Secretary I

1/4/2016 Termination Personal Reasons
1/4/2016 Retirement Retirement from MCCCD

District Support Services Cntr
Glendale Community College
Glendale Community College

Harkness,Loida E.
Hunter,Herbert Marshall
Trujillo,Charlotte

Sr Human Resources Analyst
Student Svcs Spec
Student Svcs Spec

1/5/2016 Retirement Retirement from MCCCD
1/5/2016 Termination Retirement
1/5/2016 Retirement Retirement from MCCCD

Mesa Community College
Mesa Community College
Paradise Valley Community Coll
Phoenix College
Estrella Mountain Comm College
Paradise Valley Community Coll
Rio Salado Community College
District Support Services Cntr
Rio Salado Community College
District Support Services Cntr
Estrella Mountain Comm College
Estrella Mountain Comm College
Scottsdale Community College
South Mountain Comm College

Le,Christopher P.
Woolf,Darrell C.
Silcox,Gregory S.
Gobbato,Nancy J.
Kreipel,Patty A.
Franco,Jeanne C.
Curtis,Donald
Kewanwytewa,Thaylia J.
Lawrence,Yvonne E.
Herrera,Genevieve
Larson,Randol L.
Stevens,Carol
Daigle,Patrice L.
Kinsey,Saralea

Financial Aid Asst
Science Lab Tech
Dir Athletics
Clinical Nursing Instructor
Custodian I
Accounting
Client Support Analyst
Human Resources Asst III
Dir Continuing Educ
Human Resources Asst III
Computer Information Systems
Admin Secretary III
Fiscal Tech I
English

1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/6/2016
1/6/2016
1/6/2016
1/7/2016
1/8/2016
1/9/2016
1/9/2016
1/9/2016
1/9/2016
1/9/2016

Termination
Termination
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Termination
Termination
Termination
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement

Personal Reasons
Personal Reasons
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement
Personal Reasons
Personal Reasons
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD

Scottsdale Community College
GateWay Community College
District Support Services Cntr
Mesa Community College
Mesa Community College
Phoenix College
Phoenix College
Mesa Community College
Scottsdale Community College
South Mountain Comm College

Farnsworth,Kathryn M.
Gerstman,David I.
Justice,Rodney D.
Lee,Carol Suzanne
Smith,Deborah A.
Harbach,Mary Ann
Valdez,Obdilia
Stewart,Mary A.
Skrivanek,Greg
Cervantez,Jerry

Biology
Biology
Human Resources Tech
Nursing
Program Advisor
Admissions Records Tech I
Admissions Records Tech I
Education Special Ed
Coord Learning Ctr
Reading

1/10/2016
1/12/2016
1/13/2016
1/13/2016
1/13/2016
1/13/2016
1/13/2016
1/14/2016
1/14/2016
1/14/2016

Termination
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement

Retirement
Retirement from MCCCD

Sun Sounds Radio - Phoenix
Mesa Community College

Pasco,William S.
Kissell,Loretta

Dir Sun Sounds of Arizona
Speech Communication

1/14/2016 Retirement
1/15/2016 Retirement

District Support Services Cntr
Estrella Mountain Comm College

D'Hoostelaere,Michael
Trevino,Gerardo

Small Business Analyst
Groundskeeper I

1/16/2016 Termination Retirement
1/16/2016 Retirement Retirement from MCCCD

Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD
Retirement from MCCCD

MCCCD Separations January 2016
Location

Employee Name

Job Title

Effective Date

Action

Mesa Community College
Paradise Valley Community Coll

Muka,Larisa
Coleman,Artamus T.

Clerk Typist
Admin Asst II

1/16/2016 Termination Personal Reasons
1/16/2016 Retirement Retirement from MCCCD

Paradise Valley Community Coll
Paradise Valley Community Coll
Phoenix College

Moore,Julia L.
Quiroz,Lolita
Calhoun,Denise

Dir Institutional Advancement
Financial Aid Tech III
Admissions Records Tech II

1/16/2016 Termination Personal Reasons
1/16/2016 Retirement Retirement from MCCCD
1/16/2016 Retirement Retirement from MCCCD

Rio Salado Community College
South Mountain Comm College
Scottsdale Community College
Maricopa Skill Center
District Support Services Cntr
Estrella Mountain Comm College
Rio Salado Community College
South Mountain Comm College
46 Separations for January 2016

Bernez,Cornett
Garcia Jr,Ignacio R.
Ballard,Donald G.
Leming,Shelly Ann
Olivas,Alberto R.
Williams,Monica Y.
Kinnison,Royce R.
Pacheco,Annabelle Camarena

Admin Asst I
Public Safety Police Officer
Admin of Justice
Asst Program Mgr Cutting Edge
Exec Asst
Program Advisor
Coord Dual Enrollment
Financial Aid Tech II

1/16/2016
1/16/2016
1/18/2016
1/22/2016
1/23/2016
1/23/2016
1/23/2016
1/29/2016

Retirement
Termination
Termination
Termination
Termination
Termination
Termination
Retirement

Action Reason

Retirement from MCCCD
Personal Reasons
Death
Retirement
Personal Reasons
Personal Reasons
Personal Reasons
Retirement from MCCCD

INFORMATION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
16.1

Meeting Date: February 23, 2016
Item Title
Preliminary Proposed
Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-17 Budget

Responsible Agents
Ms. Debra Thompson
Ms. Gaye Murphy

Recommendation
Attached for review is the Proposed FY 2016-17 Budget. The General Fund, Current Auxiliary Fund,
Current Restricted Fund, and Plant Fund total $1.4 billion. The final adoption of the proposed budget
and related Truth in Taxation proposal is scheduled in Spring 2016. The Proposed FY 2016-17 Budget
is summarized as follows:
Adopted
FY2015-16
General Operating Fund 1
Re-appropriated Items/Carryforward

Proposed
FY2016-17

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent

$

688,914,208
42,145,682

$

698,706,768
44,201,692

$

9,792,560
2,056,010

1.42%
4.88%

$

731,059,890

$

742,908,460

$

11,848,570

1.62%

Current Auxiliary Fund 2

$

147,360,247

$

146,871,156

$

(489,091)

-0.33%

Current Restricted Fund 3

$

274,420,899

$

272,519,534

$

(1,901,365)

-0.69%

$

39,265,944
143,126,000
154,227,957

$

39,365,944
80,000,000
154,574,813

$

100,000
(63,126,000)
346,856

0.25%
-44.11%
0.22%

$

336,619,901

$

273,940,757

$

(62,679,144)

-18.62%

$

1,489,460,937

$

1,436,239,907

$

(53,221,030)

-3.57%

Total Fund 1

Plant Fund 7
Unexpended Plant
G.O. Bonds
Debt Service
Total Plant Fund 7
GRAND TOTAL

Funding

Approvals/Certifications

Source:
Property Tax Levy, State Aid, Tuition
Account Identification:
Various
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Notable changes in the FY 2016-17 Budget include:


General Fund: The increase in General Fund is mainly come from the estimated property tax increase
from new constructions ($9.99 million), a proposed 2% property tax levy increase ($8.9 million),
proposed $2 per credit hour tuition increase ($4.9 million), and small increase of budgeted use of fund
balance. These increases are offset by a decrease in tuition and fees ($13.7 million) due to a projected
enrollment decline. The overall General Fund increase is $11.9 million.



Auxiliary Fund: the Auxiliary Fund will decrease mostly due a reduction in budgeted tuition revenues at
Skill Centers due to lower anticipated enrollments and decrease in miscellaneous revenues.



Restricted Fund: The Restricted Fund is expected to decrease due to an anticipated drop in Pell Grants as
result of lower enrollments.



Plant Fund: the Plant Fund will decrease significantly as the majority of projects supported by proceeds
of the 2004 Capital Bond program have been completed or are near completion. The entire 2004 G.O.
Bond authorization of $951 million was issued as of May, 2013.

Revenue and expenditure highlights for the General Fund include:


Property taxes remain the District’s largest revenue source. Based on prior years trends, tax levy from
new construction for FY2016-17 is estimated to total $9.99 million. This is significantly below the peak
amount of $18.2 million in FY2008-09. Graph 1 shows this information.



A 2% tax levy increase is proposed for FY2016-17. The District is permitted to increase its property tax
levy by 2% annually pursuant to the State Constitution. There is $31.9 million in unused tax levy
capacity because the District did not levy the maximum in FY2009-10, FY2010-11, FY2012-13 and
FY2015-2016.



With the proposed 2% tax levy increase, the total property tax rate (for Operational purposes and Debt
Service) is estimated to decrease slightly from the FY2015-16 level ($1.4898 per $100 of assessed
valuation in FY2016-17 versus $1.4940 in FY2015-16). This means that the owner of a home valued at
$100,000 in FY2015-16 paid $149.40 per year while in FY2016-17 the property tax on a home valued at
$100,000 would decrease by $0.42 to an annual amount of $148.98. Note this assumes no change in the
valuation of the home; if the home value increased or decreased, taxes owed would also change. See
Table 1 for tax rates for various home values and Graph 2 for data on historical property tax rates. If
valuations on individual properties change above or below average, actual tax bills could be higher or
lower than amounts projected.



Operating State Aid reflects zero allocation per revised statutes that make Maricopa ineligible for State
Aid, as well as STEM funding in the future. The last State Aid received was $7.4 million in FY14-15.
See



Graph 3 for state aid history.



The tuition rate is proposed to increase by $2 per credit hour from $84 to $86 per credit hour. The annual
cost of full time student taking 30 credit hours is $2,580, an increase of $60 annually. At current tuition
rate, Maricopa has a tuition rate estimated at 73% of national average as shown in Table 2 and Graph 4.
Graph 5 and Graph 6 also show Maricopa scholarships and Federal financial aid funding to assist
students with paying for their education. A total of $16 million of Institutional (Maricopa funded)
Scholarships are available annually for eligible students.
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The combination of the property tax increase from new construction and SRP in-lieu, proposed 2 % tax
levy increase, $2 per credit hour tuition rate increase, and $3 million reallocation from various centrallyheld district-wide budget total to estimated $26.4 million available for allocation.
FY16-17 Proposed Budget
Potential Additional Resources and Expenditures (in Millions)
New Resources

Amount

Tax Levy
New Construction

$

9.99

SRP

$

(0.19)

2% Tax Levy Increase

8.96

Tuition & Fees
Resident Tuition - $2/Cr Hr Rate Increase

4.83

Other Fees

0.04

Other (Incl. Bookstore Operations)

(0.21)

Reallocations/Budget Reductions

3.00

Total Additional Resources Available for Allocation

$

26.41

$

1.00

Proposed Uses of Fund
Employee Manual (Anniv, Educ, Fac PG)
Oper. Cost for 2004 Bond Pgm - Construction

0.70

Oper. & Maintenance Cost for Tehcnology

0.35

Move Prop 301 Faculty to Gen. Fund (8 FTE)

1.00

Insurance (Building/Liability/Cyber)

0.30

Addtl. Res. Faculty (60/40 ratio, 11 FTE)

1.10

SSE - Loan Default Mgmt

0.30

ASRS/Flex increase/Medical Stop Loss

1.58

Salary Adjustments - COLA

9.02

Salary Adjustments - Step

9.90

1M/SS/Maricopa Priorities (Ex. Dev Ed. Marketing)

1.16

Total Proposed Allocation

$

26.41

Balance

$

0.00

Supplemental information is provided in the Appendix to detail historical and comparative information
about resources.
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APPENDIX
Graph 1 – Tax Levy from New Constructions

Maricopa Community Colleges
Tax Levy from New Construction (in Millions)
$20.00

Millions
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Graph 2 – Tax Rates per $100 Assessed Valuation

Maricopa Community Colleges
Historic Tax Rate per $100 Assessed Valuation
$1.8000
$1.6000
$1.4000
T
a $1.2000
x
$1.0000
R
a $0.8000
t
e $0.6000
s
$0.4000
$0.2000
$0.0000
FY2008

FY2009

FY2010

FY2011

FY2012

FY2013

FY2014

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017
Proposed

Secondary

$0.1514

$0.1634

$0.1608

$0.1808

$0.1959

$0.2215

$0.2459

$0.2363

$0.2312

$0.2274

Primary

$0.8246

$0.7752

$0.7398

$0.7926

$1.0123

$1.1563

$1.2896

$1.2824

$1.2628

$1.2624
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APPENDIX
Table 1 – Proposed Property Taxes for Various Home Values
FY16-17 PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES FOR VARIOUS HOME VALUES
Approx. Value for Taxes

$50,000

$100,000

$200,000

$300,000

Assessment Ratio @ 10%

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

$30,000

Primary Tax Levy
Secondary Tax Levy
Combined Tax

Tax Rates
Per $100
$1.2624
$0.2274
$1.4898

FY16-17 Proposed Property Taxes - 2% Tax Increase
$63.12
$126.24
$252.48
$378.72
$11.37
$22.74
$45.48
$68.22
$74.49
$148.98
$297.96
$446.94

Primary Tax Levy
Secondary Tax Levy
Combined Tax

Tax Rates
Per $100
$1.2376
$0.2274
$1.4650

FY16-17 Proposed Property Taxes - with 0% Tax Increase
$61.88
$123.76
$247.52
$371.28
$11.37
$22.74
$45.48
$68.22
$73.25
$146.50
$293.00
$439.50

Primary Tax Levy
Secondary Tax Levy
Combined Tax

Tax Rates
Per $100
$1.2628
$0.2312
$1.4940

$ Annual Change FY16-17 vs. FY15-16 w/2%
$ Annual Change FY16-17 vs. FY15-16 w/0%

$63.14
$11.56
$74.70
($0.21)
($1.45)

FY2016 Adopted Property Taxes
$126.28
$252.56
$23.12
$46.24
$149.40
$298.80
($0.42)
($2.90)

($0.84)
($5.80)

Graph 3 – Historic State Aid Allocation

Maricopa Community Colleges
Historic State Aid Allocation (in Millions)
$60.00

Millions
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$378.84
$69.36
$448.20
($1.26)
($8.70)

APPENDIX
Table 2 – Tuition Comparison for Local, National, and WICHE

MARICOPA
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT

Fiscal Year

NATL. AVG.
PUBLIC 2YR INST.

WICHE AVG.
PUBLIC 2YR INST.

AZ STATE
UNIVERSITY

Annual

Percent

Annual

Percent

Annual

Percent

Annual

Percent

Cost

Change

Cost

Change

Cost

Change

Cost

Change

FY 2007-08

$1,950

8.3%

$2,361

4.2%

$2,395

4.1%

$4,969

6.0%

FY 2008-09

$1,950

0.0%

$2,372

0.5%

$2,488

3.9%

$5,659

13.9%

FY 2009-10

$2,130

9.2%

$2,558

7.8%

$2,648

6.4%

$6,840

20.9%

FY 2010-11

$2,130

0.0%

$2,727

6.6%

$2,847

7.5%

$8,844

29.3%

FY 2011-12

$2,130

0.0%

$2,959

8.5%

$3,119

9.6%

$9,716

9.9%

FY 2012-13

$2,280

7.0%

$3,131

5.8%

$3,319

6.4%

$9,720

0.0%

FY 2013-14

$2,430

6.6%

$3,280

4.8%

$3,424

3.2%

$10,002

2.9%

FY 2014-15

$2,520

3.7%

$3,342

1.9%

$3,495

2.1%

$10,157

1.5%

FY 2015-16

$2,520

0.0%

$3,435

2.8%

$3,559

1.8%

$10,478

3.2%

$2,580

2.4%

$3,543

3.1%

$3,643

2.4%

$10,744

2.5%

FY 2016-17 *

MCCCD Tuition - as Percent of National Average, WICHE, and AZ State University

Fiscal Year

Compared
to National
Average

Compared
to WICHE

FY 2007-08

82.6%

81.4%

39.2%

FY 2008-09

82.2%

78.4%

34.5%

FY 2009-10

83.3%

80.4%

31.1%

FY 2010-11

78.1%

74.8%

24.1%

FY 2011-12

72.0%

68.3%

21.9%

FY 2012-13

72.8%

68.7%

23.5%

FY 2013-14

74.1%

71.0%

24.3%

FY 2014-15

75.4%

72.1%

24.8%

FY 2015-16

73.4%

70.8%

24.1%

FY 2016-17 *

72.8%

70.8%

24.0%

NOT E: FY14-15 and FY15-16 National Avg from "T rends in College Pricing 2015"
FY14-15 and FY15-16 ASU and WICHE from WICHE 2015-16 T uition &Fees report
FY16-17- National Avg, WICHE and ASU EST based on 3-yr average incr
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Compared
to ASU

APPENDIX
Graph 4 – Resident Tuition Trends
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Graph 5 – Historic Actual and Budgeted Institutional Scholarships
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ASU

APPENDIX

Millions

Graph 6 – Historic Actual and Estimated Federal Financial Aid Awarded
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Other Grants

Loans

Work Study
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VISION AND MISSION
VISION
A Community of Colleges…Colleges for the Community…working collectively and responsibly to meet the life-long learning
needs of our diverse students and communities.

MISSION
The Maricopa Community Colleges provide access to higher education for diverse students and communities. We focus
on learning through:










University Transfer Education
General Education
Developmental Education
Workforce Development
Student Development Services
Continuing Education
Community Education
Civic Responsibility
Global Engagement

The Maricopa Community Colleges are committed to:


COMMUNITY – We value all people – our students, our employees, their families and the communities in
which they live and work. We value our global community of which we are in integral part.



EXCELLENCE - We value excellence and encourage our internal and external communities to strive for their
academic professional and personal best.



HONESTY AND INTEGRITY - We value academic and personal honesty and integrity and believe these elements are essential in our learning environment. We strive to treat each other with respect, civility and fairness.



INCLUSIVENESS - We value inclusiveness and respect for one another. We believe that team work is critical,
that each team member is important and we depend on each other to accomplish our mission.



INNOVATION - We value and embrace an innovative and risk-taking approach so that we remain at the forefront of global educational excellence



LEARNING - We value lifelong learning opportunities that respond to the needs of our communities and are
accessible, affordable, and of the highest quality. We encourage dialogue and freedom to have an open exchange of ideas for the common good



RESPONSIBILITY - We value responsibility and that we are each accountable for our personal and professional actions. We are responsible for making our learning experiences significant and meaningful.



STEWARDSHIP - We value stewardship and honor the trust placed in us by the community. We are accountable to our communities for the efficient and effective use of resources as we prepare our students for their
role as productive world citizens.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Maricopa District is one of the largest community
college systems in the nation and is the largest public
higher education institution in Arizona; larger even than
all three public universities combined. In FY2016-17,
the District will continue to build on its long history of
services to the community.
Currently, the eleven colleges, and two skill centers that
comprising the Maricopa Community Colleges, offer the
following: 2,456 Academic courses 6,011 Occupational
courses, 933 Occupational programs, 9 Associate degrees and 31 Academic Certificates (AC).
The Maricopa District has strong fiscal systems, controls
and excellent planning and budgeting principles. We
strive towards the best demonstration of stewardship of
resources. Our path ahead is exciting and we move
forward with confidence, creativity and innovation. The
Seamless Student Experience (SSE) and other Student
Success Initiatives, such as One Maricopa Student Success (OMSS) will transform the way in which students
interact with our colleges and the District Office and
receive services. The District’s Governing Board will
continue to expect progress in advancing adopted outcomes: University Transfer & General Education, Workforce & Economic Development, Developmental Education, plus Community Development and Civic/Global
Engagement.

GENERAL INFORMATION
 The Proposed FY16-17 Budget of $1.436 billion represents a decrease of $ 53.2 million (-3.6%) compared to FY15-16. This includes the proposed $2
per credit tuition increase plus a 2% increase in the
property tax levy. All funds are shown in Section B
Budget Summaries.
 The General Fund budget total for FY16-17 is $742.9
million, an increase of $11.85 million (1.6%). Most
of this is due to taxes from additional construction
as well as from the added use of Fund Balance for
FY16-17.
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 The Auxiliary Fund has a decrease of $0.49 million,
primarily in the two Skill Centers’ budgets.
 The Restricted Fund has a decrease of $1.9 million
primarily due to the anticipated decrease of Student Financial Aid related to declining student enrollments.
 The Plant Fund has a decrease of about $63 million;
this is expected as we spend down bond proceeds
at the end of our 2004 Capital program.
 The budget is balanced with revenues equaling expenditures and one-time funds approved for use as
one-time expenditures.
 The first parameter for budget development is
maintenance of the District’s financial stability policy, which requires year-end balances of at least 8%
of General Fund revenues. The District has met this
requirement each year since the policy was adopted
and this budget reflects resources sufficient to meet
the policy goal by year-end.
 The District’s colleges have flexibility to reallocate
budgets and to use new allocations to meet high
priority needs and to accomplish goals to continue
to better serve the community.
 The District’s resources have been impacted by the
recession. The impact has been felt in State tax
support or in State Aid as Arizona has grappled with
billions of dollars in revenue shortfalls. The Legislature and Governor approved the 2016 State Budget
which included the permanent elimination of 100%
of State Aid for Maricopa. Since FY08-09 Maricopa
has lost $68.7 million in State Aid on an annualized
basis, plus $1.4 million given in FY14-15 for STEM
Workforce Development.
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Each year, the Budget Office puts together projections
based on historic activity and economic data. At Maricopa there are two major types of budgets: Operating
Budget and Capital Budget.

OPERATING BUDGET

FY16-17 PROPOSED BUDGET

The Auxiliary Fund includes revenues and expenditures
that support a variety of self-supporting activities, including contract training, the Maricopa, Northwest and
Southwest Skill Centers, non-credit instruction, and food
services. Revenue sources include student activity fees,
tuition from the Skill Centers, course fees and other revenues from sales of other auxiliary services.
The Restricted Fund (Fund 3) accounts for all restricted
activity such as grants, student financial aid and Proposition 301. Proposition 301 is a statewide November
2000 referendum that raised sales taxes for education
(community colleges are required to use the funds for
workforce development and training). Revenue sources
include federal, state and local funds for grants or contracts, Proposition 301 sales tax revenue and federal
financial aid funding.

The operating budget consists of the General Fund
(Fund 1), Auxiliary Funds (Fund 2) and Restricted Funds
(Fund 3).
The General Fund is the largest and main operating
budget for the Maricopa Community Colleges. The General Fund accounts for unrestricted resources that will
be expended in the current
year for operating purposes
such as instruction, public
service, academic support,
student services, institutional support, operation/maintenance of plant,
plus scholarships. Property taxes are the primary revenue source in the General Fund; tuition and fees represent the second large source of revenues. Other revenue sources include interest income, commissions and
the carry-forward of fund balance.

CAPITAL BUDGET
The Plant Fund is MCCCD’s
capital budget fund. The major source of revenue is from
the voter approved 2004
General Obligation Bonds
Program. Since FY08-9, the
State of Arizona has suspended Capital State Aid formula funding, due to its own budget pressures. In FY13-14
formula funding for capital aid was eliminated from
state statutes. Consequently, colleges often transfer
funding from the General Fund or Auxiliary Funds for
capital expenditures.
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GENERAL FUND - REVENUES
PROPERTY TAXES:

STATE AID:

The amount of additional property taxes from new construction is projected to remain fairly level for two-tothree years with slow recovery thereafter.

For FY16-17 the State of
Arizona is not expected to
provide state aid, consistent with the change in
state law eliminating this
support.

Based on the 2016 Maricopa County Assessor’s valuations, property tax levy from new construction property
is will increase from $7.37 million for FY15-16 to $9.98
million for FY16-17. This is far below the $18.2 million
from new construction received in FY2009.
Effective 2015, the voter-approved Proposition 117,
alters the calculation of property tax. For 2015 both the
Primary and the Secondary tax rates are calculated
based on the same assessment valuation -- the Limited
Property valuation (see the Appendix table titled Historic Property Assessment.) Proposition 117 also capped
the growth of a property’s limited property value at no
more than 5% per year. This new law does not impact
the overall amount of approved property tax collections,
but rather redistributed the tax obligation among property owners.

TUITION AND FEES:
Administration has proposed a $2 per credit increase in
FY16-17 tuition rate and projected revenue from this are
included in the budget. The annual tuition for a normal
30 credit/year would be $2,580; this is a 2.4% increase
above FY15-16. Governing Board will vote on this proposal at the February meeting. Tuition last increased in
FY14-15 (see Appendix for more historical information).
The Arizona Constitution mandates the provision of
higher education "as nearly free as possible" and tuition
for Maricopa Community Colleges remains below the
national average of public two-year institutions. Students attending Maricopa Colleges prior to transferring
to a baccalaureate granting institution should expect to
pay tuition at about 20-25 percent of the Arizona public
four-year institutions.
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REALLOCATION:
Over the past few years, we have relied on the reallocation of existing resources to help compensate for the
cuts in State Aid, and have limited growth in other resources.
Prior to FY13-14, the District reduced operational budgets four times for an annualized total reduction of $35
million. Funds were used to adapt to revenue losses
and to reallocate to other emerging needs.
Since FY08-9, the State of Arizona has suspended Capital
State Aid formula funding, due to its own budget pressures. Consequently, colleges often transfer funding
from the General Fund or Auxiliary Funds for capital
expenditures.
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FY15-16 to FY16-17 Revenue Changes and Available Resources

GENERAL FUND – EXPENDITURES

(in millions)

Available resources will be allocated to meet higher
priority needs in FY16-17.
GENERAL FUND -- RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR
ALLOCATION\REALLOCATION

Revenue Changes
New Construction property taxes/SRP in lieu

$

Tax incr 2% if approved

9.79
8.96

Resident Tuition - Enrollment Related

(13.67)

Tuition incr $2/cr if approved

4.89

Assuming the approval of a 2% property tax increase plus
a $2 per credit tuition increase, the Proposed FY16-17
General Fund Budget would provide about $26.4 million
in allocable resources (as shown below).

Fees/Other

In the following schedule, details on the changes that sum
to the total change in revenues are shown in the top section. The middle section shows adjustments in the expenditure budget regarding revenue changes that have a
targeted use and corresponding adjustment in the expenditure budget. For the fund balance increase and tuition revenue decrease shown in the revenue change section, each of these has a targeted use. The fund balance
increase is for one time uses of fund balance as may be
needed. The enrollment growth line shows the expenditure budget reduction that corresponds with the revenue
loss in tuition. In this instance, we reduced expenditure
budget capacity reserved for a FTSE level greater than we
now anticipate that would have been funded with the
tuition revenue we no longer expect. The last area is a
reallocation of a few expenditure budget lines to support
new priorities in FY16-17.

Enrollment Growth (EGF) reduction (enrollment)

13.62

Budgeted Use of Fund Balance for 1-time use

(2.06)

(0.17)

Use Fund Balance

2.06

Subtotal Revenue Budget changes

$

Expenditure Budget Reductions/Reallocations:

Reallocations to cover new needs:

3.00

Compensated Absences = $1.0
Honors/Pres scholarships = $1.1
Music/Tuition Waivers = $0.6
Bank fees/Unemployment Insurance = $ 0.3
Subtotal Exp Budget Red/Reallocations
Net Funds Available for Allocation

$

14.56

$

26.41

Proposed Uses of Fund:
Employee Manual (Anniv.Educ, Fac PG)

1.00

Oper. Cost for 2004 Bond Pgm - Construction

0.70

Oper. & Maintenance Cost for Tehcnology

0.35

Move Prop 301 Faculty to Gen. Fund (8 Faculty)

1.00

Insurance (Building/Liability/Cyber)

0.30

Addtl. Res. Faculty (60/40 ratio, 11 FTE)

1.10

SSE - Loan Default Mgmt

0.30

ASRS/Flex increase/Medical Stop Loss
Salary Adjustments - COLA

1.58
9.02

Salary Adjustments - Step

9.90

1M/SS/Maricopa Priorities (Ex. Dev Ed. Marketing)

1.16

Total Proposed Allocation

$
Balance $
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11.85

26.41
(0.00)
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CAPITAL (PLANT) FUND

The Auxiliary Fund includes contract training and other
substantially self-supporting activities, such as the skill
centers, non-credit instruction, course fees, and food
services. The FY16-17 budget for Auxiliary reflects a decrease of $0.49 million compared to FY15-16. Section D
provides details of all Auxiliary funds.

The Plant Fund is MCCCD’s capital budget fund. It includes General Obligation (G.O.) Bond proceeds and
carry-forward, Revenue bond proceeds and debt service
related on outstanding bonds.
The Plant Fund summary, including Debt Service information, is located in Section B. Section F has Bond and
other capital fund information.

RESTRICTED FUND
The Restricted Fund accounts for restricted activity such
as grants, student financial aid and Proposition 301, a
statewide 2000 referendum that raised sales taxes for
education.
The Proposed FY16-17 Budget shows a decrease of $1.9
million due to the reduced headcount and corresponding decrease in Student Aid (Pell Grants, Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant -- FSEOG and
Federal Work-Study.)
The Maricopa Community College District continues to
pursue additional federal funding available through special grants. Section E provides details of Restricted Funds.
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BOND PROCEEDS
In 2004, Maricopa County voters overwhelmingly approved $951 million G.O. Bond Program in support of
Maricopa’s capital development efforts. All of the $951
million has been issued. As of December, 2014 about
89% of the program has been expended or encumbered
and about $105 million remains available.
Additionally, funding has been/will be used to support
new technology initiatives, enhance and improve occupational programs, and provide major maintenance for
existing structures.
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SECTION B - BUDGET SUMMARIES
ALL FUNDS SUMMARY

Fund

Description

Fund 1 General Operating

FY15-16 Adopted

FY16-17 Proposed

$

$

731,059,890

742,908,460

Increase/
(Decrease)
$

11,848,570

% Change

% Total
FY14-15

% Total
FY15-16

1.62%

49.08%

51.73%

Fund 2 Current Auxiliary

147,360,247

146,871,156

(489,091)

(0.33%)

9.89%

10.23%

Fund 3 Current Restricted

274,420,899

272,519,534

(1,901,365)

(0.69%)

18.42%

18.97%

Fund 7 Plant

336,619,901

273,940,757

(62,679,144)

(18.62%)

22.60%

19.07%

(53,221,030)

(3.57%)

100.0%

100.0%

Total

$

1,489,460,937

$

1,436,239,907

$

Graph 1: Comparison FY15-16 vs. FY16-17 Budgets
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$146.9
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Fund 3
$274.4
$272.5

Fund 7
$336.6
$273.9

TOTAL
$1,489.5
$1,436.2
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FY16-17 PROPOSED REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS BUDGET SUMMARY
Revenues
Property Taxes
Pri ma ry Levy w 2% i ncr (i f a pproved)

In Lieu Tax, SRP
Carryforward G.O. Bond Proceeds
State Appropriations/Other State
Subtotal Tax Support:
General Tuition & Fees
Tui ti on $2/credi t i ncr (i f a pproved)

Out-of-State Tuition
Out-of-District Tuition
Course Fees
Non-Credit/ Special Interest
Subtotal Tuition/Fees:
Grants & Contracts
Financial Aid
Interest Income/Other
Food Service/Auxiliary Programs
Bookstore Operations
Miscellaneous
Subtotal Other Rev
Fund Balance
Fund Bal transfer for Plant
Transfers In
Transfers Out
Subtotal Fund balance/Transfers

Total Revenue and Transfers

Expenditures by Unit
Phoenix College
Glendale College
GateWay College
Mesa College
Scottsdale College
Rio Salado College
South Mountain College
Chandler-Gilbert College
Paradise Valley College
Estrella Mountain College
Maricopa Corporate College
Skill Centers
District Office
DISTRICT-WIDE:
EGF,PG,Reserves,DW Initiatives
Capital Development Prog
Debt Service
Fund Balance
Fund Bal transfer for Plant
Interfund Transfers

Total Expenditures

General Fund
Auxiliary
Fund 1
Fund 2
$
447,212,880 $
$
8,961,602
9,384,050
$
$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

465,558,532
209,775,224
4,885,288
15,160,346
281,790
230,102,648
1,155,000
1,890,588
-

$
$

Restricted
Fund 3

9,939,866

Debt
Total
Service
All Funds
$ 82,132,812 $ 529,345,692
$
8,961,602
$
1,749,688 $
11,133,738
80,000,000
$
80,000,000
9,939,866

9,939,866 $
- $

80,000,000 $
- $

12,599,806
6,788,831
45,361,839 $
- $
1,582,950 $ 34,249,000 $
182,306,510
15,000
25,000
4,006,339
8,383,830
27,511,249

- $
- $
15,000
-

13,988,119 $ 244,091,759 $
60,650,576 $ 18,487,909 $
27,327,622
(457,000)
87,521,198 $

$

- $
10,658,341 $

-

Unexpended
Plant
$
-

15,314,861

$
$

3,045,588 $
34,201,692 $
10,000,000
44,201,692 $

18,487,909 $

83,882,500 $
- $
$
- $
- $
- $
- $
- $
-

639,380,898
220,433,565
4,885,288
30,475,207
281,790
12,599,806
6,788,831
275,464,487
35,831,950
182,306,510
1,210,000
4,006,339
1,890,588
35,895,079

15,000 $
26,151,061

- $
70,692,313 $

13,199,883
39,350,944 $

70,692,313 $

261,140,466
210,183,551
10,000,000
40,527,505
(457,000)
260,254,056

742,908,460 $ 146,871,156 $ 272,519,534 $ 119,365,944 $ 154,574,813 $ 1,436,239,907

General Fund
Auxiliary
Restricted
Unexpended
Debt
Fund 1
Fund 2
Fund 3
Plant
Service
$
58,413,160 $
5,158,424 $ 26,591,781 $
875,000 $
81,550,023
5,364,057
35,199,669
412,660
34,995,292
6,627,754
17,786,196
98,103,594
14,284,342
37,548,206
51,183,233
7,659,650
13,113,711
129,000
58,390,034
27,631,369
30,887,712
26,580,993
5,012,585
11,190,459
403,241
50,772,264
3,977,747
14,201,468
879,982
38,506,114
2,256,678
9,080,318
35,233,751
5,112,959
20,027,893
500,000
1,207,682
4,138,895
290,773
17,044,538
1,131,097
64,801,467
259,000
30,288,835
10,015,000
$ 89,580,428.00 $
34,201,692
10,000,000
9,388,733
$

42,800,158
0

(457,000)

6,693,507
18,487,909

80,000,000
26,151,061

-

83,882,500
70,692,313
-

Total
All Funds
$
91,038,365
122,526,409
59,409,242
149,936,142
72,085,594
116,909,115
43,187,278
69,831,461
49,843,110
60,874,603
5,637,350
18,175,635
105,364,302
139,074,093
80,000,000
83,882,500
149,532,975
10,000,000
8,931,733

742,908,460 $ 146,871,156 $ 272,519,534 $ 119,365,944 $ 154,574,813 $ 1,436,239,907
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FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) SUMMARY - DRAFT
FY16-17 Proposed
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support Staff (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Craftsmen/Craftsmen Trainees
College Safety

Fund 1
1,455.7
17.0
1,163.4
1,389.9
220.4
63.0
97.0

Total Budgeted Positions (FTE)

4,406.4

Fund 2

Fund 3
23.0
1.3
-

TOTAL
1,478.7
17.0
1,360.9
1,537.4
229.0
63.0
97.0

24.3

4,782.9

Fund 3
23.0
23.0

TOTAL
1,482.0
17.0
1,324.3
1,525.4
227.4
63.0
94.0
4,733.1

Increase/Decrease
Fund 2
Fund 3
(0.1)
(1.6)
1.3
1.6
-

TOTAL
(3.3)
36.6
12.0
1.6
3.0

197.5
146.1
8.6
352.2

FY15-16 Adopted
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support Staff (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Craftsmen/Craftsmen Trainees
College Safety
Total Budgeted Positions (FTE)

Fund 1
1,459.0
17.0
1,126.7
1,377.7
220.4
63.0
94.0
4,357.8

Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support Staff (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Craftsmen/Craftsmen Trainees
College Safety

Fund 1
(3.3)
36.7
12.2
3.0

Total Budgeted Positions (FTE)

48.6

Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support Staff (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Craftsmen/Craftsmen Trainees
College Safety
Total Budgeted Positions (FTE)

Fund 1
(0.2%)
0.0%
3.3%
0.9%
0.0%
0.0%
3.1%
1.1%
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Fund 2
197.6
147.7
7.0
352.3

(0.1)

1.3

49.8

Percent Change
Fund 2
Fund 3
NA
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
(0.1%)
0.0%
(1.1%)
0.0%
22.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
NA
0.0%
(0.0%)
5.8%

TOTAL
(0.2%)
0.0%
2.8%
0.8%
0.7%
0.0%
3.1%
1.1%
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GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES
REVENUE SUMMARY
GENERAL FUND REVENUE SUMMARY
FY15-16
FY16-17
Adopted
Proposed
% of Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

%
Change

Description
Tax Supported:
Primary Levy
$ 437,227,709
Est Tax from New Property w/o 2%
Primary Levy w 2% incr (if approved)
Subtotal Property Tax
$ 437,227,709
In Lieu Tax (SRP)- est
9,575,128
Subtotal Tax Supported
$ 446,802,837

$ 437,227,709
$ 9,985,171
8,961,602
$ 456,174,482
9,384,050
$ 465,558,532

58.9% $
1.3%
1.2%
61.4% $
1.3%
62.7% $

9,985,171
8,961,602
18,946,773
(191,078)
18,755,695

0.0%
NA
NA
4.3%
-2.0%
4.2%

Tuition and Fees:
General Tuition
Tuition $2/credit incr (if approved)
Out-of-State Tuition
Out-of-District Tuition
Other Fees & Charges
Subtotal Tuition & Fees
Interest and Other
Bookstore Operations
Total Anticipated Revenue w/o CF

$ 218,855,940
$
15,160,431
246,215
4,593,131
$ 238,855,717
1,155,000
2,100,654
$ 688,914,208

$ 205,182,096
$ 4,885,288
15,160,346
281,790
4,593,128
$ 230,102,648
1,155,000
1,890,588
$ 698,706,768

27.6% $

(13,673,844)

2.0%
0.0%
0.6%
0 $
0.2%
0.3%
1 $

(85)
35,575
(3)
(8,753,069)
(210,066)
9,792,560

-6.2%
NA
0.0%
14.4%
0.0%
-3.7%
0.0%
-10.0%
1.4%

42,145,682

44,201,692

$ 731,059,890

$ 742,908,460

Budgeted Use of Fund Balance
Total Anticipated Revenue

$

$

5.95%
100.0% $

2,056,010

4.9%

11,848,570

1.6%

EXPENDITURE SUMMARY BY OBJECT
GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY BY OBJECT
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
%
Adopted
Proposed
%
of
Total
(Decrease)
Change
Description
Salaries & Wages
$ 385,228,066 $ 385,816,058
51.9% $
587,992
0.2%
Employee Benefits
115,427,755
117,293,635
15.8%
1,865,880
1.6%
Contractual Services
53,198,365
51,905,387
7.0%
(1,292,978)
-2.4%
Supplies & Materials
10,547,636
10,470,126
1.4%
(77,510)
-0.7%
Fixed Charges
8,937,991
9,222,866
1.2%
284,875
3.2%
Comm. & Utilities
22,676,063
21,151,071
2.8%
(1,524,992)
-6.7%
Travel
3,306,153
3,289,015
0.4%
(17,138)
-0.5%
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
131,737,861
143,760,302
19.4%
12,022,441
9.1%
Total Expenditure by Object Category $ 731,059,890

$ 742,908,460

100.0% $

11,848,570

1.6%

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17


Salaries & Wages: Increased over $580 thousand due added salaries from added positions.



Employee Benefits: Increased by $1.86 million for benefits associated with new positions, plus the ASRS increase
from 11.47% to 11.48% and the Flex Benefit increase from 410,885 to $11,000 per Full Time Equivalent (FTE).



Contractual Services – The decrease of almost $1.3 million was primarily at Rio’s Education Service Partnerships,
to offset Enrollment Growth reduction.
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Supplies &Materials – Decreased over $77 thousand for budget reallocations at various colleges.



Fixed Charges: The increase of over $284,000 primarily in Districtwide for cyber security insurance supplements.



Communications & Utilities: Decreased over $1.5 million – primarily from the Districtwide transfer of an amount
previously budgeted for Network Management Services to District Office for use for new Information Technology
positions.



Travel: Aggregate of small decreases at various colleges.



Contingency, Scholarships, Miscellaneous: The increase of over $12 million is held in contingency pending Governing Board approval of any tuition and/or property tax increase. If approved, these funds will be allocated to
prioritized needs.
FY15-16 GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - by FUNCTION
FY15-16
Adopted

FY15-16
Proposed

Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
General Institutional
Operations/Maintenance
Public Service
Scholarships
Budgeted Use of Fund Balance
Contingency/uncollected tax

$ 308,519,557
74,742,776
75,788,073
136,709,533
63,705,144
3,007,749
21,624,874
42,145,682
4,816,502

$ 289,761,042
79,541,966
77,809,539
163,196,774
60,664,553
2,881,111
20,035,281
44,201,692
4,816,502

39.0% $
10.7%
10.5%
22.0%
8.2%
0.4%
2.7%
5.9%
0.6%

(18,758,515)
4,799,190
2,021,466
26,487,241
(3,040,591)
(126,638)
(1,589,593)
2,056,010
-

-6.1%
6.4%
2.7%
19.4%
-4.8%
-4.2%
-7.4%
4.9%
0.0%

Total Expenditure by Function

$ 731,059,890

$ 742,908,460

100.0% $

11,848,570

1.6%

Expenditures

Increase/
(Decrease)

% of Total

%
Change

FUNCTION EXPENDITURE FUNDING BY COLLEGE
Proposed Budget FY16-17 --GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - by FUNCTION
FUNCTION
Instruction

PC Combined

GC Combined

$ 27,594,851 $

GateWay

MC Combined

41,840,391 $ 17,290,490 $

SC Combined

51,618,760 $

27,232,302 $

Rio Salado

South Mt

24,531,659 $

10,415,871

Acad Support

7,282,911

12,228,852

2,159,307

9,965,688

5,066,787

13,028,478

4,272,502

Student Svcs

6,789,550

10,726,658

5,701,870

12,706,333

6,375,151

6,111,668

3,703,301

Gen Instit

7,959,399

5,091,273

5,234,442

12,961,092

5,163,015

10,260,880

3,957,216

Oper/Maint

7,182,450

9,591,276

3,802,729

9,282,129

6,548,491

2,568,023

3,624,420

Public Svcs

260,445

332,194

-

-

15,775

681,300

-

Scholarships

1,343,554

1,739,379

806,454

1,569,592

781,712

1,208,026

607,683

Contingency

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Grand Total
FUNCTION
Instruction

$ 58,413,160 $
CG Combined

81,550,023 $ 34,995,292 $

PV Combined

$ 24,903,594 $

98,103,594 $

EM Combined Corporate College

21,705,385 $ 17,000,010 $

- $

51,183,233 $
District

58,390,034 $
District Trnfr

118,791 $

26,580,993

TOTAL FY16-17

25,508,938 $ 289,761,042

Acad Support

7,123,739

3,189,833

6,380,710

179,990

5,730,028

2,933,141 $

79,541,966

Student Svcs

5,056,500

4,948,525

4,350,635

-

7,078,732

4,260,616 $

77,809,539

Gen Instit

6,443,952

3,731,525

3,207,917

683,092

47,800,545

Oper/Maint

6,484,654

4,383,637

3,759,096

344,600

2,670,667

422,381 $

60,664,553

Public Svcs

188,693

-

-

-

1,402,704

- $

2,881,111

Scholarships

571,132

547,209

535,383

-

-

10,325,157 $

20,035,281

Contingency

-

-

-

-

-

49,018,194 $

49,018,194

Grand Total

$ 50,772,264 $

38,506,114 $ 35,233,751 $

1,207,682 $
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BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY
GENERAL FUND FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) SUMMARY

Description
Residential Faculty

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

1,459.0

1,455.7

17.0

17.0

Management (MAT)

1,126.7

Support Staff (PSA)

1,377.7
220.4
63.0

Executive (CEC)

Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Craftsmen/Craftsmen Trainees
College Safety
Total Budgeted Positions (FTE)

94.0
4,357.8

Increase/
(Decrease) % Change
(3.3)

-0.2%

-

0.0%

1,163.4

36.7

3.3%

1,389.9

12.2

0.9%

220.4

-

0.0%

63.0

-

0.0%

3.0

3.1%

48.6

1.1%

97.0
4,406.4

SIGNIFICANT STAFFING (FTE OR FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT) CHANGES FOR FY16-17


Faculty –Total decrease of 3.3 FTE’s due to declining enrollments at colleges: -1.3 FTE at Mesa (0.5 in English
and 0.8 in Reading) and -2.0 FTE at Scottsdale (1 in Math and 1 in Education).



MAT – Total increase of 36.7 FTE’s: +5.0 FTE at Rio (Bursar, 3 Coordinators Instructional Program, Learning
Facilitator); +6.0 FTE at South Mountain (Coord Vet Services, Dual Enrollment Specialist, Coord Student Services, Mgr. College Employee Services, Student Services Specialist, Graphic Designer – all reclassified from
PSA positions); +25.0 FTE at the District Office ( 21.0 in Information Technology in support of new Enterprise
Systems, 2.0 in Human Resources --Special Assistant to VCHR, HR Analyst for Recruitment; 2 in General
Counsel for security/privacy); other small adjustments at other colleges made up the +0.7 FTE difference to
net the total to +36.7 FTE’s.



PSA – Total increase of 12.2 FTE’s: +2.5 FTE at Gateway (Admin Asst., Library Asst., part-time Accounting
Asst.); +2.6 FTE at Mesa (2 International Education Coord, part-time increased hours various positions);
+12.1 FTE at Rio ( 3 Advisors, 2 Coord Student Services, Testing Tech, Financial Aid Tech, 2 Executive Secretary, Sr. HR Analyst); + 1.4 at Chandler-Gilbert (small FTE adjustments to various positions); +2.4 FTE at Estrella (to support increased enrollment); - 2.9 FTE at Phoenix College (Early Childhood Teachers) -6.2FTE at
South Mountain (reclassified position to MAT); - 1.8 FTE at District Office (reclassified to MAT in HR and
MCTV); small adjustments at other colleges made up the difference to net the total to +12.2 FTE’s.



College Safety – Total increase of 3.0 FTE’s at District Office (Communications/Dispatch Center positions to
monitor fire alarms at the colleges).

These changes result in a Grand Total net increase of 48.6 FTE’s in the General Fund for FY16-17.
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AUXILIARY FUND SUMMARIES
AUXILIARY FUND REVENUE SUMMARY
FY15-16
Adopted

Description
Grants/Donations
$
Tuition/Fees
Regular Tuition
Out Of State Tuition & Non-resident Distance Learning
Course Fees
Non Credit
Other Fees & Charges
Total - Tuition & Fees
$
Interest Income
$
Auxiliary Operations
Miscellaneous Other Revenues
Budgeted Use of Fund Balance
Trfs from Gen Fund-For M&C & Skill Centers Support
Trfs from Gen Fund-College Reallocations
Intra and Interfund Transfers
SubtotalAuxiliary Revenue

1,582,950 $
7,792,300
15,231,889
13,505,005
6,356,655
4,695,869
47,581,718 $
15,000 $
4,083,658 $
6,636,404
62,018,884
9,093,443
3,756,241
12,948,949

FY16-17
Proposed
1,582,950

Total Transfers
Total Revenue Less Transfers Out

(157,000)
(200,000)

1.1% $

5,967,170
5.3%
15,314,861
10.3%
12,599,806
9.2% $
6,788,831
4.3%
4,691,171
3.2%
45,361,839 $
0 $
15,000
0.0% $
4,006,339
2.8%
8,383,830
4.5%
60,650,576
42.1%
8,988,733
6.2%
3,844,083
2.5%
14,494,806
8.8%

$ 147,717,247 $ 147,328,156

Transfer To Plant Fund (CGCC Capital Project)
Transfer To Plant Fund (GCC Capital Project)

% of
Total

(157,000)
(300,000)

$
(357,000) $
(457,000)
$ 147,360,247 $ 146,871,156

Increase/
(Decrease)
-

%
Change
0.0%

(1,825,130) -23.4%
82,972
0.5%
(905,199)
-6.7%
432,176
6.8%
(4,698)
-0.1%
(2,219,879) $
(0)
0.0%
(77,319)
-1.9%
1,747,426
26.3%
(1,368,308)
-2.2%
(104,710)
-1.2%
87,842
2.3%
1,545,857
11.9%

100.2% $

(389,091)

-0.3%

-0.1%
-0.1%

(100,000)

0.0%
50.0%

-0.2% $
100.0% $

(100,000)
(489,091)

28.0%
-0.3%

AUXILIARY FUND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
FY15-16
Adopted

Description

FY16-17
Proposed

% of
Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

%
Change

Other Auxiliary Programs
Course Materials
Food Service
Non-Credit / Special Interest

$ 118,347,899 $ 117,511,966
14,352,653
14,599,394
1,209,916
1,214,558
13,806,779
14,002,238

80.3% $
9.7%
0.8%
9.4%

(835,933)
246,741
4,642
195,459

-0.7%
1.7%
0.4%
1.4%

Subtotal Auxiliary Expenditures
Transfer To Plant Fund (CGCC Capital Project)
Transfer To Plant Fund (GCC Capital Project)

$ 147,717,247 $ 147,328,156
(157,000)
(157,000)
(200,000)
(300,000)

100.2% $
-0.1%
-0.1%

(389,091)
(100,000)

-0.3%
0.0%
50.0%

Total Transfers From Fund 2 Revenues Above

$

(457,000)

-0.2% $

(100,000)

28.0%

Total Expenditures Less Transfers

$ 147,360,247 $ 146,871,156

100.0% $

(489,091)

-0.3%

(357,000) $

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES FOR AUXILIRY FOR FY16-17



$555 thousand of reductions in the auxiliary services fund were offset by a $100 thousand increase at Glendale
CC in transfers out to the plant fund.
This $555 thousand reduction was a combination of a $1.3 million reduction at Maricopa Skill center and Northwest Skill Center, offset by a $792 thousand increase at Maricopa Corporate College.
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AUXILIARY FUND BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

AUXILIARY FUND2 FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) SUMMARY
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Description
Adopted
Proposed (Decrease)

%
Change

Management (MAT)

198.7

197.6

(1.1)

-0.6%

Support Staff (PSA)

154.4

148.7

(5.8)

-3.7%

8.0

7.0

(1.0)

-12.5%

(7.9)

-2.2%

Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Total Budgeted Positions (FTE)

361.1

353.3

The Grand Total for Auxiliary Fund was 353.3 FTE’s for FY16-17. These changes resulted in a Grand Total of 7.9 fewer FTE’s
among all Auxiliary Fund 2 accounts.


There was a 4.5 FTE reduction for Maricopa Skill Center for FY16-17. Adjustments for salaries and benefits were
the result of eliminating budget for several unfilled positions and adjusting the split coding positions with Maricopa Skill Center to more accurately reflect time spent at each campus



There was a net 5.2 FTE reduction for Northwest Skill Center for FY16-17. Adjustments for salaries and benefits
were the result of eliminating budget for several unfilled positions and adjusting the split coding positions with
Maricopa Skill Center to more accurately reflect time spent at each campus



MCOR added a Web Manager and Graphic Designer.
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RESTRICTED FUND SUMMARIES

RESTRICTED FUND REVENUE SUMMARY
Description
Grants and Contracts
Federal Grants & Contracts
State Grants & Contracts
Prop. 301 Sales Tax & Interest, Carryforward
Other/Local Govt. Grants and Contracts
Total Grants and Contracts
Student Financial Aid
Federal Student Aid
Federal Work-Study (FWS)
Federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (FSEOG)
Pell Grants
State Student Aid - LEAP
Trans from Gen Fund for LEAP Matching
Scholarships
Total Student Financial Aid

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

% of
Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

%
Change

$

19,811,848 $ 15,380,708
9,798,006
7,952,311
20,965,051
28,452,775
10,242,057
10,915,981

5.6% $
2.9%
10.4%
4.0%

(4,431,140)
(1,845,695)
7,487,724
673,924

-22.4%
-18.8%
35.7%
6.6%

$

60,816,962 $ 62,701,775

23.0% $

1,884,813

3.1%

0.9% $

(911,949)

-27.6%

$

3,301,514 $

2,389,565

3,824,698

3,287,560

170,170,640
400,000
400,000
7,797,446

168,088,668
400,000
400,000
7,740,717

$ 185,894,298 $ 182,306,510

1.2%

(537,138) -14.0%

61.7%
0.1%
0.1%
2.8%

(2,081,972)
(56,729)

-1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.7%

66.9% $

(3,587,788)

-1.9%

0.1% $

17,876

5.1%

Other Restricted Activities

Admin. Overhead (9710)

$

Miscellaneous & Contingent Budget Capacity

350,560 $
27,359,079

368,436
27,142,813

Total Restricted Activities/Transfers

$

Total Restricted Revenue

$ 274,420,899 $ 272,519,534

Description
Expenditures by Unit
Phoenix
Glendale
Gateway
Mesa
Scottsdale
Rio Salado
South Mountain
Chandler-Gilbert
Paradise Valley
Estrella Mountain
Skill Centers
District Office
District-wide
Corporate College
Total Restricted Expenditure

RESTRICTED FUND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
FY15-16
FY16-17
Adopted
Proposed
$

10.0%

(216,266)

-0.8%

0 $

(198,390)

-0.7%

100.0% $

(1,901,365)

-0.7%

27,709,639 $ 27,511,249 $

% of
Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

%
Change

26,695,710 $ 26,591,781
36,548,545
35,199,669
17,272,576
17,786,196
35,674,512
37,548,206
12,453,724
13,113,711
32,427,419
30,887,712
13,116,790
11,190,459
15,019,771
14,201,468
10,612,890
9,080,318
20,801,079
20,027,893
2,046,985
1,131,097
25,084,405
30,288,835
24,884,134
25,181,416
1,782,359
290,773

9.8% $
12.9%
6.5%
13.8%
4.8%
11.3%
4.1%
5.2%
3.3%
7.3%
0.4%
11.1%
9.2%
0.1%

(103,929)
(1,348,876)
513,620
1,873,694
659,987
(1,539,707)
(1,926,331)
(818,303)
(1,532,572)
(773,186)
(915,888)
5,204,430
297,282
(1,491,586)

-0.4%
-3.7%
3.0%
5.3%
5.3%
-4.7%
-14.7%
-5.4%
-14.4%
-3.7%
-44.7%
20.7%
1.2%
-83.7%

$ 274,420,899 $ 272,519,534

100.0% $

(1,901,365)

-0.7%
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SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
The reduction in the FY16-17 Proposed Fund 3 Budget of $1.9 million is primarily due to a decline in Pell Grant scholarships awarded, as reflected in the trends for the past few years. Total Fund 3 actual expenses peaked at $248 million in
FY11-12, declining to $210 million in FY14-15. Pell Grants awarded in FY11-12 were $193 million, and declined to $154.6
million in FY14-15. Pell Grant projections reflect these trends. About $25 million is being held in a contingency reserve for
possible adverse economic developments.

EXPENDITURE SUMMARY BY FUNCTION
RESTRICTED FUND SUMMARY BY FUNCTION
FY15-16
Adopted

Instruction
Public Service
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operation & Maintenance
Scholarships and Fellowships
Contingency

$ 11,158,065
27,038,194
21,969,212
11,756,354
4,871,451
20,745
186,246,252
11,360,626

Total Expenditures by Function $ 274,420,899

Increase/
FY16-17
Proposed
% of Total
% of Total
(Decrease)
% Change
4.1% $ 11,216,796
4.1% $
58,731
0.5%
9.9%
27,180,512
10.0%
142,318
0.5%
8.0%
22,084,849
8.1%
115,637
0.5%
4.3%
11,818,235
4.3%
61,881
0.5%
1.8%
4,897,092
1.8%
25,641
0.5%
0.0%
20,854
0.0%
109
0.5%
67.9%
183,880,772
67.5%
(2,365,480)
-1.3%
4.1%
11,420,424
4.2%
59,798
0.5%
100.0% $ 272,519,534

100.0% $

(1,901,365)

RESTRICTED FUND BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY
BUDGETED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) - PROPOSITION 301 FACULTY
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease) % Change
College/District
Phoenix
1.0
1.0
0.0%
Glendale/GCC North
3.0
3.0
0.0%
GateWay
N/A
Mesa
5.0
5.0
0.0%
Scottsdale
3.0
3.0
0.0%
Rio Salado
1.0
1.0
0.0%
South Mountain
1.0
1.0
0.0%
Chandler-Gilbert
5.0
5.0
0.0%
Paradise Valley
1.0
1.0
0.0%
Estrella Mountain
3.0
3.0
0.0%
Totals

23.0
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PLANT FUND SUMMARIES

PLANT FUND REVENUE SUMMARY
FY15-16
Adopted

General Revenue
Interest Income

$

% of Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

%
Change

15,000

0.0%

-

0.0%

3,099,883

3,199,883

1.2%

100,000

3.2%

Potential Fund Transfers

10,000,000

10,000,000

3.7%

-

0.0%

Use of Fund Balance

26,151,061

26,151,061

9.5%

-

0.0%

100,000

0.3%

(63,126,000)

-44.1%

32.9% $ (63,026,000)

-34.6%

College Fund Transfers

Subtotal General Revenues

$

15,000 $

FY16-17
Proposed

39,265,944 $ 39,365,944

14.4% $

G.O. Bond Program
Use of Fund Balance- Bond
Total Unexpended Plant Fund

143,126,000

80,000,000

$

182,391,944 $ 119,365,944

$

80,036,848 $ 82,132,812

29.2%

Debt Service
Secondary Tax Levy
SRP in lieu Tax
Prior Year Debt Service Carryforward

53.1%

2,095,964

2.6%

1,752,778

1,749,688

1.1%

(3,090)

-0.2%

72,438,331

70,692,313

45.7%

(1,746,018)

-2.4%

Total Debt Service

$

154,227,957 $ 154,574,813

100.0% $

346,856

0.2%

TOTAL PLANT FUND REVENUE

$

336,619,901 $ 273,940,757

100.0% $ (62,679,144)

-18.6%

PLANT FUND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
FY15-16
FY16-17
College Initiatives/General Expenditures
Adopted
Proposed
College Capital Purchases/Projects

$

3,099,883 $

% of Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

%
Change

3,199,883

1.2%

100,000

3.2%

Funding for New Initiatives

10,015,000

10,015,000

3.7%

-

0.0%

Use of Fund Balance

26,151,061

26,151,061

9.5%

-

0.0%

100,000

0.3%

(63,126,000)

-44.1%

Subtotal General Expenditures- Capitol

$

39,265,944 $ 39,365,944

14.4% $

G.O. Bond Capital Development Program
2004 G.O. Bond Capital Development Program

143,126,000

80,000,000

29.2%

Subtotal G.O. Bond Captial Dev. Program

$

143,126,000 $ 80,000,000

29.2% $ (63,126,000)

-44.1%

Total Unexpended Plant Fund

$

182,391,944 $ 119,365,944

43.6% $ (63,026,000)

-34.6%

$

72,438,331 $ 70,692,313

3.7%

(1,746,018)

-2.4%

G. O. Bond Debt Service Current Yr (January/2017)

11,097,313 $ 10,011,250

25.8%

(1,086,063)

-9.8%

G.O. Bond Debt Service Future Yr (July,2017)

70,692,313 $ 73,871,250

27.0%

3,178,937

4.5%

346,856

0.2%

100.0% $ (62,679,144)

-18.6%

Debt Service
G. O. Bond Debt Service Current Yr (July 2016)

Subtotal Debt Service

$

154,227,957 $ 154,574,813 $

TOTAL PLANT FUND EXPENDITURE

$

336,619,901 $ 273,940,757
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SECTION C – COLLEGE AND DISTRICT BUDGETS
PHOENIX COLLEGE (PC)
Phoenix College (PC) is a comprehensive Learning College that has been serving the community since 1920, and is considered the flagship of the Maricopa Community Colleges. Under the leadership of acting college president Christina Haines,
PC serves over 20,000 students annually through nationally-recognized programs for university transfer, career training,
and personal development. Signature programs include Culinary Studies, Dental, Environmental and Natural Resource
Stewardship, Fire Science/Emergency Medical Technology, Interpreter Preparation, Nursing and Paralegal Studies. The
main campus is located in the heart of Central Phoenix, while a second location, PC Downtown, serves the downtown
business district and a new Center for Nursing Excellence prepares students for healthcare careers. Phoenix College students speak more than 50 languages and represent over 100 countries, reflecting the multicultural diversity of the surrounding metropolitan area.
Phoenix College is a recognized leader in the use of innovative approaches to student service, as demonstrated by the
college’s Hannelly Enrollment Center, which provides student services in a streamlined and efficient manner within a single location built to optimize the collaborative approach.

PC DOWNTOWN
The College’s satellite campus, PC Downtown, is housed in a restored historic building in the heart of the city’s business
and cultural centers. PC Downtown offers convenient access to unique offerings such as the Paralegal Studies Program,
which incorporates learning experiences in PC’s state of-the-art electronic courtroom.

CENTER FOR NURSING EXCELLENCE
rd

The new Phoenix College Center for Nursing Excellence, located near 3 Avenue and Clarendon, provides a dynamic learning environment incorporating sophisticated technology and equipment. Features include a realistic hospital setting with
nurses’ stations, simulation labs, a large seminar space, and flexible classrooms.

PHOENIX COLLEGE BUDGET SUMMARIES

Budget by Object - PC + PC Downtown Combined
Description
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Contract Service
Supplies & Materials
Fixed Charges
Comm & Utilities
Travel
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
Plant Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

$

$
$

$

FY15-16
Adopted
36,253,037
10,593,150
2,634,033
987,271
429,330
2,615,632
124,169
5,129,732
58,766,354
5,158,444
26,695,710
875,000
91,495,508

$

$
$

$
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FY16-17
Proposed
35,888,433
10,493,554
2,634,033
1,043,349
429,330
2,615,640
124,169
5,184,652
58,413,160
5,158,424
26,591,896
875,000
91,038,480

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(364,604)
(99,596)
56,078
8
54,920
$
(353,194)
$
(20)
(103,814)
$
(457,028)

% Change
-1.0%
-0.9%
0.0%
5.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.1%
-0.6%
0.0%
-0.4%
0.0%
-0.5%
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SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Phoenix College’s General Fund budget decrease of $353,194 is a result of the following:






$<477,120> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$2,566 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$45,959 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$74,338 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund decrease is due to the anticipation of reduced Student Financial Aid.

PC AND PC DOWNTOWN GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - PC + PC Downtown Combined
Expenditures
Instruction

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 28,008,563

$ 27,594,851

Academic Support

7,394,315

Student Services

% of Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

47.2% $

(413,712)

-1.5%

7,282,911

12.5%

(111,404)

-1.5%

7,041,885

6,789,550

11.6%

(252,335)

-3.6%

Institutional Support

7,692,518

7,959,399

13.6%

266,881

3.5%

Operations/Maintenance

7,105,081

7,182,450

12.3%

77,369

1.1%

180,438

260,445

0.4%

80,007

44.3%

1,343,554

1,343,554

2.3%

-

0.0%

$ 58,766,354

$ 58,413,160

Public Service
Scholarships
Total by Function

100.0% $

(353,194)

-0.6%

PC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - PC + PC Downtown Combined
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

FY15-16
Adopted
152.0
1.0
75.0
129.5
25.0
7.0
5.0
394.5
2.3
1.0
397.8
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FY16-17
Proposed
152.0
1.0
74.3
126.6
25.0
7.0
5.0
390.8
1.3
1.0
393.1

Increase/
(Decrease)
(0.8)
(2.9)
(3.7)
(1.0)
(4.7)

% Change
0.0%
0.0%
-1.0%
-2.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.9%
-43.5%
0.0%
-1.2%
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GLENDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE (GCC)
Glendale Community College is one of the oldest and largest of the eleven Maricopa Community Colleges. GCC serves
approximately 29,000 students during an academic year at two campus locations. The GCC main campus is located in the
heart of historic Glendale, Arizona. The GCC North campus is located at the base of Ludden Mountain in northwest Phoenix. GCC also offers classes at multiple sites for the convenience of students including general education classes at the
Communiversity @ Surprise.
Nationally recognized for excellence in instruction, GCC continues to keep pace with the growth of the West Valley. More
than 500,000 students have completed associate degrees, certification programs, industry-specific training, university
transfer programs or credit classes since GCC opened in 1965. GCC employees address the needs of its students with an
ultimate focus on fostering student success.

GCC NORTH
th

GCC continually reaches out to where students live. A good example is GCC North, a campus extension at 57 Avenue
and Happy Valley Road. GCC North opened in fall 2000 with 797 students and has grown to nearly 2,700 students in
2014. Thanks to the voter-approved 2004 capital development bond, facilities were expanded in 2008 elevating GCC
North to a full-service campus under GCC main. Students may complete certificate and degree programs at GCC
North, and take advantage of a full range of student services focused on student success.

GCC BUDGET SUMMARIES

Budget by Object -Glendale + GCC North Combined
FY15-16
Description
Adopted
Salaries & Wages
$ 55,107,464
Employee Benefits
16,756,092
Contract Service
2,221,271
Supplies & Materials
1,617,950
Fixed Charges
726,736
Comm & Utilities
2,560,573
Travel
198,818
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
3,278,933
General Fund Total
$ 82,467,837

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 54,976,249
16,786,349
2,218,258
1,619,014
726,736
2,560,573
201,818
2,461,026
$ 81,550,023

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(131,215)
30,257
(3,013)
1,064
3,000
(817,907)
$
(917,814)

Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
Plant Fund Total
Grand Total All Funds:

$

$

$

5,367,057
36,548,545
312,660
$ 124,696,099

5,364,057
35,200,014
412,660
$ 122,526,754

$

(3,000)
(1,348,531)
100,000
(2,169,345)

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Glendale’s General Fund budget decrease of $917,814 is a result of the following:






$<1,121,510> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$4,183 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$74,971 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$123,479 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund decrease is due to the anticipation of reduced Student Financial Aid.
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% Change
-0.2%
0.2%
-0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
1.5%
-24.9%
-1.1%
-0.1%
-3.7%
32.0%
-1.7%
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GCC AND GCC NORTH GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION

General Fund Function - GCC + GCC North Combined
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 44,932,940

$ 41,844,058

9,414,146

12,228,852

10,636,376

Expenditures
Instruction

% of Total

-6.9%

15.0%

2,814,706

29.9%

10,726,658

13.2%

90,282

0.8%

5,233,437

5,087,606

6.2%

(145,831)

-2.8%

10,022,742

9,591,276

11.8%

(431,466)

-4.3%

552,326

332,194

0.4%

(220,132)

-39.9%

1,675,870

1,739,379

2.1%

63,509

3.8%

$ 82,467,837

$ 81,550,023

100.0% $

(917,814)

-1.1%

Student Services
Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance
Public Service
Scholarships

51.3% $

% Change

(3,088,882)

Academic Support

Total by Function

Increase/
(Decrease)

GCC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - Glendale + GCC North Combined
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety
General Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
Grand Total All Funds:

FY15-16
Adopted
278.0
1.0
93.6
217.3
34.0
11.0
14.0
648.8
3.0
651.8
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FY16-17
Proposed
278.0
1.0
92.8
217.8
34.0
11.0
14.0
648.5
3.0
651.5

Increase/
(Decrease)
(0.8)
0.5
(0.3)
(0.3)

% Change
0.0%
0.0%
-0.9%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
0.0%
-0.1%
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GATEWAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE (GWCC)
th

Established in 1968, GateWay Community College is in its 47 year as a comprehensive public institution of higher education, providing educational opportunities to more than 11,000 students annually. The college is affiliated with the Maricopa Skill Center, NorthWest Skill Center, Cutting Edge and GateWay Early College High School.
GateWay’s offerings have grown to include more than 125 degree, certificate and university transfer programs in a wide
variety of concentrations including Apprenticeships, Automotive, Business, Environment, Healthcare, Industrial Technology, Information Technology, Liberal Arts, Math and Science.
By continuously providing a high quality of education, with support from student service areas as well as career training
through innovation and state-of-the-art technology, GateWay has emerged as a leading institution in meeting the needs
of students, businesses and industries throughout the community.

GWCC BUDGET SUMMARY

Budget by Object - GateWay Community College (GWC)
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

Salaries & Wages

$ 21,762,650

$ 21,838,663

Employee Benefits

6,632,663

Contract Service

Description

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

76,013

0.3%

6,681,037

48,374

0.7%

2,549,379

2,538,714

(10,665)

-0.4%

Supplies & Materials

516,617

522,080

5,463

1.1%

Fixed Charges

266,109

285,984

19,875

7.5%

1,347,720

1,347,720

-

0.0%

112,505

124,397

11,892

10.6%

Comm & Utilities
Travel
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

$

2,102,486

1,656,697

(445,789)

-21.2%

$ 35,290,129

$ 34,995,292

$

(294,837)

-0.8%

$

$

$

(65)

0.0%

6,627,819

6,627,754

17,272,576

17,786,196

$ 59,190,524

$ 59,409,242

$

513,620

3.0%

218,718

0.4%

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
GateWay College’s General Fund budget decrease of $294,837 is a result of the following:






$<366,360> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$1,720 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$29,050 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$39,690 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund increase is due to the anticipation of additional Student Financial Aid.
NOTE: The Maricopa Skill Center and NorthWest Skill Center budgets are included with the Auxiliary Funds in Section D.
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GWCC GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - GateWay Community College (GWC)
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 17,865,230

$ 17,290,490

Academic Support

2,219,467

2,159,307

Student Services

5,116,991

General Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance

Expenditures
Instruction

Scholarships
Total by Function

% of Total
49.4% $

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

(574,740)

-3.2%

6.2%

(60,160)

-2.7%

5,701,870

16.3%

584,879

11.4%

5,432,903

5,234,442

15.0%

(198,461)

-3.7%

3,849,084

3,802,729

10.9%

(46,355)

-1.2%

806,454

806,454

2.3%

-

0.0%

$ 35,290,129

$ 34,995,292

100.0% $

(294,837)

-0.8%

GWCC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY
Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - GWC
Description
Residential Faculty

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

104.0

104.0

-

0.0%

1.0

1.0

-

0.0%

Management (MAT)

54.0

53.9

(0.1)

-0.2%

Support (PSA)

74.3

76.8

2.5

3.4%

Custodians/Grounds (M&O)

9.0

9.0

-

0.0%

Crafts

3.0

2.0

(1.0)

Executive (CEC)

College Safety
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

6.0

6.0

251.3

252.7

0.6
251.9
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252.7

-33.3%

-

0.0%

1.4

0.6%

(0.6)
0.8

-100.0%
0.3%
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MESA COMMUNITY COLLEGE (MCC)
Mesa Community College (MCC) has the largest number of full-time student equivalents (FTSE) of the eleven community
colleges comprising the Maricopa County Community College District and is one of the largest community colleges in the
nation. MCC began in 1963 as a branch of Phoenix College and was granted independent status in 1965.
For more than 45 years, MCC has been the higher educational resource for more than 30,000 students who attend annually. Students can select from more than 150 Associate of Applied Science Degrees and Certificates of Completion, numerous transfer programs and over 500 online classes offered in multiple learning formats; traditional classroom, online
and hybrid. Students find support outside of the classroom through the Center for Service-Learning, Learning Enhancement Center, Veterans and Career Re-Entry, Multi-Cultural and American Indian Services. MCC's Center for Teaching and
Learning further energizes residential and adjunct faculty to excel in the classroom and in Professional development.
The College fosters dynamic partnerships with the community that help determine how MCC can best provide a quality
workforce to the community it serves. MCC's ArtWalk - Art on Campus showcases student artists as well as prominent
community artists. MCC’s Commission on Excellence in Education and membership in the East Valley Partnership enable
community input on professional and career programs.
Students pursue their educational goals at two state-of-the art campuses equipped with modern classrooms, wireless
technology, research labs and outdoor teaching spaces. Both campuses offer comprehensive transfer degrees, career and
technical education, student services, and student clubs and activities. Combined, these locations plus eLearning (Internet-based courses) provide affordable and convenient access and life-long learning opportunities to East Valley residents.

SOUTHERN & DOBSON CAMPUS
Built in 1965, the 145 acre Southern & Dobson Campus, which accounts for 72% of total college enrollment, is a focus for
education and community involvement. The campus offers Certificate of Completion (CCL) or an Academic Certificate (AC)
and two-year degrees in over 150 programs of study. Their 2-year degrees transfer to all public Arizona universities and
many private institutions nationwide. The Campus offers comprehensive transfer degrees, career and technical programs,
student services, championship athletics, and student clubs and activities.

RED MOUNTAIN CAMPUS
Opened in 2001, this campus accounts for 12% of total college enrollment. This 100-acre campus offers advanced classrooms, wireless technology, outdoor teaching spaces, a library and an intimate college environment set among the Sonoran Desert of Northeast Mesa. Course offerings include a wide range of classes for transfer, occupational preparation,
development of basic skills and community education. The campus features a One-Stop Enrollment Center which assists
students with admissions, academic advisement, testing, and veteran and financial aid services.

DOWNTOWN CENTER
The Downtown Center offers a broad array of services to meet the needs of the community by focusing on student development, education, community outreach & engagement. It is home to Continuing & Community Education, a Center for
Workforce & Community Partnerships, the Mesa Community Outreach Center, a Fire Science Program and The Chair
Academy.

E-LEARNING
MCC eLearning provides courses that use internet technology to enable innovation and quality educational experiences.
eLearning accounts for 16% of total College enrollment and reflects the College's dedication to enriching and expanding
access to higher education. In 2014, the College received approval from The Higher Learning Commission to expand its
eLearning program from just “courses” to offer 20 distance-delivered degrees and certificates.
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MCC BUDGET SUMMARIES BY CAMPUS

BUDGET BY OBJECT - Mesa Community College + Red Mt. + Downtown
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

Salaries & Wages

$ 64,325,417

$ 64,472,439

Employee Benefits

Description

Increase/
(Decrease)
$

% Change

147,022

0.2%

19,124,371

19,240,607

116,236

0.6%

Contract Service

6,131,339

6,106,339

(25,000)

-0.4%

Supplies & Materials

1,690,922

1,687,298

(3,624)

-0.2%

Fixed Charges

1,023,526

988,526

(35,000)

-3.4%

Comm & Utilities

2,640,022

2,615,022

(25,000)

-0.9%

353,945

353,945

-

0.0%

4,058,948

2,639,418

(1,419,530)

-35.0%

$ 99,348,490

$ 98,103,594

$

(1,244,896)

-1.3%

Auxiliary Fund Total

$ 14,123,760

$ 14,284,342

$

Restricted Fund Total

35,674,512

37,548,781

$ 149,146,762

$ 149,936,717

Travel
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total

GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

160,582

1.1%

1,874,269

5.3%

789,955

0.5%

$

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR SOUTHERN & DOBSON CAMPUS FOR FY16-17
Mesa College’s General Fund budget decrease of $1,244,896 is a result of the following:







$<1,471,610> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$27,923 transfer funding from Rio Salado to MCC for 50% Groundskeeper position;
$4,813 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$82,966 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$109,949 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund increase is due to the anticipation of additional Student Financial Aid.

MCC COMBINED GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION

General Fund Function - MCC Combined
FY15-16
Adopted

Expenditures
Instruction

$

Academic Support

FY16-17
Proposed

55,444,606

$ 51,618,760

% of Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

52.6% $ (3,825,846)

% Change
-6.9%

9,523,025

9,965,688

10.2%

442,663

4.6%

Student Services

11,733,404

12,706,333

13.0%

972,929

8.3%

General Institutional

10,323,799

12,961,092

13.2%

2,637,293

25.5%

Operations/Maintenance

10,754,064

9,282,129

9.5%

(1,471,935)

-13.7%

1,569,592

1,569,592

1.6%

99,348,490

$ 98,103,594

Scholarships
Total by Function

$
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-

100.0% $ (1,244,896)

0.0%
-1.3%
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MCC SOUTHERN & DOBSON CAMPUS BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

BUDGETED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) - Mesa Campus + Red Mt. + Downtown
Description
Residential Faculty

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

322.5

321.2

1.0

1.0

Management (MAT)

116.8

Support (PSA)

219.1

Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts

Executive (CEC)

College Safety
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change
(1.3)

-0.4%

-

0.0%

118.0

1.2

1.0%

221.7

2.6

1.2%

28.0

29.0

1.0

3.6%

14.0

14.0

-

0.0%

15.0

15.0

-

0.0%

716.4
13.3

719.9
13.5

3.5
0.2

0.5%
1.5%

-

0.0%

3.7

0.5%

5.0

5.0

734.7

738.4
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SCOTTSDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE (SCC)
Scottsdale Community College is student-centered, with a focus on active, engaged and intellectually-rigorous learning.
The college is known for high quality, accessible educational opportunities and innovative teaching, learning and support
services. SCC serves approximately 15,000 students each year, offering more than 100 degrees and 60 certificates of
completion in diverse occupational areas. SCC is a leader in Developmental Education, Open Education Resources, Undergraduate Research, and Service Learning, all designed to improve and facilitate student success.
Through a partnership with the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community, SCC is honored to be the only two-year public higher education institution located on Native American Land. The college has a robust Native American Indian support
program and is establishing an Indigenous Scholars Institute to better serve the growing Native American student population and encourage all students to understand and appreciate the history, contributions and the future of Indigenous
peoples.
SCC has twice been a finalist for the prestigious Aspen Award for Community College Excellence, is the winner of the
Scottsdale Chamber of Commerce Sterling Award, has been named a Bellwether Finalist for Community College Innovation, and is the first Arizona Community College to be named a Veteran’s Supportive Campus.

SCC BUDGET SUMMARY

Budget by Object - Scottsdale Community College (SCC)
FY15-16
Adopted

Description
Salaries & Wages

$

FY16-17
Proposed

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

33,559,895

$ 33,031,760

(528,135)

-1.6%

10,457,244

10,319,312

(137,932)

-1.3%

Contract Service

1,730,040

1,913,158

183,118

10.6%

Supplies & Materials

1,567,135

1,567,880

745

0.0%

453,813

453,813

-

0.0%

1,608,906

1,608,906

-

0.0%

Employee Benefits

Fixed Charges
Comm & Utilities
Travel

59,742

59,742

-

0.0%

2,163,673

2,228,662

64,989

3.0%

$

51,600,448

$ 51,183,233

$

(417,215)

-0.8%

$

7,650,888

$

$

Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
Plant Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

$

7,659,650

8,762

0.1%

12,453,724

13,068,654

614,930

4.9%

129,000

129,000

-

0.0%

71,834,060

$ 72,040,537

206,477

0.3%

$

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Scottsdale Community College’s General Fund budget decreased $417,215 as a result of the following:







$<553,800> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$34,907 transfer from District to SCC for position reassignment;
$2,626 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$45,860 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$52,129 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund increase is due to the anticipation of more Student Financial Aid.
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SCC GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - Scottsdale Community College
Expenditures
Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance
Public Service
Scholarships
Total by Function

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

Increase/
(Decrease)

$ 27,395,979
5,088,180
6,502,379
5,199,812
6,616,599
15,787
781,712

$ 27,232,302
5,066,787
6,375,151
5,163,015
6,548,491
15,775
781,712

53.2% $
9.9%
12.5%
10.1%
12.8%
0.0%
1.5%

(163,677)
(21,393)
(127,228)
(36,797)
(68,108)
(12)
-

-0.6%
-0.4%
-2.0%
-0.7%
-1.0%
-0.1%
0.0%

$ 51,600,448

$ 51,183,233

100.0% $

(417,215)

-0.8%

% of Total

% Change

SCC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - SCC
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

170.0

168.0

1.0

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

(2.0)

-1.2%

1.0

-

0.0%

78.2

77.4

(0.8)

-1.0%

109.7

110.1

0.4

0.3%

22.0

20.0

(2.0)

-9.1%

7.0

7.0

-

0.0%

10.0

10.0

-

0.0%

General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total

397.8
6.2

393.4
6.3

(4.4)
0.1

-1.1%
1.6%

Restricted Fund Total

3.0

4.0

1.0

33.3%

407.0

403.7

(3.3)

-0.8%

GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:
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RIO SALADO COLLEGE (RSC)
Rio Salado College is one of eleven colleges in the Maricopa County Community College District and one of the largest
online public community colleges in the nation. Located in Tempe, Arizona, the college provides the next step in education for nearly 56,000 students annually, with more than 30,000 taking classes online. Established in 1978, Rio Salado
College successfully meets the needs of working adults and other specialized populations who find it challenging to pursue higher education through traditional means. Rio Salado reaches out to students who need access, flexibility, and affordability in innovative learning formats.
Rio Salado College is dedicated to serving local, national, and international communities through: college bridge pathways, community-based learning, corporate and government partnerships, early college initiatives, online learning and
university transfer. The college offers several convenient locations throughout Maricopa County. In addition, Rio Salado
College has created Educational Empowerment Zones in local communities to offer educational programs and services
uniquely tailored to the communities they serve. At Rio Salado College, students can select from more than 100 degree,
certificate and transfer programs, and take advantage of comprehensive student support services when and where it is
most convenient for them.
Rio Salado operates on behalf of the Maricopa Community Colleges Sun Sounds of Arizona, a radio reading service for
those who cannot see, hold or understand print due to a disability, as well as 91.5 KJZZ and 89.5 KBAQ radio stations.

RSC BUDGET SUMMARY

Budget by Object - Rio Salado College(RSC)
Description
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Contract Service
Supplies & Materials
Fixed Charges
Comm & Utilities
Travel
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total

FY15-16
Adopted
$ 34,045,875
9,575,234
10,112,171
516,940
351,029
1,388,392
28,747
2,490,163
$ 58,508,551

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 34,950,782
10,013,774
8,651,792
516,003
351,029
1,388,392
27,599
2,490,663
$ 58,390,034

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
904,907
438,540
(1,460,379)
(937)
(1,148)
500
$
(118,517)

Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

$ 27,749,900
32,427,419
$ 118,685,870

$ 27,631,369
30,869,211
$ 116,890,614

$
$

(118,531)
(1,558,208)
(1,795,256)

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Rio Salado College’s General Fund budget decreased $118,517 as a result of the following:







$<216,700> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$<27,923> transfer funding from Rio to MCC for 50% Groundskeeper position;
$2,263 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$43,575 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$79,205 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund decrease is due to the anticipation of reduced Student Financial Aid.
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% Change
2.7%
4.6%
-14.4%
-0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
-4.0%
0.0%
-0.2%
-0.4%
-4.8%
-1.5%
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RSC GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - Rio Salado
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 25,688,002

$ 24,531,659

12,863,003

13,028,478

22.3%

165,475

1.3%

Student Services

5,901,108

6,111,668

10.5%

210,560

3.6%

Institutional Support

9,834,482

10,260,880

17.6%

426,398

4.3%

Operations/Maintenance

2,380,270

2,568,023

4.4%

187,753

7.9%

680,558

681,300

1.2%

742

0.1%

1,161,128

1,208,026

2.1%

46,898

4.0%

$ 58,508,551

$ 58,390,034

100.0% $

(118,517)

-0.2%

Expenditures
Instruction
Academic Support

Public Service
Scholarships
Total by Function

Increase/
(Decrease)

% of Total
42.0% $

(1,156,343)

% Change
-4.5%

RSC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - RSC
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

FY15-16
Adopted
25.0
1.0
173.9
138.0
17.4
6.2
361.5

FY16-17
Proposed
25.0
1.0
178.9
150.1
18.4
1.0
6.2
380.5

140.7
1.0
503.2

141.0
1.3
522.8
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Increase/
(Decrease)
5.0
12.1
1.0
1.0
19.0

% Change
0.0%
0.0%
2.9%
8.7%
5.7%
NA
0.0%
5.3%

0.3
0.3
19.6

0.2%
33.0%
3.9%
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SOUTH MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE (SMCC)
South Mountain Community College (SMCC), which takes its name from nearby South Mountain Park, was established in
April 1978 to provide higher education opportunities for the communities in southern Maricopa County. SMCC continues
to reflect the growing diversity of its surrounding communities - a rich mix of rural, urban, and suburban neighborhoods.
With over 68 percent of the student population being a minority status and 46 percent Hispanic, SMCC is a federallydesignated Minority- and Hispanic-Serving Institution.
Over 6,000 students attend the college annually. The main campus is located on 24th street, just north of Baseline Road in
Phoenix. The college operates two offsite centers in Guadalupe and Laveen, which provides the community several options to pursue opportunities in degree and certificate programs, continuing education, and general interest classes.
In recent years, SMCC has recommitted itself to its core values of collaboration, community, excellence, integrity and
well-being. Simultaneously, the institution has also worked to be responsive to the changing needs of the community and
labor market by offering more technology-related certificates, a development and networking hub for local entrepreneurs, a community center for civic engagement activities, as well as strategic scheduling options for easier degree completion and university transfer. The past year, SMCC has embarked upon collaboration with the Gila River Indian Community to offer a variety of courses and certificates that serve their unique community needs in the areas of education,
healthcare and workforce development.

SMCC BUDGET SUMMARY

Budget by Object - South Mountain Community College (SMCC)
FY15-16
Description
Adopted
Salaries & Wages
$ 16,959,606
Employee Benefits
5,367,710
Contract Service
1,005,983
Supplies & Materials
629,416
Fixed Charges
256,187
Comm & Utilities
937,529
Travel
140,571
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
1,588,109
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
Plant Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 16,860,736
5,371,283
939,167
510,352
256,187
937,529
124,689
1,581,050

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(98,870)
3,573
(66,816)
(119,064)
(15,882)
(7,059)

$ 26,885,111

$ 26,580,993

$

$

$

$

5,012,610
13,116,790
403,241
$ 45,417,752

5,012,585
10,695,751
403,241
$ 42,692,570

% Change
-0.6%
0.1%
-6.6%
-18.9%
0.0%
0.0%
-11.3%
-0.4%

(304,118)

-1.1%

(25)
(2,421,039)
$ (2,725,182)

0.0%
-18.5%
0.0%
-6.0%

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
South Mountain Community College’s General Fund budget decreased $304,118 as a result of the following:





$<347,190> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,349 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$24,610 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$17,113 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund decrease is due to the anticipation of reduced Student Financial Aid.
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SMCC GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - South Mountain
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 10,719,453

$ 10,415,871

Academic Support

4,295,267

4,444,717

Student Services

3,757,641

Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance

Expenditures
Instruction

39.2% $

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

(303,582)

-2.8%

16.7%

149,450

3.5%

3,757,670

14.1%

29

0.0%

3,822,681

3,663,135

13.8%

3,682,386

3,691,917

13.9%

9,531

0.3%

607,683

607,683

2.3%

-

0.0%

$ 26,885,111

$ 26,580,993

Scholarships
Total by Function

% of Total

100.0% $

(159,546)

(304,118)

-4.2%

-1.1%

SMCC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - SMCC
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety
General Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

FY15-16
Adopted
65.0
1.0
53.0
68.8
18.0
4.0
5.0
214.8
1.0
215.8
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FY16-17
Proposed
65.0
1.0
59.0
62.6
18.0
4.0
5.0
214.6
1.0
215.6

Increase/
(Decrease)
6.0
(6.2)
(0.2)
(0.2)

% Change
0.0%
0.0%
11.3%
-9.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
0.0%
-0.1%
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CHANDLER-GILBERT COMMUNITY COLLEGE (CGCC)
Founded in 1985, CGCC is a comprehensive community college in Chandler, Arizona, serving the higher education needs
of residents at four locations in the Southeast Valley of the Phoenix metropolitan area: the Pecos Campus in Chandler; the
Williams Campus in Mesa; the Sun Lakes Center in Sun Lakes; and the Communiversity at Queen Creek. CGCC currently
serves more than 19,000 students annually and has been cited by Community College Week as the fastest growing large (>
10,000 students) community colleges in America.
CGCC offers degrees and certificates in a variety of fields, university transfer, workforce development programs, and continuing education, along with nationally recognized programs in service learning, learning communities, and civic engagement. The Sun Lakes Center is home to CGCC's Center for Workforce Development, providing specialized training for
re-careering adults as well as local business and industry. The Sun Lakes Center also serves the needs of mature adults
through non-credit computer literacy and personal enrichment classes.
CGCC’s service area reflects a diverse multicultural environment with burgeoning population growth. The College has built
a culture focused on student success, employee collegiality, collaboration, and service to community. Academic freedom
and responsibility are recognized as essential to fulfilling the College’s mission of advancing student learning.

WILLIAMS CAMPUS (WEC)
The CGCC Williams Campus, located in the heart of the Southeast Valley, is a fully comprehensive campus offering associate degrees, certificates, and university transfer courses. In addition to offering a wide array of general studies and university transfer courses, the Williams Campus is home to a number of specialized programs, including Aviation, Nursing,
Fire Science, Law Enforcement Training, and Electric Utility Technology. CGCC at the Williams Campus, partners with ASU
Polytechnic for the benefit of students interested in completing their four-year degree in one convenient location.

CGCC BUDGET SUMMARIES
BUDGET BY OBJECT - Chandler-Gilbert & Williams Combined
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

Salaries & Wages

$ 33,034,325

$ 33,103,855

Employee Benefits

9,633,524

9,690,098

Contract Service

2,281,721

Supplies & Materials

1,079,763

Description

Fixed Charges
Comm & Utilities
Travel
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.

Increase/
(Decrease)
$

0.2%

56,574

0.6%

2,281,721

-

0.0%

1,080,826

1,063

0.1%

432,303

432,303

-

0.0%

1,835,174

1,835,174

-

0.0%

103,796

103,796

-

2,362,555

2,244,491

(118,064)

General Fund Total

$ 50,763,161

$ 50,772,264

$

Auxiliary Fund Total

$ 3,977,799

$ 3,977,747

$

Restricted Fund Total

15,019,771

14,202,043

879,982

879,982

$ 70,640,713

$ 69,832,036

Plant Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

% Change

69,530

9,103

0.0%

(817,728)

-5.4%

(808,677)

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Chandler-Gilbert College’s General Fund budget increased $9,103 as a result of the following:






$<89,460> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$2,309 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$42,059 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$53,132 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund decrease is due to the anticipation of reduced Student Financial Aid.
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0.0%

(52)
-

$

0.0%
-5.0%

0.0%
-1.1%
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CGCC AND WILLIAMS GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - Chandler-Gilbert & Williams Combined
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 25,514,066

$ 24,903,594

Academic Support

6,350,721

7,123,739

Student Services

5,023,217

Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance

Expenditures
Instruction

% of Total

Increase/
(Decrease)
(610,472)

-2.4%

14.0%

773,018

12.2%

5,056,500

10.0%

33,283

0.7%

6,555,982

6,443,952

12.7%

(112,030)

-1.7%

6,559,600

6,484,654

12.8%

(74,946)

-1.1%

Public Service

188,443

188,693

0.4%

250

0.1%

Scholarships

571,132

571,132

1.1%

-

0.0%

$ 50,763,161

$ 50,772,264

100.0% $

9,103

0.0%

Total by Function

49.0% $

% Change

CGCC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

BUDGETED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE)- Chandler-Gilbert & Williams Combined
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety
General Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

134.5

134.5

-

0.0%

1.0

1.0

-

0.0%

66.8

66.8

-

0.0%

113.4

114.8

1.4

1.2%

32.0

32.0

-

0.0%

5.0

5.0

-

0.0%

10.0

10.0

-

0.0%

362.7

364.1

1.4

0.4%

5.0

5.0

-

0.0%

367.7

369.1

1.4

0.4%
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PARADISE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE (PVCC)
Paradise Valley Community College (PVCC) is a contemporary, thriving campus with a credit headcount of over 13,000.
These students have access to over 80 Degree and Certification Programs. They also have the opportunity to join over
5,000 students that have successfully completed transfer programs in disciplines such as Business, Science, Elementary
Education, and Fine Arts.
PVCC started in 1985 as the Northeast Valley Education Center with classes taught at local schools. Construction began on
the current site in 1986. PVCC opened in 1987 consisting of 10 buildings that provided educational opportunities for approximately 4,000 students which was twice the anticipated enrollment. In 1990, PVCC gained independent accreditation.
Recent expansions have increased educational space in excess of 100,000 square feet. The Q Building provides 21 classrooms, half which are dedicated to math instruction. It is also the home of “The Center for Teaching and Learning”. The
state-of-the-art Life Sciences Building opened in the fall 2009 and includes an exterior instructional area as well as outdoor collaboration pods that allow for group discussion and gatherings. The college opened a new 4,400 square foot
Health Sciences Building in 2012 that houses simulation laboratories for the Nursing, EMT and Paramedic programs as
well as practice clinical labs.
The Kranitz Student Center expansion/renovation opened September 2013 with an added 11,500 sq. ft. This building is
the hub of campus activity outside the classroom and in addition to housing the One-Stop student services Welcome Center and Patayan Community Room was designed with an eye to encourage students to stay on campus and enhance their
opportunities for Student Success with a variety of “sticky spots” where students have the opportunity to interact with
each other, access Wi-Fi, take part in group activities and programs, or simply relax.

BLACK MOUNTAIN CAMPUS
The campus is a partnership among PVCC, Desert Foothills YMCA and the Foothills Community Foundation (FCF). It is designed as a neighborhood-gathering place for all ages to exercise both their minds and bodies. The partnership provides
the unique opportunity for the campus to meet the needs of the northeast valley communities of Carefree, Cave Creek,
Anthem, north Phoenix, and north Scottsdale by providing education options, meeting spaces, and recreation facilities in
one central location.
PVCC Black Mountain opened in August 2009 and puts higher education within reach of these communities by offering
credit and non-credit classes. Other facilities on the campus include the Foothills Community Foundation-Holland Community Center, which includes the foundation headquarters, a cafe, and meeting spaces for non-profit community groups,
and a state-of-the-art YMCA that offers health and fitness opportunities, swimming, a gym plus programs for all ages.
PVCC has recently started the last project supported by the 2004 GO Bond, an Integrated Learning building at the Black
Mountain site. Aquila Hall will add 20,000 sq. ft. to the campus including Multi-purpose classrooms, Science Labs, Science
classroom, Computer lab, Tutoring Center, Faculty offices, Student study and collaboration areas.

PVCC BUDGET SUMMARIES
Budget by Object - Paradise Valley + Black Mountain Combined
FY15-16
Description
Adopted
Salaries & Wages
$ 25,500,238
Employee Benefits
7,401,781
Contract Service
1,440,316
Supplies & Materials
988,131
Fixed Charges
279,957
Comm & Utilities
1,660,584
Travel
120,358
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
1,516,275
General Fund Total
$ 38,907,640

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 25,454,036
7,431,742
1,437,316
989,323
279,957
1,660,584
120,358
1,132,798
$ 38,506,114

Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
$
(46,202)
-0.2%
29,961
0.4%
(3,000)
-0.2%
1,192
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
(383,477)
-25.3%
$
(401,526)
-1.0%

Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

$

$

$

2,256,786
10,612,890
$ 51,777,316

2,256,678
9,080,433
$ 49,843,225
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(108)
(1,532,457)
$ (1,934,091)

0.0%
-14.4%
-3.7%
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SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Paradise Valley College’s General Fund budget decreased $401,526 as a result of the following:






$<483,510> Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$1,063 for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$1,828 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$31,509 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$47,584 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund decrease is due to the anticipation of reduced Student Financial Aid.

PVCC AND BLACK MT. GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - PVCC + Black Mountain Combined
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 21,729,153

$ 21,705,385

Academic Support

3,136,422

3,189,833

Student Services

4,935,594

Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance

Expenditures
Instruction

56.4% $

% Change

(23,768)

-0.1%

8.3%

53,411

1.7%

4,948,525

12.9%

12,931

0.3%

4,187,718

3,731,525

9.7%

(456,193)

4,371,544

4,383,637

11.4%

12,093

0.3%

547,209

547,209

1.4%

-

0.0%

$ 38,907,640

$ 38,506,114

Scholarships
Total by Function

Increase/
(Decrease)

% of Total

100.0% $

(401,526)

-10.9%

-1.0%

PVCC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - Paradise Valley + Black Mountain Combined
Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety
General Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

FY15-16
Adopted
119.0
1.0
53.8
76.6
13.0
2.0
6.8
272.1
1.0
273.1

.
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FY16-17
Proposed
119.0
1.0
53.8
76.8
13.0
2.0
6.8
272.3
1.0
273.3

Increase/
(Decrease)
0.2
0.2
0.2

% Change
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
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ESTRELLA MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE (EMCC)
Estrella Mountain Community College (EMCC) has been serving the West Valley community since 1990 and at the Avondale campus since 1992. The college is located on the northwest corner of Dysart and Thomas Roads. Estrella Mountain
provides educational opportunities and workforce training to the burgeoning western metropolitan Phoenix population of
more than 400,000 residents. Located in one of the fastest growing regions of the country, the college’s service area population is expected to grow to more than 1.3 million people by 2030.
Since opening in 1992, Estrella Mountain Community College (EMCC) has worked to create a “sense of place” that expresses the historical and cultural values of the surrounding communities, while providing students with meaningful and
engaging learning environments. Estrella Mountain enrolls over 13,000 students annually in credit, non-credit, and skill
center programs. The College is master planned to be a large comprehensive Learning College and is home to the SouthWest Skill Center (see Section D).

EMCC BUCKEYE CAMPUS
Opening in 2011 and adjacent to Buckeye Union High School, the Estrella Mountain Buckeye Educational Center provides
academic, job training and community education courses to the Town of Buckeye and its surrounding communities, including Gila Bend, Harquahala Valley, Palo Verde, Rainbow Valley and Tonopah. The center furthers the College’s longterm strategic plans by enhancing Estrella Mountain’s presence in its service region. The Center provides course offerings
for traditional and non-traditional age students, which range from college credit, degree-seeking pathways, short-term
job training programs, and non-credit community education classes.

EMCC BUDGET SUMMARIES
BUDGET BY OBJECT - Estrella Mountain + Buckeye Combined
Description
Salaries & Wages

FY15-16
Adopted
$ 23,217,054

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 23,274,697

Employee Benefits

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
57,643

6,805,950

6,880,805

Contract Service

655,232

528,754

(126,478)

-19.3%

Supplies & Materials

218,215

216,272

(1,943)

-0.9%

Fixed Charges

136,511

136,511

-

0.0%

Comm & Utilities

945,787

945,787

-

0.0%

Travel
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total

$
$

Restricted Fund Total
Plant Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

$

74,855

1.1%

37,347

37,347

-

0.0%

2,701,012

3,213,578

512,566

19.0%

34,717,108

$ 35,233,751

$

516,643

1.5%

5,106,035

$ 5,112,959

$

20,801,079

20,028,238

500,000

500,000

61,124,222

$ 60,874,948

6,924
(772,841)
-

$

(249,274)

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Estrella Mountain College’s General Fund increased by $516,643 as a result of the following:






% Change
0.2%

$408,960 Enrollment Growth adjustment for FY14-15;
$61,143 from Districtwide for EMCC Energy Center position;
$1,674 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$29,725 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$15,141 for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases.

The Restricted Fund decrease is due to the anticipation of reduced Student Financial Aid.
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EMCC AND BUCKEYE GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - Estrella Mountain + Buckeye Combined
FY15-16
Adopted

FY16-17
Proposed

$ 16,904,156

$ 17,000,010

Academic Support

6,090,684

6,380,710

Student Services

4,291,243

Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance

Expenditures
Instruction

48.2% $

% Change

95,854

0.6%

18.1%

290,026

4.8%

4,350,635

12.3%

59,392

1.4%

3,140,504

3,207,917

9.1%

67,413

2.1%

3,755,138

3,759,096

10.7%

3,958

0.1%

535,383

535,383

1.5%

-

0.0%

$ 34,717,108

$ 35,233,751

Scholarships
Total by Function

Increase/
(Decrease)

% of Total

100.0% $

516,643

1.5%

EMCC BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

BUDGETED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) -Estrella Mountain + Buckeye Combined
FY15-16
Adopted
89.0

FY16-17
Proposed
88.0

1.0

1.0

-

0.0%

Management (MAT)

53.8

54.8

1.0

1.9%

Support (PSA)

86.4

88.9

2.4

2.8%

Custodians/Grounds (M&O)

17.0

17.0

-

0.0%

4.0

4.0

-

0.0%

Description
Residential Faculty
Executive (CEC)

Crafts
College Safety

Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
(1.0)
-1.1%

4.0

4.0

-

0.0%

255.2

257.6

2.5

1.0%

Auxiliary Fund Total

5.5

5.5

0.0

0.9%

Restricted Fund Total

3.0

3.0

-

0.0%

263.6

266.1

2.5

0.9%

General Fund Total

GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:
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MARICOPA CORPORATE COLLEGE
The newest of the Maricopa Community Colleges, the Maricopa Corporate College (MCOR) was established to play a major role in providing customized technical training to local employers in a manner that is both rapid and strategic. In order
to address a skills gap between needed and available trained employees, the Maricopa Corporate College will quickly develop and implement training solutions for new and existing Arizona businesses based on specifically identified needs. The
Maricopa Corporate College will provide consultative services to businesses and continuing education to professionals as
well as oversee Maricopa District entrepreneurial activities and initiatives such as the Center for Entrepreneurial Innovation (CEI) on the GateWay Community College campus. The Maricopa Corporate College functions independently of the
10 Maricopa Colleges and three skill centers while drawing on their faculty and facility resources when appropriate. It is
working toward achieving a sustainable revenue model by offering corporate, non-credit training and brokering credit
training through the other Maricopa Colleges.

MARICOPA CORPORATE COLLEGE BUDGET SUMMARY
BUDGET BY OBJECT - Maricopa Corporate College
Description
Salaries & Wages

FY15-16
Adopted
$
683,150

FY16-17
Proposed
$
734,013

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
50,863

Employee Benefits

177,291

197,886

20,595

2,000

1,755

Contract Service
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total

344,600

274,028

11.6%

(245)

-12.3%

(70,572)

-20.5%

$

1,207,041

$

1,207,682

$

641

0.1%

$

3,347,257

$

4,138,895

$

791,638

23.7%

$

4,554,298

$

5,637,350

$

1,083,052

Restricted Fund Total

-

GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

% Change
7.4%

290,773

290,773

NA
23.8%

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES FOR FY16-17
The Corporate College’s General Fund increased by $641 as a result of the following: $66 for ASRS increases from 11.47%
to 11.48% and $575 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per position.
The Auxiliary fund increased by almost $800,000 due to additional support funding for programs.
The Restricted Fund increased due to potential grant funding for FY16-17.

MARICOPA CORPORATE COLLEGE GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function -Maricopa Corporate College
FY14-15
Adopted
179,861
682,580
344,600

Expenditures
Academic Support
Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance
Total by Function

$

1,207,041

FY15-16
Proposed
179,990
754,926
272,766
$

% of Total
14.9%
62.5%
22.6%

1,207,682

Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
129
0.1%
72,346
10.6%
(71,834) -20.8%

100.0% $

641

0.1%

MARICOPA CORPORATE COLLEGE BUDGETED POSITIONS
BUDGETED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) - Maricopa Corporate College

1.0
3.0
1.0

FY16-17
Proposed
1.0
3.0
1.0

General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund total

5.0
27.0

5.0
29.0

2.0

0.0%
7.4%

GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

32.0

34.0

2.0

6.3%

Description
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)

FY15-16
Adopted
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DISTRICT OFFICE (DO)
The District Office (DO) provides administrative support to the ten colleges, the Maricopa Corporate College and the three
skill centers, through the following divisions: Governing Board; Chancellor; Academic & Student Affairs; Business Services;
Human Resources; Resource Development; Public Affairs; Information Technology; and General Institutional.

DISTRICT OFFICE BUDGET SUMMARIES

BUDGET BY OBJECT - District Office (DO)
FY15-16
Description
Adopted
Salaries & Wages
$ 35,241,168
Employee Benefits
11,911,581
Contract Service
7,181,953
Supplies & Materials
635,455
Fixed Charges
840,787
Comm & Utilities
1,163,216
Travel
877,805
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
4,841,338
General Fund Total
$ 62,693,303

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 36,951,988
12,593,603
7,451,453
617,908
840,787
1,163,216
862,805
4,319,707
$ 64,801,467

Increase/
(Decrease)
$ 1,710,820
682,022
269,500
(17,547)
(15,000)
(521,631)
$ 2,108,164

Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
Plant Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

$

$

$

259,000
568,000
190,394,018
$ 253,914,321

259,000
568,000
190,740,874
$ 256,369,341

$

346,856
2,455,020

% Change
4.9%
5.7%
3.8%
-2.8%
0.0%
0.0%
-1.7%
-10.8%
3.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
1.0%

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
District Office’s General Fund budget increased $2,108,164 as a result of the following:









$<8,504> to colleges for Computer Maintenance Management Software;
$<34,907> transfer from District to SCC for reassignment position;
$1,500,000 reallocation from Districtwide for additional positions in Information Technology;
$300,000 reallocation from Districtwide for Student Success Initiative student loan default management;
$196,466 reallocation from Districtwide for District position adjustments
$3,568 for ASRS increase from 11.47% to 11.48%;
$57,442 for Flex benefit increase from $10,885 to $11,000 per FTE;
$94,099 for Education and Anniversary increases.

The Plant Fund change is due to the increase of GO Bond Debt Service for FY16-17.
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DISTRICT OFFICE GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - District Office (DO)
FY15-16
FY16-17
Adopted
Proposed
% of Total

Expenditures
Instruction

$

28,528

$

118,791

0.2% $

Increase/
(Decrease)
90,263

% Change
316.4%

Academic Support

5,893,726

5,730,028

8.8%

(163,698)

-2.8%

Student Services

6,587,619

7,078,732

10.9%

491,113

7.5%
6.3%

Institutional Support

44,951,540

47,800,545

73.8%

2,849,005

Operations/Maintenance

3,841,693

2,670,667

4.1%

(1,171,026)

Public Service

1,390,197

1,402,704

2.2%

64,801,467

100.0% $

Total by Function

$ 62,693,303

$

-30.5%

12,507

0.9%

2,108,164

3.4%

DISTRICT OFFICE BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY

BUDGETED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) - DO
Description
Executive (CEC)
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
Crafts
College Safety
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

FY15-16
Adopted
6.0
305.0
143.8
5.0
1.0
12.0
472.8
472.8

FY16-17
Increase/
Proposed
(Decrease)
% Change
6.0
0.0%
330.0
25.0
8.2%
142.0
(1.8)
-1.3%
5.0
0.0%
1.0
0.0%
15.0
3.0
25.0%
499.0
26.2
5.5%
NA
499.0
26.2
5.5%

SIGNIFICANT STAFFING CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Twenty-five new MAT positions were created: 2 in the General Counsel’s Office -- security/privacy positions, 2 in Human
Resources (1 Special Asst. to VCHR and HR Analyst in Recruitment --a reclassification of a vacant PSA position) plus 21 in
Information Technology in support of the Enterprise Systems; 3 new Public Safety positions were added in the Communications/Dispatch Center to monitor fire alarms at the colleges.
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DISTRICT-WIDE PROGRAMS
The budget for District-wide programs includes accounts that cannot be allocated to specific units. The accounts include district-wide technology software and hardware maintenance, networking, library databases; employee tuition waivers; reserves such as Governing Board Contingency and Uncollected Tax Levy contingency; as well as district-wide programs for
Compensated Absences and Employee Professional Growth.

DISTRICT-WIDE BUDGET SUMMARIES

Budget by Object - Districtwide
Description
Salaries & Wages

FY15-16
Adopted
$
5,538,187

FY16-17
Proposed
$
4,538,368

Employee Benefits

991,164

1,708,706

717,542

72.4%

15,252,927

15,202,927

(50,000)

-0.3%

Contract Service
Supplies & Materials

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(999,819)

% Change
-18.1%

99,821

99,821

-

0.0%

Fixed Charges

3,741,703

4,041,703

300,000

8.0%

Comm & Utilities

3,972,528

2,472,528

(1,500,000)

-37.8%

Travel

1,148,350

1,148,350

-

0.0%

99,160,037

113,958,450

14,798,413

14.9%

$ 129,904,717

$ 143,170,853

$

13,266,136

10.2%

$

$

$

Contingency, Scholarships, Misc.
General Fund Total
Auxiliary Fund Total
Restricted Fund Total
Plant Fund Total
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:

42,800,158

-

0.0%

51,182,898

42,800,158
55,463,324

4,280,426

8.4%

143,126,000

80,000,000

(63,126,000)

-44.1%

$ 367,013,773

$ 321,434,335

(45,579,438)

-12.4%

$

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
The District-wide budget increased $13,266,136 as a result of the following:












$9.98 million estimate tax increase from new construction – held pending allocation
$8.96 million estimate from 2% tax increase (if approved by the Governing Board)
<$13.7> million estimate from tuition decrease from lower enrollment
$4.9 million estimate from $2 per credit increase (if approved by the Governing Board)
$<0.2> million estimate reduction in Bookstore revenue
$2.1 million increase of Fund balance
$4.7 million increase from Enrollment Growth for FY14-15 from college adjustments
<$1.5> million reallocated to District for Information Technology positions
<0.5> million reallocated to District for position adjustments
<$0.7> million reallocated to college and District for Faculty Professional Growth, Education and Anniversary increases
<$0.5> million reallocated to college and District for ASRS and Flex Benefit increases

The Restricted Fund increase is due to the anticipation of more Student Financial Aid.
The Plant Fund decrease is due to less carry forward funding for General Obligation Bond projects.
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DISTRICT-WIDE GENERAL FUND SUMMARIES BY FUNCTION
General Fund Function - District Wide
FY15-16
FY16-17
Adopted
Proposed
% of Total

Expenditures
Instruction

$ 34,288,881

Academic Support

$

25,508,938

2,293,959

Student Services
Institutional Support
Operations/Maintenance
Scholarships
Contingency
Total by Function

2,933,141

Increase/
(Decrease)

17.8% $ (8,779,943)
2.0%

% Change
-25.6%

639,182

27.9%

4,260,616

4,260,616

3.0%

29,651,577

50,702,426

35.4%

21,050,849

71.0%

422,343

422,381

0.3%

38

0.0%

12,025,157

10,325,157

7.2%

(1,700,000)

34.2%

2,056,010

4.4%

100.0% $ 13,266,136

10.2%

46,962,184

49,018,194

$ 129,904,717

$ 143,170,853

-

0.0%

-14.1%

DISTRICT-WIDE BUDGETED POSITION SUMMARY
Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - Districtwide
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Description
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease) % Change
Residential Faculty
1.0
1.0
NA
Management (MAT)
1.0
1.0
NA
Support (PSA)
1.0
1.0
NA
Crafts
5.0
5.0
0.0%
General Fund Total
5.0
8.0
3.0
60.0%
GRAND TOTAL ALL FUNDS:
5.0
8.0
3.0
60.0%

SIGNIFICANT STAFFING CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Procedural changes in the adoption of the new budget system required creation of three FTE positions to accompany funds
used to pay release time for employee group presidents.

DISTRICT-WIDE TRANSFERS, PROFESSIONALESSIONAL GROWTH, AND SUPPLEMENTS

General Fund Budget by Major Category - Districtwide
FY15-16
Description
Adopted
Professional Growth *
$
4,945,305
Supplement **
45,612,190
Enrollment Growth Funding
22,891,595
Budgeted Use of Fund Balance
32,145,682
Designated for Uncollected Tax Levy
3,916,502
Basic Contingency
900,000

FY16-17
Proposed
$
4,945,900
65,700,492
14,117,534
34,201,692
3,916,502
900,000

Interfund Transfers:
Trf. to Aux. Fund ( M&C)
Trf. To Aux. Fund (Skill Centers)
Trf. To Restricted Fund (LEAP Match)
Fund Bal Trf. To Plant Fund
Subtotal Interfund Transfers
$
General Fund Total

2,213,078
6,880,365
400,000
10,000,000
19,493,443

$ 129,904,717
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$

2,213,078
6,775,655
400,000
10,000,000
19,388,733

$ 143,170,853

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
595
20,088,302
(8,774,061)
2,056,010
(104,710)
$
(104,710)
$

13,266,136

% Change
0.0%
44.0%
-38.3%
6.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-1.5%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.5%
10.2%
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*Detailed information for Professional Growth and ** Districtwide Supplements are shown on the next page.
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH - Districtwide
FY15-16
Adopted

Description
Instruction
Faculty Professional Growth
Subtotal Instruction
Academic Support
Professional Growth Part-time Faculty
Faculty Association President/Reassign Time
Subtotal Academic Support
Administration
Professional Growth/Pres PSA
Professional Growth/Reassign - MAT
Professional Growth/Reassign - Crafts
Professional Growth/Reassign - M&O
M&O/Crafts Apprenticeship Program
Professional Growth/Reassign - Safety
Subtotal Administration

Increase/
(Decrease)

$
$

1,937,398
1,937,398

$
$

1,937,390
1,937,390

$
$

$

179,012
167,051
346,063

$

179,219
167,169
346,388

$

$

$

825,911
1,171,774
96,625
102,454
413,843
51,237
2,661,844

$

4,945,305

$
$

$

Total Professional Growth

FY16-17
Proposed

% Change
(8)
(8)

0.0%
0.0%

$

207
118
325

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

$

826,027
1,171,898
96,625
102,454
413,881
51,237
2,662,122

$

116
124
38
278

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

$

4,945,900

$

595

0.01%

$

$

The Professional Growth changes shown above are due to the ASRS and Flex Benefit increases.

Districtwide- Supplement

Dept Name
Music Performance

Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
(100,000) -24.1%

FY15-16 Adopted FY16-17 Proposed
415,000
315,000

American Indian Programs
Financial Aid, Loans & Scholarships
Employee Benefits
Facilities Proj Mgmt
IT Infrastructure

356,875

356,875

-

7,609,003

6,609,003

(1,000,000)

-

7,415,700

7,415,700

912,010

1,550,867

638,857

0.0%
-13.1%
NA
70.0%

12,103,675

10,653,675

(1,450,000)

Technology Support

1,778,802

1,778,802

-

0.0%

Application/Web Development

5,801,378

5,901,378

100,000

1.7%

Honors

687,300

587,300

(100,000)

-14.5%

International Education

100,000

100,000

-

850,000
13,361,423

850,000
5,260,657

(8,100,766)

-

22,384,511

22,384,511

1,636,724

1,936,724

300,000

18.3%

20,088,302

44.0%

Tournaments
General Institutional
Revenue Reserves (pending budget allocation)
Insurance Claims
TOTAL

$

45,612,190
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$

65,700,492

$

-12.0%

0.0%
0.0%
-60.6%
NA
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SECTION D – CURRENT AUXILIARY FUND 2
The Current Auxiliary Fund (Fund 2) includes revenues and expenditures that support a variety of student services and
activities. These auxiliary enterprises are essentially self-supporting activities financed by fees that cover the cost of
goods and services. The Revenue and Expenditure summary for all Auxiliary Funds is shown in Section B.
There are now four major funds within the Current Auxiliary group, since the Activity Fees for College Athletics is incorporated under the General Fund.:


Other Auxiliary – includes Maricopa and Southwest Skill Centers, Rio Salado educational partnerships and contracts with corporations, Distance Learning and other self-funded activities



Course Fees – includes all revenue and expenditures related to course fees



Food Service – includes cafeteria operations at Scottsdale (outside management contract), Rio Salado and Estrella Mountain.



Non-credit –includes revenue and expenditures related to all non-credit courses, such as Lifelong Learning and
Continuing Education programs, National Chair Academy, Fitness Centers, Council for Teacher Education, summer camps, culinary seminars, etc.

The revenue for each fund is summarized below comparing FY16-17 Proposed with the FY15-16 Adopted Budget.
Auxiliary
Services

Course Fees

Food Service

Non-credit
Courses

Transfers out

Total

FY2015-16 Adopted

118,066,806

14,538,746

1,209,916

13,901,779

(357,000) $

147,360,247

FY2016-17 Proposed

117,511,966

14,599,394

1,214,558

14,002,238

(457,000) $

146,871,156

60,648
0.4%

4,642
0.4%

100,459
0.7%

(100,000) $
28.0%

Increase (Decrease)
% change

(554,840)
-0.5%

Millions

Current Auxiliary Fund 2 Revenue (in millions)
$120
$100
$80
$60
$40

$20
$-

Auxiliary Services

Course Fees

FY2015-16 Adopted

Food Service

FY2016-17 Proposed
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Non-credit
Courses
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The overall auxiliary budget decreased by $489 thousand as a result of:



$555 thousand of reductions in the auxiliary services fund offset by a $100 thousand increase at Glendale CC increase in transfers out to the plant fund.
This $555 thousand reduction was a combination of a $1.3 million reduction at Maricopa Skill center and Northwest Skill Center, offset by a $792 thousand increase at Maricopa Corporate College.

The following expenditure summary shows the Proposed FY16-17 budget by college, with details for each of the major
Auxiliary funds, plus how the Proposed FY16-17 budget compares with the FY15-16 Adopted Budget.

AUXILIARY FUND 2 EXPENDITURE DETAIL - BY COLLEGE
FY15-16
Adopted

College / District
Phoenix
PC Downtown
Glendale
GCC North
GateWay
Maricopa Skill Ctr
Northwest Skill Ctr

$

Other Auxiliary Course Fees

5,089,944 $

2,081,846 $ 1,238,076

68,500

60,000

8,500

5,330,055

2,783,930

1,711,785

37,002

37,002

6,627,819

4,232,520

11,499,732

9,980,974

2,928,764

2,869,019
4,551,148

Downtown Mesa Ed Ctr

663,683

450,724

Red Mountain

463,160

29,883

433,277

Non-Credit
$ 1,770,002 $
831,340

1,510,758

12,996,917

Mesa

Food Service

3,645,879

FY16-17
Proposed
5,089,924 $

Increase/
(Decrease)

% Change

(20)

0.0%

68,500

-

0.0%

5,327,055

(3,000)

-0.1%

37,002

-

0.0%

884,476

6,627,754

(65)

0.0%

324,020

10,304,994

(1,194,738)

-10.4%

2,869,019

(59,745)

-2.0%

3,913,750

12,110,777

(886,140)

-6.8%

1,259,681

1,710,405

1,046,722

157.7%

463,160

-

0.0%

Scottsdale

7,650,888

5,095,071

1,744,016

65,000

755,563

7,659,650

Rio Salado

27,749,900

24,803,182

1,214,696

1,076,274

537,217

27,631,369

(118,531)

-0.4%

South Mountain

5,012,610

3,634,975

690,610

687,000

5,012,585

(25)

0.0%

Chandler-Gilbert

3,697,799

1,865,973

748,490

1,083,284

3,697,747

(52)

0.0%

280,000

-

0.0%

1,057,807

436,996

2,179,665

(108)

0.0%

77,013

77,013

-

0.0%

816,896

5,112,959

6,924

0.1%

3,870,525

19,287

0.5%

259,000

-

0.0%

42,800,158

-

0.0%

Williams Educ. Ctr.

280,000

280,000

2,179,773

684,862

Black Mountain

77,013

-

Estrella Mountain

5,106,035

3,627,279

3,851,238

3,870,525

Paradise Valley

Southwest Skill Ctr
District Office
Dist Wide Programs
MCOR
Subtotals
Transfers out
TOTALs

259,000

259,000

42,800,158

42,175,158

3,347,257

4,138,895

595,500

73,284

625,000

4,138,895

$ 147,717,247 $ 117,511,966 $ 14,599,394 $ 1,214,558 $ 14,002,238 $ 147,328,156 $
(357,000)

(457,000)

(457,000)

$ 147,360,247 $ 117,054,966 $ 14,599,394 $ 1,214,558 $ 14,002,238 $ 146,871,156 $
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(389,091)

-0.3%

(100,000)

28.0%

(489,091)

-0.3%
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OTHER AUXILIARY
The following Expenditure Detail Auxiliary (fund 230) includes budgeted expenditures by College for Facilities Rental &
Other Auxiliary Programs and District-wide Supplements. District-wide supplements are budgeted centrally and later
transferred to the colleges. Maricopa Skill Center, Northwest Skill Center and the Southwest Skill Center are included in
this summary, but are shown in greater detail on the pages that follow.
EXPENDITURE DETAIL FOR OTHER AUXILIARY PROGRAMS
FY15-16
Adopted

College / District
Phoenix

$

PC Downtown

2,081,866

FY16-17
Proposed
$

2,081,846

Increase/
(Decrease)
$

% Change

(20)

0.0%

60,000

60,000

-

0.0%

2,783,930

2,783,930

-

0.0%

37,002

37,002

-

0.0%

4,232,585

4,232,520

(65)

0.0%

Maricopa Skill Ctr

11,175,712

9,980,974

(1,194,738)

-10.7%

Northwest Skill Ctr

2,928,764

2,869,019

(59,745)

-2.0%

4,551,235

4,551,148

(87)

0.0%

450,724

450,724

-

0.0%

29,883

29,883

-

0.0%

Scottsdale

5,095,071

5,095,071

-

0.0%

Rio Salado

24,914,489

24,803,182

(111,307)

-0.4%

South Mountain

3,635,000

3,634,975

(25)

0.0%

Chandler-Gilbert

1,865,978

1,865,973

(5)

0.0%

280,000

280,000

-

0.0%

684,964

684,862

(102)

0.0%

3,626,950

3,627,279

329

0.0%

3,851,238

3,870,525

19,287

0.5%

259,000

259,000

-

0.0%

3,347,257

4,138,895

791,638

23.7%

Glendale
GCC North
GateWay

Mesa
Downtown Mesa Ed Center
Red Mountain

Williams Campus
Paradise Valley
Estrella Mountain
Southwest Skill Ctr
District Office
MCOR
Subtotal Colleges

$ 75,891,648

$

75,336,808

$

(554,840)

-0.7%

$

$

300,000

$

-

0.0%

District Programs / Transfers:
Compensated Absences
DSSC Printshop / Copy Center
Think Tank - Excel & Mariserve
Women's Leadership Group Council
DW Initiatives, IT Capital Needs, IT Security

300,000
153,643

153,643

-

0.0%

55,000

55,000

-

0.0%

6,300

6,300

-

0.0%

41,660,215

41,660,215

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

Subtotal Programs / Transfers

$ 42,175,158

$

42,175,158

$

TOTAL

$ 118,066,806

$ 117,511,966

$
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SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17


$555 thousand of reductions in the auxiliary services fund were offset by a $100 thousand increase at Glendale
CC in transfers out to the plant fund.



This $555 thousand reduction was a combination of a $1.3 million reduction at Maricopa Skill center and Northwest Skill Center, offset by a $792 thousand increase at Maricopa Corporate College. FY16-17 budget development is being finalized, so further changes will be made to MCOR to be reflected in the March Budget.
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MARICOPA SKILL CENTER
Maricopa Skill Center (MSC), a division of GateWay Community College, has been the Valley’s leading workforce development center since 1962. Through competency based hands-on training, MSC graduates possess the industry-identified skills
necessary to obtain employment and economic independence. MSC offers a variety of short-term certificate training programs for careers in business and technology, cosmetology, health care, and trades that are developed and evaluated by
Valley employers. The Maricopa Skill Center takes pride in serving the community with effective and affordable job training.

MARICOPA SKILL CENTER BUDGET SUMMARIES

REVENUES

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - MARICOPA SKILL CENTER
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease)

Tuition
Training Materials / Lab Fee/Course Fees
Registration Fee
Sales of Auxiliary Enterprises
Rental Income and Other

$

4,292,000
1,195,000
20,000
149,500
263,733

3,477,775
784,150
13,290
104,800
332,997

(814,225)
(410,850)
(6,710)
(44,700)
69,264

-19.0%
-34.4%
-33.6%
-29.9%
26.3%

12,483
(1,194,738)

0.0%
0.3%
-10.7%

$

EXPENDITURES
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Contract Service
Supplies & Materials
Fixed Charges
Comm & Utilities
Travel
Misc & Transfers
Total Expenditures

FY15-16
Adopted
$
5,725,232
2,257,575
675,460
1,940,539
180,753
324,262
45,000
26,891
$ 11,175,712

FY16-17
Proposed
$
5,321,072
2,150,281
634,560
1,140,013
201,353
324,262
7,700
201,733
$
9,980,974

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(404,160)
(107,294)
(40,900)
(800,526)
20,600
(37,300)
174,842
$
(1,194,738)

% Change
-7.1%
-4.8%
-6.1%
-41.3%
11.4%
0.0%
-82.9%
650.2%
-10.7%

243
5.00
6.00

243
5.00
6.00

-

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

$
$

$

$
$

268,901
4,999,061
9,980,974

$

Carryforward
Transfers From MCCCD General Fund
Total Anticipated Revenue

ENROLLMENT / TUITION
Number of Days in Session
Hourly Tuition Rate (Except Nursing)
Hourly Tuition Rate (Nursing Program)

268,901
4,986,578
11,175,712

$

% Change

$

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Budget decreased to more accurately reflect anticipated revenue based on current enrollment trends. Adjustments for
salaries and benefits were the result of eliminating budget for several positions and split coding several positions among
GateWay sites to more accurately reflect the shared support for all four campuses.
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Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(868,993)
(607,435)
(96,953)
366,835
11,808
$
(1,194,738)

% Change
-14.7%
-27.4%
-7.9%
38.1%
1.4%
-10.7%

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - MARICOPA SKILL CENTER
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Description
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease)
Management (MAT)
69.4
67.7
(1.7)
Support (PSA)
34.0
31.2
(2.8)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
5.0
5.0
Maricopa Skill Center Total
108.4
103.9
(4.5)

% Change
-2.4%
-8.2%
0.0%
-4.2%

EXPENDITURES BY FUNCTION
Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Administration
Operation and Maintenance of Plant
Total Expenditures

FY15-16
Adopted
$
5,909,683
2,213,412
1,225,021
963,719
863,877
$ 11,175,712

FY16-17
Proposed
$
5,040,690
1,605,977
1,128,068
1,330,554
875,685
$
9,980,974

FY16-17 PROPOSED BUDGET

SIGNIFICANT STAFFING CHANGES FOR MARICOPA SKILL CENTER FY16-17
The Grand Total was a net 4.5 FTE reduction for Maricopa Skill Center for FY16-17. Adjustments for salaries and benefits
were the result of eliminating budget for several positions and split coding several positions among GateWay sites to
more accurately reflect the shared support for all four campuses.
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MARICOPA SKILL CENTER – NORTHWEST
Starting July 2013, MSC expanded programs and services at its new Northwest Campus in an effort to meet the diverse
needs of the Northwest Valley. Building on its current success, MSC’s Northwest Campus will offer similar programs including but not limited to Aesthetician, Cosmetologist and Health Care certificates.

NORTHWEST SKILL CENTER BUDGET SUMMARIES

REVENUES

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - NORTHWEST SKILL CENTER
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease)

Tuition
Training Materials / Lab Fee/Course Fees
Sales of Auxiliary Enterprises
Transfers From MCCCD General Fund
Carryforward
Total Anticipated Revenue
EXPENDITURES
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Contract Service
Supplies & Materials
Fixed Charges
Comm & Utilities
Travel
Misc & Transfers
Total Expenditures
ENROLLMENT / TUITION
Number of Days in Session
Hourly Tuition Rate (Except Nursing)
Hourly Tuition Rate (Nursing Program)

% Change

$

2,174,650
675,000
75,000
4,114
-

$

1,150,900
173,300
28,700
7,024
1,509,095

$

(1,023,750)
(501,700)
(46,300)
2,910
1,509,095

-47.1%
-74.3%
-61.7%
70.7%
N/A

$

2,928,764

$

2,869,019

$

(59,745)

-2.0%
% Change
-11.3%
-15.5%
-20.5%
-36.6%
27.8%
-46.6%
-93.3%
159621.5%

FY15-16
Adopted
$
1,359,813
579,236
154,300
351,715
345,000
123,500
15,000
200

FY16-17
Proposed
$
1,206,244
489,669
122,613
223,050
441,000
66,000
1,000
319,443

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(153,569)
(89,567)
(31,687)
(128,665)
96,000
(57,500)
(14,000)
319,243

$

2,928,764

$

2,869,019

$

(59,745)

$
$

243
5.00
6.00

$
$

243
5.00
6.00

$
$

-

-

-2.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Tuition was decreased to more accurately reflect anticipated revenue based on current enrollment trends. Additional
transfer revenue was budgeted for spending authority as we realign programs to better utilize space at NW. Adjustments
for salaries and benefits were the result of eliminating budget for several unfilled positions and adjusting the split coding
positions with Maricopa Skill Center to more accurately reflect time spent at each campus.
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NORTHWEST SKILL CENTER BY FUNCTION
FY15-16
FY16-17
EXPENDITURES BY FUNCTION
Adopted
Proposed
Instruction
$
1,296,543 $
1,323,318
Academic Support
292,584
43,542
Student Services
290,234
227,167
Administration
401,428
716,679
Operation and Maintenance of Plant
647,975
558,313
Total Expenditures

$

2,928,764

-2.0%

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - NORTHWEST SKILL CENTER
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Description
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease)
Management (MAT)
19.3
20.1
0.8
Support (PSA)
8.0
4.0
(4.0)
Custodians/Grounds (M&O)
2.0
(2.0)

% Change
4.1%
-50.0%
-100.0%

29.3

2,869,019

24.1

$

% Change
2.1%
-85.1%
-21.7%
78.5%
-13.8%

(59,745)

Northwest Skill Center Total

$

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
26,775
(249,042)
(63,067)
315,251
(89,662)

(5.2)

-17.7%

SIGNIFICANT STAFFING CHANGES FOR FY16-17
The Grand Total was a net 5.2 FTE reduction for Northwest Skill Center for FY16-17. Adjustments for salaries and benefits
were the result of eliminating budget for several unfilled positions and adjusting the split coding positions with Maricopa
Skill Center to more accurately reflect time spent at each campus.
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SOUTHWEST SKILL CENTER
The SouthWest Skill Center (SWSC) at Estrella Mountain Community College serves the growing community of the
West Valley with short-term, hands-on training that prepares students for current and future job opportunities by utilizing the most up-to-date technology, taught by industry professionals. The SouthWest Skill Center has provided
more than 4,000 students with quality training for immediate job entry into healthcare and industry. The Skill Center
offers the following programs in Nursing: Practical Nurse; and Nursing Assistant Programs; in Allied Health: Medical
Assistant; Phlebotomy; and Medical Billing &Coding Programs; in Emergency Medicine: Emergency Medical Technician Program; in Industrial Skills: Industrial Electronics Technician, Precision Manufacturing, Distribution Logistics
Technician; and Project Search Distribution Logistics Programs; and the Spanish Medical Interpreter Program.

SOUTHWEST SKILL CENTER BUDGET SUMMARIES

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - SOUTHWEST SKILL CENTER
FY15-16
Adopted

REVENUES
Tuition
Training Materials / Lab Fee
Registration Fee
Graduation
Rentals/Misc
Testing & Transcript
Carryforward
Transfers From General Fund 1
Total Anticipated Revenue

$

$

1,322,650
224,470
8,080
8,830
9,000
6,500
382,035
1,889,673
3,851,238

FY16-17
Proposed
$

$

1,338,495
224,470
8,085
8,830
9,000
6,500
382,035
1,893,110
3,870,525

Increase/
(Decrease)
$

$

% Change

15,845
5
3,437
19,287

1.2%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.5%

FY15-16
Adopted
$ 2,041,536
639,979
217,068
246,900
11,500
106,000
21,510
566,745

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 2,093,889
664,395
217,068
246,900
11,500
106,000
21,510
509,263

Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
$
52,353
2.6%
24,416
3.8%
0.0%
$
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
$
0.0%
(57,482)
-10.1%

$

3,851,238

$

3,870,525

$

ENROLLMENT / TUITION
Number of Days in Session
Hourly Tuition Rate (Except Nursing) $
Hourly Tuition Rate (Nursing Program) $

243
5.00
6.00

$
$

243
5.00
6.00

EXPENDITURES
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Contract Service
Supplies & Materials
Fixed Charges
Comm & Utilities
Travel
Equipment, Misc & Transfers
Total Expenditures

19,287

0.5%

-

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
Southwest Skill Center’s Budget has increased $19 thousand for FY16-17 versus the FY15-16 Adopted Budget. This is not a
material change.
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Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Administration
Operation and Maintenance of Plant
Total Expenditures

FEBRUARY 19, 2016
FY15-16
Adopted
$ 3,501,179
102,191
10,000
31,868
206,000
$ 3,851,238

FY16-17
Proposed
$ 3,520,338
102,186
10,000
32,001
206,000
$ 3,870,525

FY16-17 PROPOSED BUDGET
Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
$
19,159
0.5%
(5)
0.0%
0.0%
133
0.4%
0.0%
$
19,287
0.5%

Budgeted Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - SOUTHWEST SKILL CENTER
Description
Management (MAT)
Support (PSA)

FY15-16
Adopted
22.8
5.1

FY16-17
Proposed
24.6
4.1

27.9

28.7

Southwest Skill Ctr Total

Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
1.8
7.9%
(1.0)
-19.6%
0.8

2.9%

SIGNIFICANT STAFFING CHANGES FOR FY16-17
These changes resulted in a grand total decrease of .8 FTE for the Southwest Skill Center (SWSC). As FY16-17 budget development is being finalized, further changes will be made in the Southwest Skill Center to be reflected in the March
Budget.
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COURSE FEES
The following Expenditure detail includes projected potential expenditures by College for Course Fees.

College

EXPENDITURE DETAIL - COURSE FEES
Increase/
FY15-16
FY16-17
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease)

Phoenix

$

PC Downtown

1,238,076

$

1,238,076

$

%
Change
-

0.0%

8,500

8,500

-

0.0%

Glendale

1,711,785

1,711,785

-

0.0%

GateWay

1,510,758

1,510,758

-

0.0%

Mesa

3,645,879

3,645,879

-

0.0%

433,277

433,277

-

0.0%

Scottsdale

1,736,653

1,744,016

7,363

0.4%

Rio Salado

1,161,399

1,214,696

53,297

4.6%

South Mountain

690,610

690,610

-

0.0%

Chandler-Gilbert

748,500

748,490

(10)

0.0%

1,057,809

1,057,807

(2)

0.0%

595,500

595,500

-

0.0%

60,648

0.4%

Red Mountain Campus

Paradise Valley
Estrella Mountain

TOTAL

$ 14,538,746 $ 14,599,394 $

The Rio budget increase of $53 thousand reflects the development of new course programs in Energy Technology and
Nanotechnology.

FOOD SERVICE
The following Expenditure Detail includes budgeted expenditures by College for Food Service. There are no material
changes in this fund for FY16-17.

College
Scottsdale

EXPENDITURE DETAIL - FOOD SERVICE
FY15-16
FY16-17
Increase/
Adopted
Proposed
(Decrease)
$

Rio Salado

$

1,071,632

Estrella Mountain
TOTAL

65,000

1,209,916

$

1,076,274

73,284
$

65,000
73,284

$
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$

% Change
-

0.0%

4,642

0.4%

-

0.0%

4,642

0.4%
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NON-CREDIT
The Expenditure Detail on the following page includes budgeted expenditures by College for Non-credit/Special Interest Programs. Fees for each class are determined by the amount necessary to cover all associated costs. If sufficient revenues are not generated, the class will not be offered or expenditures will be reduced accordingly.

EXPENDITURE DETAIL - NON-CREDIT/SPECIAL PROGRAMS
FY15-16
Adopted

College
Phoenix
Glendale

$

FY16-17
Proposed

1,770,002

$

Increase/
(Decrease)

1,770,002

$

% Change
-

0.0%

834,340

831,340

(3,000)

-0.4%

-

-

-

N/A

884,476

884,476

-

0.0%

324,020

324,020

-

0.0%

3,753,081

3,913,750

160,669

4.3%

1,259,681

1,259,681

-

0.0%

754,164

755,563

1,399

0.2%

-

-

-

N/A

Rio Salado

602,380

537,217

(65,163)

-10.8%

South Mountain

687,000

687,000

-

0.0%

1,083,321

1,083,284

(37)

0.0%

437,000

436,996

(4)

0.0%

77,013

77,013

-

0.0%

810,301

816,896

6,595

0.8%

625,000

625,000

GCC North
GateWay
Maricopa Skill Center
Mesa
Downtown Mesa Ed Ctr
Scottsdale
SCC Business Institute

Chandler-Gilbert
Paradise Valley
Black Mountain Campus
Estrella Mountain
District-Wide

TOTAL

$ 13,901,779 $ 14,002,238 $

-

0.0%

100,459

0.7%



The Mesa increase of $161 thousand reflects growth in the Chair Academy.



The Rio decrease of $65 thousand reflects a slight decline across-the-board in participation in Non-credit programs.
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AUXILIARY FUND 2 BUDGETED POSITIONS
The following summary compares budgeted positions by college/district and by employee group for all Fund 2 FTE’s.
AUXILIARY FUND2 FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) SUMMARY - BY COLLEGE
FY15-16 Adopted
College/District
Phoenix

MAT
1.0

PSA

M&O

Safety

1.3

TOTAL

MAT

2.3

Glendale/GCCNorth
GateWay

FY16-17 Proposed

0.6

PSA

M&O

Safety TOTAL

1.3

Incr/
(Decr)

1.3

(1.0)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.0

(0.6)

Maricopa Skill Ctr

69.4

34.0

5.0

108.4

67.7

31.2

5.0

103.9

(4.5)

Northwest Skill Ctr

19.3

8.0

2.0

29.3

20.1

4.0

0.0

24.1

(5.2)

Mesa

6.0

7.3

13.3

4.0

9.5

13.5

0.2

Scottsdale

2.0

4.1

6.1

2.0

4.3

6.3

0.2

Rio Salado

57.2

82.5

140.7

57.2

81.8

141.0

0.3

1.0

2.0

South Mountain

0.0

0.0

0.0

Chandler-Gilbert

0.0

0.0

0.0

Paradise Valley

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.5

(0.0)

28.7

0.8

0.0

0.0

29.0

2.0

353.3

(7.8)

Estrella Mountain
Southwest Skill Ctr

3.0

2.5

5.5

3.0

2.5

22.8

5.1

27.9

24.6

4.1

District Office

0.0

0.0

MCOR

18.0

9.0

Totals

198.7

154.4

8.0

0.0

27.0

19.0

10.0

361.1

197.6

148.7

7.0

0.0

The Grand Total for Auxiliary Fund was 353.3 FTE’s for FY16-17.
These changes resulted in a Grand Total of 7.8 fewer FTE’s among all Auxiliary Fund 2 accounts.


There was a 4.5 FTE reduction for Maricopa Skill Center for FY16-17. Adjustments for salaries and benefits were
the result of eliminating budget for several unfilled positions and adjusting the split coding positions with Maricopa Skill Center to more accurately reflect time spent at each campus



There was a net 5.2 FTE reduction for Northwest Skill Center for FY16-17. Adjustments for salaries and benefits
were the result of eliminating budget for several unfilled positions and adjusting the split coding positions with
Maricopa Skill Center to more accurately reflect time spent at each campus



MCOR added a Web Manager (MAT) and a Graphic Designer II (PSA).
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SECTION E – RESTRICTED FUND 3
Revenues that are restricted in use are budgeted in the Current Restricted Fund (Fund 3). The Restricted Fund budget
reflects potential financial aid awards, grants, contracts and Proposition 301 sales tax revenues (for workforce development and training).

REVENUE BUDGET
The chart below compares the FY16-17 Proposed Budget with the FY15-16 Adopted Budget by revenue source.
Fed Grnts & Cntrcts

State Grnts &
Cntrcts

Misc & Transfers

Total

FY15-16 Adopted

$ 19,811,848

10,498,006

20,965,051

10,242,057 185,894,298

27,009,639

$ 274,420,899

FY16-17 Proposed

$ 15,380,708

7,952,311

28,452,775

10,915,981 182,306,510

27,511,249

$ 272,519,534

(2,545,695)
-24.2%

7,487,724
35.7%

Increase (Decrease)
% change

(4,431,140)
-22.4%

Proposition 301

Other Grants

673,924
6.6%

Student Aid

(3,587,788)
-1.9%

501,610
1.9%

$

(1,901,365)
-0.7%

Millions

Current Restricted Fund 3 Revenue
$200
$180
$160

$140
$120
$100
$80

$60
$40
$20

$-

Fed Grnts &
Cntrcts

State Grnts &
Cntrcts

Proposition 301

Other Grants

FY15-16 Adopted

Student Aid

Misc & Transfers

FY16-17 Proposed

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID: Without these funds, many students would be unable or more limited in their ability to attend college. The single largest source of financial aid is Pell Grants from the Federal government. The higher projected
federal financial aid is based on the increased maximum Pell Grant amount and increased utilization.
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS: The Maricopa Community Colleges receive numerous grants and contracts that advance
teaching and learning, and the district’s commitment to public service, including:










Carl Perkins Grant funds
ABE/GED/ESOL Grants from the Department of Education
National Science Foundation
Small Business Administration Grants for business training and counseling
The Gateway Early College High School and the Teacher Prep Charter High School
Title V Grant
ASSETS Grants from Corporation for National and Community Service
State and Private Grants for Nursing Programs
First Things First funds from the Arizona Early Childhood and Health Development Board
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EXPENDITURE BUDGET BY COLLEGE
The FY16-17 Fund 3 Expenditure Detail Summary by College/Unit is shown on the next page in three sections. Projections
for Restricted budgets are estimates only, based on: 1) carryover of existing grants & contracts; 2) historic allocations for
financial aid; and 3) potential grants and contracts that may be awarded.

FY16-17 EXPENDITURES BY COLLEGE

RESTRICTED FUND BUDGET DETAIL BY COLLEGE
Phoenix
Glendale
GateWay
Scottsdale
Expenditure Category
College
College
College
Mesa College
College
Grants & Contracts
Federal Grants & Contracts $
376,636 $
155,069 $
932,367 $ 1,581,084 $ 2,225,303
State Grants & Contracts
174,966
61,061
257,381
554,577
217,197
Charter Schools
796,686
2,098,993
Prop. 301: Faculty
115,617
329,472
637,877
361,469
Workforce Initiatives
Other Grants & Contracts
297,161
23,131
547,365
188,666
541,670
Total Grants & Contracts

1,761,066 $

568,733 $ 3,836,106 $ 2,962,204 $ 3,345,639

Student Financial Aid
FWS - Federal
$
477,821 $
FWS - Inst. Matching (25%)
159,274
Pell Grants
22,601,163
FSEOG - Federal
347,961
FSEOG - Inst. Matching (25%)
115,987
LEAP - Federal
LEAP - State
42,244
LEAP - District Matching
42,244
Scholarships
1,048,079
Subtotal Student Financial Aid $ 24,834,773 $

222,524 $
200,000 $
591,196 $
156,374
74,175
50,000
197,065
52,125
32,088,301
12,500,000
30,740,832
8,473,480
745,407
190,000
821,527
210,947
248,469
47,500
273,842
70,316
53,663
23,000
62,858
26,384
53,663
23,000
62,858
26,384
1,066,399
950,000
1,610,776
706,232
34,552,601 $ 13,983,500 $ 34,360,954 $ 9,722,242

Less FWS Inst. Matching
Less SEOG Inst. Matching
Total Student Financial Aid
Admin. Overhead (9710)
Other Restricted Activity
Total Restricted Fund

$

(159,274)
(115,987)
$ 24,559,512 $
55,052
$
216,151 $
$ 26,591,781 $

(74,175)
(50,000)
(197,065)
(52,125)
(248,469)
(47,500)
(273,842)
(70,316)
34,229,957 $ 13,886,000 $ 33,890,047 $ 9,599,801
64,529
17,000
94,183
24,488
336,450 $
47,090 $
601,772 $
143,783
35,199,669 $ 17,786,196 $ 37,548,206 $ 13,113,711
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FY16-17 EXPENDITURES BY COLLEGE

RESTRICTED FUND BUDGET DETAIL BY COLLEGE
Expenditure Category
Grants & Contracts
Federal Grants & Contracts
State Grants & Contracts
Charter Schools
Prop. 301: Faculty
Workforce Initiatives
Other Grants & Contracts

Rio Salado
College

South Mt.
College

Chandler
Paradise
Gilbert College Valley College

Estrella Mt.
College

$ 3,212,248 $
1,389,294
156,711
8,726,280

354,101
221,539
128,805
5,430

$

689,547 $
385,449
653,443
36,808

56,000 $
265,350
124,209
6,717

1,817,187
445,097
338,951
3,568

$ 13,484,533 $

709,875

$

1,765,247 $

452,276 $

2,604,803

Student Financial Aid
FWS - Federal
$
24,784 $
FWS - Inst. Matching (25%)
8,261
Pell Grants
16,674,122
FSEOG - Federal
167,294
FSEOG - Inst. Matching (25%)
55,764
LEAP - Federal
LEAP - State
55,780
LEAP - District Matching
55,780
Scholarships
264,148
Subtotal Student Financial Aid $ 17,305,933 $

151,050
50,350
9,303,473
126,064
42,021
22,756
22,756
806,317
10,524,787

$

(8,261)
(55,764)
$ 17,241,908 $
12,805
$
148,466 $
$ 30,887,712 $

(50,350)
(42,021)
10,432,416
18,474
29,694
11,190,459

(50,065)
(46,667)
(91,874)
(60,327)
(55,000)
(90,007)
$ 12,244,671 $ 8,479,929 $ 17,240,108
22,078
20,333
36,376
$
169,472 $
127,780 $
146,606
$ 14,201,468 $ 9,080,318 $ 20,027,893

Total Grants & Contracts

Total Student Financial Aid
Admin. Overhead (9710)
Other Restricted Activity
Total Restricted Fund
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150,196 $
140,000 $
275,620
50,065
46,667
91,874
11,245,136
7,800,000
16,279,993
180,981
165,000
270,022
60,327
55,000
90,007
31,454
25,079
31,630
31,454
25,079
31,630
605,450
324,771
351,213
$ 12,355,063 $ 8,581,596 $ 17,421,989
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FY16-17 EXPENDITURES BY COLLEGE

RESTRICTED FUND BUDGET DETAIL BY COLLEGE
Expenditure Category
Grants & Contracts
Federal Grants & Contracts
State Grants & Contracts
Charter Schools
Prop. 301: Faculty
Workforce Initiatives
Other Grants & Contracts
Total Grants & Contracts

Maricopa Skill Soutwest Skill
Center
Center

Corporate College

Grand Total

$

422,064 $
88,179
16,497

41,964 $
30,644
75,967

3,504,599 $
687,664
25,606,221
446,721

12,539 $
278,234
-

15,380,708
5,056,632
2,895,679
2,846,554
25,606,221
10,915,981

$

526,740 $

148,575 $

30,245,205 $

290,773 $

62,701,775

- $

- $

- $

- $

Student Financial Aid
FWS - Federal
$
FWS - Inst. Matching (25%)
Pell Grants
FSEOG - Federal
FSEOG - Inst. Matching (25%)
LEAP - Federal
LEAP - State
LEAP - District Matching
Scholarships
Subtotal Student Financial Aid $

Total Student Financial Aid
Admin. Overhead (9710)
Other Restricted Activity
Total Restricted Fund

District Office/
District Wide

$

$

- $
- $
807
527,547 $

382,168
62,357
25,152
25,152
7,332
451,857 $

451,857 $
3,118
603,550 $

50,304 $

50,304 $
25,174,742
55,470,251 $

2,389,565
779,856
168,088,668
3,287,560
1,059,233
400,000
400,000
7,740,717
- $ 184,145,599
$
(779,856)
$ (1,059,233)
- $ 182,306,510
$
368,436
27,142,813
290,773 $ 272,519,534

SIGNIFICANT BUDGET CHANGES FOR FY16-17
The reduction in the FY16-17 Proposed Fund 3 Budget of $1.9 million is primarily due to a decline in Pell Grant scholarships awarded, as reflected in the trends for the past few years. Total Fund 3 actual expenses peaked at $248 million in
FY11-12, declining to $210 million in FY14-15. Pell Grants awarded in FY11-12 were $193 million, and declined to $154.6
million in FY14-15. Pell Grant projections reflect these trends. About $25 million is being held in a contingency reserve for
possible economic developments.
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PROPOSITION 301
Proposition 301 is a statewide November 2000 referendum that raised sales taxes for education. Community colleges are
required to use the funds for workforce development and training. The Department of Revenue started collecting an additional 0.6% sales tax beginning June 1, 2001. The money is first to be used to pay the annual debt service on outstanding
School Facilities Revenue Bonds. Three percent of the remaining money is allocated to the Community College Districts
based on the latest available Audited FTSE figures.
The legislature also established a 13 year capital distribution in which an annual $1 million was given to a single different
community college campus on a rotating basis. Maricopa received $1 million in FY04-05, in FY07-8 and FY09-10, FY10-11
and FY11-12 for a total of $5 million. The end of this distribution in FY13-14 also helps Maricopa which has 61% of
statewide audited FTSE. This has improved Maricopa’s FY15 share of collections by about $606K.
The Maricopa Community Colleges anticipate receiving $ 9.9 million in Proposition 301 sales tax revenues to support
workforce development initiatives. This increase reflects the end the capital distribution and a trend of improving sales
tax collections. Carryforward has increased with improved collections and lower major project expenditures and will help
provide resources for Life Without the Bond.
The Quality Instruction line of $2.9 million represents the costs of 23 faculty. Three million dollars has been allocated to
College Workforce Initiatives at individual colleges in areas such as aerospace and aviation, bioscience and biotechnology,
business and financial services, health care, teacher education, public safety and homeland security, career pipeline development, apprenticeships/internships and retraining, response to local workforce needs and sustainability and green
technologies. $1 million is reserved for special project development such as the GateWay Incubator or Maricopa Corporate College. Significant fund balance is in reserve to address capital shortages or rapid response to workforce needs.

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - PROPOSITION 301
FY15-16
Adopted

REVENUES
Prop 301 Sales Tax Revenue

$

Interest Income
Fund Balance Carryforward Estimate
Total Revenues

$

$

$

9,939,866

Increase/
(Decrease)
$

% Change

360,441

3.8%

25,000

25,000

-

0.0%

11,360,626

18,487,909

7,127,283

62.7%

7,487,724

35.72%

20,965,051

$

FY15-16
Adopted

EXPENDITURES
Quality Instruction

9,579,425

FY16-17
Proposed

$

FY16-17
Proposed

(38,957)

-1.4%

-

0.0%

42,000

50,000

8,000

19.0%

211,000

212,100

1,100

NA

Special Projects

1,000,000

1,000,000

-

NA

Reserve

5,150,914

5,541,212

390,298

7.6%

11,360,626

18,487,909

7,127,283

62.7%

7,487,724

35.72%

Workforce Development Initiatives

Carryforward
Total Expenditures

$

20,965,051
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$

2,846,554

28,452,775

$

% Change

315,000

GPEC Dues

$

Increase/
(Decrease)

315,000

Small Business Development Ctr.

2,885,511

28,452,775

$
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PHOENIX COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - PHOENIX COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
REVENUES
State Grants and Contracts
Total Revenues
EXPENDITURES
Personal Services
Employee Benefits
Purchase Services
Supplies and Materials
Transportation
Miscellaneous & Transfers
Total Expenditures

$

FY15-16
Adopted
720,816

FY16-17
Proposed
$
796,686

Increase/
(Decrease)
% Change
$
75,870
10.5%

$

720,816

$

796,686

$

75,870

10.5%

$

351,881
125,476
52,920
52,500
24,000
114,039

$

460,174
163,376
79,429
14,957
35,000
43,750

$

108,293
37,900
26,509
(37,543)
11,000
(70,289)

30.8%
30.2%
50.1%
-71.5%
45.8%
-61.6%

$

720,816

$

796,686

$

75,870

10.5%

GATEWAY EARLY COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY - GATEWAY EARLY COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL
REVENUES
State Grants and Contracts
Total Revenues
EXPENDITURES
Personal Services
Employee Benefits
Contract Services
Supplies and Materials
Transportation
Miscellaneous & Transfers
Total Expenditures

FY15-16
Adopted
$
2,116,516

FY16-17
Proposed
$
2,098,993

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
(17,523)

$

$

2,098,993

$

(17,523)

-0.8%

$1,135,016
367,054
158,950
52,138
50,000
353,358

$1,194,583
376,038
238,167
64,188
55,000
171,017

$

59,567
8,984
79,217
12,050
5,000
(182,341)

5.2%
2.4%
49.8%
23.1%
10.0%
-51.6%

$2,116,516

$2,098,993

$

(17,523)

-0.8%

2,116,516
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SECTION F – PLANT FUND 7
The Plant Fund (Fund 7) is MCCCD’s Capital Budget Fund; it includes transfers for capital expenditures, the 2004 General
Obligation bonds issued, and debt services related to those bonds. The major source of funding comes from General Obligation (GO) Bonds, and transfers from the General Fund for capital equipment.
Plant Fund Revenue (in millions)

$500
$400
in Millions

$300
$200
$100
$0

FY15-16 Adopted
FY16-17 Proposed

Use of Fund
Balance

Misc and
Other

$26.2
$26.2

$13.1
$13.2

Use of Fund
Balance -GO
Bond
$143.1
$80.0

Secondary
Levy/Debt
Srvc
$81.8
$83.9

Debt Srvc
Carry
forward
$72.4
$70.7

Total

$336.6
$273.9

STATE AID
Since FY08-09, the State of Arizona has suspended Capital State Aid formula funding, due to its own budget pressures. In
FY13-14 formula funding for capital aid was eliminated from state statutes.
BOND PROCEEDS
In 2004, Maricopa County voters overwhelmingly approved a $951 million General Obligation Bond Program. Bonds totaling $951 million have been issued as of June, 2013. Table 1 below identifies the planned uses of Bond by program category. The intent of the bond proceeds is to support the construction/purchase of new building space as well as the renovation of existing space.
As of November, 2015, approximately 1.78 million square feet of new buildings have been constructed or purchased, plus
73 thousand square feet of potential construction projects; about 953 thousand square feet of buildings have been remodeled, and 285 acres of land were acquired. Additionally, funding has been/ will be used to support new technology
initiatives, enhance and improve occupational programs, and provide preventative maintenance for existing structures.
As of June 30, 2015 about 92% of Bond funding has been spent or encumbered on capital projects.

Table 1
2004 G.O. Bond Program
Projected Amounts by Program
(Data as of June 30, 2015)

Program Categories of Expense
Construction & Remodel

Program Budget
$

654,192,016

$ 52,935,084

77,044,375

60,703,356

16,341,019

Compliance & Conservation

13,644,284

9,259,614

4,384,670

Technology (ITAC)

94,996,550

94,958,276

38,274

Grand Total

$

Budget Bal
Available

Maintenance and Improvement Projects

Occupational Education

707,127,100

Total Exp/Encumb
to date

58,546,691
$

951,359,000
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$

51,730,180

6,816,512

870,843,441

$ 80,515,559
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PLANT FUND SUMMARIES
The Plant fund revenue and expenses comparing FY16-17 Proposed with the FY15-16 Adopted Budget are shown below.
PLANT FUND REVENUE SUMMARY
FY15-16
Adopted

General Revenue
Interest Income

$

% of Total

Increase/
(Decrease)

%
Change

15,000

0.0%

-

0.0%

3,099,883

3,199,883

2.7%

100,000

3.2%

Districtwide Potential Fund Transfer

10,000,000

10,000,000

8.4%

-

0.0%

Use of Fund Balance

26,151,061

26,151,061

21.9%

-

0.0%

39,265,944 $

39,365,944

33.0% $

100,000

0.3%

80,000,000

67.0%

(63,126,000)

-44.1%

(63,026,000)

-34.6%

College Fund Transfers

Subtotal General Revenues

$

15,000 $

FY16-17
Proposed

G.O. Bond Program
Use of Fund Balance- Bond
Total Unexpended Plant Fund

143,126,000
$

182,391,944 $ 119,365,944

100.0% $

Debt Service
Secondary Tax Levy

$

SRP in lieu Tax
Prior Year Debt Service Carryforward

80,036,848 $

82,132,812

53.1%

2,095,964

2.6%

1,752,778

1,749,688

1.1%

(3,090)

-0.2%

72,438,331

70,692,313

45.7%

(1,746,018)

-2.4%

Total Debt Service

$

154,227,957 $ 154,574,813

100.0% $

346,856

0.2%

TOTAL PLANT FUND REVENUE

$

336,619,901 $ 273,940,757

100.0% $

(62,679,144)

-18.6%

PLANT FUND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
FY15-16
FY16-17
College Initiatives/General Expenditures
Adopted
Proposed
% of Total
Phoenix College Transfers for Capital Projects
$
875,000 $
875,000
0.7%
Glendale College Transfers for Capital Projects
312,660
412,660
0.3%
Scottsdale College Transfers for Capital Projects
129,000
129,000
0.1%
South Mountain Transfers for Capital Projects
403,241
403,241
0.3%

Increase/
(Decrease)
100,000
-

%
Change
0.0%
32.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Chandler-Gilbert Transfers for Capital Projects

879,982

879,982

0.7%

-

0.0%

Estrella Mt. Transfers for Capital Projects

500,000

500,000

0.4%

-

0.0%

Districtwide Transfer for New Initiatives

10,015,000

10,015,000

8.4%

-

0.0%

Use of Fund Balance for Capital Projects

26,151,061

26,151,061

21.9%

-

0.0%

39,265,944 $

39,365,944

33.0% $

100,000

0.3%

80,000,000

67.0%

(63,126,000)

-44.1%

(63,026,000)

-34.6%

Subtotal General Expenditures- Capital

$

G.O. Bond Capital Development Program
2004 G.O. Bond Capital Development Program
Total Unexpended Plant Fund

143,126,000
$

182,391,944 $ 119,365,944

100.0% $

Debt Service
G. O. Bond Debt Service Current Yr (July 2016)

72,438,331 $

70,692,313

45.7%

(1,746,018)

-2.4%

G. O. Bond Debt Service Current Yr (January/2017)

$

11,097,313 $

10,011,250

6.5%

(1,086,063)

-9.8%

G.O. Bond Debt Service Future Yr (July,2017)

70,692,313 $

73,871,250

47.8%

3,178,937

4.5%

Subtotal Debt Service

$

154,227,957 $ 154,574,813

100.0% $

346,856

0.2%

TOTAL PLANT FUND EXPENDITURE

$

336,619,901 $ 273,940,757

100.0% $

(62,679,144)

-18.6%
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SECTION G - APPENDIX
STUDENT ENROLLMENT
Historic Student Enrollment
FISCAL
2008-09
18,874
29,840
13,549
39,605
17,343
50,784
8,905
15,696
14,633
10,551
219,780

FISCAL
2009-10
20,247
32,378
14,159
41,759
17,492
52,634
9,490
16,388
15,673
11,636
231,856

FISCAL
2010-11
21,392
32,962
13,266
41,836
17,702
57,746
10,186
17,938
16,046
12,612
241,686

ACTUAL
FISCAL
2011-12
19,525
32,854
11,674
40,070
17,474
56,031
8,027
19,611
15,246
12,508
233,020

FISCAL
2012-13
19,476
31,666
10,962
38,602
16,527
52,685
7,338
19,791
14,380
12,475
223,902

FISCAL
2013-14
19,008
30,926
10,444
36,054
15,384
48,333
6,801
19,297
14,198
13,009
213,454

FISCAL
2014-15
17,804
29,306
9,592
33,238
14,770
46,836
6,159
19,225
13,314
12,994
203,238

PROJECTED
FISCAL
2015-16
17,804
29,805
9,592
30,857
13,993
46,836
5,821
19,715
12,981
12,994
200,398

PROJECTED
FISCAL
2016-17
19,153
32,064
10,319
33,195
15,054
50,386
6,262
21,209
13,965
13,979
215,587

1,237
860
9,223
11,320

1,512
959
9,113
11,584

1,477
819
11,264
13,560

1,336
680
11,128
13,144

1,176
572
12,297
14,045

1,038
643
11,244
12,925

1,073
679
10,310
12,062

1,073
679
9,739
11,491

1,154
730
10,477
12,362

231,100

243,440

255,246

246,164

237,947

226,379

215,300

211,889

227,948

Full-Time Student
Equivalent (FTSE)
Phoenix
Glendale
GateWay
Mesa
Scottsdale
Rio Salado
South Mountain
Chandler-Gilbert
Paradise Valley

FISCAL
2008-09
5,911
10,428
3,661
13,792
5,896
11,937
2,251
5,677
4,826

FISCAL
2009-10
6,821
11,959
3,823
15,501
6,312
12,220
2,746
6,465
5,505

FISCAL
2010-11
7,576
12,777
3,897
16,097
6,397
14,378
2,954
7,206
5,715

ACTUAL
FISCAL
2011-12
7,137
12,728
3,567
15,363
6,350
14,263
2,778
7,830
5,503

FISCAL
2012-13
7,001
12,473
3,415
14,709
6,030
13,815
2,737
8,047
5,260

FISCAL
2013-14
6,977
12,326
3,482
13,845
5,622
12,584
2,586
7,936
5,109

FISCAL
2014-15
6,753
11,799
3,310
13,148
5,362
12,494
2,423
7,894
4,882

PROJECTED
FISCAL
2015-16
6,753
12,000
3,310
12,206
5,080
12,494
2,290
8,095
4,760

PROJECTED
FISCAL
2016-17
7,265
12,910
3,561
13,131
5,465
13,441
2,464
8,709
5,121

Estrella Mountain
Subtotal

3,416
67,795

4,184
75,536

4,739
81,736

4,709
80,228

4,932
78,419

5,330
75,797

5,522
73,587

5,522
72,510

5,941
78,006

907
402
995
2,304

1,081
449
1,083
2,613

1,064
407
1,337
2,808

844
343
1,609
2,796

931
240
1,628
2,799

866
354
1,437
2,657

841
296
1,426
2,5630

841
296
1,347
2,484

905
318
1,449
2,672

70,099

78,149

84,544

83,024

81,218

78,454

76,150

74,994

80,678

Headcount
Phoenix
Glendale
GateWay
Mesa
Scottsdale
Rio Salado
South Mountain
Chandler-Gilbert
Paradise Valley
Estrella Mountain
Subtotal
Maricopa Skill Center
Southwest Skill Center
ABE/GED/ESL
Subtotal
Total Headcount

Maricopa Skill Center
Southwest Skill Center
ABE/GED/ESL
Subtotal
Total FTSE
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HISTORIC TUITION & FEES
MCCCD Historic Tuition & Fees

Fiscal Year

Per Credit Hr

Annual

General
Tuition

Annual
Cost

FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
FY 2011-12
FY 2012-13
FY 2013-14
FY 2014-15
FY 2015-16
FY 2016-17
proposed

The FY16-17 tuition rate for Maricopa reflects the proposed $2 per credit increase.

Increase/Decrease
Dollars
Percent

$65.00
$71.00
$71.00
$71.00
$76.00
$76.00
$81.00
$84.00
$84.00

$1,950
$2,130
$2,130
$2,130
$2,280
$2,280
$2,430
$2,520
$2,520

$0
$180
$0
$0
$150
$0
$150
$90
$0

0.0%
9.2%
0.0%
0.0%
7.0%
0.0%
6.6%
3.7%
0.0%

$86.00

$2,580

$60

2.4%

The table below shows Maricopa’s proposed tuition over a 10-year time period, as
well as compared with the Public 2-yr National Average, Western state institutions
and Arizona State University. Locally Maricopa is a bargain compared to Arizona
State University (ASU), where their tuition
exceeds $10,000 per year.

Local, National, and WICHE Comparisons
NATL. AVG.
PUBLIC 2YR INST.

MARICOPA DISTRICT
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
FY 2011-12
FY 2012-13
FY 2013-14
FY 2014-15
FY 2015-16
FY2016-17
Proposed

Annual
Cost

Percent
Change

$1,950
$2,130
$2,130
$2,130
$2,280
$2,280
$2,430
$2,520
$2,520

0.0%
9.2%
0.0%
0.0%
7.0%
0.0%
6.6%
3.7%
0.0%

$2,580

2.4%

Annual
Cost

Percent
Change

$2,361
$2,372
$2,558
$2,727
$2,959
$3,131
$3,280
$3,342
$3,435

4.2%
0.5%
7.8%
6.6%
8.5%
5.8%
4.8%
1.9%
2.8%

$3,543

WICHE AVG.
PUBLIC 2YR INST.
Annual
Cost
$2,395
$2,488
$2,648
$2,847
$3,119
$3,319
$3,424
$3,495
$3,559

3.1%

AZ STATE UNIVERSITY

Percent
Change

Annual
Cost

4.1%
3.9%
6.4%
7.5%
9.6%
6.4%
3.2%
2.1%
1.8%

$3,643

$4,969
$5,659
$6,840
$8,844
$9,716
$9,720
$10,002
$10,157
$10,478

2.4%

$10,744

Percent
Change
6.0%
13.9%
20.9%
29.3%
9.9%
0.0%
2.9%
1.5%
3.2%
2.5%

NOTE: FY14-15 and FY15-16: National Average from "Trends in College Pricing 2015"; ASU and WICHE from WICHE 2015-16 Tuition
&Fees report. FY16-17: National Average, WICHE and ASU EST are based on 3-yr average increase.

12,000
10,000

8,000
6,000
4,000

2,000
0
FY15-16 Actual tuition

MCCCD

NATL. AVG
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PROPERTY TAX
HISTORIC PROPERTY ASSESSMENT
The chart and table below show the history of assessed valuation of property in Maricopa County. This valuation is a factor in determining the primary and secondary tax levies of the Maricopa Community Colleges. The net assessment values
had declined for several years due to the economy. NOTE: Effective 2015 the voters of Arizona passed Proposition 117
which amended the Constitution of Arizona to establish a single limited property value as the bases for determining all
property tax. Consequently, the Primary Net Assessed Value is used to calculate both the Primary and Secondary taxes.
As noted in the chart below, the 2016 Assessed Valuation is about 4.4% higher than last year.

Dollars in Millions

Historic Assessed Valuation - Maricopa County 2007 through 2016

$60,000
$55,000
$50,000
$45,000
$40,000
$35,000
$30,000
$25,000
$20,000
$15,000
$10,000
$5,000
$0
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Primary Valuation

Tax Yr

Assessed
Valuation

2007
2008

38,930,267,550
44,881,602,698

2009
2010

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Secondary Valuation

PRIMARY
Increase / (Decrease)
Amount
Percent

Assessed
Valuation

SECONDARY
Increase / (Decrease)
Amount
Percent

5,122,802,283
5,951,335,148

15.2%
15.3%

49,534,573,831
58,303,635,287

49,679,450,134

4,797,847,436

10.7%

57,984,051,718

(319,583,569)

-0.5%

46,842,818,990

(2,836,631,144)

-5.7%

49,662,543,618

(8,321,508,100)

-14.4%

2011

38,492,098,635

(8,350,720,355)

-17.8%

38,760,296,714

(10,902,246,904)

-22.0%

2012

34,263,842,274

(4,228,256,361)

-11.0%

34,400,455,716

(4,359,840,998)

-11.2%

2013

31,996,204,979

(2,267,637,295)

-6.6%

32,229,006,810

(2,171,448,906)

-6.3%

2014

33,519,795,354

1,523,590,375

4.8%

35,079,646,593

2,850,639,783

8.8%

2015
2016

34,623,670,323
36,135,494,474

1,103,874,969
1,511,824,151

3.3%
4.4%

34,623,670,323
36,135,494,474

(455,976,270)
1,511,824,151

-1.3%
4.4%
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HISTORIC PROPERTY TAX RATES
The chart and table below provide historic information on the primary and secondary property tax rates for the Maricopa
Community Colleges. The Primary Tax Rate includes the property tax for FY16-17 with the proposed 2% levy increase on existing property.
It should be noted that the higher Assessed Valuation (up 4.4%) for 2016 (see prior page) has resulted in lower rates than last
year, even with the proposed 2% levy increase.

MCCCD Property Tax Rates per $100 of Assessed Valuation
Fiscal Year

Primary

Secondary

Total

2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

$0.8246
$0.7752
$0.7246
$0.7926
$1.0123

$0.1514
$0.1634
$0.1598
$0.1802
$0.1959

$0.9760
$0.9386
$0.8844
$0.9728
$1.2082

2012-13

$1.1563

$0.2215

$1.3778

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

$1.2896
$1.2824
$1.2628
$1.2624

$0.2459
$0.2363
$0.2312
$0.2274

$1.5355
$1.5187
$1.4940
$1.4898

Property taxes represent a major source of support for the general operations and capital needs of the Maricopa Community
Colleges. The following illustrates the property tax that owners of homes with varying assessed valuations may expect to pay
in FY16-17, based on the 2% levy rate increase and the increase in the 2016 Assessed Valuation.
FY16-17 PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES FOR VARIOUS HOME VALUES
Approx. Value for Taxes $50,000
Assessment Ratio @ 10%
FY 16-17 Tax
Primary Tax
Secondary Tax
Combined Tax

Rate per $100
$1.2624
$0.2274
$1.4898

$100,000

$150,000

$200,000

$250,000

$300,000

$5,000

$10,000

$15,000

$20,000

$25,000

$30,000

$63.12
$11.37
$74.49

$126.24
$22.74
$148.98

$189.36
$34.10
$223.46

$252.48
$45.47
$297.95

$315.60
$56.84
$372.44

$378.72
$68.21
$446.93
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ESTIMATED TAX RATES AND ASSESSED VALUATION
In 1980 Arizona citizens amended the State Constitution and capped primary property tax revenue increases from existing
property to 2% per year. This is an additional means of limiting tax increases to small marginal amounts. With the exception
of FY09-10, F10-11 and FY12-13, the Maricopa Governing Board has approved an increase on property tax revenues. The
Constitution permits the Governing Board to levy the unused capacity from the past. The following chart shows the proposed levy and the potential tax rates for primary and secondary taxes, assuming a 2% increase in the Primary levy.
This information is based on recent assessment valuation from Maricopa County Assessor’s office. The Salt River Project
Centrally Assessed Valuation for 2016 has not yet been received, so the estimates are the same as for 2015.
MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
PROPOSED TAX RATES AND LEVIES for FY 2016-17
MAXIMUM LEVY AND TAX RATE CALCULATIONS
(for comparitive purposes)

PROPOSED PRIMARY TAX LEVY AND RATE CALCULATIONS

1. Maximum Prior Year Levy

$469,150,732

2. Line 1 increased by 2%

$478,533,747

3. Current Assessed Value of Last Year's Property
4. Line 3 divided by 100
5. Maximum Tax Rate FY 2016-17 (Line 2 / Line 4)

$35,327,664,583

9. Actual Primary Levy Amount FY 2015-16
10. Primary Tax Rate FY 2015-16
11. Line 9 increased by 2%

$437,227,709
$1.2824
$445,972,263

12. Proposed Primary Tax Rate FY16-17 (line 11/line 4)
13. Proposed Primary Tax Levy (line 7 x line 12)

$1.2624
$456,174,483

14. Proposed Primary Levy FY 2016-17
SRP In-lieu Tax Amount FY 2016-17
Total Primary Levy & In-lieu FY 2016-17

$456,174,483
$9,572,095
$465,746,578

$353,276,646
$1.3546

6. Current Assessed Value including New Property $36,135,494,474
15. Proposed Primary Tax Rate FY 2016-17
7. Current Assessed Value divided by 100

$361,354,945

8. Maximum Levy Amount FY16-17 (Line 7 X Line 5)

$489,491,408

SALT RIVER PROJECT CENTRALLY ASSESSED VALUATION (CAV)**
SRP CAV at 2015 Values *
SRP CAV at 2016 Values **
SRP CAV at 2016 Values / 100
SRP In-lieu Tax Amount FY 2016-17 Est
* 2015 SRP CAV Actual was received April 1, 2015
** 2016 SRP CAV Actual TBD

$758,245,769
$758,245,769
$7,582,458
$9,572,095

$1.2624

SECONDARY TAX LEVY AND RATE CALCULATIONS
Current Assessed Valuation for 2016
Est. SRP Current Assessed Valuation for 2016
Total to calculate Secondary Tax Rate/Levy Amts
Levy Amount Needed (G.O. Bond Principal/Interest)
SRP In-lieu Needed (G.O. Bond Principal/Interest)
Total Secondary Levy & In-Lieu FY2016-17
16. Secondary Tax Rate FY 2016-17

$36,135,494,474
$758,245,769
$36,893,740,243
$82,158,534
$1,723,966
$83,882,500
$0.2274

COMBINED TAX RATES FOR FY 2016-17 [PER $100 OF ASSESSED VALUATION]

17. Primary Levy Rate w 2% incr
18. Secondary Levy Rate using Primary Assessed Value
Combined Levy Rate FY16-17
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EXPENDITURE LIMITATION REPORT WORKSHEET
Annual Budgeted Expenditure Limitation Report Worksheet
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2017
Current Funds
A. Total Budgeted Expenditures
Transfers
A. Net Total Expenditures

Plant Funds

General Oper.

Auxiliary Enter.

Restricted

Unexpended

Ret. of Debt

Total

$ 765,040,076

$ 138,339,423

$ 272,119,534

$ 106,166,061

$ 154,574,813

$ 1,436,239,907

$

400,000

$ 13,199,883

$

$

$ 272,519,534

$ 119,365,944

$ 154,574,813

$ (22,131,616) $
$ 742,908,460

8,531,733

$ 146,871,156

-

-

$ 1,436,239,907

B. Less Exclusions Claimed:
Bond Proceeds
Debt Service Requirements on
Bonded Indebtedness

$ 80,000,000

$

80,000,000

$

83,882,500

$

560,000

$ 189,146,501

$

189,146,501

$ 18,656,698

$

18,656,698

$

42,510,455

$

275,464,487

$

9,939,866

$ 83,882,500

Dividends, Interest And Gains on Sale
of Securities

$

505,000

$

15,000

Grants And Aid From Federal Gov't
Grants, Aid, Contributions or Gifts
From Private Agency, Organization
or Individual Except Those Amounts
Received in Lieu of Taxes
Interfund Transfers
Tuition And Fees

$ 28,910,572
$ 230,102,648

$

$

25,000

400,000

$

15,000

$ 13,199,883

$ 45,361,839

Monies Received A.R.S. 15-1472

$

9,939,866

Prior Years Carry-Forward

$ 64,200,000

$ 70,000,000

$ 50,000,000

$ 26,151,061

$ 70,692,313

$

281,043,374

Total Exclusions Claimed

$ 294,807,648

$ 144,287,411

$ 268,168,065

$ 119,365,944

$ 154,574,813

$

981,203,881

$ 448,100,812

$

$

$

$

$

455,036,026

$

455,155,838

$

119,812

C. Budgeted Exp. Subject to Limitation

2,583,745

D.Expenditure Limitation Fiscal Year 2016-17
Unused (Overcommitted) Legal Limit
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SECTION H- GLOSSARY
Academic Support
A functional category of expenditures reflective of support services for instructional programs and academic functions
such as funding for learning centers, libraries, and honor programs.
Administration
This is a functional category of expenditures to identify cost related to management, business and human resources operations, and planning of the organization. Examples include: office of the president, fiscal operations, human resources
offices, information technology staff and legal services.
College Activities
College Activities is an Auxiliary Fund (Fund 2) division. It includes the activity fee portion of the per credit hour charge to
students, other student fees, and the use of Fund 2 fund balances for one-time capital and operational projects. Funds
are used for a variety of activities including athletic programs, scholarships, student insurance, counseling, business office
operations, drama and music, intramurals and the repayment of revenue bond debt (see section D for detail). It is the
District’s practice to dedicate all student activity fee revenues resulting from enrollment growth to the Enrollment Growth
Funding program; the funds, therefore, are budgeted as a transfer from Current Auxiliary (Fund 2) to the General Fund
(Fund 1).
Communications and Utilities
All costs related to telephone, postage, electricity, water, sewer, etc. are charged to communications and utilities object
code.
Contingency, Scholarships, Misc., Transfers:
The contingency ,miscellaneous and transfers object code includes reserve, holding and transfers accounts. Examples are:
a contingency for taxes that are budgeted but not collected; a basic contingency for unexpected needs as prioritized by
the Governing Board; allocations for the Enrollment Growth Funding program reserved to help fund additional courses for
increased student enrollment; funds for incremental costs from capital development facilities; a reserve for insurance
costs, college carryforward and student scholarships

Contractual Services
Expenditures such as funding for professional services, advertising, marketing, etc. are budgeted in the contractual services object code series. Additionally, the cost of teaching services and course development for concurrent enrollment as
well as employer-sponsored programs may be charged to this object code.
Course Fees
Course fees are budgeted in the Auxiliary Fund. They cover the cost of materials for credit courses that rely on special
equipment or supplementary materials
Employee Benefits
These object codes account for the employee paid costs of employee health insurance, District retirement contributions,
social security and Medicare, life insurance, worker’s compensation, etc.
Enrollment Growth Funding
A formula based funding allocation based on full time student equivalent (FTSE) growth. Effective FY2010-11 Budget,
funding were distributed to the colleges based on estimated FTSE growth at the rate of $2,130 per FTSE.
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Expenditure Limitation
This is a provision of the State Constitution and Arizona Revised Statutes that limits the expenditure of local tax revenues
(e.g. primary property taxes and State Aid). The limitation is set by the Economic Estimates Commission (EEC) by applying
growth in enrollment (FTSE) and inflation over a base budget year.
Fixed Charges
Expenditures for facilities rentals, etc. are budgeted in fixed charges object code.
Food Service
This Auxiliary Fund division includes revenues and expenditures from directly operated food service operations.
Full-time Student Equivalents (FTSE)
A calculated estimate of enrollment, based on credit hours divided by 30 (the number of credits in a year that is considered to be full-time). In the case of Skill Center or ABE/GED students, clock hours are used and divided by 640.
Functional Categories
To ensure comparability and standardization in the presentation of financial information, all colleges and units are required to budget and account for the expenditure of funds by functional categories
General Institutional Support
A functional expense category that includes expenses for the day-to-day operational and general administrative support
of the institution such as safety, security, insurance, software licensing and computer repair, mail and copy services, etc.
Headcount
The number of students enrolled in classes. Headcount may be duplicated or unduplicated.
Instruction
This is a functional category of expenditures accounting for instructional activities. An example is salaries and wages of
faculty and supplies and other department chairs.
Non Credit/Special Interest Courses
These are fees that support the costs of these course offerings. This is an Auxiliary Fund division.
Object codes
Expenditures are budgeted and accounted for by object code categories to detail the use of funds. Revenues also are
budgeted in object codes to distinguish different types of resources
Operations/Maintenance
A functional category of expenditures allocated for the operation and maintenance of the physical plant, such as utility
costs and staff responsible for the maintenance of buildings and grounds for all units.
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Other Auxiliary Programs
The activities of this Auxiliary Fund division are supported by several sources including interest on cash balances,
bookstore commissions and facility rentals. Expenditures are for such purposes as scholarships, rental costs, faculty training (Lodestar), campus security training, and revenue bond repayment costs.
Public Services
A functional category of expenditures that account for non-instructional services of benefit to the community; examples
include public lectures, and community service programs.
Salaries and Wages
Compensation provided to all regular Governing Board approved faculty and staff, and also temporary staff is recorded in
salaries and wages object codes.
State Aid
The State of Arizona provides financial support to community college districts based on formulas that are set in statute.
These formulas largely are based on enrollment levels. The formulas use the most recent audited full-time student equivalents; hence state aid is provided for enrollment growth that occurred two years before the fiscal year under development.
Student Services
A functional category of expenditures reflective of support services provided to students, such as counseling, testing, admissions, student financial aid, and career development.
Supplies & Materials
The cost of classroom and office supplies and materials, software, audiovisual aids, etc. is budgeted in supplies and materials object code.
Tax Levy Limit
This is a provision of the Arizona State Constitution and statute that limits growth in taxes on existing property.
Travel
Travel related object codes include mileage, in and out of state travel, registration, hotels, airfare, etc.
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The FY2016-17 Proposed Budget is prepared by the
Financial Planning & Budget Office
2411 W. 14th Street Tempe, AZ 85281-6942

http://www.maricopa.edu/business/budget/
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MONITORING REPORT
POLICY TYPE: CHANCELLOR LIMITATIONS
POLICY TITLE: FINANCIAL CONDITION AND ACTIVITIES; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND
BUDGETING
Governing Board Agenda
ITEM NUMBER
17.1

ITEM TITLE
Budget Analysis Report
Fund 1: General Unrestricted Fund
For the Seven Months Ending 1/31/2016

Meeting Date: 2/23/16
RESPONSIBLE AGENTS
Ms. Debra Thompson
Ms. Kim Granio

Expenditure Summary: $345.4M (year to date); projected expenditure at year end: $680.6M
 Typically evenly spread across each month, as the majority is payroll and benefits which are recorded
every two weeks.
 47.3% of expenditures have been recognized year to date (versus 44.4% in 14/15, 48.8% in 13/14, and
49.9% in 12/13).
 23.2% of the budget remains unexpended or unencumbered (versus 31.3% in 14/15, 24.6% in 13/14,
and 26.2% in 12/13).
Revenue Summary: $438.4M (year to date); projected revenue at year end: $685.0M
 The two major revenues, property taxes and tuition, are collected in cycles. Tuition revenue is
generally collected at the beginning of each semester while property tax revenue is mostly collected in
the fall and spring when semi-annual payments are due from property owners.
 63.6% of the budgeted revenue has been recognized year to date (versus 64.7% in 14/15, 65.6% in
13/14, and 67.1% in 12/13).
Fund Balance and Financial Stability Requirements
 Projections are for the Fund 1 balance to increase by ~$4.4M (from $168.9M to $173.3M) in FY 15/16.
 MCCCD is required to maintain a financial stability balance equal to 8% of the annual projected
revenue. This currently equates to $54.8M. The remaining fund balance of $118.5M is comprised of
college carryforward, designations for future operations, minimum financial condition measure for
future years, allowance for student bad debt, priority initiatives, capital master planning, reserves for
potential claims/contingency, enrollment growth/retention, and a projected undesignated balance of
$4.7M.
 Financial activities of the District comply with the Governing Board Policies, Chancellor
Interpretations 2.4 and 2.6, though Restricted Fund revenue collection often lags behind expenditures
given that the nature of grants and financial aid is one of reimbursement for expenditures and awards.
 The Governing Board contingency beginning balance is $900,000. The remaining balance as of
1/31/16 is $900,000.
Items of Particular Interest: Substantial Deviations from Budget or Expectations
None.
More information on the Budget Analysis Report access:
http://www.maricopa.edu/business/reporting/reports.html
This report is also provided to the Audit & Finance Committee quarterly.
Funding
Source:
Account Identification:

Approvals/Certifications
Chancellor _____________________________
Academic & Student Affairs________________
Business Services________________________
Human Resources________ ITS___________
Res Dev & Com Relations_________________
College President ________________________
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EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS
By Function:
INSTRUCTION
PUBLIC SERVICE
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
STUDENT SERVICES
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
OPERATION/MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
CONTINGENCIES
TOTAL OPERATIONAL

Percent
Expended
15-16

Percent
Expended
14-15

Percent
Expended
13-14

Percent
Expended
12-13

Amount
Encumbered

Unencumbered
Balance
Available

Percent of
Budget
Available

Budget (a)

Amount
Expended

318,496,574
3,064,650
77,325,293
76,287,474
135,918,524
64,278,785
21,570,720
34,117,870

155,617,261
1,500,013
40,756,543
39,557,163
67,354,369
31,707,397
8,947,064
5,558

48.9
48.9
52.7
51.9
49.6
49.3
41.5
0.0

51.9
54.2
52.4
51.7
37.0
56.3
42.0
0.0

54.4
56.7
52.8
53.5
40.1
58.1
56.0
0.0

53.0
63.6
52.1
50.2
41.9
59.4
63.0
0.0

74,977,212
976,926
25,003,714
25,540,618
58,761,551
30,390,641
213,392
0

87,902,100
587,711
11,565,035
11,189,693
9,802,604
2,180,748
12,410,264
34,112,312

27.6
19.2
15.0
14.7
7.2
3.4
57.5

731,059,890

345,445,368

47.3

44.4

48.8

49.9

215,864,054

169,750,467

23.2

384,311,768
115,287,468
54,513,774
10,900,695
9,010,306
22,676,133
3,370,299
36,466,940
44,203,742
26,200,895
24,117,870

199,564,846
62,620,597
36,097,705
6,248,977
6,486,470
7,265,039
2,638,678
12,673,329
6,474
11,837,695
5,558

51.9
54.3
66.2
57.3
72.0
32.0
78.3
34.8
0.0
45.2
0.0

52.7
53.5
53.6
47.2
71.4
45.7
57.2
33.2
0.0
48.8
0.0

54.7
54.3
62.1
52.9
72.2
51.6
56.0
36.6
0.0
50.6
0.0

54.7
52.6
61.2
49.3
66.9
53.7
56.7
35.1
0.0
63.0
0.0

122,795,279
25,621,039
37,006,493
8,721,555
5,706,171
10,768,189
2,496,974
2,740,112
8,242
0
0

61,951,643
27,045,831
-18,590,424
-4,069,836
-3,182,335
4,642,904
-1,765,353
21,053,499
44,189,026
14,363,200
24,112,312

16.1
23.5
(34.1)
(37.3)
(35.3)
20.5
(52.4)
57.7
100.0
54.8

731,059,890

345,445,368

47.3

44.4

48.8

49.9

215,864,054

169,750,467

23.2

By Account:
PERSONNEL SERVICES
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
CONTRACTUAL SERVICES
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, PARTS
CURRENT FIXED CHARGES
COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TRAVEL
STUDENT AID AND MISCELLANEOUS
TRANSFERS-INTRAFUND
TRANSFERS TO OTHER FUNDS
CONTINGENCIES
TOTAL OPERATIONAL
(a) Represents budget as amended by approved transfers.
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REVENUE ANALYSIS ( a )

Budget ( b )

Recognized

Percent
Recognized
15-16

PROPERTY TAX
STATE AID
IN LIEU TAX, SALT RIVER PROJECT
GENERAL TUITION
OUT-OF-STATE TUITION
OUT-OF-COUNTY TUITION
OTHER FEES AND CHARGES
INVESTMENT INCOME
MISCELLANEOUS AND OTHER
SUBTOTAL REVENUES
BUDGETED USE OF FUND BALANCE

437,227,709
0
9,575,128
218,855,940
15,160,431
246,215
4,593,131
505,000
2,750,654
688,914,208
42,145,682

247,880,654
0
4,731,059
165,348,006
14,521,383
20,477
4,090,398
569,361
1,204,725
438,366,063
0

56.7
0.0
49.4
75.6
95.8
8.3
89.1
112.7
43.8
63.6
0.0

57.8
75.0
49.7
76.0
91.2
65.8
83.7
108.2
50.7
64.7
0.0

58.0
75.0
50.0
79.0
85.0
5.3
78.6
113.3
41.7
65.6
100.0

731,059,890

438,366,063

60.0

57.7

67.8

TOTAL SOURCES

Projected
Revenue

Projected
Variance
Over/(Under)
Budget

57.5
75.0
50.7
81.4
87.8
58.6
78.0
107.4
54.0
67.1
100.0

433,311,207
0
9,575,128
218,855,940
15,160,431
246,215
4,593,131
505,000
2,750,654
684,997,706
42,145,682

-3,916,502
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-3,916,502
0

68.8

727,143,388

-3,916,502

Percent
Percent
Percent
Recognized Recognized Recognized
14-15
13-14
12-13

Comments
Projected, see (a)
Per State Budget
Based on budget
Based on budget
Based on budget
Based on budget
Based on budget
Based on budget
Based on budget
Based on budget

FINANCIAL CONDITION ANALYSIS
Total projected revenues
Less total projected expenditures ( c )
Projected increase / (decrease) in fund balance
Beginning fund balance (audited)
Projected ending fund balance 6/30/15

684,997,706
-680,616,758
4,380,948
168,939,447
173,320,396

% of Projected
Revenues
25%

Less projected designations for future operations
3.5% college carry forward
Additional allocations

20,689,757
22,367,935

Total budgeted designations:
Less minimum financial condition measure ( d )
Less minimum financial condition measure for future years
Less allowance for student bad debt
Less priority initiatives (SSE, SSI, Corporate College, ITS, etc.)
Less capital master planning
Less reserves for potential claims/contingency
Less enrollment growth/retention
Projected undesignated balance

43,057,692
54,799,816
8,778,094
3,000,000
24,696,664
5,000,000
18,848,518
10,462,300
4,677,312

8%

(a) See specific revenue analysis by type on page 4
(b) Represents adopted budget, as amended by approved budget transfers.
(c) Projections based on college actuals, district office averages, and assumptions regarding transfers and reserve lines.
(d) The financial condition measure represents that portion of the undesignated general fund balance equal to 8% of the annual projected revenues. This measure represents the minimum level of the
undesignated general fund balance that must be continuously maintained to ensure continued operations in the event of unforeseen circumstances and contingencies.
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EXPENDITURE COMMENTS
Expenditures have been selected for comment (1) if the percent of budget expended varies from the prior year by at least five percentage points or (2) if transactions or activities during the month are unusual.
Some of these variations result from fluctuations in budget amounts allocated from year to year. Others are the result of timing differences for annually recurring expenditures.
By Function
Instruction

Includes expenditures directly related to instruction including credit courses and vocational and technical courses. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Public Service

Includes expenditures for activities established primarily to provide non-instructional services beneficial to individuals and groups external to the District. Decrease
in percent recognized is due to the budget increasing while actual expenditures increased slightly.

Academic Support

Includes activities to support the District's primary mission, such as student computing and library services. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Student Services

Includes activities that contribute to the students' emotional and physical well being; to promote intellectual, cultural, and social development outside the context of
the formal classroom; and to facilitate student enrollment in courses. Examples are Admissions and Records, student activities, financial aid, counseling, etc.
Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Institutional Support

Includes activities that provide safety, security, printing, travel, marketing, insurance, management, business and human resource operations, and planning. In
prior years, this had been split into two functions: General Institutional and Administration. Increase in percent recognized is due to a decrease in budget for flex
benefits, while expenditures remained consistent with prior year. For FY16, the budget for flex benefits has been allocated across the applicable functional
categories based on expected salary expenditures. In prior years, this budget was initially held in the Institutional Support function and allocated throughout the
year. Also, coding issues in the new Financial Management System have been identified and are being investigated and corrected.

Operation/Maintenance of Plant

Includes expenditures allocated for the operation and maintenance of the physical plant, such as utility costs and staff responsible for the maintenance of buildings
and grounds for all units. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year. Decrease in percent recognized is due to an increase in budget for flex benefits, while
expenditures remained consistent with prior year. For FY16, the budget for flex benefits has been allocated across the applicable functional categories based on
expected salary expenditures. In prior years, this budget was initially held in the Institutional Support function and allocated throughout the year. Also, coding
issues in the new Financial Management System have been identified and are being investigated and corrected.

Student Financial Assistance

Maricopa funded scholarships such as the President's scholarship, and honors awards. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Contingencies

Includes amounts carried from one fiscal year to the next by the colleges and district office units, amount of property tax levied but not collected, basic contingency
for unexpected needs as prioritized by the Governing Board. Minor coding issues have been noted in the new Financial Management System and are being
investigated and corrected.

By Account
Personnel Services

Includes salaries and wages for all employees in all types of positions such as full-time, part-time, temporary, permanent, all employee groups, etc. Percent
recognized is consistent with prior year.

Employee Benefits

Includes all employer paid costs of employee health insurance, retirement contributions, social security and Medicare, life insurance, workers compensation,
unemployment, etc. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Contractual Services

Includes expenditures such as funding for professional services, advertising, marketing, etc. Increase in percent recognized is due to coding issues that have been
noted in the new Financial Management System. The issues are being investigated and corrected.

Supplies, Materials, Parts

Includes the cost of classroom and office supplies and materials, software, audiovisual aids, etc. Increase in percent recognized is due to coding issues that have
been noted in the new Financial Management System. The issues are being investigated and corrected.

Current Fixed Charges

Includes expenditures for facilities rentals, liability and property insurance, subscriptions, etc. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year. However, coding
issues have also been noted in the new Financial Management System for Accident Insurance, Liability Insurance, and Property insurance. These issues are being
investigated and corrected.

Communications and Utilities

Includes all costs relating to telephone, postage, electricity, water, sewer, etc. Decrease in percent recognized is due to coding issues noted in the new Financial
Management System. The issues are being investigated and corrected.
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Travel

Includes mileage, in and out of state travel, international travel, registration, hotel, airfare, etc. Increase in percent recognized is due to an increase in out of state
travel expenditures primarily relating to professional growth activities.

Student Aid and Miscellaneous

Includes statutory waivers, employee and dependent waivers, non-capital equipment, bad debt expense relating to student accounts, etc. Percent recognized is
consistent with prior year.

Transfers-Intrafund

Includes allocations for enrollment growth funding (reserved to help fund additional courses for increased student enrollment), funds for incremental costs from
capital development facilities, etc. Transfers will be made near the end of FY 16. Minor coding issues have been noted in the new Financial Management System
and are being investigated and corrected.

Transfers to Other Funds

Includes transfers for programs accounted for in other funds of the district, such as the Maricopa and Southwest Skill Centers, mandatory match associated with
federal programs (financial aid and Small Business Development Center), funds for Meet and Confer, etc. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Contingencies

Includes amounts carried from one fiscal year to the next by the colleges and district office units, amount of property tax levied but not collected, basic contingency
for unexpected needs as prioritized by the Governing Board. Minor coding issues have been noted in the new Financial Management System and are being
investigated and corrected.

REVENUE COMMENTS
Property Tax

Primary property taxes levied and collected for use in current operations without restrictions. The projected variance under budget is made up of the estimated
uncollected tax levy of $3,916,502. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

State Aid

Effective in FY 16, the State of Arizona no longer provides financial support to the Maricopa County Community College District.

In Lieu Tax, Salt River Project

Monies paid to the District by SRP for use in current operations as a substitution for property taxes. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

General Tuition

Tuition and fees received from students whether directly or from a third party. Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Out-of-State Tuition

Tuition and fees received from students who do not reside within the state or are not otherwise eligible for in-state tuition, whether directly or from a third party.
Percent recognized is consistent with prior year.

Out-of-County Tuition

Counties that do not have a community college district provide monies for operations to the districts where their students attend. Decrease in percent recognized is
due to a timing difference in receiving the payments.

Other Fees and Charges

Includes funds received from students for various fees such as registration, transcripts, evaluation by examination registration fees, music lessons, etc. Increase in
percent recognized is due to the budget for Registration Fees decreasing, while the actual revenue remained consistent with prior year.

Investment Income

Idle monies of the District are invested per Governing Board policy and the income is available for operating purposes. Based on accounting standards, the District
adjusts the value of its investments monthly to that of the market and these adjustments are reflected in the investment income line. Therefore, the actual amount
for this revenue line can fluctuate up and down over the course of the year. The projected revenue is what the District expects the final income amount to be at the
end of the fiscal year regardless of the increases and decreases that can occur monthly.

Miscellaneous and Other

Includes funds recovered from previously written off student debts as well as other small types of revenues.
in bookstore commissions.

Budgeted Use of Fund Balance

Includes budget capacity to allow colleges and district office divisions to carry forward up to 3.5% of operating budgets from one fiscal year to the next, enrollment
growth funding for the colleges, and contingencies for unanticipated expenses. In prior years, 100% of the budgeted amount was recognized for reporting purposes;
however, beginning with the Dec-14 Report, fund balance will not be recognized as a source until used. Therefore, the percent recognized from prior years will not
be relevant to the current year's calculation.
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Decrease in percent recognized is due to a decrease

